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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

Section I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. Purpose
This manual provides information and guidance on doctrine, tac-

tics, and techniques for the employment of platoon-, company-, and
battalion-size armor units (hereafter referred to as small armor'

Tnits). It should be used in conjunction with appropriate field lman-
uals of the 17 and other series. It provides the basic doctrine, tactics,
techniques, and procedures common to two or more types of small
arlnor units. Other piublications plrovide the specific doctrine, tactics,
technliqules, and procedures for specific units. In addition, this mallrlal
supplements the doctrine stated in FM 100-5 and the staff procedures
contained in FAM 101-5.

2. Scope
a. This manual covers basic doctrine, tactics, and techniques of

employment ; organization; exercise of colnmalnd; reconnaissance: se-
curity; admillistration and logistics; control; movemelits; and offen-
sive, defensive, retrograde, and special operatiolns appropriate to all
small armor units. This general information is not repeated in other
armor ilit manuals. This marnual duplicates other field maiials only
where necessary to ensure clarity and understanding. Unless other-
wise specified, the material presented helrein is applicable without
modification to both atomic and nonatomic warfare.

b. Small armor units inclide platoon-, company-, and battalion-size
units of tanks, armored infantry, and arnored cavalry, within the
armored division, infantry division, airborne division, armored cav-
alry regiment, and other corps and army organizations. These are
referred to generally, in this and other 17-series field manuals, as
arlamor units. Currently prescribed telrminology for these units differs
in several respects from that heretofore used; the following are cur-
rent titles and designations of armor ulnits in divisions.

Title* Designlatio,*

Aroinred infailtry battalion …_. ..__ - Armored Rifle Battalion,
Infanltry.

Rifle comp:any., armored infantry bat- Co -- , - Armored Rifle Battal-
timllil. ion. i on fantry.
Tlile title is used when maokinlg a general referenice to tile type unit; ti e designantion

is used in referrinug to a speific Unit.
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Title D)esilynatio.*
Armored division armor battaliol, 90- - Medlium Tank Battalion (Pat-

111111. ton), Armor.
Mediumi tank comnpany, armored divi- Co __ Medium Tank Bat-

sion armor battalion, 90-oin. talion (Patton), Armor.
Armnored cavalry squadron ____._-_ -Reconnaissanlce Squadron,

Calvwry.
Reconnaissance troop, arlloled cav- Troop , , Reconnaissance

alry squadron. Slloulron, - Cavalry.
Infantry division armor battalion, 90- M- edimn Tank Battalion (Pat-

I1I'L,. tron), IArmor.

Medicul tank company, infantry divi- Co , Medimnl Tank Bat-
sion armor battalion, )0-mln,. talion (Patton), Armor.

Infantry division cavalry squadron____ Reconnaissance Squadron,
Cavalry.

Reconnaissance troop, infantry divi- Troop , Reconnaissance
sion cavalry squadron. Sqllndron, Cavallry.

Airborne division cavalry troop ....._ Troop (Reconnaissance) (Air-
borne). - Cavalry.

*nle title is used when making a general reference to the type unit; the design.ation
Is IiSed in referri'g to a specific n nit.

Throughout this manual, where the word battalioni appears in a gen-
eral sense (battalion commander, battalion staff, battalion trains), it
is to be considered as applying equally to the armored cavalry or
infantry division cavalry suadtron. Likewise, a general reference to
companjy applies equally to the reconnaissance troop.

Section II. THE ROLE OF ARMOR
3. General

Technological developments and doctrinal and organizational con-
cepts indicate that increased emphasis will be placed on combat opera-
tions that are characterized by open and fluid warfare, with greater
dispersion of tactical formations and installations. The decisive elec-
ment of these operations will be the rapid concentration of the combat
power required to achieve a tactical advantage. Upon the accomplish-
Inent of a mission, inmmediate dispersion of this combat powerl will
be necessary to avoid enemy atomic retaliation. Armor is designed
for the conduct of mounted mobile warfare. Its capabilities have
assumed increased importance within the role that ground forces will
play on tihe battlefield.

4. Definition of Armor
The term armor embraces the tank, armored calvary type recon-

naissance and security elements, armnnored infantry, artillery, engineer,
and mobile service support units required to forml an integrated and
balanced fighting force for the conduct of mounted warfare, the nu-
cleus of which is tanlks. The term ar-inor as used in this aLnd 17-series
manuals should be so interpreted. It should not be confused with the
name of the branch nor with the tank units alone.
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5. The General Role of Armor
a. Armor is a decisive tactical combat force. It is able to move

rapidly over extended distances and commit its forces promptly. It

possesses the capability of influencing combat activities within a
broad area of operations. Armor's role is the conduct of highly mobile
ground warfare, primarily offensive in nature and characterized by
a predolminanc of mounted combat.

b. The armlor-protected firepower, mobility, and shock action of
armor formations, together with their extensive and flexible communi-
cation, provide them with the cal)abilities for independent engageo-
ment of large enemy formations. In addition, armor units are well
suited to destroy hostile armor and to give close support to infantry
Iliits.

e. The role of armor is performed by units of the armored division,
armored cavalry regiments, armor units of the corps and army, and
the tank, reconlalissance, and armored calvary elements of the infantry
and airborne divisions.

6. Role of the Armor Battalion, 90-MM
(a. IThe 90nmmn airmor battalions are the principal striking forces

of the armored division. They can be effectively used against both
dismounted forces and armor formations. The battalion is capable
of engaging in offensive or defensive action without armored infantry.
However, it is normally employed as the nucleus of a battalion task
force consisting of both tanks and armored infantry. It is both all
adminlistrative and a tactical unit, with supply, evacuation, and main-
tenance facilities sufficient for limited periods of combat. Its con-
tinued operation is dependent upon adequate and timely logistical
support.

b. The role of the battalion in the infantry division is to support
the overall division mission. T he battalion is used in the greatest
possible concentration consistent with the situation. It may be rein-
forced or may be used to reinforce infantry units. The battaliol ill-
creases the strength and firepower of the attack and counterattack,
exploits successes, and adds depth to the antitank defense in both
the offense and defense.

7. Role of the Armor Battalion, 120-MM
The missions and the doctrine for employment of the 120-ilmm armor

battalion are similar to those of the 90-mm armor battalion. Al-
though the heavy-gun tank, by reason of greater armor protection
and gun-ammunition capabilities, is better suited to fight enemy armor
than is the medium-gun tank, it should not be considered primarily
as an antitank or defensive wealpon. In addition to the missions nor-
mnally assigned to any armor battalion, the 120-mln armor battalion
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may be assigned missions which make maximum ulse of the capabilities
of its tanks, such as long-range fires delivered in the defense or retro-
grade operations, tank-gun fire in support of river-crossing opera-
tions, or tank-gun fire employed in the attack of a fortified area.

8. Role of the Armored Infantry Battalion
The primary mission of the armored infantry battalion is to assist

tanks in the accomplishment of their assigned missions. The arnlored
infantry battalion has the capability of engaging in offensive or de-
fensive action without tanks, but is normally employed as the nuclelus
of a battalion task force consisting of both tanks and armored in-
fantry. It is both an adminlistrative aind tactical unit, with supply,
evacuation, and maintenance facilities sufficient for limited periods of
combat. Its continued operation is dependent upon adequate and
timely logistical support.

9. Role of the Armored Cavalry Squadron
The armored cavalry sqladron is organized and equipped prima-

rily to perform recolnaissance and to provide security for large coin-
bat formations. Reconnaissance and security operations may be exe-
cuted by both air and surface means. The squadron is also employed
to engage in offensive, defensive, or retrograde combat as an economy-
force unit. This permits the higher commander to concentrate the
bulk of his force on the more decisive objectives. In the performance
of reconnaissance and security missions, an armored cavalry squad-
ron normally operates without attachments. When operating as an
economy force, the squadron normally vill have attached, or placed
ill support. engineer and artillery units. The squadron may be or-
ganized into a battalion task force and is capable of receiving at-
tachments of infantry and/or tanks. It is both an administrative
and tactical unit, with supply, evacuation, and maintenance facilities
sufficient for limited periods of combat. Its continued operation is
dependent upon adequate and timely logistical support.

10. Fundamental Concept of Organization for Combat
The fundamental concept of organization for combat of small

armor units is the formation of combined-arns forces especially tai-
lored for specific tactical missions. The nucleus of such a force is an
arnor or armored infantry battalion or a tank or armored rifle com-
pany. Around this nucleus a force is formed which normally con-
sists of tanks and armored infantry, in the proportion best suited for
the mission, supported by artillery and engineers. Additional ele-
ments, either combat or service, can be added as necessary. These
combined-arms forces are not rigid: even after they are committed
to action, their composition can be quickly adjusted to meet the re-
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quiremlents of a changing situation. The keynote of tbis concept is
flexibility, in that a force of tile proper size and comlposition can
easily and quickly be formed for the acQomplishlnent, of the mission
at hand. WhTen such a combined-arms team is formed arolund a bat-
talion, it is called a battalion task force; when it is formed around a
company, it is called a company team.

11. Basic Missions of Armor
a. The basic missions of armor are to attack, disrupt, disorganize,

and destroy enemy forces, and to provide reconnaissance, security, and
antitank defense for friendly forces.

b. Armor may be employed in all types of ground combat, either
independently or as part of a larger force. Armor is especially
suited to execute the following type missions:

(1) Deep penetrations to seize decisive objectives.
(2) Envelopment and destructioll of hostile forces.
(3) Employment as tile mobile reserve of a lr'ger unit to condlct

spoiling attacks, countelrattacks, and striking force actions.
(4) Acting as a covering force in retrograde movemcnts, in of-

fensive action, and in defensive action.
(5) Operations utilizing armor in mobile defense.
(6) Destruction of hostile armor.
(7) Exploitation of successes of othler units and atomic weapons.
(8) Pursuit and destruction of hostile forces.

c. Armored cavalry units are particularly suited fol-
(1) Reconnaissance.
(2) Battlefield and Imarch security.
(3) Maintenance of contact with the enemy and between major

friendly units.
(4) Delayinlg action.
(5) Holding wide fronts lightly.
(G) Seizing and holding critical terrain for a linmited time.
(7) Real area security and antiairborne mlissions.

12. Characteristics of Armor
a. Genteral. Successful operation of arlor unit:s depends upon

the proper utilization of their characteristics of armor-protected fire-
power, miolbility, shock action, extensive and flexible communication,
and responsiveness to command.

b. Amor Protected Firepowoer. Armor units contain mobile,
armlor-protected machine guns, mortars, and tank guns. Armor enl-
ployment is based on an integrated weapons system composed of the
weapons of tanks, armored infantry, artillery, and other supporting
elements. The tank is the principal weapol of arlmor; it is a weapons
systeln in itself designed to engage all types of enelmy targets in
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mounted combat. The tank gun is a direct-fire weapon used primarily
against enemy tanks and other 'hard-shell'' targets: the tank machine
guns are used to neutralize or destroy enemy personnel and other
"soft" targets. Armored infantry provide the basic weapons to close
with and destroy the enemy by dismounted close combat. Artillery
and other supporting weapons provide coverilng fires which assist
tanks and armored infantry to close with and destroy the enemy.
The combat and combat support elements of armor units have suffi-
cient vehicular armor protection to afford a substantial degree of pro-
tection against enemy small arms and mortar and artillery shell
fragments. This armor protection provides, too, a significant degree
of protection against the effects of atomic weapons. This characteris-
tic of armor equipment permits the commander to maneuver his com-
bat forces under enemy fire and to fully exploit the effects of friendly
supporting fires.

c. MIobility. Armor units are 100 percent mobile. Each person
and item has an assigned place in a vehicle. The combat and combat
support elements possess great cross-country mobility. The mnobility
of armor enables time commander to rapidly shift firepower and change
task organization. It multiplies the effective strength of an armor
unit, which can be applied against the enemy at several points within
a short period of tilme. Army aviation elements, which are orlganlic
to the division and armored cavalry regiment, increase tbe mobility
of these organizations by providing surveillance, reconnaissance, and
limited medical evacuation, resupply, and troop movement for fast-
moving armor formations.

d. Shock Action. Shock action is the combination of destructive
physical and psychological effect on the enemy produced by the vio-
lent impact of mounted and mobile armor protected firepower of tanlks
and supporting armored troops. Armor combines tremendous con-
centrated firepower with rapid movement of its fighting vehicles to
produce severe shock action on the enemy. The shock action of armlor
increases greatly as the number of tanks employed in mass is in-
creased. This shock action, in a properly executed armor assault, can
have a decidedly adverse effect on enemy morale and a favorable effect
on the morale of friendly troops.

e. Extensive and Flexible Communication. The primary means of
commnnlication for armor units is radio. This provides armor with
an immediately available and highly flexible commlunication system
to higher, lower, adjacent, and supporting elements. Supplementary
means of comnilunication are installed and employed whenever re-
quired by the tactical situation.

f. Flexibility. Armor is flexible; armor units can be grouped or
regrouped quickly to meet the demands of the tactical situation. The
battlefield mobility of armor units permits rapid changes in task
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organization, even when the units are engaged with the enemy, over
nearly any type terrain. MIany factors contribute to the flexibility
of armor: cellular type organization, highly flexible communication
system, mobile combat support alnd service units, and the mental
mobility of the armor commander.

g. Iesponsiveness to (Coni.mand. Because of its mobility, flexi-
bility, and extensive and flexible communication, armor is extremely
responsive to commnand. Armor units respond quickly and easily
to inission-type orders requiring changes in mission, task organiza-
tion, or direction of movement. Their communication facilities pro-
vide rapid means for transmission of instructions, while their
flexibility and mobility permit orderly alteration of tactical group-
ings and rapid movement to a more critical or decisive area.

13. Capabilities of Armor
Armor is capable of covering broad fronts and deep zones of action.

The following specific capabilities should be exploited for most effec-
tive utilization of armor units:

a. Ability to maneuver and control tremendous armor-protected
firepower on the battlefield.

6. Ability to move rapidly from one area to another and decisively
engage the enemy at a critical point.

c. Ability to disperse and concentrate rapidly.
d. Ability to withstand, to a significant degree, the effects of an

atomic explosion.
e. Ability to rapidly engage the enemy and to quickly disengage

from the enemy.
f. Ability to conduct heavy assault actions against enemy positions.

Section III. ATOMIC AND NONATOMIC WARFARE

14. General
a. The doctrine, principles, procedures, and techniques contained in

this mainalll are applicable to both atomic and nonatomic warfare.
b. The characteristics of mobility and armor protection inherent

to armor units make them relatively well suited for tactical operatious
in atomic warfare. Their armor provides a significant degree of pro-
tection against the effects of atomic weapons, while their mobility
permits rapid movement, concentration, and subsequent dispersal.
Titus they present poor targets for enemy atomic attack. However,
armor commmanders must recognize that their units will attract
heavy atomic and nionatomic fire, because of their tremendous striking
power and capability to conduct sustained effective operations under
atomic conditions. The tactics and techniques employed by armor
units will be tempered by this consideration.
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c. Individual and unit protective measures against the effects of
atomic weapons are discussed in paragraphs 184 through 190.

15. Employment of Armor in Atomic Warfare
The basic doctrine for the employment of small armor units under

atomic conditions is essentially the same as that for nonatomic con-
ditions. Tile planning and execution of tactical operations will con-
tinue to be based on fire and maneuver, with atomic weapons con-
sidered as a means ofextremely powerful fire support. Specific effects
of the employment of atomic weapons on small armor unit tactical
operations may include-

a. Small armor units can deploy much closer to the immediate area
of an atomic explosion than can unarmored units, because of their
armor protection and mobility. In addition, they can move almost
immediately into the area of ground zero because their armor provides
significant protection against residual radioactivity.

b. Small armor units can frequently employ the penetration, rather
than the more time-consuming envelopment, in exploiting tile em-
ployment of friendly atomic weapons. (Armor normally favors the
maneuver of envelopment over the penetration under conditions of
nonatomic warfare.) It can be assumed that the atomic battlefield
will be characterized by widely dispersed islands of strength with no
well-defined flanks to envelop. It is conceivable that, in order to
destroy a greater number of enemy forces, a penetration supported by
atomic weapons will be made at the point of enemy strength rather
than at the point of enemy weakness, as would be normal under non-
atomic conditions. In exploiting an atomic attack, armor may maneu-
ver directly through tile affected area; or the exploitation may be in-
direct, with a maneuver in conjunction with the atomic attack but
not necessarily through the affected area.

c. Small armor units will rapidly concentrate from widely dis-
persed assembly areas. The concentration will be maintained only
long enough for accomplishment of the mission then the attacking
units will disperse, to avoid offering the enemy a lucrative target for
the employment of all atomic weapon. Whenever possible, objectives
should be assigned to units no larger than battalion task force. When
it is necessary for two or more battalion task forces to seize, occupy,
and defend one objective, they should be sufficiently well dispersed
throughout the action to preclude presenting a concentrated atomic
target.

d. In defense, under atomic conditions, small armor units may be
assigned much wider frontages than under nonatomic conditions.
Defensive positions will be prepared for all-round defense. In atomic
warfare, troops must not be massed in a fixed or static defensive posi-
tion. The tactical advantage will be gained by that unit which
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possesses sufficient mobility to quickly mass a superiority of firepower
at the decisive point at the required time. Armor units will norm-
ally employ the mobile defense; this defense will be orfensive in na-
ture, since it will be based on the ability to employ a mobile offensive
force at any threatened point in the defensive position.

16. Organization for Combat in Atomic Warfare
The principles governing the organization of armor units for com-

bat under atomic conditions vary little from those considered under
nonatomic conditions.

a. At the point of burst of most atomic weapons, there is a definite
hazard because of residual radioactivity. Within the affected area,
Inounted action should be favored during the period of radioactivity.

b. Fewler combat units may be required to accomplish a particular
mission if tactical atomic weapons are available to support them.
This is true in both offensive and defensive situations.

c. Atomic explosions normally create extensive obstacles. This
may make necessary the assignment of much more engineer support
thlaliN would be required in nonatomic warfare. Since armor normlnally
seeks to avoid built-up or forested areas, this is not considered to be
a serious disadvantage.

17. Planning and Control in Atomic Warfare
Commanders and staff officers of small armor units will seldom be

directly associated with the planning for and control of the employ-
ment of tactical atomic weapons. However, the direct effect of the
emplloyment of atomic weapons on tactical plalnniilg and control of
small armor units include the following:

a. Friendly Troop Safety. The commander controlling the atomic
attack determines the degree of risk to which his forces w\\ill be sub-
jected during the employment of tactical atomic weapons. However,
the application of individual and unit protective measures at the
time of detonation, in order not to exceed this troop safety criteria,
is the responsibility of each unlit commander. In no other aspect of
the tactical employlnent of atomic weapons does the small armor unit
commander have a more direct or vital function. This responsibility
can be fulfilled only through adequate traililig, the establishment of
sound standing operating procedures, maintenanclle of discipline, lead-
ership, and supervision.

b. Control of Conobat Forces. The employment of tactical atomic
weapons in close support of small armor units dictates a need for
more stringent control measIres prior to and during the attack. Lines
of departure, times of attack, and specific routes, zones, or axes of
advance will be assigned by the headquarters controlling the atomic
strike. Detailed locations of units and firing positions will be speci-
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fled at battalion level; battalion will also issue movement instructions,
to include route of march, time of departure, and rate of march. De-
tailed reconnaissance of routes and positions, and traffic control of
the movement of units from assembly areas to the line of departure
usually xvill be conducted by the reconnaissance units of the battalion
task forces.

18. Conduct of the Attack in Atomic Warfare
a. During the conduct of an attack, commanders will avoid pre-

senting lucrative targets to the enemy by not permitting, except for
brief periods, the concentration of units larger than a battalion. As
a rule, objectives will be assigned to and seized, cleared, occupied, and
defended by battalion-size units.

(1) Combat command and division objectives will be composed
of a number of battalion objectives.

(2) Whenever possible, these battalion objectives wxill be located
to maintain the desirable dispersion distance of 6,000 yards
between centers and 4,000 yards between perimeters.

b. The seizure of combat command and division objectives fre-
quently vill require the concentration of units larger than a battalion
in areas permitting less than the desirable degree of dispersion.
When this occurs, efforts will be made to-

(1) IJtilize the maximum available combat power to seize the
objective in the shortest possible time.

(2) Require the attacking forces to maintain maximum contact
with the enemy force, thereby reducing the enemy's capacity
and will to employ atomic weapons in the area of close
combat.

c. Whenl a division or combat command is required to seize and
defend an objective, the planlned defensive dispositions should provide
desirable dispersion distance between battalion-size units.
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CHAPTER 2

FUNDAMENTALS OF EMPLOYMENT OF SMALL ARMOR
UNITS

Section I. PRINCIPLES OF WAR
19. General

a. Tile lirnciples of wear govern the conduct of all military opera-
tions. They represent the major factors essential to the successful
conduct of war. In this lnuuial, the explanation associated with
each principle is intended to emphasize its application to the employ-
ment of armor. The princiTple of thle objective must be regarded as
the "master principle." It has therefore been placed first. The re-
maining principles are not given in any particular order, since their
relative importance and the degree of their application will vary with
tile situation.

b. In combat the plan of the commander, at all levels, imust be based
on a specific mission and certain principles. Every plan must relate
the principles of war to the particular situation in which the com-
nmander finds hinlself.

20. Principle of the Objective
a. Every military operation must be directed toward a decisive, ob-

tainable objective. The destruction of the enemy's armed forces
and his will to fight is the ultimate military objective of war. Each
phase of a combat operation must be directed toward this aim with
the maximum means available. In this era of highly destructive
weapons, high speed aircraft, and guided missiles, the objective must
be accomplished in the quickest possible time. Armutor formations
possess the necessary requisites for conduct of this mobile warfare.

b. Each element of an armor unit contributes to the attainment, of
the objective of the larger nnit of which it is a part. For example,
when the objective of a division hlas been defined, all elements of the
division must be assigned objectives which facilitate the attainment of
the division objective.

21. Principle of the Offensive
Tlhe key to success in armnor operations is offensive action. Armor

commanders may at times be forced to take the defense, bult they
should do so only as a temporary expedient to gain time or to econo-
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mize forces so that the offensive can be taken elsewhere. Even in
defense, the armor commander often can best accomplish his mission
by offensive action.

22. Principle of Simplicity
Simplicity must be the keynote of efficient military operation. Sim-

plicity of plan does not necessarily mean lack of detailed planning
or ease of execution. Simplllicity is a relative term. A certain opera-
tion may be considered as difllicult for a poorly trained unit and yet
be relatively simple for a well-trained organization.

23. Principle of Unity of Command
The decisive application of full combat power requires unlity of

command. Efforts of all elemnents of the forces involr ed in an opera-
tion, both attached and supporting, should be controlled and coordi-
nated by a single commander. This promotes flexibility of
employment. speed of action, and coordinated actions of all forces.
Co-operation is achieved when elements of the combined-arms team
work together for the accomplishment of a common mission. Before
full cooperation can be attained, everyone must understand his in-
structions and execute them in accordance with the spirit and intent of
the authority issuing them.

24. Principle of Mass
a. Maxillum available combat power mIust be applied at the point

of decision. Briefly, mass means superiority at the point of decision,
but does not necessarily mean superiority throlughout the battle area.
Armor places superior forces at the point of decision by a combina
tion of its mobility and arnmor-protected firepower and the complete
exploitation of its communication facilities. Proper application of
this principle, in conjunction with other principles of war, may permit
the smaller of two forces to achieve decisive combat superiority.

b. Mass does not require continued concentration of forces; it does
require that forces be so disposed that maximum combat power can
be concentrated at the decisive time and place. The use of atomic
weapons by enemy forces w-ill require greater dispersion for passive
defense; therefore, greater stress must be placed on the application
of mass from the point of view of time rather than space.

c. Armor is employedl in mass. The speed, maneuverability, and
communication of armnor permit the rapid massing of mobile fire-
powver. The armnor leader seeks to concentrate his mobile firepower
at one decisive point, overcome that point, then shift to another de-
cisive point. Violation of this principle exposes the commander to
the risk of piece-meal defeat by even an inferior enemy. The proper
ballance betweenl achieving mass and minimizing vulnerability to
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enemy atomic attack is the major problem of the commander ill atomic
warfare. In the final analysis, the mission will be the overriding
consideration.

25. Principle of Economy of Force
Minimum forces must be employed at points other than the decisive

one. This principle is a corollary to the principle of mass. Rigid
economy of force within an armor unit is always essential. Powerful
units must never be frittered away on unessential tasks.

26. Principle of Maneuver
a. Maneuver must be used to change the relative combat power of

military forces. Malnieuver is the means most often used to achieve tlhe
critical factor of the battlefield-dominance of fire. Maneuver is
used to increase the effectiveness of fire, and fire is used to facilitate
maneuver.

b. In offensive operations, the armor commander utilizes the speed,
mobility, and armor protection of his combat vehicles and the services
of Army aviation to maneuver over ground of his own choosing to
strike the enemy flanks and rear, or to bypass the enemy entirely if the
mission requires such action. Armor defensive doctrine is based on
the maximum use of maneuver to increase the effectiveness of armor's
firepower and shock action.

27. Principle of Surprise
Surprise may decisively shift the balance of combat power in favor

of the commander who achieves it. Surprise is a most powerful in-
fluence in armor operations and can be achieved through secrecy, con-
cealment, deception, boldness, originality, rapidity, violence of
execution, and the use of seemingly impassable terrain. Surprise is
attained by striking the enemy at an unexpected time, at an unex-
pected place, from an unexpected direction, in sufficient numbers,
and with sufficient support to gain the objective. Reconnaissance by
Army aircraft, rapidity of concentration, speed of movement, the use
of covered approaches, and the intensity of the attack all assist in
gaining surprise. Movement generates surprise, and surprise gives
impetus to movement. A movement which is accelerated, or which
changes its direction, carries with it a degree of surprise. Surprise
smooths the path of movement by hindering the enemy's counter-
measures and countermovements.

28. Principle of Security
Armor units seek to provide for their own security through proper

application of the other principles of war. Proper application of the
principles of the offense, mass, surprise, and maneuver will keep the
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Cnycini so preoccupied with his own security that he wvill have little
effort left to spare for other purposes. Security does not imply un-
due caution and avoidance of all risks. for bold action is essential to
success in war. When security is provided, unexpected developments
will not seriously interfere with the pursuit of a vigorous offensive.
The capability of Army aviation elements for providing observation
over wide areas, and to an appreciable distance into enemy territory,
should be fully exploited to assist the armor commander in providing
security for his unit.

Section II. FUNDAMENTALS OF EMPLOYMENT

29. General
The employment of armor is governed by the application of the

principles of war and certain guiding fundamentals (pars. 30-39)
which are particularly applicable to armor. The successful use of
these fundamentals depends entirely on how imaginative, progressive
in thought, and flexible in mind are commanders and their staffs. The
commanders must be willing to take coldly calculated risks. There
is no place in the doctrine of armor for the words always and never.

30. Utilize Fire and Maneuver
Armor tactics are based oin fire and maneuver . Fire and manlellver

is the movement of one element covered by the fires of another element
or elements. Maneuver is but a means of placillng fire on the enemy
with maximum effectiveness. Close air support, artillery, atomic
weapons, and mortars provide the covering fires necessary to enable
the tanks and armored infantry to close with and destroy the enei\my.
I)ecisive results ate obtained by concentrating the direct-fire weapons
of tank and armored infantry units at the critical point of action.
Firepower alone, or maneuver alone, will seldom defeat the enemy;
but an overwhelming mass of firepower, maneuvered into an advan-
tageous position, will result in the destruction or surrender of the
enemy forces.

31. Retain the Initiative
The initiative must be retained; once lost, it is difficult and costly

to regain. The initiative is retained by the continuous application of
force against those portions of the enemy defense least capable of
withstanding attack, or most dangerouls to accomplishment of the
assigned mission. Retainingm the initiative is furthered by a rapid
succession of attacks against vulnerable points, denying the enemy an
opportlunity to adequately organize his force to oppose them, and by
continuing the attack at night. The enemy must not be permitted to
withdraw, or to prepare for an attack, without measures being taken
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to divert him from his plans. It is essential to have alternate plans
prepared for immediate execution should the initial thrust fail.

32. Exploit the Point of Least Resistance
In the conduct of offensive actions, small armor units habitually

seek to maintaill the momentum of their attack by exploiting any
weak spots developed in the enemy defenses. If supporting atomic
weapons are available, the employment of a friendly atomic strike
on an enemy strong-point may create a point of least resistance.
Depending on the degree of accuracy with which the atomic effects
can be predicted, the attacking force would be able to move in a more
direct liine onto its objective in a shorter period of time.

33. Maximize Mobility
The mobility of armor llst be exploited to maneuver firepower into

position to destroy the enemy. Mobility makes possible the achieve-
ment of surprise. It permits the rapid concentration and prompt dis-
persal of combat forces requited by atomic warfare. Mobility en-
haluces the effect of maneuver. It permits armor to move in column
and deploy rapidly. It makes feasible the assignilent t of multiple
missions and permits the rapid disengagement of committed forces.
It permlits the concentration of forces on a single objective from diver-
gent directions.

34. Maximize Flexibility
Arllor formations are tailored to accompllish the mission at hand.

Changes in the terrain, weather, or enemy situation may require
changes in the task organization. Each unit must lave a commander
who is capable of handlinlg operations in a fast-moving situation and

iwhlo is trained to wvork under mission-type fragnlcltary orders.

35. Employ Tanks and Armored Infantry Together
The employnlelt of combnined-armis teams results in maximum use of

the favorable characteristics of both tanks and armored infantry.
Tank or armored infantry units mnay be, and frequently are, em
ployed separately. Separation of tanks and armored infantry should
be limited to the time or distance wherein tile two are nmtually sup-
portilg. However, this mutual support may not be attainable in
sitnuations when pure tank units are employed through tile ground
zero of an atomic wveapon, or whlen pure armored infantry units are
employed in areas wihele tanks cannot accompany them, such as a
river crossing or an air-lift operation. The bulk of either tanks or
armored infantry should be employed wherever their particular capa-
bilities can be fully used.
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36. Plan Deliberately, Execute Violently
Successful armor action is characterized by deliberate planling,

followed by violent execution. Once plans are put into effect, the
aglgressiveness with which the attack is executed eill normally deter-
mine the measure of success. Shock action cannot be obtained without
violent execution. Armor action involves large road spaces, close
timing, and detailed plans for resupply, medical evacuation, and main-
tenance. It involves careful coordination and teamwork by all units.
It requires carefully thought-out communication plans. Each armor
commander should be given information as to the final objective of
the next higher commander. WTith this knowledge, he can rapidly
direct successive efforts toward furthlerance of the overall plan as he
finds opportunity to exploit local successes. The commander must
pltal well ahead to know exactly whlat decision to make immediately
after reaching an objective or locality.

37. Use Mission-Type Orders
Armor commanders normally are issued mission-type orders. These

orders should tell the commander what to do, but not how to do it.
The speed of armor actions, and the rapidly changing tactical situa-
tion during mobile warfare, make it necessary that commanders be
allow-ed as much freedom of action as possible so that they can take
immediate advantage of favorable changes in the situation as they
occur.

38. Use Terrain to Best Advantage
Terrain and weather frequently make control and effective use of

the road network the key to tactical success. However, the excellent
cross-country mobility of armored combat vehicles minimizes armor's
reliance on roads and allows the commander maximum freedom of
maneuver. But the sustained fighting ability of armor units is de-
pendent upon the flow of support transportation; and for the most
part, this transportation consists of whlleeled vehicles -which move best
on roads.

39. Insure Adequate Logistical Support
Adequate and timely logistical support is essential to the successful

accomplishment of the tactical mission. Detailed planning for ade-
quate resupply, medical evacuation, and maintenance must precede
the operation.

Section III. FACTORS AFFECTING EMPLOYMENT

40. General
Armor must be employed in a manner calculated to make maximum

use of its favorable characteristics. The employment of armor is based
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upon the comlnmander's consideration of four paramounllt factors: the
mission, the enemy, terrain and weather, and the troops available.
These four factors are considered constantly and siniultaneously by
the armor commander. For brevity they are frequently referred to
as the factors of MIETT (IMission, Enemy, Terrain and weather, and
Troops available).

41. Mission
The mnission of higher headquarters affects the employment of slmall

armor units because it dictates the objectives assigned to subordinlate
units. Consequently, the mission of the sinall armor unit will affect
its task organization. formaltion, and schemne of maneuver, as well
as the employment of supporting units.

42. Enemy
a. General. All possible information of the enemy location,

strengtll, disposition, and composition is obtained prior to the com-
minitment of armor units. The prilmalry sources of combat informa-
tion available to the small alrlnor Uliit commander include reports
of iunits in contact, air observers, liaison with adjacent units, organic
reconnaissance units, patrols, and intelligence provided by higher
headquarters. Combat patrols, or reconnaissance in force, may be
employed to provide additional information when required.

b. Obstaoles. INinefields, roadblocks, antitank ditches, and other
antitanik obstacles restrict the maneuver of armor unlits and slow down
their operation. Knowledge of the existence of such obstacles is of
extreme importance in the employment of armor forces. Considera-
tion should be given also to the possible creation of obstacles result-
ing from blown-down objects in wooded or built-up areas, and to areas
of residual radioactivity following the employment of friendly tacti-
cal atomic weapons.

c. Atomic Capabilty. Anll enemy capability to employ atomic
weapons nmist be given serious consideratiom. The existence of this
capability may result in movement and attack during periods of
darkness or poor visibility. It will also result in increased attention
to passive defense measures such as dispersion, concealment, cover,
stringent traffic control, radio discipline, and individual protective
measures. It may also affect the use of unarmored service and
supporlt elements.

d. Air'. An armor unit provides an attractive target to enemy
air forces. Althoughl the armored vehicles are relatively invulnerable
to all but direct hits, the unarlmored vehicles organic to arlmor units are
vullelable to enemy air attack. The employmentl of all forms of
deceptiol, cover, dispersion, and conceah]lent is therefore of the
greatest ilmportance.
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e. A4titank Capability. The degree of enemy capability to counter
the employment of armor with antitank weapons is of vital concern
and must be considered in the preparation of plans.

43. Terrain and Weather
a. Terrain and weather have decisive effects on the employment

of armor units. Dense woods, swamps, mountainous, or extremely
roLgh terrain, and deep mud can restrict the operations of armor.
An armor unit loses much of its effectiveness when employed in un-
favorable terrain or weather, or when confronted with obstacles
sufficient to restrict its freedom of action and reduce the momentum
of the attack. The full striking pow-er of arnor can best be achieved
over rolling terrain in which the full cross-country mobility of ve-
hicles can be utilized. A heavy rain or snowfall, with the resulting
mud or ice, may turn otherwise favorable terrain into areas which
will seriously limit or possibly prohibit mobile armor operations.

b. Although tactical maneuver and fighting are executed off the
roads, armor uses roads whenever feasible to obtain maximum speed
and control of movement. An extensive road net greatly facilitates
sustained armor operations because most of the vehicles of supporting
logistical elements are wheeled and are limited to roads or easily
negotiated terrain,

c. Good terrain for armor operations is likely to be mined. Further-
more, tactical surprise may dictate the use of terrain which is difficult
to cross and which may sometimes be considered as impassable.

d. Terrain in rear of the assigned objective must be evaluated in
plannimng a continuation of the attack or defense of the objective. If
portions of the terrain available for attacking forces are unsuitable
for armor operations, dismounted action may be required to seize
ground from which an armor attack can be launched.

e. Extreme cold or heat, or a reduction in visibility and observation
resulting from snow, rain, or fog, will somewhat reduce the effective-
ness of armor operations. On occasion, however, conditions of poor
visibility offer certain advantages to armor units. For example, an
attacking force is able to maneuver toward the enemy unobserved and
under a greatly reduced threat from enemy air attack.

44. Troops Available
a. The assignment of missions to subordinate units is dependent on

the number and type of units available. To insure sustained opera-
tions, consideration must be given to such items as previous and con-
templated employment of thie unit, status of equipment and per-
sonnel, and adequacy of logistics to support the mission. Tanks and
other armored vehicles require frequent and thorough maintenance;
periodic checks must be made of all vehicles to insure sustained mo-
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bility. The means to accomplish this maintenance are available
within the armor unit, and the necessary time for maintenance can
be provided by the rotation of combat units actually engaging the
enemy.

b. The continuous operation of vehicles, equipment, and weapons
of armor units depends on efficient maintenance and adequate and
well-timed resupply of fuel, lubricants, and ammunition. The status
of supplies must be considered in all planning.

Section IV. ORGANIZATION FOR COMBAT

45. General
Armor battalions and armored infantry battalions normally operate

attached to combat commands. The combat commanlld commander
may employ the attached battalions as pure battalions (without at-
tachment), or lie may organize them for combat by cross-reinforce-
ment. Similarly, tank and armored rifle companies normally operate
directly under control of one of the battalions. The battalion com-
mander may employ his companies as pure companies (without attach-
ment), or he may organize them for combat by cross-reinforcemlent.
Thle armored cavalry squadron normally operates as a unllit under the
control of division or its parent armored cavalry regiment.

46. Battalion Task Force
a. A battalion task force is a temporary grouping of units, formed

to provide the battalion task force commllander with the number and
type of units necessary to accomplish a specific mission or task. A
battalion task force normally consists of an armor battalion or armored
infantry battalion headquarters and headquarters company and one
or more organic anld/or attached companlies.

b. There is no definite rule to determine the size and composition
of a battalion task force (fig. 1); they are based on a consideration
of the factors of AMETT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and
troops available). In this respect, the battalion task force is similar
to the combat command: Units of the proper type are attached, or
placed in support, in sufficient numbers to carry out the assigned
missions. The composition of a battalion task force can be readily
chainged to meet varying tactical situations.

c. A battalion task force organized around an armored infantry
battalion headquarters normally is armored-infantry-heavy or bal-
anced. Likewise, a battalion task force utilizing anl armor battalion
headquarters normally is tank-heavy or balanced. (A battalion task
force is balanced when it contains armored rifle companies and tank
companies ill equal nmllber. armored-infaintry-lheavy when it contains
more armored rifle companies, and tank-heavy when it contains more
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Figure 1. Exalmlles of battalion, task forces.
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tank companies.) Battalion task forces may be referred to as armor
battalion task forces or armored infantry battalion task forces.

47. Company Team
a. A company team is a tactical grouping of units under one comn-

pany commander formed for a specific operation or mission. The
company team normally consists of a complete company with one or
more nonorganic units attached, or a company minus one or more
organic units with one or more nonorganic units attached.

b. Within the battalion task force, the commander organizes com-
pany teams (fig. 2). The ratio of tanks to armored infantry in a
company team varies with the factors of METT. Tank and armored
infantry units are usually employed together; if they are not together,
they should be within supporting distance of each other.

c. Platoons normally are employed as a part of the company team.
Typical exceptions would be patrol, reconnaissance, or direct-fire
support missions. The platoon usually is the smallest unit to be at-
tached to another organization. Tanks should not be attached by
sections unless terrain or other conditions prevent the effective opera-
tion of a complete platoon. Armored cavalry troops, however, fre-
quently employ platoon teams (FM 17-35).

48. Command of Battalion Task Forces and Company Teams
a. General. Normally, a tank-heavy battalion task force or com-

pany team is commanded by a tank unit commander, while an
armored-infantry-heavy task force or team is commanded by an
armored infantry unit commander. Factors to be considered by the
battalion task force commander, in determining who will command
a team, include-

(1) Mission of the team.
(2) Composition of the team (tank-heavy or infantry-heavy).
(3) Personalities involved.

Thus, a team composed of a tank company and anll armored rifle pla-
toon would be commanded by the tank company commander. A team
composed of an armored rifle company and a tank platoon would be
commanded by the arlmored rifle company commander. In the case
of a team made up of a tank company and an armored rifle company,
the battalion task force commander could designate either company
commander as the team commander. A less acceptable method is to
designate a qualified battalion staff officer to command the team.

b. Subordinate Elements of Company Teams. The tank and
armored rifle platoons normally are commanded directly by the team
commander. As a general rule, a platoon leader will not command
any platoon other than his own. Coordinated action between platoons
of a company team is attained by orders to each platoon leader from
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the team commander and by cooperation between the platoons. If it
is deemed necessary to place two platoons under a single commander,
the company executive officer may be used to commland them.

c. ]Battalion Mllortar Platoon. Tile mortar platoon of the armor
battalion or armored infaintry battalion (app. IV) normally is eml-
ployed directly under battalion control. This platoon will fire as a
unit in support of the leading companies. Wdhen necessary, the bat-
talion commander will indicate a pliority of fire for this platoon.

d. /Battalion Scout Platoon. The scout platoon of the armor bat-
talion or armored infantry battalion is an organic reconnaissance
unit which operates under the control of the battalion commander.
Its prinmary mission is to perform reconlaissance and to provide se-
curity for the battalion. This unit is capable of performing a variety
of missions, both administrativ e and tactical. For detailed discussion
of the tactical employment of the scout platoon, see FiI 17-35.

49. Use of Reserves
a. Reserves are used to exploit success or to reinforce. A reserve

is most often thought of as a body of troops which is kept to the
rear, or withheld from action at the beginning of an engagement,
available for a decisive movenent. Because of the capabilities of
armor, the commander considers unenlgaged or uncommitted forces
as reserves as well as combat forces specifically designated as such.

b. A combat force should not be held out as a reserve if it weakens
the main effort. It may be held back to exploit the success of the
main attack or to provide additional rear and flank security. Un
commritted portions of subordinate commands give the commander
a flexible reserve. ITe must keep abreast of the situation so that he
knows what units lie has available for this purpose.

c. Small armor units norlmally are organized to include only a
maneuvering force and a base of fire. The small armor unit com-
manlder satisfies the requirement for a reserve by providing depth to
his formation, by maneuvering his supporting fires, and by making
full and complete use of his unit's battlefield mobility.

50. Battalion Headquarters Groupings
Duning combat the headquarters and headquarters company

uslually operates in two echelons-the battalion command post and the
battalion trains. The composition of the command post and the trains
may vary according to the situation.

51. Battalion Command Post
a. General. The purpose of the command post is to provide per-

somnel and facilities for the control of combat and administrative op-
erations. The command post maintains communicaltion with higher,
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adjacent, supporting, and lower units. It forwards reports to the
cominand group (par. 52) on new developments in the situation, con-
tinuously makes plans for current and future operations, provides for
liaison with adjacent and higher units, and supervises liaison with
supporting and lower units. The command post consists of the bat-
talion commander, tile battalion staff, and such liaison personnel as
are necessary from attached and supporting units, together with the
necessary supporting enlisted personnel and vehicles and equipment.

b. Combat Operation. The commnand post revolves around the
combined operations-intelligence section. This section utilizes both
S2 and S3 personnel. It must be capable of continuous operations
over extended periods. An officer and an enlisted clerical assistant,
both familiar with the situation and the operation of the headquarters,
must be on duty at iall times. During times that the daily summaries
and other reports are being prepared, it probably will be necessary for
all members of the S2 and S3 sections to be on duty. The executive
officer prepares a roster of all officers available in the command post
to be operations duty officers. He frequently must include his own
namune on the roster. Staff officers, when not required for duty in the
command post, should be required to rest in order to be refreshed
when faced with long hours of duty.

c. Atdministratiove Operationis. The S1 and S4 operate fromt the
command post. Frequently the S4 will be away from the command
post in order to properly supervise tile logistical effort.

52. Battalion Command Group
The battalion commander may form a group to operate forward

of the command post. Such a group, consisting of the battalion
colmmanlder, certain key staff officers, and only essential facilities,
is called the commanld group and is considered a subdivision of the
commnnid post. By establishilg a command group, the battalion
conmmander can more closely supervise combat operations, promptly
make decisions, and change plans. The command group remains
highly mobile and well forward during operations. It has no fixed
composition and will consist of personnel from the command post
who can best assist the battalion commander in a given situation.
The personnel who normally accompany the battalion commander
are the operations officer, artillery liaison officer, forward air con-
troller, hnd necessary liaison and connmunication personnel, along
with vehicles equipped with conmmand radio facilities. The coin-
mand group must maintain continuous commnunication with the com-
mand post to insure rapid transmission of new developments in the
situation, new or supplementary orders fromn higher headquarters,
and other pertinent information or directives.
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53. Selection of Command Post Locations
Considerations in the selection of command post locations are-
a. Comnmunication. It is mandatory that the commianlid post be in

conmmunication with all subordinate elements and higher headquarters,
preferably by voice radio. For this reason the command post wvill
usually hbe located on high ground. It must be kept in mind, how-
ever, that the habitual use of hilltops as command posts will result
in enemy fire being directed at hilltops to prevent their use. Hi gh
ground other titan the actual hilltop vill usually provide adequate
communication sites. Use of radio relay stations or available remote
control equipment may allow the command post to be located on low
grounod with the radio facilities on high ground.

b. Accessibility. Command posts should be accessible to a road
net which permits travel to subordinate elements and to higher head-
quarters. Generally sp eaking, the command post should be near the
battalion main supply route. It should not be too close to crossroads
or other prominent, landmarks which might permit easy artillery
registration on the location. Accessibility to a landing strip for
Army aircraft should also be considered. While placing the com-
mand post in the immediate vicinity of a landing strip might compro-
mise the location, the distance from the landing strip to the command
post should not be great.

c. gSecurity. For security the command post must depend almost
entirely on its location with respect to other troops. In a fluid situa-
tion, security can be best obtained by placing the command post well
forward so that the disposition of the companies provides security.
The battalion command post might well be located in the vicinity of
the battalion reserve, if one is retained. The use of combat troops
primarily for command post security is to be avoided. Local security
is obtained by positioning the armored vehicles on the perimeter, by
assigning sectors of fire to vehicular weapons, and by establishing
outposts with drivers and other available personnel. The bead-
quarters company commander, assisted by the first sergeant, supervises
local security.

d. Cover and Concealment. The command post location should
offer the best available concealment from air observation and cover
from the effects of artillery fire and aerial bombardment. Wooded
areas offer good concealment, and basements offer a great amount
of protection.

e. Anticipated Movement. The type of action in which the bat-
talion is engaged usually will indicate the anticipated movement of
the command post. In offensive action, the command post should be
moved so that it is close to the forward elements, primarily to insure
good communication. Similarly, in retrograde movements, the com-
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mand post moves back to the rearward limit of colnmunication, antic-
ipating that the forward elements will move b'ack.

54. Arrangement of the Battalion Command Post

The command post is arranged to facilitate Vwolrk, foster security,
plermit concealient, and p ermit rapid and orderly exit. The bat-
talion normally establishes an SOP for the intelior arrangemcnt of
the command post. iThe message center, located nelar the entlance, pro-
vides an information center and is convenient to messengers. A dis-
mount point with parling area near the entrance prevents vehicles
from mnoving through the command post. The operations section is
located a short distance from the dismount point. The operations
section consists of the S2 and S3 vehicles, parkled close together to
permnit joint operation of the two sections. The commanding officer,
executive officer, administrative section, and liaison officers are lo-
cated near the operations section. Afess alrd mnainltenance facilities
are grouped together, but away from the operations section, so that
vehicle movement is kept away from the main part of the conmmanld
post. Vehicles are disposed to permit easy concealment and to min-
imize effects of artillery fire or air attack. They are pakled to permit
easy departure from the area, during the hours of darkness if
necessary.

55. Movement of the Battalion Command Post
Movement of the command post should be planned so as to cause

minimum interference with normal operation. Tile command post is
calpable of operation on the move: however, its efficiency is reduced.
In many situations, when the command group is operating, it can
maintain communication and control while the remainder of the com-
mand post moves. When the command group is not operating as
such, a reconnaissance party may use communication vehicles to main-
tain communication while the command post moves. Subordinate
units as well as higher and adjacent headquarters must be kept in-
formed of the location, proposed location, and movement of the com-
mand post.

56. Battalion Trains
The trains are that part of the battalion which provides admiin-

istrative services and logistical suplport to the battalion. The trains
are normally divided into two elements, combat trains and field trains.
The comnbat trains are located in the vicinity of the battalion conm-
mand post. The field trains are located farther to the rear in the
combat command trains area. This division of trains increases the
flexibility of logistical support (FM 17-50).
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Section V. COMBAT SUPPORT

57. Artillery Support
a. General. Artillery support provides tile armor commander with

a powerful means of influencing the course of combat. Artillery per-
forms two general tasks: First, it provides close and continuous fire
support by attacking those targets most dangerous to the supported
forces; second, artillery adds depth to combat by neutralizing enenmy
mortars and artillery, by restricting movement of hostile reserves, and
by disrupting enemy command and commrullication installations. Inll
order to make effective use of artillery support, the armor commander
must be familiar with the capabilities and limitations of artillery and
the means by which artillery fires are obtained when required.

b. Cornbat Control. Within the armored division, artillery sup-
port is provided to subordinate elements by attachment of artillery
units or by assigning fire-support responsibilities to artillery units
in the form of artillery tactical missions. Each committed combat
command is normally provided the support of at least one light
artillery battalion.

(1) Attachment. Attached artillery units are under command
of the commander of the force to which attached. Attach-
ment of artillery to subordinate elements of the division is
undesirable except when conditions of terrain, distance, or
communication prevent effective massilng of artillery fires,
which can best be accomplished under division artilleryv con-
trol. These conditions will often exist in such operations
as exploitation and pursuit.

(2) Artillery tactical missions. When artillery support is pro-
vided by assignment of tactical missions to the artillery,
centralized command of the artillery is retained at division
level; therefore fires can effectively be massed, and these
massed fires maneuvered. The three standard artillery
tactical missions, which may be modified as required to
meet a specific situation, are as follows:

(a) Direct support. Most close artillery fire support for
armor units is provided by light artillery (105-mm
howitzer, self-propelled) organic to division artillery.
These artillery battalions are normally assigned the mis-
sion of direct support of combat commands. The artillery
unit assigned a mission of direct support of a force must
be positioned to provide close and continuous fire support
for the force, and will give priority to calls for fire from
that force. The direct-snpport artillery unit provides
liaison officers and forward observers to the force, main-
tains comnmunicationI with it, and maintains observation
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in its zone of action. Division aitillery lmay call for fires
from a direct-support battalion when the battalion is not
engaged in a direct-support fire mission oir when a threat
to the division as a whole requires employment of all
available fires.

(b) Generalt sauperrt. The general-support missioll normally
is assigned to the medium (155-nmm howitzer, self-pro-
pelled), heavy (8-inch howitzer, self-propelled); and
762-nmm rocket (HONEST JOI-IHN) artillery units or-
ganic to the composite battalion of division artillery.
The 8-inch howitzer and the 762-mm rocket provide the
division with an organic atomic delivery capability. Any,
artillery unit assigned the mission of general support-
provides support for the force as a whole.

(c) Reinforcing. When it is desired to make readily avail-
able to a force the fires of more than one artillery unit,
one artillery unit may be assigned a mission of direct
support of the force, while another artillery unit is given
the mnission of reinforcing the direct-support unit.

e. Antiaircraft Artillery /Support. A self-propelled antiaircraft
artillery (AAA) battalion normally is attached to the armored
division. Division elements are afforded protection in an order of
priority established by the division commander. One AAA battery,
when required, may furnish AAA protection for a combat corn-
nhand.

58. Details of Artillery Fire Support
a. Because of the flexibility of its systeln of fire control, artillery

can shift and mass the concentrated fire of several battalions in a
matter of minutes. However, artillery support should not be diverted
to small targets which are appropriate for the battalion mortar pla-
toon or other battalion weapons. Artillery in the armored division
provides highly mobile, self-propelled fire support which is capable
of-

(1) Covering by fire the deployment of armor units.
(2) Assisting in providing protection for arlmor units during

movement to and occupation of assembly areas and attack
positions.

(3) Providing close indirect fire support during offensive, de-
fensive, or retrograde operations.

(4) Firing counnterbattery fire.
b. A forward observer from the supporting artillery battalion

normally accompanies each line comnalny. He receives requests for
fire support from the platoon leaders and company commanders,
transmits these requests to the supporting artillery fire direction cen-
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ter, and adjusts the fire upon the designated target. He calls for fire
on his own initiative on targets of opportunity in the zone of observa-
tion assigned to him, but his primary mission remains the support
of the company.

c. Supporting artillery fires may be obtained by any of the fol-
lowiig methods:

(1) D)irect requesttholiough the forward observers.
(2) Request through the battalion command communication net

to the artillery liaison officer.
(3) Request through conlbat command channels to the artillery

battalion fire direction center.
d. The artillery forward observer coordinates his efforts and move-

ments with those of the supported company. He locates himself
where be can best observe and adjust fire and maintain commullica-
tion with both the company commander and the supporting fire di-
rection center.

e. The supported company colmmander is responsible for providing
an armored vehicle and its communication facilities to the forward
observer. -e should solicit the forward observer's advice as to how
the sllupporting artillery can best help his company in any particular
situation. Radio is the primary means of communication for request-
ing and controlling ar tillery fire support.

f. All armor unit offlicers and the maximum number of selected en-
listed personnel, including unit and crew leaders, scouts, and person-
nel who man observation or listening posts, should be capable of ad-
justing artillery fire.

g. To be fully effective, relevant details of planned artillery sup-
port should be disseminated down to company and platoon level.
These details should include locations of preplanned artillery conlcen-
trations and reference points or areas upon which fire is to be de-
livered.

A. Requests for fires in support of a company normally are trans-
mitted through the for'aird observer; howlever, requests may be trlns-
mitted through command channels to battalion if communuication with
the. forward observer has been disrupted. Initial artillery fire re
quests include, as a minimum, the following elements in the indicated
sequence:

(1) Identification of observer. The observer identifies himself
by radio call sign.

(2) Warning order. The observer alerts the recipient of the
message as to the nature of the message by saying FIRE
MISSION.

(3) Location of target, and azimuth from observer to target. The
sequence of these elements depends upon the manner of
reporting the location of the target; (i below).
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(4) Nature of target. The observer describes the enemy instal-
lation, personnel, equipment, or activity that is observed.

(5) Control. The observer's designation of control is expressed
as WILL ADJUST or FIRE FOR EFFECT. If the ob-
server is certain that his location of the target is accurate
within 50 yards, his control should be FIRE FOR EFFECT.
If he is not certain of the accuracy of the location of his
targets, and feels that adjustment of the fire upon the target
is required, his control should be WILL ADJUST.

i. Examples of initial fire requests are shown below.
(1) POWER ALFA 6

FIRE MISSION
COORDINATES ;385624
AZIMIUTH 1260
PLATOON OF INFANTRY IN THE OPEN
WIrLL ADJUST.

(2) BLUE GRASS 26
FIRE MISSION
FROM REGISTRATION POINT, AZIMUTH 2450
RIGHTI-IT 250, ADD 500
MACHINE GUN DUG IN NO OVERHEAD COVER
FIRE FOR EFFECT.

(3) BLUE GRASS 26
FIRE MISSION
AZIMUTH 1870
DISTA;XNCE 1600
TANK ASSEMBLTY AREA IN TTEAVY WOODS
FIRE FOR EFFECT.

j. The azimuth from the observer to the target is announced at
that point in the sequence of the initial fire request where it can be
most efficiently applied by the fire direction center. Depending upon
the manner in which the location of the target is reported, azimuth is
announced as follows:

(1) When the target location is given in the form of coordinates,
the azimuth is announced after the coordinates; for example,
COORDINATES 385624, AZIMUTH 1260.

(2) When the target is located by a shift from a known point,
the azimuth is announced immediately after the designation
of the point from which the shift is being made; for ex-
ample, FROM REGISTRATION POINT, AZIMUTH
2450, RIGHT 250, ADD 500.

(3) TWhen a target is located by polar coordinates, the azimuth
is announced as the first element of the target location; for
example, AZIMUTH 1870, DISTANCE 1600.
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k. For additional details pertaining to artillery fire support, see
FMI 6-20 and FMI 640.

59. Tactical Air Support
a. Tactical air force unlits may support armor units by attacking

enemy ground forces with boimbs, gunfile, napall, and rockets, or by
destroying enemy aircraft which are operating against friendly
groulld forces.

b. 1 Whcl air support is made available, a forwvard air controller
(FAC) is provided to the supported unit. The FAC aids and advises
the conmmander on matters pertaining to emploiymlent of tactical ilr.
He also controls the air strikes which are flown inll support of the
unit. Close liaison should be maintanied between the forward air
controller and the supporting artillery liaison officer. This will in-
sure prompt Bxchange of information from both ground and air ob
servation. and will assist in rapid engagemlent of all targets of
opportunity. The FAC should remain with the command post (or
command gronll) until a traget is designalted. He then moves to a
point where he call properly observe and direct the air attack on the
designated target. The FAC rides in the atinlored vehicle or Army
aircraft made available to hiilm by the supported unlit.

c. Air targets are those that are beyond the ralge or capability of
suppoorting weapons. Suitable targets foi- supporting aircraft include
enemy armor, enemy columns, targets out of range of artillery, enemy
strongpoints, and enemy commuiiication centers. Tactical air may
also perform visual, plhotogiraphic, weather, or electronic reconnlais-
sance missions; illlunlillnate the battlefield(1 provide aerial resupply;
perform evacuation nissions: and maike 24-hour-a-day all-weather
light bombardment attacks.

d. There are two types of close support air missions.
(1) A ?repl7ained e i, ms. ioi is one which is dlecided upon early

enough to allow complete planning and thorough prepara-
tion. It is based upon a request submitted the day before
the actual flight of the mission.

(2) An imlediate mi;..sion? is one for which the need cannot be
foreseen and in which time is of the greatest importance.
These flights Inay be flown by aircraft on ground alert, air-
craft on air alert, coltnin cover, or aircraft diverted from
other missions.

e. Rlequests for air support should include the following informna-
tionl:

(1) Target location (by grid coordinates, and/or azimuth and
distance from plrominent and unique terrain features which
cannot be mistaken from the air).

(2) Description of the target.
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(3). Results desired (destroyed, neutrialized, harassed).
(4) Time on target (include time limits in accordance with

ground action).
(5) Tactical significance (justification of request).
(6) Location of friendly troops (who will utilize recognition

signals?).
(7) Special control information (who will control air strikes, re-

strictions on fire, etc.? Details of signals to stop air strikes
must, he included in the event friendly troops are engaged).

f. A bomb line is established by ligllel headquarters, and the Air
Force h1as clearance to engage all targets beyond this line. The bomb
line changes with the situation, and the supported unit commander
must know the location of the bomb line at all tilmes. I-Te recommiends
changes in the location of the bomb line to fit his tactical situation.
Air strikes between the bomb lile and leading friendly forces are
made only when requested by or coordinated with the ground com-
mander and must be controlled.

60. Fire-Support Coordination
a. Fire-support coordination functions exist to some degree at all

combat echelons. A fire support coordination center (FSCC) is
normally established at division level and higher. At battalion level,
the artillery liaison officer is the fire support coordinator. His fire
plan includes the fire capabilities obtainable from-

(1) Supporting artillery.
(2) Air Force (through S3 air and/or FAC).
(3) The organic mortar platoon.

The battalion S3 insures that the fire support plan can be integrated
into and properly supports the plan of maneuver.

b. The purpose of this fire-support coordination and integration is
to provide the battalion commander with a means of adequate con-
trol, supervision, and coordination of all fire support. This includes
concentration of fire-support means upon targets, distribution of
effective fire uponl several targets simultaneously, the prompt attack
of targets of opportunity, and deviation from the fire-support plan
wben necessary to meet unforeseen or changing situations.

61. Functions of Battalion Fire-Support-Coordination Personnel
a. The Artillery Liaison Officer. The artillery liaison officer op-

erates with the battalion-size armor unit as the representative of the
artillery supporting the combat command, and also functions as the
fire-support coordinator for the battalion. As fire-support coordi-
nator, he insures that targets which would affect the accomplishment
of the mission of the battalion are attacked as rapidly as possible with
the best fire-support means available. If sufficient means are not
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available to battalion, combat command is requested to assist. Gen-
erally speaking, the artillery liaison officer makes recommendations
to the battalion commander on all nlatters pertainilng to fire support
for the battalion. He is assisted by representatives of other fire
support agencies available to the battalion, who collaborate with him.

b. The Forweard Alir Controller. The FAC advises the fire-sup-
port-coordination personnel on the capabilities of tactical air and di-
rects aircraft making air strikes when allocated to the battalion.

a. S3 Air. The battalion S3 air represents the battalion staff on
the fire-support-coordilation team. He also keeps in close touch with
the S3 air at combat command to insure that lie knows what air sup-
port is available. In addition, lie forlmulates and forwards requests
for both preplannimed missions and immediate missions on targets of
opportunity.

d. 'Battalion Mortar Platoon Leafder. The commander of the bat-
talion 4.2-inch mortar platoon advises the fire-support coordinator on
how the mortars can best be employed. When plans are being made
for an opcration, he usually is present in the command post. Dur-
ing an operation, his duties often demand his presence elsewhere; but
he is constantly available by radio to the fire-support coordinator as
well as to the battalion commander.

62. Technique of Fire-Support Coordination
In a battalion-size armor unit, the fire-support-coordination per-

sonnel w-ill not be present, in the command post at all times, because
they have duties which must be performned elsewhere. During the
planning stages of an operation, these officers get together informally
to solve any problems of fire support that arise. Such a get-together
might include a pllolle call from the artillery liaison officer to the
4.2-inch molrtar platoon commander asking hinm to fire a mission in the
coming operation. It might include a meeting of the FAC, S3 air,
and artillery liaison officer to decide on targets, times, etc., for some
preplanlied air strikes. Since fire-support coordination is a 24-hour
operation, the members must have communication with the command
post at all times in case their services are required.

63. Importance of Complete Utilization of Firepower
Small armor units by themselves can produce a tremendous con-

centration of fire. Elements of the tank-infantry-artillery teali have
a multitude of types of supporting weapons, each one capable of re-
inforcing the fires of the others. Moreover, supplementing the fire
of such a team are an imposing variety of supporting weapons. The
effect of fire is to neutralize the enemy defenses by killing, iwounding,
and demoralizing personnel, iand by destroying alnd damaging ma-
teriel. The full destructive effect of all available firepower must be
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concentrated rapidly upon the enemy to gain decisive results and save
lives and time.

64. Engineer Support
a. The mission of engineers organic to the armored division is to

facilitate the movement of armor units, and to increase combat effec-
tiveness by means of general engineer work. These engineers are
specially organized, equipped, and trained to perform certain tasks
which assist armor units. These are-construction and maintenance
of fords and bridges, construction and removal of obstacles, prepara-
tion and execution of demolitions, and provision of engineer supply
service, including water and map supply. These services are available
to all units of the armored division. Some of these tasks are per-
formed by the organic engineer battalion operating as a unit; most
of them are done by the subordinate elements of the battalion (com-
panies and platoons) which support the combat commands and bat-
talion tasks forces. In unusual situations, the engineers can be com-
mitted as infantry, but this should be done only after careful con-
sideration of the effects of the resulting loss of engineer support.

b. The engineer elements which normally provide support for a
combat command consist of an engineer company, a bridge platoon
fromn the bridge company, and a water supply team from head-
quarters company. Frolm these units come the engineers which sup-
port the leading battalion task force(s). The engineer units nor-
mally placed with the leading battalion task force(s) are an engineer
platoon and a bridge section. Direct support is the normal method
of employing engineer troops as long as centralized control, rein-
forcement, and logistical support from the parent unit are practical.

Engineers are attached only when distance, terrain, and/or the
mission make operation under the control of the parent engineer unit
impractical and undesirable.

e. The platoon leader of the engineer platoon supporting the bat-
talion task force is the engineer staff officer for the task force. He
acts as an advisor to the task force commander on the most efficient
and effective employment of the supporting engineers.

d. The following are fundanlentals of the employment of engineers.
(1) In a slow-moving or static situation, the location of the

engineers is dictated by the site of their work missions.
(2) In a fast-moving offensive, exploitation, or pursuit, engineers

in support of the leading battalion task force must be well
forward in the column to assist the task force in the passage
of obstacles. The engineer platoon normally marches just
behind the leading company team.

(3) In retrograde movements, the most important engineer mis-
sion is to impede the advance of the enemy. Enagineers
should be located close to the tail of the withdrawing cohlmnm.
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(4) The engineer platoon supporting a leading battalion task
force accomplishes only work necessary for the passage of
that battalion.

e. For a detailed discussion of the employment of engineers organllic
to the armored divsion, see Fil[ 5-134.

65. Army Aviation Support
a. An Army aviation element habitually should be placed in direct

support of a battalion task force. This usually will consist of both
fixed and rotary wing aircraft from the division aviation companly.
See FM 20-100.

b. Maintenance personnel from the aviation company accompany
the flight to maintain the aircraft and, depending on the size of the
flight, provide refueling facilities at a landing area near the task
force conilllnd post.

c. These aircraft are used to-
(1) Extend the range of reconinalissance.
(2) Verify inforlmnation.
(3) Provide security by reconnaissance.
(4) Assist in control and communication of the battalion task

force.
(5) Provide flights for command reconnlissance and liaison.
(6) Provide courlier and messenger service.
(7) Provide emergency resupply and evacuation of personnel

casualties.
(8) Provide transport for limited combat forces (pars. 476-

489).

66. Employment of Tactical Atomic Weapons
As part of a larger force, the battalion-size armor unit may he com-

mitted to an action supported by tactical atomic weapons. The de-
cision to employ such weapons will be made by higher headquarters.
Instrnctions pertaininlg to the plan of mannenver to exploit the effects
of the weapon, safety measures to be adopted, and other pertinent
information will be transmitted to the battalion through normal com-
mand channels. For a detailed discussion of the employment of
tactical atomic weapons, see FMI 100 31 and 101-31 (both classified).

67. Employment of Chemical Agents
Arimor is capable of employing toxic chemical agents against enemy

armor and stronigpoinlts; flamne at enemy stronigpoints; and smoke to
blind, conceal, and signal. See F.I 100-5 and FI 3-5 for discussion
of the employment of chemlical agents to support combat operations.
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CHAPTER 3

EXERCISE OF ARMOR COMMAND

Section I. COMMAND

68. General
The primary objective of successful armllor tactical comlland is the

developl)ment, integration, and employment of the unit's ability to
move, shoot, and communicate. In preparing for armor comlmad,
the armor leader nilst thorollughly Inllderstandl the tactical and tech-
nical employment of his unit, and the operations and employment
of normal supporting or attached units. In tactical operations, the
armor conmmander normnallyv colinands a coumbined-arlls force.

69. Armor Commander
a. Resyponsibilities. The armlor comiialnder is responsible for the

training of his unit, its actions in combat, the health and well-being
of its personnel, its supply, and the maintenance of its equipment.
To discharge these responsibilities efficiently, lie inust train aind
utilize his subordinates to the ftillest 'extent. (At battalion level,
subordinates is considered to include the staff.) He should indi-
cate his policies to his subordinates and then allow tielml miaxillolni
freedom of action in order to develop ingenuity, initiative, self-reli-
ance, and aggressivenless.

b. ConmznaMl. The armor commander makes decisions, which are
transmitted as orders. To insure thait these orders are understood
and properly executed, Ihe continually supervises and checks on the
execution of all orders issued. The armor commander will normally
receive his orders from the next higher headquarters; however, in
the absence of such orders, lie mist be prepared to take action on
his own ilitiative.

c. Relations With Subordiates. Th'I'e arnior comnimander's rela-
tionshlip with his subordinatcs should lie direct and personal. I-Ie
should keep his subordinates informed of the situation and of his
desires. I-Ile should enconrage them to deal directly with him when-
ever they feel that such action is desirable. He should frequently
visit subordinate units to obtain firsthand information and to foster
esprit de corps; this is particularly desirable in the case of newly
attached units. Attached or supporting nllit commlanders advise
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and assist the armor commlnander in technical matters pertaining to
the employment of their units.

d. Cond&tct in Comobat. The armor commander locates himself
wherever he can best direct, control, and influence the action of his
unit. He keeps his headqualrters and key sullordinates informed
of his location at all times. Whenever possible, the armor com-
mander should set a personal example by positionling himself well
forward in a combat action.

70. Succession of Command
a. The nature of armor operations requires a clearly understood

procedure for succession of command in the event of sudden loss of
the commander through combat action. This is especially true
under conditions of atomic warfare. The succession of command
should be clearly defined, either through orders or in the unit SOP.
As a fundamental of leadership, each commander must train and
utilize his subordinates so that a smooth and efficient transition of
comnnmnd is insured. The determination of the succession of com-
mand should be based on the following:

(1) With few exceptions, succession of command should be
vested in the next senior in rank.

(2) Under exceptional circumstances, a subordinate other than
the next senior in rank may assume temporary command.
Such succession of comnmand would be appropriate only in
the case of a subordinate who, through his intimate knowl-
edge of the existing tactical situation and his staff or coin-
mand position, could best exercise command for the duration
of the combat action in which the unit is engaged.

b. The delegation of authority is a function of command. This
is especially important during periods in combat when contact with
the commander is temporarily lost. The armor coinnmnder should
habitually provide adequate guidance as to his concept of operations
and should delegate sufficient authority to permit his key subordinates
to exercise commnand in his name during periods of temporary loss of
commulication.

Section II. LEADERSHIP

71. General
a. The primary duty of the leader is the accomplishment of his as-

signed mnission. Everything else, including the welfare of his men,
is subordinate to the mission. It is the leader's duty to brief, instruct,
and train his men so that the mission is accomplished. The welfare
of his ien is the leader's second most important responsibility. It is
rarely possible to accomplish any mission without attentionI to the
morale and esprit de corps of the mnell. For detailed discussion of
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leadership traits, principles, and techniques and of methods of solving
leadership problems, see FMI 22-100.

b. Leadership of small armor units presents problems which are
seldom encountered by the leaders of other small combat units. For
example, the armor leader must convince his unit that being com-
pletely separated from other friendly units, and operating well with-
in enemy-held terrain, is a normal armor operation. Problems of
maintenance and supply for both personnel and equipment assume
major proportions in armor warfare.

72. The Human Factor
a. The individual soldier of an armor unit must be indoctrinated

with the spirit of the offensive. His thinking must be geared to the
speed and violence of armor warfare. He must be trained to operate
deep in hostile territory, and to recognize that the presence of the
enemy to his front, flanks, and rear is a condition to be expected.

b. Armor leaders operate with their forward elements. They must
possess mental mobility and be responsive to command. They must
know and follow sound troop-leading procedures. They must be
alert, aggressive, and decisive in the selection and pursuit of a suit-
able course of action to surmount the varied and complicated prob-
lems which will confront them.

73. Mental Mobility
Armor commanders must think in miles, not yards. Mental mo-

bility is the ability of the leader to project his thinkinbg far beyond
the area of the immnediate battle. Armor commanders must be able
to see the smaller action and its outcome in proper relationslip to
the overall objective. They must constantly seek all opportunity to
employ aggressiveness to the maximum in anl effort to overwhelm the
enemy and win the decision. Mental mobility includes boldness of
concept and execution. In mobile warfare there is a definite require-
ment to take the calculated risk. There must be flexible planigilg
whichl permits immediate adjustments when things do not go as
originally planned. Commanders charged with the execution of plals
must be able to adjust their thhiling to frequent and drastic changes
without undue excitemenit, worry, or frustration. MAental mobility in-
eludes foresight combined with swift decision. The armor com-
mander must visualize the probable outcome of the battle and be
prepared to instantly execute a better and more decisive plan as the
situation develops. He must outdo the place of the enemy. Mental
mobility must be conlbined withll personal mobility. Armor corn-
manders must be efficient in commanding from combat vehicles mov-
ing at relatively high speeds and from Army aircraft. The armor
commander should not be harnessed to slow, complex staff organiza-
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tion and procedure. He carries the essentials of commnand in his ioead
and his hip pocket. He uses his communication from wheeled,
tracked, or winged transportation to cement the efforts of his com-
mand.

74. Responsiveness to Command
Armnor commanders must be responsive to comnmand. They must

be capable of accepting a mission-type order, clearly understanding
its mleanling, and inmmnediately taking the necessary action to execute
the order. Responsikveness to comnmand is achieved by fully minder-
standing tand exploiting the extensive auid flexible communication
organic to armor units. It is also accomplished through a combina-
tion of the mental mobility of the commander and the armor unit's
clharacterlistic s of mobility and flexibility. It enables the armor unit
commanmder to direct the employment of organic and supporting units
with speed, accuracy, and efficiency.

75. Troop-Leading Procedure
a. Troop leading is a mnajor function of arlmor colnmand. The

actual steps involved may vary at different echelons, depending upon
the type unit being commanded. Troop leading embraces the written,
verbal, or physical influence exerted by the commander on the troops
he commands. Basically it involves planning, issuing orders, and su-
pervising the actions of subordinate units. Planning includes tile
commander's mental processes, coordination with adjacent and sup-
porting units, and reconnaissance-all pointing to the development
of a plan. Following the development of a, plan, orders are issued.
The commnander then must continuously supervise to insure that his
intent is understood and carried out and must issue supplemlentary
instructions as required. Tile conlmmander must allow his suboldi-
nates time to accomplish the necessary steps in troop leading. The
commnande lr mist direct tile action of units one. echelon below him iin
the clail of command and must have intimate lknowledge of the situ-
ation of units two echelons below.

7,. An armor unit is always engaged in combat or in preparation
for combat. Troop leading does not stop with tile withdrawal of
the unit from action following the completion of its mission. The
unit must continuously be prepared for commitment at any time and
ini any portion of the battle area. Training must be continuous both
in and out of combat. Plans, ilmplelmenlting instructions, aind super-
vision are necessary to insure preparedness.

e. Troop leadilg calnot be reduced to facts and figures. Hlowmever,
the following list of procedures will assist tile commander to insure
his accomiplishlunet of the essential steps ib troop leading. Depend-
ing on tile level of command and/or the mission, certain points may
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be omitted or combined. Following the receipt of instructions or
orders fronm higher headquarters, the commander should-

(1) Issue a wa~rning order to organic and attached units.
(2) Begin his estimate of the sittuation, to include a map study.
(3) Coordi.nate with supporting units.
(4) Make a tentative plan.
(5) Make a personal reeonnais.sance (air and/or ground).
(6) Complete the plan.
(7) Issue the order, including available infornlation on fultre

employment. At battalion level and below, orders will be
habitually issued orally.

(8) Check readiness of organic and attached units.
(9) Supervise the operation.

Section III. THE BATTALION STAFF

76. General
a. A staff officer is an assistant to the battalion commander in the

exercise of command. He transmits his commander's order to unit
commanders or conveys his commander's instructions or desires. In
an emergency, staff officers may, when so authorized, issue orders
based upon the policies of the commander. Whenever a staff officer
issues an e lnergency order, he informs the comlnmander as soon as possi-
ble. The staff assists the commander by relieving him of time-con-
Shiling and distracting details. The staff keeps its information and
estimates up to date on the strength, location, and action of lower
units; enemy capabilities, strength, location, and composition; and
tile status of logistics and administration. On the basis of this in-
formation, the staff makes recommendations to the commander. When
a decision is made, the staff members assist in translating the decision
into orders and in silpervising their execution.

b. The battalion staff is a closely knit team. The successful func-
tioning of this team is primarily dependent upon close coordilnation
among its members and between the staff and units of the battalion.
This coordination also involves teamwork with the staffs of higher,
adjacent, and lower units. Coordination is developed through
understanding, training, and practice. Prompt dissemination of
all pertinent informationl decisions, and orders promotes the effi-
ciency and teamwork of the battalion. Conferences and personal
contact promote coordination and cooperation. There is some over-
lapping of duties in the battalion staff sections, and only by coor-
dination and cooperation will contradictions and duplication of
effort be avoided. It is essential that staff officers know the duties
and responsibilities of other members of the stairff in order to promote
better understanding and cooperation so that they may take over
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such duties in case of emergency. The staff sections should be or-
ganized to operate continuously on a 24-hour basis. During quiet
periods, a duty roster system may be used for the staff.

c. The staff officer organizes and trains his assistants to function
in his absence. Before leaving the command post, the staff officer
acquaints himself with the general situation, announces his destinll-
tion and probable hour of return, and determines what assistance
he mawy give to other staff officers.

d. The staff cultivates friendly relationships with the commanders
of lower and attached units. A staff officer must remember that he
is not the commander but acts only in tie commander's miname. Com-
manders of lower and attached units are consulted to determine their
capabilities, needs, and problems. Staff officers visit lower units to
get firsthand knowledge of the tactical situation and administrative
conditions. Commanders or their respresentatives are contacted
personally as the first and last steps of each visit. When conditions
are observed that are known to be contrary to announced policies,
they are called to the attention of the appropriate commander. De-
tails which do not require a command decision may be settled with
the unit commander at the time of the visit. Simple reports of facts
are made to the battalion colmmander following such staff visits.

e. The functions of staff officers of battalion-size armor units are
as outlined for staffs of small iunits in FAM 101-5. The specific
duties of these staff officers are discussed in paragraphs 77 through
89.

77. Battalion Executive Officer
The executive officer is the principal assistant and advisor to the

battalion commander. He coordinates and supervises the details of
operations and adminiistration, thereby enabling the commander to
devote himself to the broader aspects of command. The primary
function of the executive oflicer is to direct and coordinate the bat-
talion itself. He is responsible that the staff is organized and work-
ing as a team to provide maximum assistance to the commander and
the battalion as a whole. He sees that required reports are for-
warded at the proper time, and that plans for the future are pre-
pared. He insures that instructions issued to the command reflect
the policies and plans of the commanderl: He supervises all liaison
activities and liaison personnel. He keeps in close touch with the
situation. During the temporary absence of the commander, the
executive officer represents him and directs actions so that they re-
flect the policies of the commander. The executive officer is nor-
mnally located at the battalion commnand post. He is prepared to
assume command at any time.
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78. Battalion Adjutant (51)
The adjutant performs in general the functions of the personnel

officer of the general staff type organization, the functions of the
secretary of the genera] staff, the functions of the commander's per-
sonal staff, and the personnel functions of those special staff officers
who are not present in the battalion staff, such as the adjutant gen-
eral, inspector general, staff judge advocate, provost marshal, public
information officer, and special services officer. He is responsible
for staff supervision of the following activities:

a. Personnel management activities pertaining to-
(1) Classification, to include the awarding and changing of

MOS, promotion, and demotion.
(2) Assignment, to include reassiglment, transfer, replacement

processing, and reporting and requisitioning of personnel.
(3) Reenlistment.
(4) Separation, to include discharge, relief from active duty,

retirement, and transfer to the Army Reserve.
(5) Personnel services to include leaves of absence, awards, and

decorations.
(6) Records required to perform personnel management funlc-

tions including all personnel records.
(7) Educational development of individuals.

b. Maintenance of records on military justice procedures and as-
sistance in the review of courts-martial proceedings from an admin-
istrative viewpoint.

c. Military pay matters.
d. Preparation and processing of reports on casualties and prison-

ers of war.
e. Maintenance of strength and other personnel statistics.
f. Adlninistration and personnel management of civilian employees

operating with the battalion or in the battalion area.
g. Operation of the headquarters communication control, distribu-

tion centers, and messenger service.
h. Operation of the postal service for the battalion.
i. Distribution, safeguarding, and accounting for classified cor-

respondence.
j. Publication, authentication, and distribution of all orders and

instructions except combat orders.
k. Maintenance of the office of record for the headquarters and su-

pervision of records administration throughout the battalion.
l. Reproduction service for the headquarters.
mz. Obtaining replacements and arranging for their reception, proc-

essing, assignment, and quartering.
wn. Movement and internal arrangement of the command post and
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establishment of a standing operatinlg procedure to guide its
operation.

o. Plans for shelter nnd quartering areas.
p. Reception of distingiished visitors in the battilion.
q. Civil affairs anld military government.
r. Recovery and disposition of the dead.
s. Sanitation standards in coordination with the surgeon.
t. Coordination of recreation for battalion personnel and evalinl-

tion of morale. General supervision over the chaplain and main-
tenance of contact with welfare agencies.

u. Arrangements for the collection and evacuation of prisoners of
war in coordination with the battalion S2 and S4.

v;. Mlaintellnace of the ln it journll.
qv. Miscellaneous administrative matters not specifically assigned

to another staff section.
In personnel matters, lie is assisted by the battalion personnel offi-
cer (see par. 110 for duties), who is in charge of the personnel tech-
nicians in the battalion.

79. Battalion Intelligence Officer (52)

The battalion intelligence officer has duties similar to those out-
lined in FAM 101-5 for the G2. He has staff responsibility for plan-
rilng, coordinating, and supervising intelligence activities within the
battalion. It is his duty to keep the commander, staff, subordinate
units, and all other interested agencies fully informed of the enlcmi
situation and capabilities, and terrain and weather. Among his
duties, he-

a. Supervises annd trains the battalion headquarters intelligence
section.

b. Tn conjunlction with SS, plans and supervises intelligence and
counterintell igelce traininrg for all personnel of the battalion.

c. Plans and supervises troop counterintelligence measures within
the battalion.

d. Prepares and presents the intelligence estimate.
e. Prepares the intelligence plan, to include the collection plan and

orders and requests to collecting agencies, and coordinates subordinate
collecting agencies (coordinating with S3).

f. Records all pertinent enemy information on the situation map
and work sheet, and in the intelligence files.

g. Evaluates and interprets enemy information, and disseminates
intclligence information to his commander, the staff, and highier,
lowver, and adjacent units.

h. Examines captured enemy personnel, ilcludillg civilians (hostile
or friendly) who may possess information of inlmediate tactical
value. Examnlines captured docullenits and materiel if of immediate
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tactical value, and expedites the sending of captured materiel, docu-
ments, and personnel to higher headquarters.

i. Requests and supervises distribution of maps, aerial photos, pho-
tointerpretation reports, defense overprints, annotated aerial photos,
and photomaps for the battalion.

j. Recommends intelligence liaison, and promotes the exchange of
information and intelligence with higher and adjacent units.

80. Battalion Operations Officer (S3)
The battalion operations officer has duties similar to those outlined

in FAM 101-5 for the G3. He is charged with staff responsibility for
matters pertaining to organization, training, and combat operations.
In the combined battalion operations-intelligence section, the S2 and
S3 work as a team, with each being qualified and prepared to take
full charge of both activities during the absence of the other.

a. Among his organization duties, the operations officer-
(1) Recommends assignment and attachment of units based upon

the requirements of the battalion mission (to include task
organization for movement, training, and combat).

(2) Studies and indicates priorities for personnel and equip-
ment in coordination with Si and S4.

(3) Makes a continuous study of organizations in the battalion;
prepares and recommends changes to tables of organization
and equipment.

b. Among his specific training duties, the operations officer-
(1) Prepares training directives, progralms, orders, field ex-

ercises, and maneuvers, based on plans approved by the bat-
talion commander; plans and supervises all training for
personnel of the battalion.

(2) Selects training areas and ranges, and allocates training aids
and other training equipment.

(3) Organizes and conducts schools within the battalion. Based
upon the commander's directives, he prepares the program of
instruction, selects and trains instructors, and assists in se-
lection of units or personnel to attend schools.

(4) Makes training inspections, and prepares and supervises
training tests based on Army training tests.

(.5) Prepares training records and reports.
(6) Coordinates troop information activities.
(7) Trains personnel of the operations section to perform as-

signed duties.
c. In his operations duties, he-

(1) Informs his commander and other staff sections of the tac-
tical situation and is prepared to make recommendations to
the commander on actions to be taken by the battalion.
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(2) Studies the situation as affected by the enemy situation,
orders from higher headquarters, actions of adjacent and
supporting units, and location and capabilities of the bat-
talion's troops. Ile also studies the effects of casualties and
replacements, terrain and weather, and the status of supply
and equipment, as they apply to the battalion mission.

(3) Maintains up-to-date information on battalion and friendly
units in order to keep the commander informed, and to aid
in the preparation of reports; supervises the posting of
friendly and enemy information on the situation map.

(4) Recommends the general location of bivouac and assembly
areas and attack positions.

(5) Coordinates and plans reconnaissance measures within the
battalion. He also plans security measures to be used by the
battalion on marches and at halts, in assembly areas, at ad-
ministrative and comlmanld installations, and when engaged
with the enemy (coordinating with S2).

(6) Plahmns troop movements, to include units involved, forma-
tion, and type of transportation required (coordinating use
of transportation with S4). He prepares the march order
after the plan of movement is approved.

(7) Recommends the tactical employment of units. Recomimen-
dations are made after a study of the factors of METT
(mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and troops available)
and after conference with other staff oflicers and unit coinm-
manders.

(8) Has staff responsibility for fire-support coordination and
insures coordination of the available means of fire support
with the commander's scheme of maneuver.

(9) Recommends tactical and counterintelligence measures to
attain secrecy and effect surprise (coordinating with S2).

(10) Coordinates with the communication officer in the prepara-
tion of the signal communication plan in order to maintain
comllnullication between the battalion commander, battalion
headquarters, and units of the battalion.

(11) Recommends the general location of commlland posts accord-
ing to the operation plan.

(12) Prepares the battalion operation order for the commander's
approval. Some material for inclusion in the order is
obtained from other staff officers (Si, S2, S4, and com-
mnnication officer). After approval by the battalion com-
manlder, the operations officer publishes, authenticates, and
distributes the order, and assists in supervising its execution.
Even though the commander habitually issues the operation
order verbally, a complete order, often in pencil form only,
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should be written and kept in the unit file for record pur-
poses. Frequently this is done during lulls in combat after
the action involved has been completed.

(13) Transmits the commander's orders and instructions to units
of the battalion: helps unit commanders by interpreting
orders and instructions from higher headquarters, if neces-
sary.

(14) Prepares for future operations, guided by information ob-
tained from the commander and S2 and by knowledge of the
present situation of the battalion.

(15) Prepares operational and after-action reports, and recom-
mends training to correct combat deficiencies.

81. Battalion S3 Air
The battalion S3 air assists the battalion operations officer in mat-

ters pertaining to Army or Air Force air-support and fire-support
coordination. His specific duties include submission of requests for
tactical air support, to include air strikes and visual and photo
reconnaissance.

82. Battalion Logistics Officer (54)
a. The battalion logistics officer has duties similar to those outlined

in FAM 101-5 for the G4. I-He ias staff responsibility for all logistical
functions within the battalion. He plans, coordinates, and supervises
those functions pertaining to supply, maintenance, evacuation of per-
sonnel casualties, and transportation within the battalion. He co-
ordinates logistical matters with the division G4 and elements of the
division trains as appropriate, or with the logistics officer of the unit
to which attached. He keeps informed of the location of logistical
installations which support the battalion. He is responsible for pre-
paring the logistical plan of the battalion. He bases this plan on-

(1) The decision of the battalion commander.
(2) The mission and the tactical situation.
(3) The logistical situation, including a detailed knowledge of

the status of supply, evacuation, maintenance, and trans-
portation.

(4) Terrain over which the battalion will move, including roads
and trails in the area of operations.

(5) Administrative orders and instructions from higher head-
quarters.

b. For specific duties of the battalion logistics officer, see FMl 17-50.
c. The battalion support platoon leader, the transportation section

commander, and the supply section commander are specifically desig-
nated to assist the S4 in the accomplishment of his mission.
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83. Battalion Communications Officer
The battalion communication officer is a staff officer and commands

the battalion communication platoon. His duties are generally the
same as those ontlinled in FMl 101-5 for the signal officer. His actions
are based upoll the policies of his commander and the existing stanld-
ing operating procedure (SOP), signal operation instructions (SOl),
and standing signal instructions (SSI). He keeps himself fully in-
formed of present and contemplated activities of his unit. For his
specific duties, see FM 17-70.

84. Battalion Maintenance Officer
The battalion maintenance officer is a staff officer and commands the

battalion maintenance platoon. He also supervises and coordinates
the maintenance activities in the battalion. His duties are outlined
in FM 17-50.

85. Battalion Surgeon
The battalion surgeon is a staff officer and commands the medical

section. He advises the comllander and staff in matters pertaining
to health of the command. He exercises technical supervision over
medical training in the battalion, including training in first aid, sani-
tation, and hygiene. He coordinates with S4 on evacuation, sani-
tation, and the location of the battalion aid station. He plans and
supervises all battalion medical service. For his specific duties, see
FA[ 17-50.

86. Battalion Chaplain
The battalion chaplain's duties are as outlined in FMi 101-5 for the

chaplain. He is charged with the spiritual and moral guidance of
personnel of the battalion. See FA 16-5.

87. Commander Headquarters Company
The headquarters company commander, in addition to his other

duties, may serve as headqliarters commanldanit for the command post.
He is responsible for the organization, security, and movement of the
commnand post in coordination with the battalion S2, S3, and com-
nimicatioon officer, and under supervision of the battalion executive
officer.

88. Battalion Liaison Officers

a. General. Effectiveness of liaison is directly proportional to the
efliciency of the liaison officer. He must be alert, tactful, energetic,
and possessed of a thorough practical knowledge of the employment
and capabilities of his battalion. The liaison officer must understand
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the staff procedure of higher units and the tactics and techniques of
all arms. He must be provided with a radio-equipped vehicle and
one or more enlisted assistants who can serve as radio operators or
messengers.

b. 2lissions. A battalion liaison officer has four basic missions:
(1) To keep his own unit commnander constantly informed of the

tactical situation and the plans of the unit to which he is
sent.

(2) To advise the commander of the unit to which he is sent of
the plans and tactical situation of his own unit.

(3) To serve as an advisor concerning the employment of his
battalion.

(4) To trallsmit orders and instructions from higher units to his
own unit and from the battalion commander to subordinate
units.

c. Duties.
(1) Before departing from his own headquarters, a liaison officer

familiarizes himself with the situation and missions of his
own unit, of adjacent units, and of the unit to which le is
going. He contacts each major staff officer to determine any
requirements of that staff officer in connection with the per-
formlance of his liaison mission. Lastly, lie reports to the
executive officer to be briefed on any additional reports and
to be given a definite mission. He obtains proper creden-
tials, if needed, from the executive officer. Prior planning
and training of the enlisted men assigned to a liaison team
should ensure that assigned transportation and communi-
cation equipment of the team is ready for employment on
short notice.

(2) Upon arrival at the headquarters to which le is sent, a
liaison officer reports promptly to the commander or his
representative, states his mission, performs such briefing as
is required, and offers such assistance as is desired. He next
becomes familiar with the situation of the visited unit, ob-
tains information pertinent to his mission by contact with
each major staff section ;within the visited headqnarters, and
reports pertinent facts from his parent unit to each staff
section.

(3) A liaison officer promotes cooperation and carries out his
mission without interfering with the operations of the visited
headquarters. Upon completion of his mission, or at selected
intervals, lie reports his departure to the visited unit com-
mander or his representative and returns to his parent unit.
Upon arrival at his parent unit, he promptly reports to his
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owvn commander. Thus a continual interchanlge of informa-
tion is accomplished.

89. Attached or Supporting Unit Liaison Officers
a. Artillery Liaison Officer. A supporting artillery battalion sends

a liaison officer to a su p ported battalion-size armor unit. This officer
is the fire support coordinator for the supported battalion. The
liaison officer stays with the supported unit commander, keeps his
parent unit constantly informed of the plans of the supported unit,
and gives general supervision to the artillery forward observers with
the supported unit.

b. Army Aviation 07ficer. The Army aviation officer is the ad-
visor to the commander on the employment of Army aircraft. Hle is
provided by the division aviation company when Army aircraft are
supporting or attached to the battalion. The Army aviation officer
will be prepared to assist the commander and staff by-

(1) Preparing, coordinating, and supervising plans for employ-
ing Army aviation personnel and Army aircraft.

(2) Acting as a coordinating agent to insure rapid procurement
and distribution of aircraft supplies, parts, and equipment.

(:3) Supervising and coordinating the selection, preparation, op-
eration, and improvement of landing fields.

c. Forwcardl Air Controller. A forward air controller may be pro-
vided to the battalion to assist in the employment of tactical air
support. He-

(1) Aids and advises the battalion commander on matters per-
taining to employment of tactical air.

(2) Controls the air strikes vwhich are flown for the battalion.
(3) Maintains liaison with the artillery liaison officer to exchange

information from both glound and air observation and to
assist in rapid engagement of targets of opportunity.

d. Commanders of Attached or Supporting Engineer and Service
Units. Commanders of attached or supporting engineer and service
support units, or their liaison representatives, advise the commander
and staff on the employment of their units. Commranders of attached
or supporting units have the following specific duties-

(1) They submit plans and recommlleldations for the employment
of their units, based on the battalion's mission.

(2) They coordinate their activities with battalion agencies and
with those of larger, adjacent, and smaller units.

Section IV. COMBAT INTELLIGENCE

90. General
Combat intelligence is defined as intelligence for use in a combat

area, whether based upon informationl collected locally or provided
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by higher headquarters. An armor commander utilizes the three ele-
ments of combat intelligenlce-infoirmaitio of the terrain, weather,
and enemy-in the execution of any combat mission. Of these three
elements, information of the enemy situation is normally the most
critical intelligence requirement because this information is so hard to
obtain. The S2 must insure that routinlle intelligence production
activities are accomplished in order of urgency to insure that the
commander is provided with answers to his intelligence questions in
time for them to be of use. Small armor units constitute a major
source of combat information. The S3 must support the intelligence
effort by understanding and accepting conclusions concerning the
effects of the weather, the terrain, and the enemy situation on the op-
erational plan. At small armor unit level, information concerning the
enemy is usually difficult to obtain prior to combat. Therefore, it is
essential that an effective collection effort be made to establish the
existing enemy situation. This permits the commander to develop
plans for accomplishing the mission which are influenced by weather
and terrain and designed to exploit known enemy weaknesses. Tile
actions of the unit generate combat information for its own use alnd
for use of higher headquarters in the production of combat intelli-
gence. Detailed information pertaining to combat intelligence is
contained in FMA 30-5 and FM i30-7.

Section V. COMMANDER'S ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION

91. General
a. Whlen a mission is assigned to an armlor lunit commander, a posi-

tive course of action is required. Adoption of the proper course of
action is the result of a sound decision, and a sound decision is the
result of anl accurate estimate of the situation. A commander's check-
list for the estimate of the situation is contained in appendix II.

b. For additional information on tile commander's estimate, see FKM
101-5.

92. Definition and Use of the Estimate
The estimate of the situation is an examination of all factors which

will affect the accomplishment of the mission. The form prescribed
for the estimate is designed to facilitate logical reasoning and to in-
sure that all pertinent factors are considered. An estimate may be
made hastily or deliberately, depending on the time available. Re-
gardless of how it is made, the prescribed form and sequence should
be followed. The estimate is a coltinliing process. With each change
in the situation, the commander must review his estimate and decide
either to continulie his present course of action or to adopt a new one.
The small armnor unit commander's estimate almost always is a mental
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one, but every estimate should be as thorough as the time available
will permit.

93. Steps in the Estimate
a. The first step in the estimate is to thoroughly understand the

mission and the intent of the higher commander. These must be kept
in mind at all times. If the commander needs additional informa-
tion to thoroughly understand theln, he should immediately get this
information from the commander assigning the mission. A personal
conference is the best means of obtaining this information.

b. The next step in the process is to consider all the factors affect-
ing the employment of the unit. Concurrently, the commander de-
cides what courses of action are open to him and considers the enemy
capabilities which could interfere with the accomplishment of the

lission.
c. After considering the enemy capabilities and the courses of

action open to him, the commander weighs each of his own courses of
action against all of the enemy's possible reactions, and determines
the probable effect of each enemy capability on the success of each of
his courses of action. At this point, the commander begins to isolate
the governing factors of the situation. These factors have an impor-
tanlt bearing on the choice of the most suitable course of action.

d. The fourth step is a comparison and evaluation of the com-
mander's own courses. Each course of action open to him is ana-
lyzed for advantages and disadvantages in terms of the governing
factors defined in the preceding step. He then selects the course
which appears most likely to succeed. If two or more courses offer
equal prospect of success, he selects the one which favors future
action.

e. The final step is the decision, *which translates the course of
action selected into a concise statement of what the unit will do,
including answers to the questions what, when, where, how, and
why.

Section VI. COMBAT ORDERS, RECORDS, AND REPORTS

94. General
a. Combat Orders. Combat orders are those pertaining to opera-

tions and administration in the field. For samall armor units these
are normally classified as operation orders, administrative orders,
and standing operating procedures.

b. Reports. The effective supervision, direction, and control of
an operation depends upon ia reporting system that provides the com-
mander with timnelv and useful information. The type, format,
scope, content, and frequency of submission of reports vary with
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the mission of the unit. The minimum number of reports which
will provide data necessary for the efficient and effective execution
of the mission should be required.

c. Records. A system of staff records is essential in order to have
infonrmation available for the commander and staff, for higher and
lower headquarters, and for the ulUit staff section historical record.

d. References. Additional detailed information covering orders,
records, and reports is contained in FAM 101-5, FM 17-50, FAM
101-1, and FIM 30-7.

95. Orders
a. Operation Order, General. An operation order (app. III) is

ail order, given by a comlmander, setting forth the situation, the mis-
sion, his decision and plan of action, and details about the method
of execution which will insure coordinated action by the whole
command.

b. Adrministrative Order. An administlrative order is a formal
statement of a commander, annlouncing to elements of the command
the plan to provide administrative and logistical support for opera-
tions. See F1I 17-50.

c. Standing Operatinl Procedulre. A standing operating pro-
cedure (SOP) (app. IIU) is a set of instructions giving the meth-
ods to be followed by a particular unit for the performance of those
features of operations, both tactical and administrative, which the
commander desires to make routine.

d. Fragmentary Order. A fragmentary order is a combat order
issued in sections. Each section of a fragmentary order contains
instructions for only the commander or unit concerned. Fragmen-
tary orders are normally used after a particular operation has been
initiated. Whenever time permits, the complete combat order is
distributed to all subordinate units so that each can have a complete
understanding of the part that it is to play in the operation. Frag-
mentary orders are concise, but not at the expense of clarity or
essential information. They should follow the same sequence as the
complete order. Fragmentary orders are supplemented as soon as
possible by additional instructions made known as conferences, by
additional messages, or by the issuance of a complete order.

e. Warning Order. A warning order is an order which gives pre-
liminary notice of an order or action which is to follow. The pur-
pose of a warning order is to give the operating elements of a com-
mand advance notice or warning of a contemplated operation or
movement. Warning orders may be issued at all levels of command.
Usually, they are issued as brief oral or written messages. They
precede molre detailed orders. Tarning orders are issued when-
ever time can be saved or energy can be conserved through their use.
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Instructions and information contained in a warning order are al-
ways repeated in the detailed order which follows.

f. March Order. A lnarch order (app. III) is an operation order
issued for movement of personnel and prescribed equipment from one
location to another within a stated period of time.

g. Overlay-Type Operation Order, In an overlay-type order, both
the written portion of the order and the portion portrayed graphically
are placed on the overlay (app. III). In an operation order accom-
panied by an overlay, the written portion is shown on separate paper
and the overlay is attached as an annex to this written portion. The
written portion is usually shorter in the overlay-type order. Armor
units favor tie overlay-type order.

h. Written Operation Orders. Written operation orders, withl or
without overlays, are seldom employed below combat command.

i. Oral Operation Orders. Oral orders (app. III) are habitually
used at platoon, company, and battalion level. The battalion com-
mnander may issue his order orally and distribute an overlay or an
overlay-type operation order at the same time. Thills lessens the pos-
sibility of misunderstanding and reduces the necessity for detailed
note-talking by subordinate commilandels. In any event, the S3 should
make a copy of the order for record purposes. Oral orders may vary
in completeness from a detailed and complete dictated order to a sim-
ple fragmentary order of a few sentences. In oral orders, the format
of the body of a complete written order should be followed as closely
as possible.

96. Mission-Type Operation Orders
Depending upon the situation, operation orders may be extensively

detailed or very brief. Proper application of armor's characteristics
results in combat operations which are characterized by ralpidity of
movement and violence of execution. The contiluation of such op-
erations is facilitated by the use of mission-type orders. Mission-
type orders state the mission clearly but give the recipient malximlani
latitude in their execution. Their use encourages initiative by sub-
ordinate commanders. They require minimum time for issuance alnd
dissemination.

97. Reports
a. General. Armor unit stanlding operating procedures should pre-

scribe certain operational occurrences which become the subject of an
immediate report to higher headquarters. Examples of such occur-
rences are crossing the line of departure, seizing an objective, or
closing into a new assembly arlea. These reports are submitted by the
fastest means, usually by radio, and follow no particular fornmat.
Other operational reports common to armor operations lend them-
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selves to the use of a standard format for brevity and clarity. All
reports should be held to the minimum necessary for the accomplish-
ment of the mission.

b. Spot Reports. A spot report (app. III) is an abbreviated intel-
ligence report employed within small armor units. The use of the
prescribed format will result in a brief message containing all the
essential in formation.

c. Slhelling Reports (SHELREP). When a unit receives enemy
artillery fire, it immediately submits a shelling report (app. III) to
the next higber headquarters. This information is placed in artillery
channels at the first opportunity. This information is used by both
the supporting artillery and the unit S2 in determining hostile
artillery firing positions, and to assist in bringing effective counter-
fire on tihe hostile artillery.

d. Situation Reports. The detailed situation report is an opera-
tional report of the intelligence, operational, and administrative ac
tivities of the command for a specified period. When prepared, this
report normally covers a period of 24 hours. This report may or may
not be required by higher headquarters. However, it constitutes an
excellent historical record of the unit's activities and, time and per-
sonnel permitting, should be prepared and retained in the journal
file even though not required by higher headquarters.

e. Abbreviated Siteuation Reports (SITREP). A situation report
is an operational report, normally required by higher headquarters. .
Time and frequency of subillission of unit situation reports is included
in the higher headquarters SOP. This report is an abbreviated adap-
tation of the situation report, suitable for transmission by electrical
meas. Thllis report should accurately reflect the overall tactical sitl-
ation and disposition of the reporting unit at the time the report is
submitted.

f. Command Reports. The command report (SR 525-45-1) is re-
quired for each separate company, battalion, and larger unit while
in an active theater of operations. This report is required on the
last day of each month, and will cover the activities of the unit for
that month.

g. illinefield Records and Reports. The comnander of troops in-
stalling a minefield is responsible for reports of intention, initiation,
and completion, and for preparing and submitting the minefield record
to the commander authorizing installation of the minefield. Records
of protective minefields must be made but need not be forwarded
unless specifically directed. For additional details see FMI 20-32.

h. Intelligence Summary (ISUMI). Thle intelligence summary is
a compilation of importan t items of intelligence, information, or both,
obtained during a specified period of time. The period covered by
the intelligence sunmnary and the time at which it is to be submitted
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are prescribed in the SOP of the next higher headquarters. In plac-
tice, it is normally prepared by units down to and including battalion.
See FM 30-5 and FM 30-7.

i. Combat Vehicle Status Report. The combat vehicle status re-
port (although submitted at G4), is also of operational or tactical
significance. The report indicates, by a series of code letters, the
status of combat vehicles in the unit. It indicates those vehicles
which are combat serviceable, those which are deadlined but will be
serviceable within 24 hours, those which will require more than 24
hours to repair or which have been evacuated, and those lost due to
enemy action. This report is submitted daily by unit S4's to higher
headquarters as prescribed in the higher unit SOP. See FM 17-50.

j. Personnel Daily Summary Report. The personnel daily sum-
mary report is the means used to convey the latest personnel informa-
tion resulting from the unit's action during the period covered. Com-
pletion of a personnel daily summary work sheet facilitates compila-
tion of information included in the report. The personnel summary
report submitted to higher headquarters should inclnde organic units
which are with the organization and nonorlganic ulits attached at
the time of report, but should not include organic luits detached at
the time of report. The fastest means available, normally radio or
teletype, should be used in submitting the report at the time pre-
scribed by the unit SOP. Occasionally it may be necessary for a
mounted messenger to deliver the report. Battalions furnish informa-
tion copies of the report to the combat command and to parent head-
quarters of attached units which are included in the report.

98. Unit Operational Records
Small armor units maintain the minimlull number of unit opera-

tional records necessary to insure efficient stair operations and his-
torical data.

a. Ulit Journal and Journal, File. The unit journal is the official
chronological record of events affecting the unit. The journal file
contains the permanent copies of orders issued or received and other
material required to substantiate the unit journal. The amount of
detail recorded in the unit journal shall be the minimum necessary to
fix the time or other facts concerning important events. Sometimes
the situation will make it impossible to keep the journal completely
current. When this occurs, copies of all messages and instructions
received and dispatched are retained in chronological order and en-
tered in the joinrnal during halts or lulls in the action. Journals are
mandatory at battalion level but are not normally maintained below
battalion level.

b. Staff IVoir: Sheets. A staff section worl sheet is an indexed col
lection of information obtained from written or oral orders, messages,
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journal entries, and conferences wvith the commander or other staff
officers. It may also include information developed by the staff offi-
cer's own conclusions, opinions, ideas, or inspections. The work sheet
assists the staff officer in tile preparation of estimates, plans, orders.
and reports.

c. Reference. For additional information pertaining to format.
content, and scope of operational records, see FM 101-5.

Section VII. LOGISTICS
99. General

The tactical success of an armor unit is dependent upon adequate,
timely, and contillous logistical support-supply, evacuation, trans-
portation, and maintenance.

100. Principles and Techniques
a. The principles of logistics are-

(1) Logistics is a function of command.
(2) The impetus of logistics is from rear to front.
(3) Advance planning is essential.
(4) Reserve of supplies are maintained at all echelons.

b. For detailed information pertainin.g to the logistical techniques
and procedures appropriate to armor operations, see FMI 17-50.

Section VIII. ADMINISTRATION

101. General
a. The application of sound principles of personnel management is

essential to the efficient operation of the battalion. By careful selec-
tion of individuals to fill positions in the battalion, the commander
can reduce the amount of time necessary for the supervision of ad-
ministrative matters, allowing himself more time for the supervision
of combat operations.

b. The battalion adjutant must keep the commander informed con-
cerning the personnel policies of higher headquarters. He must ad-
vise the commander in the formulation of all battalion policies which
affect personnel, and must keep tile commander informed of the effect
of such policies on individual and teamn proficiency, morale, discipline,
and esprit de corps within the battalion.

c. The battalion adjutant, by applying the principle of centralized
functions, can relieve the company commanders of most of their ad-
ministrative and personnel duties. The personnel section is the proper
agency to perform these functions. The companly commanders, if re-
lieved of these administrative details, can devote a greater amount
of time to the training and tactical employment of their units.
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102. Strength Records and Reports
a. The records which the adjutant keeps, and the reports which he

makes, contain much of the information that he uses in making his
estimate of the personnel situation. The personnel daily summary
report contains data pertaining to assigned and actual strengtl, per-
sonnel casualties, other losses, personnel gains, and prisoners of war.
A close study of this report enables the adjutant to make an estimate
of the losses to be expected in a cominig operation. This is especially
true after the battalion ias been in varied combat situations. The
adjutant makes use of the report to keep his commander informed of
the present personnel strength and the strength the battalion may ex-
pect to have in future operations.

b. The most comprehensive report on the personnel situation is the
periodic personnel report. This report normally is submitted at di-
vision level; however, the battalion may be required to furnish infor-
mation which cannot be obtained from the division staff or from
records in division headquarters. This report contains a brief state-
ment of the status of all persolnel activities which the adjutant super-
vises.

c. From time to ti me, higher headquarters calls for personnel reports
in addition to those considered as being routine. For example, the
battalion may be required to report on the results of a survey for
particular specialists or for personnlel having certain physical
qualifications.

d. For additional details on the preparation, form, and content
of routine records and reports, see FMI 101-1 and FAM 101-5.

103. Replacements
a. The battalion adjutant submits timely personnel requisitions,

keeps the commander informed of thile action taken to fill the requi-
sitions and of the quality of replacements received, advises him of
critical shortages, and recommnends action to be taken to meet short-
ages. The adjutant must be sure that replacements are received and
are integrated into the baftalion in an orderly mannelCr. The replace-
ment can best be oriented and integrated into his assignment when
the battalion is not actively engaged in combat operations or lwhile
it is rchabilitating. The adjutant must keep inforlned of the avail
ability, quality, and morale of replacement personnel. I-e does this
by visits to higher and lower headquarters, and by careful studies
of forecasts and directives on replalcements.

b. Detailed information pertaining to replacements is contained in
FMA 101-1.
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104. Discipline and Law and Order
a. Since discipline is the mental attitude and state of training

which renders obedience and proper conduct instinctive under all
conditions, it is evident that training within the unit must be pointed
toward the development of moral responsibility within each indi-
vidual. When such training is adequate and effective, problemrs of
law and order diminish. Preventive measures are muchll more effec-
tive than corrective actions. By exercising sound leadership, and by
insuring that his commanders and staff do likewise, the unit coin-
mander builds good discipline. Good discipline forestalls many
problems of law and order.

o. All members of the battalion staff must be alert to the status of
discipline within the comemand. However, the adjutant Inust ac-
quaint himself with the factors affecting discipline, miust keep the
commander informed, and must be prepared to inake reconmlenda-
tions concerning discipline. I-le must keep close personal contact
with, and maintain the confidence of, members of the command.
He must not depend upon records and reports alone.

c. The battalion commander exercises sunmmary and special court-
maltial jurisdiction. The battalion adjutant can do mnclh to keep
the court-martial system operating efficiently-mainly by insurling
the appointment of courts-martial for prompt disposition of cases
occurring within the unit, and by efficient administrative processing
of charges and proceedings.

d. The battalion adjutant maintains statistics on all absences-
without-leave, stragglers, rewards and punishments, court-martial
actions, and other matters reflecting the status of discipline and law
and order within the command. He maintains records to insure
that corrective action is taken when required.

e. The battalion adjutant coordinates, with the provost marshal
concerned, for the return of stragglers to organizations.

f. Additional information coverinfg discipline and law and order
is contained in FMI 101-1 and FM 19 90.

105. Enemy Prisoners of War
a. The adjutant prepares, and supervises the execution of, plans

for the collection and evacuation of enemy prisoners of war. tTe
must be careful to insure that these plans conform to the directives
of higher headquarters, and that they are sufficiently comprehensive.
He coordinates with S2 for estimates on prisoners anticipated and
facilities for any interrogation desired, and w-itll S3 for necessary
guards for prisoners while they are being evacuated. He coordi-
nates with S4 for transportation to evacuate enemy prisoners of war
and witl the battalion surgeon for evacuation of wounded enemy
prisoners of war.
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b. Additional information covering enemy prisoners of war is con-
tained in FM 101-1 and FAI 1940.

106. Morale
Morale is the barometer which indicates how well the individuals

of the command adjust themselves to their immediate situation.
The status of morale is of primary concern to commanders. It is
based on good leadership and constant hard work to achieve effi-
ciency. The adjutant should keep the commander informed about
the effect of policies on morale within the unit. Certain activities
for which the battalion adjutant is responsible and which build
morale are-

a. Coordinating and scheduling recreational activities within the
battalion.

b. Handling quotas allocated by higher headquarters to rest camps,
rest areas, and leave centers.

c. Supervising the processing and administration involved in
recommendations for, and presentation of, awards and decorations.
This is a particularly important morale factor. Awards and decora-
tions should be presented as soon as possible after the action involved.
They should be presented in suitable ceremonies and by higher com-
manders commensurate with the rank of the award or decoration.

d. Constantly checking on the efficiency with which mail clerks
operate, with a view to keeping mail service effective.

e. Keeping the chaplain abreast of tactical and other situations
which will affect his plans, and lending nonprofessional assistance to
the chaplain.

/. Insuring the timely payment of troops, by appointment of Class
A agent finance officers and supervision of the preparation of payrolls.

g. Supervising the activities of the personnel officer and procuring
the services of the American Red Cross field director, to ensure that
the troops receive advice and assistance in connection with their per-
sonal affairs.

i. Implementation of a worklable Army education program.
i. Periodic dissemination of information concerning the unit his-

tory and traditions.

107. Personnel Procedures
The battalion adjutant insures good personnel management by-
a. Supervising the assigmnent of personnel in accordance with tilhe

classification system and the needs of the battalion.
b. Insuring the timely reclassification of enlisted personlmel in ac-

cordance with established procedures.
c. Supervisillg the administrative processing of reclassification

papers on officers.
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d. Mlaking recommendations for reassignments which will keep
units properly provided with key personnel and which will present
opportunities to deserving individuals.

e. Supervising the administrative processing and followup of
recommendations for promotion.

f. Putting into effect higher headquarters' policies and procedures
on rotation, redeploymellt, and demobilization.

108. Recovery and Disposition of Remains
Recovery and disposition of the dead (formerly graves registra-

tion) are comlmlland responsibilities. The recovery and disposition
platoon of the division quartermaster batallion is the operating agency
for recovery and disposition service. Detailed instructions regarding
the functions and operations of recovery and disposition are con-
tained in higher units' SOP's, AR 643-55, FAI 10-63, and FM 17-50.

109. Civil Affairs and Military Government

The adjutant coordinates the activities of any civil affairs or mil-
itary government teams attached to or operating with the battalion.
In the event no such teams are available, the adjutant normally per-
forms their functions. In either case, the adjutant must be
thoroughly familiar with policies and directives of higher headquar-
ters concerning military government operations. The primary mis-
sion of military government during combat is to assist military opera-
tions by providing civilian labor, local supplies, buildings, public
utilities, and control of refugees. In connection with military goverIn-
ment, the adjutant must coordinate with S3 on security measures and
on use of troops.

110. Duties of the Battalion Personnel Officer
a. The battalion personnel officer is assigned to the administrative

section, battalion headquarters platoon, and is designated as assistant
adjutant.

b. He is charged, under the supervision of the adjutant, with the
preparation, maintenance, and safekeeping of all records, documents,
correspondence. and statistics of a personnel and administrative na-
ture, except those required to be kept in the battalion or company
command post to insure efficient operation. He directs and supervises
the activities of the personnel sergeant and the personnel specialists.
Specifically he supervises the following personnel functions:

(1) Preparation and maintenance of officer and enlisted qualifi-
cation records, enlisted service records, and other documents
which are part of the personnel records jacket for officer
and enlisted personnel.
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(2) Classification, reclassification, assignment, and reassignment
of enlisted personnel.

(3) Officer and enlisted separation actions.
(4) Enlistment and reenlistment actions.
(5) Enlisted appointment and reduction actions (to and from

pay grade E-5 and above).
(6) Initiation of officer and enlisted military pay orders, allot-

ment applicatiols, and travel vouchers, and enlisted family
allowance applications.

(7) Verification of monthly officer and enlisted machine records
rosters against qualification records and morning reports.

(8) Adminlistrative actions on officer efficiency reports.
(9) Preparation, maintenance, and use of personnel informa-

tion rosters and inventory charts.
(10) Requisitioning of officer and enlisted personnel for all ele-

menlts of the unit (when the formal requisitioning system is
specified by the major commander) and supervision of the
administrative processing of replacements.

(11) Surplus reporting of enlisted personnel.
(12) Preparation of morning reports from data submitted by

company commanders and extraction of information for
records inaintenlance and for reporting purposes.

(13) Preparatioll and verification of casualty reports.
(1.4) Preparation of strength returns and miscellaneous reports

and rosters.
(15) Preparation of personnel corresponldence.
(16) Publication of special orders and letter orders.
(17) Administrative actions on courts-martial and board reports,

reports of investigation and survey, and statements of charges
for Govermnent property lost, damaged, or destroyed.

(18) Preparation of courts-martial charge sheets.
(19) Filing of correspondence, records, directives, and reports.
(20) Assumnes custody of company funds when the companies go

into combat or when, in the opinion of the battalion com-
mander, the fuads nighlt be lost.

Section IX. SIGNAL COMMUNICATION

111. General
a. Communication is a function of command. Each armor unit

commander is responsible for the establishment, operation, and maill-
tenance, within his capabilities, of the communication system of his
command. -le must adhelre to the following prillciples ill establisling
and operating his commnuil cation system:

(1) The communlllication system must be organized to fit the unit
task organization. The comlunlnication systems of subordi-
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nate and supporting elements must be integrated into the unit
comlunication system.

(2) All communication means available to the unit must be used
to their maximnum extent. This prevents overloading any one
means and minimizes the effect of a disruption of one or more
mIleans.

b. For detailed information on communication see FMI 17-70 and
appropriate unit manuals.

112. Communication Means
Radio is the primary means of communication within armor units.

Wile, messenger, visual, and solnd colmmunlication are supplementary
meallns employed extensively ulnder certain circumstances. Instrlnc-
tions for use of these means are contained in SSIs, SOIs, and other
pertinent directives.

a. Radio. The flexibility of radio communication affords the unit
commander the ability to control and coordinate subordinate ele-
mients, yet, does not restrict these elements in their ability to move.
Radio communication may be adversely affected by enemy jammning,
terrain, and weather. Armor leaders habitually operate their own
voice radios to insure tile direct and personal characteristic of arlmor
command. Five general classes of radios are employed by armor
units:

(1) Mounted FM radios. These radios, mounted in vehicles and
aircraft, consist of various combinations of components, de-
pending on the communication requirements of the user.
These components consist of an auxiliary receiver, a medium-
power transceiver with a range of 10 to 15 miles, and a low-
power transceiver with a range of 1 mile.

(2) Portable FAM radios. These radios are back-packed and have
a range of 3 to 5 miles.

(3) VTehicularmo-lnited AM radios. These radios are loung-range
voice or CXW sets used in communication links to higlher
headquarters. They have a range of 25 miles on voice and 75
miles on CIT.

(4) Vehicular-mounted UT-IIF air-to-ground radios. These are
voice operated, with a range to aircraft of 135 miles.

(5) Vehicular-mounted AM radioteletype equipmen t. This
equipment provides radioteletype, CWT, or voice communica-
tion from battalion to higherher headquarters.

b. Wire comnmunication supplements radio and is used whenever
practicable. The installation of wire is dependent on the situation
and the time availablc. It is used to the greatest extent in defensive
situations and in assembly areas. It is more secure than radio and
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therefore should be used in the initial phase of an operation when
secrecy is important.

c. lMessengers are used to supplement radio and wire. Messenger
communication is the most secure and reliable means, but it is slow
over long distances.

d. Visual and sound means include the use of lights, flags, panels,
armn-and-hand signals, pyrotechnics, alarms, shots, and horns. Pre-
arrangement of signals is essential to insure that personnel under-
stand their meaning. Their use is restricted by distance, visibility,
security, and the nature of the signal. Messages are necessarily sim-
ple. The principal uses of visual communication are for identification
of vehicles and units, for alarms, and to a limited extent for brief
control signals.

113. Employment of the Battalion Communication Platoon
The battalion communication platoon installs and operates major

portions of the battalion conmmunication system and performs or-
ganizational maintenlance on communication and other electronic
equipment. The communication officer advises the company com-
manders on the employvent of their communication personnel. The
communication platoon provides the following services:

a. Supervises the operation of the battalion communication system.
b. Installs wire lines to companies, battalion strongpoints, outposts,

and staff sections when time and situation permit.
c. Operates, when required, the battalion message center and switch-

board, and provides messenger service.
d. Operates panel displays and message pickup facilities.
e. Operates the AM (RTT, CW and voice) medium-power radio

equipment at the battalion command post and the battalion trains.
f. P'rovides facilities for encrypting messages.
g. Provides second-echelon maintenance on battalion communica-

tion and other electronic equipment.

114. Liaison
a. Liaison is a command responsibility and is a means of estab-

lishing commnumnication. The purpose of liaison is to obtain by per-
sonal contact the desired cooperation, coordination, and exchange of
information between commanders. Each commander maintains liaison
with higher headquarters, supported units, and adjacent units by any
means available.

b. Liaison may be accomplished by personal conference between
commanders (command liaison) whenever the tactical situation dic-
tates, or by means of a liaison agent or officer who represents the unit
commander (par. 88). Usuallyv both methods are employed concur-
rently. The liaison agent or officer spends most of his time at the
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headquarters to which he is sent and maintains communication with
his parent unit.

115. Communication Security
The armor unit commalnder is responsible for the communication

security measures employed in his communication system. Commu-
nication security includes all measures taken to prevent or delay the
enemy from gaining information from friendly communication sys-
tems. It is the responsibility of the unit commander to determine
the maximum degree of communication security that he can employ
consistent with his mission and the reaction time available to the
enemy. For a detailed discussion of communication security, see
FMI 17-70.

116. Maintenance of Communication Equipment
Each unit conmmander is responsible for necessary maintenance of

electronic equipment within his command. He is assisted by the com-
munication officer and personnel from the battalion communication
platoon. This platoon supervises first-echelon maintenance, executes
second-echllelon maintenance, and procures signal repair parts and
other electronic repair parts as required.
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CHAPTER 4

EMPLOYMENT OF ARMOR EQUIPMENT

Section I. ARMOR WEAPONS, GENERAL

117. General
rlmor hlas a highly mobile integrated weapons system of tremen-

dous firepower, designed primarily to engage in mounted warfare.
Successful arlllor operations are dependent upon maximum utilization
of this firepower, properly integrated with the other armnor combat
characteristics of mobility, shock action, and flexibility. The fire-
power of small armor units is derived from a multiplicity of organic
weapons, including tank guns, machinceglns, mortars, rocket launllhelrs,
and individual weapons, supported by artillery and atomic weapons.

118. Tank Weapons
a. General. Tank weapons include the main tank gun, the coaxially

mounted machinegun, and the cupola- or turret-lIounted dual-pur-
pose (ground or air targets) machinegun. The main gun on a taink is
at high-velocity, flat-trajectory, turret-mounted weapon. Tanks cur-
rently are classified as light-gun tanks, medium-gull tanks, or heavy-
gun tanks.

b. lMain Tank Gun. The most effective use of the main tank gun is
in the direct-fire role, because of the accuracy and rapidity with which
targets can be engaged. The main tank gun is capable of indirect
fire against targets that cannot be observed through the direct-fire
sights. However, it should be employed in this manner only under
conditions of reduced visibility, or when the tank callot be moved
to a position from which direct fire can be delivered and there is no
artillery available to fire the mission. Tanks should not be used as
artillery. A variety of tamki gun ammunuition permits effective en-
gagement of both hard and soft targets. Typical hard targets suit
able ior employment of the main tank gun are armored vehicles,
bunkers, and pillboxes. Soft targets are those which can be destroyed
by small-arms fire and shell fragments; these targets include troops
in the open, unarmored vehicles, and open gun positions. Except for
tanks equipped with gun stabilization, the main tank gun habitually
will be fired while the tank is halted. Under certain tactical conai
tions, such as during the assault of an objective, when it is desired
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to increase the shock action of the attack, the main tank gull may be
fired while movi)ng. I-lowever, such fire is inaccurate and can be
emiployed only when a sufficient amount of ammunition is readily
available.

c. T'ank Mlachineflne s. Each tank is equipped *with two machine-
guns: a caliber .30 mounted coaxially with the main tank gun, and a
turret- or cupola-niounted caliber .50 provided for use by the tank
commlnander against grolund or aerial targets. The tank machilneguns
alre employed against soft targets, such as troops and thin-skinned
vehicles. These weapons provide a great volume of fire and can be'
rapidly adjusted. The nialchinegunsl can be effectively fired from a'
moving tank and should be used for reconnaissance by fire and the
final assault of an objective. A ground tripod mount is provided for
the caliber .30 coaxial machinegun.

119. Ammunition
Main tank gun ammunition is classified according to the purpose

for which the round is designed-armordefeating, anting, apersonnel or
antinilateciel, and chemical. See FlM 17-12.

120. The Tank as a Weapon
The firepower of the tank, and the tremendous physical impact

of its mass and speed, make it a weapon with overwhelming shock
action and psychological effect. Tanks can be employed to break
down wire entanglements as well as to overrun and crush enemy
weapons, shsallowv entrenchnments, personnel, and light vehicles. Before
alln obstacle is rushed, it should first be taken under fire in order to
weaklen it and to detonate any demolition charges attached to it
(fig. 3).

121. Vehicular Weapons
a. Armioed Personel Cartiers. The cupola-mounted caliber .50

inaclinlegul of the armored personnel carrier is highly effective
against ground and aerial targets. This weapon can and should be
used for long-range recoml:issance by fire. Wlhen the carrier is
properly employed, this weCapon can increase the automatic firepower
of the unit in almost any tactical situation. Armored vehicles w]hose
purpose is primarily that of administration or support, rather than
combat, are also equipped with machineguns. These guns are in-
tended for use against aircraft and for close-in protection.

b. Utna7rmored Ve/licles. Certain unarmored vehicles are equipped
with either the caliber .30 or caliber .50 machinegun. These weapons
are employed against all appropriate ground and aerial targets.
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122. Crew-Served Weapons
a. lMachineguns. Crew-served caliber .30 machineguns are pro-

vided-to elements of armored infantry and armored cavalry units
(with the exception of scout elements in armored cavalry units).
These weapons are provided with ground mounts and are not fired
from vehicles. Suitable targets for these weapons include personnel,
light materiel, and light vehicles.

b. Mortars. Mortars are the primary indirect-fire weapons organic
to small armor units. Both the 81-mm and the 4.2-inch mortars can
be fired either from their armored mortar carriers or from ground
positions. These are ighl-angle, indirect-fire, close-support weapons
used against personnel or unarmored vehicles and for laying smoke.

c. Rocket Launchers. Rocket launchers are provided to armor
units for close-in engagemnent of armored and unarmored vehicles as
well as for use against defensive installations and buildings.

d. Individual Weapons. Personnel of armor units are provided
with many types of individual weapons. These include pistols, car-
bines, submachineguns, automatic rifles, and rifles. In addition gre-
nades of all types, and antitank mines, are available. The armor
soldier should be proficient in the use and maintenance of several of
these weapons, regardless of his primary combat role.

123. Combat Support Weapons and Equipment
a. General. Combat operations of small armor units are supported

by a variety of weapons and equipment which are provided and con-
trolled by higher headquarters.

b. Artillery. The most readily available fire support is that pro-
vided by the light artillery (105-mnn howitzer) which is normally in
direct, support of, or attached to, the combat command. In addition,
the medilum (155-nmn howitzer) :nrd heavy (8-inch howitzer) artillery
units organic to the composite battalion of division artillery are nor-
mally employed in a general-support role to augment the fires of the
light artillery battalions. In division artillery, the 8-inch howitzer
and 762-mml rocket units are capable of delivering tactical atomic
weapons. The fires of fire-support agencies organic to the division
may frequently be augmented by the fires of corps and/or army artil-
lery units.

c. Air Force. In addition to the fire support available through
ground force agencies, armor combat operations may be supported by
elements of the Air Force. This support is provided by ligh-perform-
ance tactical aircraft. Weapons of close support aircraft may include
bombs, rockets, and machineguns or cannon.
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Section II. TANKS
124. General

a. Role of the Toak. The tank is an offensive weapon possessing
tremendous armor-protected firepower and good cross-country mo-
bility. The tank is suited for employment in the penetration or
envelopment of hostile defenses. It is particularly well adapted for
emlnployment in forces conducting an exploitation of a successful of-
fensive operation or the pursuit of a retreating enemy force. When
employed in the defense, the long-range direct-fire capability of the
main tank gun provides anl effective antitank defense, while the tank
machineguns provide a tremendous increase to the infantry auto-
matic weapons employed in close-in defense.

b. Types of Tanks. There are two general types of tanks-com-
bat tanks and special-putrpose tanlks. A combat tank is further classi-
fied as a light-gun tank, a medirum-gun tank, or a heavy-gun tank.
Depending upon the intended employment of special-purpose tanks,
they possess, to a varying degree, the same characteristics as combat
tanks. These characteristics include-

(1) Armor protection. The armored hull and turret of a tank
protect the crew, weapons, and communication equipment
from the effects of small-arms, mortar, and artillery fire and,
to a significant degree, fromn the effects of atomic weapons.

(2) Firepower. Combat tanks possess tremendous firepower in
their main gunlls and Imachineguns. Special-purpose tanks
generally possess less firepower.

(3) Mobility. Tanks have a traction system which enables them
to move rapidly over ground which a wheeled vehicle cannot
cross. This traction system also allows the tanks to move
on roads at sustained speeds which compare favorably with
speeds of heavy wheeled vehicles.

(4) Shock action. 'ile shock action of a tank is overwhelming.
The combination of tremendous firepower, armor protection,
and speed and mobility on virtually any type terrain produces
an effect whicl crushes and demoralizes the enemy.

125. The Light-Gun Tank
The light gum tank (fig. 4) is the smallest of the tank family and is

designed primarily for missions requiring speed and maneuverability.
It is lightly armored for protection against small-arms fire and shell
fragments. The frontal armor provides protection against light anti-
tank weapons. Its main gun can be successfully employed against
lightly armored or unarmored vehicles, ground-mounted crew-served
weapons, amnd p ersonnel. The principal employment of the light-gull
tank is in armored cavalry units for performance of reconnaissance
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Figlre 4. The .1141, la liqht-gun talk. NMail ainrlrclnt is a 76-ram ganl. Al
caliber .30 mach inegll* is eoaxially Iloailel IWith the main gual, and (I caliber
.50 ntachinccgua is aouacnted on tihe turret.

and security missions. For detailed discussions of the light-gun tank
and its weapons system, see TM 9-730, TM 9-701;, 1 and FAM 17-80.

126. The Medium-Gun Tank
The medium-gunll tank (fig. 5) is the primalry combat tank of t:he

armored and infantry divisions and of separate tank units. Although
it cannot operate at as fast a speed as the liight-gun tnilq, it does
possess good speed both on roads and across country. Its maneuvera-
bility, particularly cross-country, is excellent. The tank is provided
with armor protection which enables it to operate successfully while
being subjected to small-arns and artillery fire of all types, and to
a-ithstand the fire of medium antitank wveapolns delivered against the
frontal armor. The medium-gun tank is employed alone or with
infantry support to attack, counterattack, exploit, pursue, or defend.
For detailed discussion of the mnedilnm-g-ll tank and its weapons sys-
tem, see TMI 9-718B, TI !)-7012, FMI 17-78, and FM 17-79.

127. The Heavy-Gun Tank
The heavy-gun tank (fig. 6) is a heavily armored tank which has

greater vweight and size and is slower than the medilni-gun tank. In
maneuverability, it compares favorably with the medinim-gunl tank.
The heavy-gun tank is employed to perform the same missions and
engage in tile same type actions as the medium-gun tank. However,
since it has heavier armor protection and a larger main giln, it should
be employed in areas where enemny armor is most likely to be located.
it is also particularly well adapted for such operations as supporting
infantry in river crossings and attacks of fortified areas. For de-
tailed discussion of the heavy-gun tank and its weapons system, see
TMA 9-7014.
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Figulre 5. The J148, a mediuam-pun tank. Mlain armalmnclt is a 90-mlm gln. A
c aliicl .S0 alachinlegloJ in co1ea ilym nmn1ted 1Citl( the mlai bpn, 1an(d a caliecr

.50 m(achi¢legl/a i1 motunted in the cupola.

Fig/tre 6. Thbe M103, a heavy-gar tan k. Mlain armament is a 120-,int guen. A
caliber .30 nlacrhinegun is coaxially mounted with t7he nain gun, and a caliber

.50 miacliilelgan8 is mounnlted on the tltrret.

128. Special-Purpose Tanks
a. Flamne-Thrower 2'ank. The flame-thrower tank (fig. 7) is a tank

with a flame-throwing device mounted in place of the main gun.
Mounting the flame thrower in a tank conceals its identity and enables
the tank to be employed with, and under the same conditions as, com-
bat tanks. The flame thrower is a short-range weapon designed for
employment against personnel in emplacements who cannot be at-
tacked effectively with other tank weapolls. I'he flame thrower is
used to force such personnel into the open where they can be destroyed
by other tank weapons. To achieve maximum surprise and effective-
ness and to provide security for the flame-thrower tank, it should be
accompanied by combat tanks. For detailed discussion of flame-
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piglire 7. Flamnie-throeie, tank.

thrower tanks, see TMI 3-360. Installation of flame-throwing equip-
ment on other types of armored vehicles is under development.

b. Almphibious Tank. The amphibious tank (fig. 8) is a full-track
armored vehicle designed to operate on both land and water. An
amphibious tank is technically referred to as a landing vehicle, tracked,
armored (LVT (A)). The amphibious tank is primarily employed
in assault landings on a hostile shore. The requirement for both land
and water operation makes the amphibious tank suitable for only
limited ground combat operations-it is not sufficiently armored to
withstand heavy-caliber fire and does not possess a traction and drive
system suitable for sustained land combat. Therefore, amphibious
tanks should be replaced by combat tanks as soon as possible after the
assault landinll. For detailed discussion of amphibious tanks, see
TM 9-775 and FMI 17-34.

Figure 8. Amnphibiols talk.
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Section Ill. ARMORED VEHICLES OTHER THAN TANKS

129. General
Armored vehicles are those vehicles other than tanks which are self-

propelled, full-track, fully enclosed, and lightly armored. In mobility
and ianeuverability they are comparable to light-gun tanks. These
vehicles provide armor-protected transportation to combat and com-
bat-support personnel, and are the means by which these otherwise un-
protected personnel are integrated into the mobile, arnor-protected
weapons system. Armored velicles are plimarily intended for employ-
ment with tanks in mobile combat and, like tanks, have a definite shock
action on enemy troops. The vehicle's caliber ..50 nachinegunl wbhen
properly employed, increases the firepower of the unit in either of-
fensive or defensive action.

130. Armored Personnel Carriers
a. General. The armored personnel carrier (fig. 9) is a vehicle of

many purlposes. Its primary purpose is to provide armor-protected
transl)ortation for personnel of armor combat unlits. HIowever, with
minor modifications, it miay be used as a command and/or commnunica-
tion vehicle, as an armored anibulance, or for other puirposes requiring
full-track armored transportation. It can 'srwim" slow-moving
streams or rivers and lakes. For a detailed discussion of the utiliza-
tion of this swimming characteristic in the employment of this vehicle,
see applelndix V. The technical nomenclature of this vehicle is carrier,
personnel, full track.

b. Use as an Infantry Carrier. This carrier is primarily intended
for use by the infantry elements of armor and some infantry units. It
is capable of transportilg 10 men fully equipped for combat, plus the
driver and vehicle commander. This vehicle provides the means by
which infantry elements may be moved close to the objective, prepared
for dislounlted action, without fatigue or casualties from hostile fire.

c. I/se as a Utility Vehicle. The armored pelsolmllel carrier can also
be used as a command post, communication, supply, ambulance, or
maintenance vehicle.

131. Armored Mortar Carriers
These carriers (fig. 10) are modified versions of the armored per-

sonnel carrier which permit vehicular firing of either tile 4.2-inch or
81-nmn 0mortar. 'These vehicles perinit the rapid pl]acement of mortar
units and provide armnor protection to the mortar crews while they are
firing from the vehicle. To fire the mortar mounted in the vehicle, a
large hatch ill the top is opened; the ramp need not be lowered.
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FIigyre 9. 'The 1159. an tro l-lorcd personaLel carriCr.

r-i

Figur=e 10. The .18, eil airJcd morf' arr Cte/d.

Section IV. ARMORED COMBAT SUPPORT VEHICLES

132. General
Armored combat support vehicles inmay be either organic to the small

armor unit or provided by other combat support units. The general
characteristics of these vehicles vary with the purpose for which tilhe
vehicle was intended.

133. Tank Recovery Vehicle
The tank recovery vehicle (fig. 11) is designed for employmlent

with units equipped with organic combalt tanks and armored vehicles.
It possesses the same armor protection and mobility as a medium-gun
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1'Figure 11. Tankl recovery vehicle.

tanlk. It is emnployed to recover disabled tanks and otlier vehicles from
the battlefield and to assist in maintenance activities by lifting turrets,
enlgines. alid other heavy comnpollents from vehicles. See TA !)-738
an d TM'A 9-4S02.

134. Artillery
Artillery support which is normally available to snlall arIllolr ulitS

includes light, medium, and heavy artillery, anld very beavy rockets.
a. 105-jIlM £owiitze, SP. This is a full-track, arllmor-protected,

self-propelled light artillery piece (fig. 12) nolrmally employed in
direct sul)port of armor combat operations. Maximum range of this
artillery piece is 12,200 yards.

b. 155-All1M Hlowitzer, SP. This is a full-track, armorprotecteted,
self-propelled mnedium artillery piece (fig. 12) normally enmployed in
general support of armor combat operations. M]aximumlll range of this
artillery piece is 16,350 yards.

c. 8-hilch Hlowitzer, SP. This is a full-track, armor-plotected, self-
propelled heavy artillery piece (fig. 13) uormnally employed in general
support of armor combat operations. This artillery piece is capable
of firing both a nonatomic projectile anld a tactical low-yield atomic
projectile. Its maxilum lrange usinsg a nonatomiic projectile is 18,500
yards.

d. 762-Mi11 Rocket (IONITES2' JOllAH). This is a free flight very
heavy rocket launched from an unarmoled launcher. Tile 762-mm
rocket (fig. 13) is primarily employed in delivery of tactical atomic
weapons.
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Thle M152, a 105-mm self-plopelled light artillery piece

Figtre 1]2.

Tile 1144, a 155-mm self-propelled mlediunl artillery piece

Figur, e 12-Continucld.

135. Engineer Vehicles
a. General. Enigineer units organic to the armored division are

equipped with armored personnel carriers for tlhe transport of engineer
squads and for command and communication purposes. These vehi-
cles are identical to those previously discussed. In additionl, these
engineers are provided with special purpose vehicles and equipllent
specifically designed to facilitate armor operationls.
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The a155, in -inch self -proplled artillery piece

Figyure iS3.

The 762-mm rocket, with lannecl!er

Figure 13-Co iti l(cd.

b. Combatt Engineer i'ehdee, ]:ull-T'rack. The engineer armored
vehicle (fig. 14) is a modified tank equipped with a boom, a dozer
blade, and at 6(.5-inch (165-iiin) demolition gun. This demolition .gunl
is effective against fortifications, pillboxecs, roadblocks, and other
obstacles.
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Figlre 'c . Comnbat cgigl cc)r vehicile, fit ll-track, 165-tintm g ilt, 11102
(a dcvelopmilent item).

c. Assault Bridtging . The assaullt vehicle launched bridge (fig. 15)
is mounted on a modified tank and permits launching a 40-foot or 60-
foot section of class 00 bridge. Under average conditions, the a ulnch-
ing of the bridge can be accomplished within two minutes without
exposurc of ally crew InIember.

FPigiur .15. A ssallt alchicle la lncihled br-idge (a devclolipilelt item).
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Fig.re 15-Contim ned.

Section V. GENERAL-PURPOSE AND SPECIAL-EQUIPMENT
VEHICLES

136. General
Small armor units are equipped with a variety of unarmored gen-

eral-purpose and special-equipment vehicles which are not peculiar to
armor. These vehicles are used for coiimmand, communication, re-
conlnaissalnce, administrative, and logistical purposes. For general
characteristics of these vehicles, see rTM 9-2S00-1.

137. Types of Vehicles
a. Truck, Utility, 1/4-Ton. The /4-ton truck, the most common

military vehicle, is used within arimolr units for transportation of
commanders, staff officers, alid leconnissanllce, mnailtellllce, COln-
munlnication, liaison, messenger, and other persolnnel. Most of the
radio equipment not iolunted ill armored vellicles is moullted in this
type vehicle. See 1 { )-8014 and TMI 9-S012.

b. ?Truck, Ambulance. Front Lie, ¼-Ton. Tis vehicle is used for
the evacuation and/or transport of battle casualties (T'M 9-8014).

c. Truck, Cargo, 34-Toni. This vehicle is used for the transport of
personnel, cargo: and communication equipment (TI 9-8030).

d. 2'ruck, Cargo, 21/2-Ton. This vehicle is used primarily for the
transport of cargo, supplies, and persomiel (Ti 9-8024 and TXM
9-8022).

e. Truck, Cargo, 5-Ton. This vehicle is the primary resupply vehi-
cle of battalion-size armor units and is primarily used for logistical
purposes (TI 9-8028).
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/. Truck, Gasoline Tank, 21/2-Ton (MJ49). This vehicle, equipped
swith a 1,200-gallon tank, is used to provide bulk resupply of gasoline
to unit vehicles (TM 9 8024).

g. Truck, Medium /l'recker, 5-Ton. This vehicle is employed by
battalion maintenance personnel for the evacuation of disabled
wheeled vehicles (TM 9-8028).

ih. Trailers. Armor units are equipped with a variety of trailers-
i4-, 34-, and 11/2-ton cargo and i1/-ton Aater trailers-for use with
the above vehicles or with armored personnel carriers.

Section VI. SPECIAL EOUIPMENT

138. General
Special equipment includes those items which are used only in

specific situations to assist the advance of armor units. Some items
of special equipment are organic to small armor units; some are
furnished by higher headquarters. Training in the operation and
employment of special equipment is conducted concurrently with unit
training. This section discusses three items-tank dozer, mine clear-
ance devices, and tank-mounted searchlight.

139. Tank Dozer
The tank dozer (fig. 16) is a standard combat tank equipped wvith a

bulldozer blade. Hydraulic controls permit operation of the blade
from within the tank. In the event of damage in combat, the blade
may be jettisoned fromn within the tank. The tank dozer is used to
construct and improve routes, approaches to streams, and crossings;
to remove obstacles and rubble; and to clear paths through areas
containing antipersonnel mines.

140. Mine Clearance Devices
Nine clearance devices (figs. 17-20) are devices designed to detonate

mines. They are used to clear paths through minefields. Tank-
mounted clearance devices may be attached to tanks in a semiperma-
nent manner, or they may be pushed or pulled by a tank. AMine
clearance devices are operated under supervision of engineer personnel.

141. Tank-Mounted Searchlight
Combat tanks may be modified by moultinlg a searchllight on the

turret (fig. 21). This searchlight provides artificial light to illumi-
nate the battlefield for night operations. The selchlllight is equipped
to provide both white light, which can be employed for direct lighting
or for indirect lighting (artificial moonlight), and infrared lighlt.
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Figure 16. A jlcdilti- gull tulk dozer.

FJigur I-,a . ,Iorrtli llg rLou. A tauni;-,l;olnttcdfiil tedi Ic ci' ilcGe tll;ice. 1icit Ilhs

19 tonis and,, detonltes mii.es by presS//'c. (A dcvelopment item.)
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Figure 18, HighM Herma. A tank-lmoallted milne clear anlce deviice. lWeighs 36
tonls and detonates mlilnes by pressnare. (A developm ent item.)

Figlre 19. lr3 demolition snake. A tunlk-plashcd iniie clearance devicc. It has
an effective length of .20 feet tand contains 1,500 pounds of TNT. It detonates
mines by eaplosion. It is set off biy a rifle or Lachinleg u projectile, fierd at
a faze located 60 feet in front of thle tank.
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Iigtare 20. Jato T.1,72. A taniC- tllled nine cleirance device. An clectrically
fired rocket pulls a 300-foot line ciargec. It conitails 1,200 poulIds of pIllttic
explosice in ani effective length of 4J10 fcot. 'The en tire Itlit is trataspottcd
ilnto posittio otn a led hlicbi is tolved beltinnd a tank. It detottltegs miiel by
ecplosion. It is electrically actlatlcd after the chaye comes to rest in thic
n inclecld. (A dcvlopnlecot iteri.)

FigYlrc21. Ai tank-molontled searl'chliyllt.
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CHAPTER 5

RECONNAISSANCE AND SECURITY OPERATIONS

Section I. RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS

142. General
a. Reconnaissance is a directed effort in the field to collect informa-

tion of the enemy and the area of operations. This information is
classified under the headings of tile enemy, the terrain, the weather,
and the enemy's resources. There are three classifications of recon-
naissance-battle, close, and distant.

b. The purpose of reconnaissance is to obtain combat information
of the enemy and the area of operations for the production of combat
intelligence. The combat intelligence produced is used by the com-
manuder in forming his plan of operation.

c. Reconnaissance and security complement one another and can-
not be readily separated. Effective ground reconnaissance provides
a certain amount of secullity. On the other hand, the activity of a
security force provides a certain :anlount of reconnaissance.

d. All units conduct reconnaissance to some degree. Rcconnais-
sance is continllous on the battlefield, and all information of the enemy
and terralin is reported as it is obtained.

e. The threat of nuclear radiation to ground forces on the atomic
battlefield wvill necessitate the development of techniques to determine
the degree of contaminationl in specific areas.

143. Battle Reconnaissance
Battle reconn:issance is the directed effort to gather information of

the immlediate battlefield area. It is made immediately before and
during battle, and is conducted by units in contact with the enemy.
Battle r ecollaltissance conducted bv battalion-size units is norminally di-
rected toward determining the locaosit, composition, and disposition
of enemy troops in contact, to include the local reserves immediately in
rear of the line of contact. Evely front-line unit executes battle re-
connaissance for itself.

144. Close Reconnaissance
Close reconnaissance is the directed effort to collect information in

the area of current tactical operations. It is normally performed
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within supporting distance of artillery and other combat units. Close
reconnaissance conducted by battalion-size units is normally directed
toward determining the location, composition, and disposition of
enemy reserve forces and supporting troops that can influence the
local action.

145. Distant Reconnaissance
Distant reconnaissance is the directed efftort to collect information

in an area beyond that of close reconnaissance. It may be performed
in an area which lies beyond supporting distance of artillery and other
combat units. Distant reconnaissance is directed toward determining
the location, composition, and disposition of enemy reserve forces, sup-
porting troops, and supply installations which can influence the out-
come of the current operation.

146. Reconnaissance Agencies
a. Ground reconnaissance agencies include all persoinel and units

specially organized, designed, or designated to perform reconnais-
sance. Among the armor units specially designed for reconnaissance
are the armored cavalry regiment, the armored cavalry squadron of
the armored division, the cavalry squadron of the infantry division,
the cavalry troop of the airborne division, the reconnaissance platoon
of the infantry battle group, and the scoot platoon of the armor bat-
talion and armored infantry battalion.

b. The armored cavalry squadron is equipped to conduct reconnais-
sance and surveillance by ground aind airborne means utilizing visual,
phlotogra)lphic, and electronic methods. See FM 17-305.

c. Army aviation units are equipped to perform aerial observation
and are excellent agencies to supplement ground reconnaissance.

d. The Air Force provides additional air reconnaissance. This
reconnaissance includes aerial observation a.nd photographic missions.

147. Fundamentals of Reconnaissance Operations
The method of conducting reconnaissance operations varies with

the situation and conditions in the area and with the assigned mis-
sions, size, type, and composition of the reconnaissance units. Ground
combat reconnaissance operations are performed in conformance with
five funudamientals.

a. Orient on the Location or Ml/ovement of the Objective. Units
performing recomnaissance must maneuver according to the location
or movement of the objective rather than the location or movement
of friendly forces. The objective may be enemy troops, a terrain
feature, or a localitv. To permit this type of maneuver, commanlders
of units performing reconnaissaice must be allowed maximull free-
dom of action.
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b. leport All Infornmation. RPeconnaissance is conducted to obtain
information to be used in the production of combat intelligence. To
be of value to the commander, this information must be received in
time to be of use and must be accurate in answering the questions owhat
(to include how many), wohen, where, and doing 'what. All informna-
tion obtained during the conduct of a reconnaissance mission should
be reported regardless of its apparent value. ]When considered in
conjunction with information from other sources, information which
ap,pears unimportant may be extremely valuable. The development
and use of brief reconnaissance spot report forms (app. III) will
facilitate the rapid transmission of essential information. Negative
as well as positive reports must be submitted.

c. Avoid Decisive E'ngagement. Units performing reconnaissance
obtain information by stealth whenever possible, but fight when neces-
sary in order to gain the information. The reconnaissance mission
must not be jeopardized by combat with the enemy, particularly when
combat is not essential to obtain the information desired.

d. lMaintain. Con.tact With the Enemy. In the performance of a
reconnaissance mission to obtain information of an enemy force, con-
tact with the enemy must be gained as soon as possible. Once this
contact has been made, it must be maintained. In many instances
contact can be maintained by observation alone. Contact with the
enemy is not voluntarily broken without authority from higher
headquarters.

e. Develop the Situation. MWhen enemy contact is made or an
obstacle is encountered, the situation must be developed quickly. The
enemy's location, strength, composition, and disposition must be de-
termined, with a special effort being made to determine the flanks of
his position. A decision to attack or bypass the position, in keeping
with the mission, must be reached quickly. When the terrain permits,
the enemy position is reconnoitered by mounted reconnaissance and
reconnaissance by fire. If the terrain restricts vehicular movement,
the situation is developed with dismounted and airlifted patrols.
Other elements of the unit cover the movement of the dismounted
patrols and assist in the reconnaissance by attempting to draw enemy
fire.

148. Types of Reconnaissance Missions
There are three types of reconnaissance missions: route, zone, ind

area. The type to be employed in a given situation is determined
after a consideration of the information desired, where the informa-
tion is to be sought, the known enemy situation, the terrain, the size
of the reconnaissance force, and the time available for obtaining the
in formation.
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149. Route Reconnaissance
a. lRoute reconnaissance (fig. 22) is tile directed effort to obtain

information of the enemy or the terrain along a specific route and on
the terrain features that dominate the route. D)ominlating terrain
features are those which, if held by the enemy, will affect movement
along the route.

b. Route reconnaissance may be assigned to obtain information of a
specific route (see FM 5-386 for detailed discussion and report forillit)
or of an enemy force moving generally along a specific route. WAhen
intelligence indicates that the enemnl is moving on one or more routes,
or lwhen terrain features canalize his advance, these routes nlay be
reconnoitered to obtain enemy information. Routes of advance of
friendly forces may be reconnoitered iwhen specific information of any
given route or series of routes is required.

c. Route reconnaissance can be nmade faster than zone or area recoil-
naissance. Therefore, it may be enmployed when time is too short to
permlit more detailed reconlna issance.

150. Zone Reconnaissance
a. Zone reconnaissance (fig. '-3) is reconnaissance of the routes and

terrain between definitely establishled botlldaries. Zone reconnalis-
sance is more thoroughi and time-coUSntming than any other type.

b. Whllen the enemy's location is in doubt, or when it is desired to
locate a suitable route within a zone containing several routes, a zone
reconnaissance may be directed. Factors which determine the width
of the zone ale the pattern of the road net, terrain features within the
zone, time available to accomplish the mission, anticipated enemy ac-
tion, troops available, weather, and visibility.

151. Area Reconnaissance
a. Area reconnaissance (fig. 24) is the directed effort to obtain in-

formation of the enemoy or the terrain within a definitely defined
locality. All roads and terrain features within the area must be
reconnoitered.

b. The area to be reconnoitered inay be a town or city, a woods, a
series of possible crossing sites over a river, or any other physical fea-
ture whose external limits are easily defined. The specific area to be
recolloitered is designated by use of a boundary line which con-
pletely encloses the area.

152. Reconnaissance by Fire
a. Reconn;issance by fire is accomplished by firing on likely or sus-

pected enemy positions in an attempt to cause the enemy to disclose
his presence by movement or by return fire (fig. 25). During recor-
naissancC by fire, personnel with binoculars must contimually observe
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ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE

Figure 22. Route recolnaissance.

the positions being reconnoitered, so that any enemy movement or
return fire wxill be definitely located.

b. Reconnaissance by fire is a technique used when time is critical.
It is made at the loss of achieving further surprise, but it tends to
lessen the probability of movin.g into a well-concealed enemy position
without being aware of its presence.

c. If the enemy returns the fire, the unit proceeds to develop the
situation. If the fire is not returned, the unit continues on its mis-
sion. How-ever, caution should be exercised, because reconnaissance
by fire may fail to draw the fire of seasoned enemy troops.

153. Reconnaissance of a Town, Obstacle, or Enemy Position
a. In reconnoitering a town, obstacle, or enemy position, an attempt

should be made to approach it from the flanks or iear. If time is
available, the reconnaissance should be made dismounted; however,
if time is short, the unit wvill remain mounted. In either case, de-
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tailed observation with binoculars will precede the actual recollnais-
sance.

b. When time is available, dismounted patrols move forward,
covered by the remaining elements of the unit. The number of pa-
trols depends upon the size of the objective and upon available ap-
proacllhes, cover, and concealment. If the patrols find that the near
edge of the area is clear, the remainder of the unit moves forward.
The dismounted patrols then continue the reconnaissance, over-
watched and closely followed by the rest of the unit.

e. A mounted reconnaissance should usually start with a recomnnis-
sance by fire. ThFen part of the unit moves fonvard rapidly, over-
watched by the remaining elements. If the near edge of the area
is clear, the overwatching elenents move forward and the advance
continues. Vehicles move through a town by bounds in ai staggered
formation, covering the buildings on the opposite side of the street
by observation and fire. It is desirable for dismounted personnel to
precede the vehicles.

ZONE RECONNAISSANCE

I ;

)'igure 23. Zone r econlalissance.
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Figurl,,e . Ar en ,-connaissance.

154. Reconnaissance of a Bridge or Defile
The first step in reconnoitering a bridge or defile is to make a visual

reconnaissance for enemy positions. WVhen mines, booby traps, or
ambushes are suspected, patrols reconnoiter the approaches of the
bridge or defile. Reconnaissance of a bridge includes checking un-
derneath as well as on top for mines, booby traps, demolition charges,
or weakened construction. Any demolitions located should be re-
moved or neutralized. If circumstances permit, the class of a bridge
should be determined and a sign placed on the bridge to indicate the
class to troops using it later. For further discussion of attack of a
defile, see paragraphs 330 and 331.

155. Reconnaissance at Night
Reconnaissance operations are slow and less effective at night.

Night reconnaissance is usually limited to dismounted patrolling, ob-
servation of routes, and the use of listening posts. Only against very
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I igurre 25. Reconnaissaneo by fire; fire is placed ona suspected F~enemy positionrs.



light enemy resistance and with favorable terrain and routes of ad-
vance can vehicular reconnaissance be used without being preceded by
dismounted patrols. Engines and tracked vehicle movements can be
heard for considerable distances. Observation is limited, making ve-
hicles highly susceptible to ambush. Cross-country movement is very
difficult. Except for short cross-country movements, night vehicular
reconnaissance shonld be confined to the road net.

156. Reconnaissance in Force

A reconnaissance in force is an attack by a considerable force of
troops used to discover and test the enemy's position and strength.
In an analysis of this definition, three significant points should be
considered-

a. The reconnaissance in force is planned and executed as an attack
wit.h a limited objective and appropriate control measures (pars. 244-
258).

b. The size of the force varies in accordance with the factors of
METT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and troops available).
The force must be strong enough to make the enemy react to the at-
tack and thus disclose his locations, dispositions, and strength. The
force normally is not less than a battalion task force with artillery
and engineer support.

c. The commander who orders a reconnaissance in force should be
alert to any opportunity to exploit success by the reconnoitering force.
If the reconnaissance discovers a weak spot in the enemy's disposi-
tions, the prompt commlitmlent of additional forces may achieve an
important tactical victory at little cost.

157. Reconnaissance by Army Aircraft

a. The use of Aramy aircraft is an excellent means of extending,
supplementing, or even replacing ground reconnaissance. All unit
commanders should exercise discretion in the use of Army aircraft
in order to insure maxinmum efficiency and minimum loss of aircraft.
The battalion conmnmander should request Army aircraft to support his
reconnaissance efforts as appropriate.

b. Army aircraft are normally employed in conjunction with, and
in close support of, ground reconnaissance forces. The aircraft are
used to extend observation by makilng aerial reconnaissance: they are
also capable of locating and reporting enemy strongpoinlts, road-
blocks, blown bridges, or approachingl enemy columns.

c. Army aircraft may be used for rapid surveys of areas con-
taminated with residual radiation, either fall-out or induced. Addi-
tionally, aircraft may be used to locate routes through or around such
areas.
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158. Reconnaissance Frontages
The extent of the frontage assigned to a reconnaissance unit of a

given size is dependent upon many factors. These factors include the
information desired, the time available to perform the mission, the
enemy capability to resist or interfere, the terrain (with emphasis on
the road net), and the weather. If detailed informatiol is desired, the
frontage must be narrower than it could be if only general information
were needed in the same period of time. Route reconnaissance can
be conducted on a wider frontage than zone or area reconnaissance.

159. Coordination and Control of Reconnaissance
a. Reconnaissance must be coordinated at all levels of command.

This will insure maximum results from the intelligence effor.t, prevent
duplication of effort, and economize reconnaissance forces. Coordina-
tion is primarily accomplished by assigning a specific mission to each
unit performing reconnaissance.

b. The unit, commander uses every available means to control the
advance of his elements. Radio is the primary means of control witllin
armor units. In addition, commandeers at all levels should make maxi-
mum use of liaison personnel, staff officers, messengers, and Army air-
craft to assist in the rapid transmission of reconnaissance instructions
and reports. Phase lines, check points, contact points, boundary lines,
routes, objectives, and time limitations may assist the commander in
controlling his unit.

160. Reconnaissance Instructions
Reconnaissance instructions must be complete and must include

exactly what combat information is to be obtained, where the infolma-
tion is to be sought, and when the mission is to be executed. Essential
details may include-

a. Pertinent iniformation of the enemy and friendly troops.
b. Plans of the higher commllander.
c. Specific infornlation desired.
d. Zone, area, or route to be recomnoitered.
e. When, where, and how infolrmation is to be reported to the higher

commander.
f. Time of departure.
g. Phase lines and objectives and, when desirable, the times they are

to be reached.
I7. Action to be taken when the mission is completed.
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Section II. SECURITY

161. General
a, Security includes all measures taken by a command to protect

itself from surprise, annoyance, espionage, sabotage, or observation by
the enemy. Its purpose is to preserve secrecy and to gain and main-
tain freedom of action.

b. Security is achieved by effectively providing for the detection of
a threat, for sufficient time to react to the threat, and for the avoidance,
neutralization, or destruction of the threat. Security is enhanced by
effective intelligence, counterintelligence, and counterreconnaissance
operations. All units are responsible for their own security, regard-
less of the security provided by other units. A security force for a
larger formation must be strong enough, and must be properly located,
to provide adequate time for the main body to react. However, se-
curity measures must not unnecessarily divert forces or effort from the
accomnplishlment of the mission of the main body.

162. Security Against Ground Action
a. Ground threats to the security of a command include reconnais-

sauce, fire, attack by ground forces, infiltration, guerillas, partisans,
and airborne forces. The first essential in security against ground
action is the proper use of terrain.

b. Security from observation is afforded by counterreconnaissance,
concealment, camouflage, deception, and movement. Security from
fire is provided by counterfire, movement, cover, fortifications, and dis-
persion.

o. Security against ground attack is provided by air and ground
reconnaissance; covering forces; advance, flank, and rear guards; and
local security elements. Size and composition of the security forces is
dependent on the type of operation and composition of tile enemy force.
Against a highly mobile enemy, strong in armor, security forces must
be of equal or greater mobility and nmust possess antitank capabilities.
Natural and artificial obstacles must be utilized to the maximum. In
any case, security forces must be capable of effective operations under
the same conditions as the enemy force which poses the threat (par.
365).

163. Fundamentals of Security Operations
a. Orient on the Location or Movemnent of the Main Body. A se-

curity force maneuvers according to the location and nmovement of the
main body, and positions itself between the main body and the known
or suspected enemy threat.

b. Perform Continuous Reconnaissance. All security forces nmst
perform continuous and aggressive reconnaissance. This reconnais-
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sance provides the security force commander with inforlmation of
enemy forces within his area of responsibility and enables him to stay
between the main body and the enemy threat. IReconnaissance pro-
vides security from surprise by keeping the main body commander in-
formed of enemy locations and movements, and by 1i1mintainillg contact
with enemy forces which constitute a threat, to the main body.

c. Prsovide Tim ely 1s a1(1ii/ . The main body commauder miust have
early warning of the location and movement of enemy forces which
constitute a threat to his mission. Only by timely warning can the
main body commalnder choose the time and place to engage the enemy,
and maneuver his forces to gain tactical surprise and advantage over
the enemy.

d. Provide Space for iianeuv~er. Security forces operate far enough
from the main body to insure that tile main body has enough time and
space to maneuver to meet the enemy threat. The exact distance will
depend upon the size of the security force and the terrain.

e. lfaintai~n ELnwemy C'ontact. Once contact with the enemy has been
gained, it must be maintained until the enemy ceases to be a threat to
the main body or moves out of the assigned area of responsibility.
Enemy forces must not be permitted to penetrate the security force
and surprise the main body. If the enemy force moves out of the
area of responsibility, action must be taken to inform the adjacent
unit and to assist that unit in establishing contact with the enemy force.

164. Frontages in Security Operations
The extent of the frontage assigned in security operations is de-

pendent upon several factors. These factors include the degree of se-
curity desired, the length of time the security is required, the enemy
capability, the terrain (with emphasis on avenues of approach), and
the weather.

165. Security Forces
Security forces protect a command against surprise, ground obser-

vation, or interference by the enenly. A security force may be an ad-
vance guard, a rear guard, a flank guard, a screening force, a covering
force, or a rear area security force, accolding to its location and pur-
pose (fig. 26). It engages ill offensive, defensive, or delaying action
as required to accomplish the mission.

166. Advance Guard
a. An advance guard is a security detachment which operates ahead

of the main body to provide early development of the situation; to
insure the uninterrupted advance of the main body; to protect the
main body against surprise; to cover the deployment of the main body
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s'igure 26. RIelationship of advance, flank, and rear guards to coverilng forces.

if it is committed to action; and to facilitate the advance by removing
obstacles, repairing roads and bridges, or locating bypasses.

b. The advance guard operates as fast as the situation will allow.
It performs continuous reconnaissance to the front and flanks and
pushes back or destroys small enenly groups before they cal hinder
the main body. When the advance guard encounters large enemy
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forces or heavily defended areas, it acts immediately to develop the
situnationl. It employs ever y means available to determinie the location,
strength, disposition, and composition of the enemy. It may then be
required to join in the attack by the main body. The advance guard
must be far enough in front of the main body to insure that the
commander mas freedom of action in the employment of the main
body. However, it must not be so far in front that it can be de-
stroyed by enemy attack before assistance can reach it. Distances
are reduced at night, in close terrain, and under conditions of low
visibility.

c. The advance guard normally advances in column until contact
is made. It may move continuously or by hounds. MAovement by
bounds is employed when contact with the enemy is imminent and(
the terrain favors this technique. For additional details on employ-
ment of the advance guard, see paragraphs 290 through 2!)3.

d. When contact with an enemy force is made, the action taken
falls into four distinct steps (fig. 27):

(1) Deploy.
.(a) Units should move immediately to positions from which

they can be enployed against the enemy.
(b) The immediate action of the commander is to make a re-

port of the enemy contact to his higher headquarters.
(2) Develop the situation. This consists of the action necessary

to deteruine the stlelngth, location, composition, and dispo-
sition of the enelmy that has been encountered.

(3) Choose a course of action. After developing the situation,
the commander must choose a course of action that is ap-
propriate in the immediate situation and will insure the
accomplishment of the assigned nlission.

(4) Report. The commander then makes a complete report to
his higher headquarters. This report includes-

(a) The comnplete enemy situation as it has been developed.
(b) The decision of the commander as to the course of action

he will follow.

167. Rear Guard
a. A rear guard is a security detachment that protects the rear of

a column from hostile forces during an advance or a withdrawal (fig.
28).

b. During the advance, the rear guard defeats or delays hostile
forces attacking the rear of the maill body, protects the trains, and
collects stragglers. The rear guard follows the main body at a dis-
tance prescribed by the main body comnliander and usually moves on
the axis of advance of the nmain body.

c. During a withdrlsawal from action, the rear guard covers the dis-
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engagement of the main body. The rear guard employs delaying
action tactics and withdraws by bounds, basing its rate of movement
on that of the main body or moving in accordance with prearranged
plans. The rear guard must not allow itself to be bypassed or driven
in on the main body.

168. Flank Guard-General
a. A flank guard is a security detachment that protects the flanks

of the main body. A flank guard may be employed during offensive,
defensive, or retrograde operations to protect the main body from
ground observations, direct fire of hostile weapons, and surprise attack.
It employs offensive, defensive, or delaying action as necessary to ac-
complish the mission. The flank guard is mobile when the main body
is conducting an offensive operation or a retrograde movement, and
is stationary when the main body is in the defense.

b. The flank guard regulates its rate of movement on that of the
'main body. It must be far enough from the main body to insure
that the main body commander has adequate time and space in ywhich
to maneuver to counter an enemy threat. This distance is not fixed,
but depends on the factors of _METT (mission, enemy, terrain and
weather, and troops available). All other factors being relatively
equal, the stronger the flank guard, the greater the distance at which it
may operate from the main body.

e. If the flank guard becomes overextended, it will not be able to
furnish the desired protection to the main body. If the area to be
secured becomes so wide that it cannot be adequately secured, the
flank guard commander should ask for permission to cover part of
the area by screening, or to be relieved of responsibility for the rear
part of the area. This request would be in the form of a recommenda-
tion to the main body commander.

169. Flank Guard Methods of Movement
There are three methods of movement which may be employed by

the mobile flank guard. The method selected depends primarily uipon
the rate of advance of the main body.

a. Mlovemen t by Leapfeogl M/ethod. This method may be used wbhea
the main body is advancing slowly against strong ellemy resistance
and there is a requirement for strong flank protection. In this sitna-
tion, it is anticipated that each of theq blocking positions will be se-
cured as it is reached in order to provide the maximumii flank pro-
tection possible. As the flank guard advances and the first blocking
position is reached, the commander designates a unit to secure it.
However, the commander must be prepared to conduct a coordinated
attack if necessary to secure the position. As the next blocking posi-
tion is uncovered, the commander designates another unit to secure it.
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A\lhen all subordinate units have been employed and the main body's
advance requires the securing of additional positions to the front, the
rear unit is leapfrogged forward from its previously occupied block-
ing position to a new one to the front.

b. Alovemnent by lBounds. lThis method usually is used when the
main body is moving against light enemy resistance and its movement
is characterized by frequent halts of short duraltion. The blocking
positions are not necessarily occupied, but the area to the flank is kept
under surveillance by reconnaissance elements and by Army aircraft
if available. Instead of leapfrogging, all subordinate units retain
their relative positions in the column. When the Blank guard is re-
quired to halt, each subordinate unit blocks likely avenues of enemy
approach from the flank in the vicinity of its position in column.
AWhen the forward movement is resumed, subordinate units move by

bounds to secure critical points designated by the commander. The
distance between subordinate units is determined by the area of re-
sponsibility, location of critical points, enemy threats on the flank,
and the rate of advance of the main body.

c. llMove*zment by iarch.ing. This method usually is used when the
main body is advancing at a constant rate. The flank guard normally
uses a column formation and moves without halting, adjusting its
rate of advance to the movement of the main body. The distance
between subordinate units is determined in the same manner as when
moving by bomnds. The commander indicates which avenues of
approach and critical terrain features are to be given special attention.

170. Flank Guard for An Advancing Force
a. In performing a flank guard mission for an advancing force (fig.

29), the flank guard must be prepared to occupy blocking positions on
critical terrain features that dominate likely avenues of enemy ap-
proach into the flank of the main body. The flank guard must be pre-
pared to attack and destroy small enemy forces within its capabilities,
or to attack and seize critical terrain features on which blocking posi-
tions are to be established. It attempts to prevent strong enemy forces
from entering its area of responsibility, by defending within its capa-
bilities. If forced fronm its blocking position, it delays the enemy until
the main body can react to the threat.

b. The flank guard's area of responsibility normally is designated
by the main body commander. In a mobile situation, the area of
responsibility may be the flanks of specific units. Such an area Aill
alwavs include the space from the rear of the leading unit to the rear
of the last unit specified, regardless of their geographical location.
In certain situations the area of responsibility may be designated as
a series of terrain features.
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c. In planning for a flank guard mission, the flank guard coli:mmrder
makes a map study of the area of operation and selects a series of
blocking positions on the flank and parallel to the axis of advance of
the imain body. The positions are selected to keep enemy direct fire
and ground observation off the main body. They should be located
on defensible terrain that dominates likely avenues of enemy approach.
In the selection of a blocking position, special attention should be
given to road nets and terrain that permit the rapid movement of
hostile armor into the flank of the main body.

d. The commander must develop a plan of maneuver by which he
call seize and hold the blocking positions as well as maintain contact
with the leading unit of the main body. The plan of maneuver must
include the seizure of blocking positions, either by separate subordi-
nate unit action or by a coordinated effort. Once the blocking position
is secured, the commander mnust assign responsibility for holding it to
one or more subordinate units.

e. Contact points atre designated between blocking positions to pre-
scribe areas of responsil)ility for units holding such positions. Con-
tact points are locations, designated by the commander, at which
subordinate units make Iphysical contact. When a unit is ordered to
occupy a blocking position, it assumes responsibility for the area be-
tween tile contact points on each flank.

f. A route of advance for the flank guard is selected. Tlhis route
should be far enough from the main body's axis of advance to insure
that the movement of the flank guard will not interfere with the
maneu ver of the main body. W7TIen possible, this route should be close
to the line of blocking positions and between the blocking positions
and the main body's axis of advance. If a suitable route does not
exist, the flank guard may be required to operate cross country.

g. The flank guard adopts a formation that permits rapid employ-
ment against any enemy resistance. The formation must permit flexi
bility of employment to meet any changes in the situation. Tie
formation that provides the best control and flexibility of employ
ment is the colulnl formation. Security must be provided for the
formation. This normally is accoliplished by charging each sub-
ordinate unit with the security of its exposed flank. IJse of Army
aircraft assists in providing security by extending observation to the
flunk.

I. The commander of the flank guard normally assigns a tlhree-part
mission to the commander of his leading element. The mission in-
eludes the establishment of an advance guard to ensure the uninter-
rupted advance of the flank guard, the maainailning of contact with
tihe main body, and tbe securing of the area between the main body
and the route of advance of the flank guard. Only in exceptional
circumnstances will this leading element of the flank gulard be required
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or directed to occupy blocking positions along the route of advance.
The remainder of the flank guard marches in column, prepared to
secure tile blocking positions on order. The decision to occupy block-
ing positions depends upon the speed with which the main body is
advancing, and the strength of the enemy on the flank.

171. Flank Guard for a Penetrating Force
There are special considerations in plannllling for a flank guard

mission in a penetration or an attack out of a bridgehead. These
considerations are the relatively narrow front on which a penetration
is conducted and the resultant lack of maneuver room. In addition,
a penetration frequently is conducted through friendly troops, which
requires close liaison alnd coordination to avoid confusion during the
period when maneuver space is limited. In the performance of a
flank guard mission during a penetration-

a. The blocking positions normlally are selected by the main body
commander and are closely coordinated with the penetration
objectives.

b. When a penetration is made through friendly front lines, the
flank glard's area of responsibility starts at the shoulder of the pene-
tration (which is held by friendly forces) and extends to the rear of
the leading unit of the main body.

o. The initial movement through the gap of the penetration must be
closely coordinated. Elements of the flank guard normally follow the
leading unit on the main body's axis of advance. The location of the
remainder of the flank guard in the column of the main body is dic-
tated by its intended employment. When the flank guard can move
to the flank, it moves on its own axis. It is prepared to employ offen-
sive action to secure blocking positions, or to meet a counterattack
by the enemy.

172. Flank Guard for a Defensive Force
The flank guard for a defensive force occupies a series of strong

points on the flank of the main body.. The strong points are located
on critical terrain features that dominate likely avenues of enemy
approach into the sector. The flank guard normally is given a
sector of responsibility, which is tied to specific terrain features. In
the accomplishment of the mission, the flank guard employs defensive
tactics. If forced from its positions, it conducts a delaying action,
obtaining time and space for the main body to react to the threat.

173. Flank Guard for a Retrograde Movement
The operations of a flank guard for a llnit performing a retrograde

movement are similar to those of a flank guard for an advancing force.
The major difference is that tile area of responlsibility is from the
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front of the last unit (whichl may be the rear guard) to the front of
the first unit in the formation.

174. Screening Force
a. A screening force is a security detachment which protects an

area or a body of troops from surprise by observing and reporting
enemy activity. Screening is the securing of an extended area by
surveillance in which the security force observes, reports, and main-
tains visual contact with hostile forces. The missions of the screcining
force are to-

(1) Provide timely warning of enenly apploach.
(2) Gain and maintain contact with, and report the movement of,

enemy forces.
(3) Destroy or repel eneily patrols.
(4) Annoy and harass the advance of enemlly forces.

b. A screening mission is assigned awhen a wide area requires
securing and there are few troops available to perform the mission.
The area m;ay be along a river line, between widely dispersed units,
or on an exposed flank where a major threat does not exist. The
mission is accomplished by a series of observation posts and patrols
that are capable of observing all of the approaches into the sector.

c. The screening force normally must dispose forces in small groups
in order to cover the wide sector. In doing so, the force's combat
strength is dissipated. This usually makes it impossible to mass the
force to engage a major enemy threat.

d. A screening force may not be able to offer strong resistance to
the enemy. Its main mission is to provide timely warning and mnain-
tain contact with the enemy. However, within the scope of the mlis-
sion, it may attack to destroy or repel small enemy patrols that

penetrate the screen. In addition, it may deliver harassing fire on
the enemy or employ other measures to slow the advance of the enemy.

e. In screening, maximum use should be made of Army aviation
elements and of the electronic surveillance devices in the armored
cavalry squadron. Helicopter-lifted observation posts may be estab-
lished at critical points a considerable distance from the main body.

175. Covering Force
a. The mission of a covering force is to provide an early develop-

ment of the situation, defeat enemy forces within its capabilities, and
delay, deceive, and disorganize the enemy. A covering force operates
beyond advance, flank, or rear guards and may be employed when the
main body is engaged in offense, defense, or a retrograde movement.

b. A covering force engages in any type action necessary to ac-
complishl its mission, but usually conducts an offensive action or a
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delaying action. The force must not become so engaged as to allow
itself to be overrun or by-passed.

c. When operating as an advance covering force in an offensive
operation, a battalion-size armor unit normally advances with com-
panies abreast to insure complete coverage and to eliminate the pos-
sibility of bypassing enemy elements. At the same time, sufficient
strength should be retained in reserve to influence local actions. The
reserve is so located that it can readily be employed to assist in the
accomplishment of the mission. An advance covering force for of-
fensive operation employs the techniques of offensive operations as
described in paragraphs 290 through 293.

d. A battalion-size armor unit employed as an advance covering
force during the defense is positioned beyond the observation posts in
the mobile defense and beyond the general outpost in the position
defense. The distance at which the covering force operates in front
of the defense area is normally prescribed by higher headquarters.
The battalion sector is divided into company sectors, and the com-
panies are deployed to cover the battalion sector. An outpost system
is organized, consisting of observation posts and mobile patrols as
a warning net and of strongpoints established behind this net. These
strongpoints are located on commanding terrain features which domi-
nate likely avenues of enemy approach. Normally, a company-size
reserve should be retained. Engineer, artillery, and tank elements
may be attached to the battalion for this mission. When forced to
withdraw, the battalion fights a delaying action back through the
observation posts or general outpost, avoiding decisive engagement
with the enemy. Every effort must be made to deceive the enemy as
to the true location of the main defensive position. The action of
the advance covering force during the defense is generally the samie as
for a delaying action, as described in paragraphs 416 through 430.

e. When employed as a covering force to cover a withdrawal from
action, a battalion-size armor nnit uses the friendly front line, or
a position near it, as its initial position. The technique of performing
this mission is the same as described in d. above.

/. All elements of the covering force, including engineers and ar-
tillery, should be placed under one commander. The covering force
comm;ander op erates under the direct control of the main body comn-
mander. The main body commander specifies the area of operation or
units to be covered.

176. Rear Area Security
a. A rear area security force protects rear area units and installa-

tions from hostile action and guards lines of communication and
Supply.
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b. The rear areal seculity force miay establish a defensive position.
If the area to be secured is too large for employmient of this method, the
area is covered by observation posts and patrols wvith a large, highly
mobile reserve prepared for immediate movement to any portion of
the front if an enemy threat is reported by the observation posts or
patrols.

c. Lines of communication and supply may be protected by establish-
ing a series of observation posts and mobile patrols throughout the area
of responsibility. A centrally located, mobile reserve is then em-
ployed according to the information received from the observation
posts and patrols. If the area is too large to be protected in this
manner, it will become necessary to increase the number of mnolile
patrols and to locale the reserve in small grou ps at various )oillts
tlhroughounot the area. IThlle security force commalnder must retain
control of all reserve groupings so that he can employ them singly or
ill Intss.

d. Army aviation and the surveillance elements of the armored
cavalry squadron should be used to the naxilmum. Plans should be
made to airlift elements of the reserve to engage enemy elements de-
tected by screening forces or to reinforce units in contact.

177. Counterreconnaissance
a. Counterreconnaissance consists of all measures taken to protect

a force or an area from hostile observation. It may be employed to
protect a concentration, a movement. or al operation where secrecy
is important.

b. The unit performing a counterreconnaissance mission prevents
enemy ground reconuaissance units from observing the main body, or
portions thereof, by performning anll advance, flank, or rear nuard nmis-
sion or a covering force mission. The type of action employed is
either offensive or defensive or a combination of both, whichever
call best accomplish the in ission.

178. Security Against Atomic and Chemical Weapons
Armor units obtain security from atomic and chllemnical weapons by

dispersion consistent Mwith efficient conduct of operations, construction
and use of protective shelters and field fortifications, individual pro-
tective clothing and equipment, marking and avoiding contaminated
areas, training of all persolnlel and units in individual and collective
protective measures, and decontamination. For details see chapter 6.

179. Security Against Covert Threats
Security against hostile threats of espionage, sabotage, and sub-

version is best provided by effective counterintelligelnce operations.
These are discussed in FiI 30-7. Since the principal covert threats
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to security are espionage and sabotage, security measures to counter
these two hostile activities must be emphasized. These measures in-
clude trainining of all individuals in the safeguardiong of information
and other, aspects of security; the control of circulation and coimmuni-
cation physical protection of sensitive areas, installations, and in-
dividuals; and the fostering of friendly relations with the civil
population.
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CHAPTER 6

INDIVIDUAL AND UNIT PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Section I. GENERAL
180. Purpose

This chapter deals with specific individual and unit protective
measures which are common to all small arlmor units. Included are
measures which are employed to reduce the probability of detection.
If the unit is detected, proper measures minimize the effects of the
enermy's use of atomic or chemical weapons as well as other artillery,
mortar. and aircraft-delivered weapons. In addition, many of these
measures ale used when friendly atomic weapons are being employed
in close support of armlor units, to permit the location of armor units
closer to grounld zero.

181. Definitions
a. Active Protective mieasures. Active protective measures include

all the positive means taken to engage, destroy, or neutralize the enemy
forces, his weapons, and his intelligence efforts.

b. Pa.,sive Protective Jeasures. Passive measures are those taken
before, during, and after ain action to prevent detection or to minimize
the effect of enemy attack.

c. C'hemnical 1Veapo.s. The term chemical weapons8 as used within
this chapter, refers to toxic chemical agents and does not include non-
toxic agents such as flame and smoke.

d. Atomic Weapons. The references to atomic weapons within this
chapter include all tactical weapons vhichll result in a nuclear explo-
sion, regardless of the means of delivery.

182. Concealment as c Protective Measure
a. General. Concealment consists of anything that prevents per-

sonnel or equipment from being seen by the enemy, but which pro-
vides little or no protection in the event of detection.

b. Camnouflage. Camouflage includes all measures taken to mislead
the enemy by concealment and/or deception. Successful camouflage
depends on the proper selection of position, the discipline of timhe per-
sonnel involved, and the proper use of natural materials or artificial
construction. FM 5 20 contains specific procedures and techniques
of camouflage.
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c. Night Operations. An effective way to obtain concealment is to
conduct movements and tactical operations during hours of darkness
or periods of very limited visibility. Difficulties encountered in night
operations can be minimized through adequate training, planning, and
sulpervision.

183. Mobility as a Protective Measure
The mobility of armor units provides an extremely effective means

of passive protection. This mobility makes the armor unit a fleeting
target which is capable of rapid movement from widely dispersed
areas, brief concentration, and subsequent rapid dispersal. Their mo-
bility permits armor units to move quickly through or out of an area
of radioactivity or chemical contamination. Retention of mobility
is essential to successful armor operations, and no other protective
measures should be employed which will seriously restrict the move-
ment of armor units.

Section II. PROTECTIVE MEASURES AGAINST ATOMIC
WEAPONS

184. General
Atomic explosions have three primary effects-blast, thermal radia-

tion (heat), and nuclear radiation. Blast injuries are caused by col-
lapsing buildings and flying debris. Blast damage to materiel is pri-
marily due to equipment being violently displaced by the shock wave.
Casualties resulting from the thermal radiation are caused by burns
resulting from flash heat. Nuclear radiation casualties result from
damage to or destruction of living body tissue. For additional un-
classified information on the effects of an atomic explosion, see DA)
Pam 39 1. For precise information applicable to plans for troop
safety, refer to data in FM 101-31 (classified). Secondary effects of
such an explosion may include fires, resulting from the initial heat or
blast, and residual radiation.

185. General Protective Measures
a. Training. The atomic weapon, though a tremendously destruc-

tive military device, is not a weapon against which there is no defense.
This fact must be firmly established early in the trainillg of any unit.
The more each soldier knows about what the atomic weapon can and
cannot do, the more effective he will be on an atomic battlefield and
the greater will be his chances for survival. Training must stress the
interrelated importance of discipline, camouflage, cover, concealment,
dispersion, and first and self aid for survival ol the atomic battlefield.
Field exercises should always include application of unit and indi-
vidual protective measures. The fact must be emphasized that armor
units, because of their equipment and method of operation, are far
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better suited for the atomic battlefield than any other combat unit.
All personnel must be fully aware that the immediate effects of an
atomic explosion may last for as long as 90 seconds, while the residual
or delayed effects may last for days.

b. Unit Standing Operating Procedure. The conditions which
prevail on an atomic battlefield require that many individual pro-
tective measures be performed without detailed direction. The SOP
of each armor unit must include procedures to be followed in con-
nection with friendly and enemy employment of atomic weapons. The
SOP should include provisions for a warning system to be used in the
event of friendly or enemy employment of atomic weapons, routine
procedulres for protection of equipment and personnel, use of radios,
and certain specified reports. The measures prescribed by the unit
SOP should be rehearsed at every opportunity.

186. Protection Afforded by Armored Vehicles
a. General. Armored vehicles provide a significant degree of pro-

tection to personnel against tile effects of an atomic explosion.
b. Tanks. A tank provides excellent protection for personnel

within it. The protection provided is roughly equivalent to that pro-
vided by a four-foot-deep foxhlole with overhead cover. When located
close to ground zero, the tank may be thrown or rolled along the
ground by the tremellous blast effect of an atomic explosion. The
SOP must require that all unnecessary items, such as empty shell
casings or ration boxes, he removed fronm the vellicle and that all neces-
sary items be well secured within the vellicle. Tank crew members
under threat of atomic attack should habitully v ear helmets while in
tihe tank, and should keep all hatches securely locked. When its
haltches are locked, the tank gives comnplete protection against the
thermal (heat) effect of an atomic explosion. Hlowever, all cormbusti-
ble materi al should be removed from the outside of the tank and from
its vicinity, to prevent external fires. Thle tank provides excellent
protection against nuclear iradiation. Tl'e degree of this prlotectionl
depends uIpon the yield of the weapon, the heighlt of burst, and the
distance from the vehicle to tle point of detonation. 1Precise detcrmi
nation of the degree of tlhis protectionl in tany given case may be made
by a specially trained atomic weapons staff officer or by reference to

lFM 101-31 (classified). Tank crew memlbers, when turder threat of
atomic attack, shlould remain withinl their vehicle, leaving it only when
absolutely necessary.

e. Alrmored Personmel CaTrriers. Armored personnel carriers pro-
vide some protection against tie effects of an atomic explosion for per-
somnel witthil tile veicle, thoughl not as mncl s a tankil. Tllere should
be io loose material or equipmrent inl the velhicle which might fly around
and caulse injuries, and all pelrsonlel ill tlhe vellicle should wear helmllets.
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The protcttion against thermal effects is generally the same as that
afforded by the tank (b above), and the same considerations apply.
Personnel within an armored personnel carrier and under threat of
atomnic attack should remain in the vehicle, leaving it only when neces-
saly or when better protection, at least the equivalent of a four-foot
revetted foxhole with overhead cover, is imnediately available.

187. Protective Measures for Dismountedl Personnel
It cannot be assumed that all personnel of an armor unit will at all

times have tie protection afforded by an armored vehicle. For this
reason, it is essential that all members of an armnor unit be well trained
ill the protective measures Awhich can be used by an individual not pro-
tected by an armored vehicle.

a. Protection Against Blast. The immediate and reflex reaction of
a person caught in the open at the time of an atomic explosion should
be to hit the ground. Shallow ditches or even slight folds in the
ground provide some protection against flying debris (figs. 30 and 31).
Personnel trenches such as foxholes or prone shelters afford even better
protection. Under certain conditions, these protective shelters can be
further improved by placing vehicles, especially armored vehicles, over
them to provide expedient overhead cover (fig. 32). When this pro-
tective measure is employed, care must be taken to insure that the
shelters are dug in dry, firm soil and are of such dimension that a
lateral movement of the vehicle, resulting from the blast wave, will
not cause collapse of the shelter. The time and the tactical situation
permitting, the most effective individual shelter, with the exception of
a tank, is the two-man foxhole with overhead cover. This shelter
should be dug in firm ground, revetted as much as possible, and kept
free of loose objects. The overhead cover should be as substantial as
possible, flush with the surface of the earth to prevent blowoff, and
should include about four inches of earth.

b. Protection Agaihnst T'herawl Radiation (Heat). The thermal
effects of an atomic explosion are emitted instantaneously and with the
speed of light. Thermal casualties result from burns on bare skin and
to a lesser extent through clothing. Personnel caugllt in the open at
the time of the explosion will be immediately exposed to this effect and
iwill be unable to react fast enough to avoid it. Ilowever, any shadow-
producing object or terrain feature provides protection against ther-
mnl radiation. Unit SOP should require that personnel expose only
the minimum amount of bare skin when not protected by means other
than clothing. Shirts and jackets should be worn with sleeves rolled
down, and gloves should be worn whenever practical. All personnel
must be trained never to look at the fireball of an explosion, since their
eyes may be injured. Shelters which have overhead cover give com-
plete protection against thermal effect. Placing a shelter-half over
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Figoure .30. A person caglyht ilt the open at the time of an alomic explosionl should

immnediately hit the ground.

Figure 31. Slight folds in the gic -otd plovide significanrlt protection to prone

pcrsoJne l.1 5
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Fiygure 32. 1asty type protective shelters.

an otherwise open trench or foxhole gives ellective protection. No
highly combustible item, such as the pre-195(i poncho, should be used
for overhead cover.

c. I-'rotection Against Nuclear Radiation. Nuclear radiation is the
atomic effect about which the average soldier knows the least aind
which lie fears the most. I'rotection from nucletar radiation is obtained
by placing dense materill betwveen the radiatiol souI ce and the individ-
iial. It has been determined that 11/2 inches oif steel or 71/2 inchles of
earth will reduce prompt gaumma radiation by 50 percent. To be
effective, shielding mist be ou all sides. Thus, 3 inchles oif steel in the
hull and turret of a tank, or 15 inchles of eartl, Awill reduce the promlpt
gammna radiattion to one-fourth of its original intensity. Prompt
gamma radiation is emitted at the samle tilme and at thle samne velocity
as theralni radiation, but to a shorter range. (Prompt gamma radia-
tion is that which is emitted from the fireball at the time of tile explo-
sion, and from the cloud for about 90 seconds after the burst, until the
cloud is too hfigl for the radiation to reach the ground. It mnust, not
be confused with the residual radiation and radioactive fallout follow-
ing a surface or subsulrface burst, or the induced nuclear radiation of
the earth's surface in the immediate vicinity of ground zero beneath
an air-burst weapon.) Personnel caught in the open within range of
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this effect at the time of explosion cannot act quickly enough to avoid
gamma radiation. A tank or a four-foot-deep foxhole with adequate
overhead cover provides the best protection against this effect. The
armored personnel carrllier, and the other shelters discussed above, pro-
vide significant protection against this hazard.

d. Protection Against Radioactive Fallout. A surface, near-surface,
or subsurface atomic explosion causes an additional radioactive hazard
known as fallout. Such explosions draw tremendous quantities of
earth tp into the atomic cloud at the time of explosion. This material
becomes radioactive and falls back to earth, downwind from the point
of detonation, and is known as fallout. This is perhaps the greatest
and most lingering hazard and may cover many square miles. The
presence and intensity of residual radioactivity resulting from fallout
is determined by the use of unit dose-rate instruments which measure
it in terms of roentgens per hour. If the tactical situation permits, the
most effective protective measure is prompt movement out of the area
before the fallout begins or as soon as possible after it has been de-
tected. If it is necessary to remain within the fallout area, the pro-
tective measures against the other effects previously discussed will be
effective. Armored vehicles must remain completely buttoned up
with the crews remaining inside. Constructed shelters should be
provided with overhead cover. The period of time a unit may remain
in the affected area is dependent upon the degree of risk acceptable
to the commander, the intensity of the radiation, and the protection
available to the personnel. In any event, the amount of time spent
out of cover should be kept to the minimum. The radioactive dust
which will collect oil the tops of shelters and vehicles should be brushed
away at periodic intervals, and complete decontamination should be
accomplished at the first opportunity. T he protective mask prevents
breathing and swallowing of radioactive particles.

188. Unit Protection Against Atomic Weapons
a. General. A unit's protection is no more effective than the col-

lective protective measures taken by its individuals. The funda-
mental purpose of both ilndividual and unit protective measures is
to maintain the combat efficiency of the unit. The number of pro-
tective mleasures an armor unit can take depends on the tactical situla-
tion. However, there are certain procedures that can be employed
in almost allny situ ation.

b. ,Smoke. The use of smoke materially decreases the thermal
effects of either a friendly close-support weapoll or a possible enemy
atomic attack. This protective use of smoke would be appropriate
during a period of unavoidable concentrationl of troops, such as malking
a deliberate river crossing or passing through a defile. A dense fog
or heavy snow or rain provide similar protection.
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c. Disperion. Dispersion is an excellent passive protective meas-
ure, primarily because it makes target definition more difficult and the
target less attractive. I-lowever, armor units cannot disperse so nmch
that they will be tactically ineffective. Under conditions of atomic
warfare, battalion-size armllo units occupy approximately the sanme
size areas as under nonatomic conditions. The dispersal takes place
between battalions and is controlled at combat command and division
level (fig. 33). Depending upon the terrain available and the tactical
situation, major armor units try to keep approximately 4,000 yards
between perimeters of battalions or 6,000 yards between centers of
mass of adjacent battalions. These distances are sought between all
critical install:ations-battalion-size units, combat command head-
qualters, division artillery and division trains headquarters, and di-
vision headqullrters. These desirable dispersal distances should be
considered in the assiglnment of assembly areas, objectives, and de-
fensive positions.

d. Position Selection. Within the restrictions imposed by the tacti-
cal situation, unit positions should be selected on terrain which provides
natural shielding from atomic weapon effects. Personnel casualties
resulting from secondary blast effects are more likely in built-up areas
than ill open country.

189. Unit Protective Procedures Against Atomic Weapons
The unit protective procedures shown below should be routine

within armor units. When these procedures are employed to protect
against possible effects from a friendly atomic attack, care must be
taken not to make them so obvious that the enemy will be warned.

a. Whelever it is possible to determine the direction from the unit's
position to the point where an atomic explosion will occur, as would
be possible in the use of friendly atomic weapons, vehicles should be
placed to take advantage of cover offered by the terrain.

b. Whenever possible, just prior to the friendly employment of
atomic weapons, tank turrets are rotated so the main gun is facing
away from the blast (fig. 34). This will prevent damage to the sights.

c. When the unit is under threat of atomic attack or in the vicinity
of a friendly supporting attack, vehicle antennas should be tied down
when not actually in use, to prevent their being broken off.

d. Tools and light equipment, such as those used by the kitchen and
nmintenlance personnel, should be secured to reduce the missile hazard
within the area.

e. Special instruments which are provided to determine the intensity
of residual radioactivity should be maintained in an operative condi-
tion with sufficient personnel trained in their use. During periods
when the unit is subject to radioactive fallout or radiological agent
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/. ,miistrtive procedures such as feeding, resupply' mainte-

190. Atomic Decontamination Procedures
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190. Atomic Decontominotion Procedures
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Figtirc .i. Vehi cles uttilizel protectiol offered by the terrlail or hlcaier c hiclc s.

Section III. PROTECTION AGAINST CHEMICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL ATTACKS

191. General
Arnnor units must train their persolnnel to apply protective meas-

ures against chemical and biological attacks. Unit standing oper-
ating procedures should include actions to be taken in the event of
such an attack. Protective measures include provisions for an ade-
quate warning system; use of individual and unit protective equip-
ment; providing facilities for prompt decontalmination of individuals,
equipment, and supplies; and prompt treatment of casualties. For
additional information pertaining to defense against toxic chemical
or biological agents, see Fill 2140 and Fit 21-41.

192. Protective Equipment and Shelters Against Chemical
Attack

a. The individual's primary protection against toxic chemical at-
tack is his protective imask. The imask provides protection against
toxic gas in field concentration, against biological agents, and against
inhalation of radiological particles.

b. The tanlk crew is provided with a tank collective protector (fig.
'5). This protector consists of an air purifier wh-lich supplies a gen-
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erous amount of purified air to three hose connections to which thlee
individual masks with canisters are attached. These individual
masks, which may be detached from the air purifier when crew mem-
bers leave the tank, give the same protection as the individual pro-
tective mask. Two tank collective protectors are installed in each
tank, one in the turret and one in the driver's compartment. Each
individual mask is equipped with a built-in microphone which con-
nects to the vehicle intercom system.

c. Only in rare instances do armor units construct or use protective
gasproof shelters. Instead, they take advantage of their mobility to
avoid or rapidly pass through areas of contamination. Personnel
decontamination stations may be established if the situation permits.
In these stations, provisions are made for showers, an exchange of
personal equipment, and the issue of new or laundered clothing.

193. Decontamination of Vehicles After Toxic Chemical Attack
An armored vehicle, when contaminated, will continue its mission

until the tactical situation permits first-echelon decontamination by
the crew. For very light contamination, natural means of decon-
tamnination, such as weathering or the hieat from the engine, may be
sufficient. If the interior of the vehicle is contaminated, protective
ointment, gasoline, diesel oil, rags, grass, or other expedients may be
used to remove the contalmination. F'or second-echelon decontamilla-
tion, the vehicle crews or specially trained personnel use DANC solu-
tion and hot soapy water. On the exterior of the vehicle, bleach
slurry and solvents are used. Third-echclon decontamination is per-
formed at decontanmiiaationl points in l maitenance areas by vehicle
crews and power-driven decontaminating apparatuses. For addi-
tionll information pertaining to decontamination, see TAM 3-220 and
F4MX 21-40.

194. Biological Attack
Definite information on the employment of biological agents by the

enemy is disseminated from higher headquanlters, but each armor unit
must be alert to the danger and promptly report the unusual oc-
currence of diseases. The best local defense against biological war-
fare is strict enforcenlent of all preventive medical measures, sanita-
tion, and a high standard of personal hygiene.
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Figtre 35. Tank collecti;e protector.

Section IV. PROTECTIVE MEASURES AGAINST ARTILLERY,
MORTARS, AIRCRAFT, AND ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILES

195. General
a. A unit which is well disposed and protected against the effects

of either atomnic or toxic chemical attack is also well protected against
enemy mortar, artillery, air, and antitank guided missile attack.
Concealment, dispersion, and cover are primary protective measures.

b. Armor units in assenmbly areas and attack positions, or occupyilg
objectives or defensive positions, maintain from 50 to 100 yards be-
tween vehicles.

c. Air alert sentries are maintained on all organic weapons which
are capable of firing on aircraft. Normally, aircraft are fired on only
when they make a direct attack. Premature or unnecessary firing
discloses positions to the aircraft.

d. When attacked by enemy aircraft while on the march or in a
cross-collutry movement, armor units maintain their interval and dis-
tance, continue the movement, and direct all possible fire at the attack-
ing aircraft.

e. All personnel of armlor units should be well trained in the com-
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pletion anlid rapid transmission of shellinlg reports (app. III). Prompt
and accurate shelling reports assist effective counterbattery fire by
supporting artillery.

196. Defense Against Antitank Guided Missiles
a. General. The introduction of the antitank guided missile to the

battlefield increases the threat to mounted armol formations in all
types of actions. This new weapon does not, however, affect the
overall concepts of offensive or defensive doctrine. It, does demand
that greater emphasis be placed on the application of existing counter-
measuiles against conventional antitank weapons as well as develop-
ment of certain techliques based on the characteristics of the type
antitank guided missile encountered.

b. Chaacteristics o/ Antitano Guided JlMissiles. In general anti-
tank guided missiles, are rocket-propelled, conimand-guided systems
which require both launcher and guidance equiplent as well as nec-
essary operating personnel. These missiles have the capability of be-
ing launched fromn either ground launching vehicles or aircraft. Ob-
server control personnel may operate at the launching site or from
a detached position at a vantage point, using binoculars, periscopes, or
the naked eye to adjust the flight of the missile.

e. Cou'termeasures. The armor unit opposed by antitank guided
missiles employs essentially the same tactics used against more con-
ventional antitank guns. Maximull use is made of existing cover
and concealment, including wooded areas (in wlich antitank guided
missiles cannot be effectively employed). When attacking an objec-
tivce, the avenue of approach selected to the objective should be the
one offering the :nost effective cover, consistent with the accomplish-
ment of the mission. The commiander must take into account a pos-
sible antitank guided missile threat, but should not allow this con-
sideration to be overriding in thie selection of a course of action. Re-
lbince, instead, should be placed on speed of movement, use of exist-
ing cover and concealment, and taking positive steps to eliminate or
reduce the effectiveness of any such weapons encountered. The latter
actions may include-

(1) Placing harassing fire on known or suspected observer loca-
tions and/or launching sites.

(2) Placing smoke on known or suspected observation posts.
(3) Employilg dismounted armored infantry elements, using

covered and concealed approaches, to attack either the launch-
ing or control sites.
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CHAPTER 7

ARMOR MARCHES AND ASSEMBLY AREAS

Section I. MARCHES

197. General
a. An armor unit spends much of its time in the execution of

marches, both tactical and administrative. Thus, a vital factor in,
tihe successful operation of the unit is the efficient execution of these
marches. Mlarch training must be conducted throughout, and con-

currently with, all other phases of trailling.
b. The armor commander's objective in marlching is to move from

one location to another, arriving at the appointed time and place
with all personnel and equipment in the best possible condition, reaidy
to accomplish the mission. This requires thorough planning and
constant supervision during the execution of the movement. Mlarch
technique is the name given to the procedures employed in the move-
ment of troops in column.

198. March Definitions
For a thorough understanding of march technique, it is necessary

to know and understand the meaning of the following military terlis
used in marchinig. For other details, see F1\ 19-25, FMI 25-10, FIM
101-10, and SR 320-5-1.

a. Arrival Time. The time at which the head of the column. or
head of an element thereof, arrives at a designated point.

b. Clear~ance Timie. Tile time at which the tail of a cohlunn, or tail
of an element thereof, passes a designated point.

c. Close CoGcumn. A column in vwhichl each vehicle is closed to safe
driving distance behind the preceding vehicle. Armor units in close
column normally use a density of 34 vehicles per uile.

d. Control TVehicle. TIhe vehicle that travels at the head of a
column, or element thereof, and sets the speed of tile column necessary
to maintain the prescribed rate of march.

e. Density. The average number of vehicles that occupy one mile
of road space.

/. Disotance. The space between vehicles or units, measured from
the rear of one vehicle (including towed load if any) or unit to the
front of the following vehicle or unit in the column. It may be ex-
pressed in yards or miles.
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g. Guide. A person who leads a unit or vehicle over a predeter-
mined route or to a selected area.

h. Infiltration. Movement of vehicles, singly or in small groups,
at extended and irregular distances.

i. Initial Point (IP). Point (example, a crossroads) at which a
foot march or motor movement is formed without halting by the suc-
cessive arrival of the ulits that finally make lip the column.

j. Light Line. A theoretical line on the ground beyond which ve-
hicles proceeding to the front at night are required to use blackout
lights, or beyond which vehicles proceeding to the rear are required
to operate with driving lights on.

k. March C'olulmn. All elements using the same route for a single
movement of troops.

I. March Discipline. Observance and enforcement of the rules
which govern a unit on the march, especially those involving correct
formations, distances, speeds, and security.

in. March Graph. Time-spaced diagram used in planning and con-
trolling mrclles, both road and foot, and in preparing or checkinlg
march tables.

n. Jlarch Order. An operation order issued by a commander to
give instructions for a march.

o. il/arch T'able. A composite list showing the general organization
and time-space schedule for a march movement. It is generally pub-
lished as an aniex to an operation order.

p. iMarch Unit. A unit or group of units which moves or halts
at the order of a single commander. A platoon, company, or similar
organization normally forms the march unit. A serial is made tip
of one or more march units.

cq. Marker. A person, flag, sign, or sonime other object posted along
the route of march to indicate a clhinge of direction, a procedure to
be followed, a danger point, or the position of a unit.

r. Open Column. A column in vwhich distances between vehicles are
increased to accomplish greater dispersion. Arlmor units in open
columnl normally use a density of 17 vehicles per mile, or greater if
conditions require.

8. Qutarterin;g Party. Ai group of persons containing representa-
tives of each unit within the march colhlmm. It is dispatched prior
to the main body for the pullpose of recolnoiterlinig and planning for
the occupation of the new area. it posts guides at the release point
to lead units of the main body into their assigned areas without halting.

t. Rate of M/arch. The average marching speed in miles per hour,
including scheduled halts.

cc. Release Point (PiP). A location at which the imlits of a march
columnu revert to control of their respective commanders.
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i. Road Space. The length of roadway, measured in mliles, allotted
to an elemnelnt of the march collumn.

vq. Serial. One or more march units, preferably with the same
march characteristics, placed under one coimmanader for purposes of
march control. A battalion normally forms a march serial.

x. Strip Map. Sketch of a route of march. It may or may not
be drawn to scale, but should include identifying landmarks such as
towns, bridges, crossroads, etc.

y. Timne Distance. The time required to move from one point to an-
other at a given rate of march. It is also applied to the interval of'
time between march units, serials, or columns as they move past a
given point. The time is measured from the instant the tail of one
unit clears the point to the instant the head of the following unic
reaches the same point.

z. Time Length. Tihe time required for a cohunnl or elements
thereof to pass a given point.

199. Types of Marches
Marches of armor units may be classified as administrative marches

or tactical marches.
a. Administrative MJarch. An administrative march is a march in

which the primary consideration in the arrangement of troops' and
vehicles is their rapid transit. Thils type of march is made when no
enemy ground activity or other interference is expected. Emphasis
is placed on speed of movement and on conserving the energy of the
troops. Whenever practicable, columns are composed of vehicles havr-
ing the same march characteristics. If possible, the integrity of units
is maintained. Separate roads may be assigned to columns having
different march characteristics, or columnl movements by the same
route may be echeloned with respect to time.

b. Tactical Milarch. A tactical march is one in which the units and
vehicles are arranged in the column in a manner which will facilitate
their employment upon contact with, or interference from, the enemy.
The factors which have the greatest influence on dispositions for the
tactical march are the composition and proximity of hostile ground
forces, hostile air activity, and the plan of action upon arrival at the
destination.

200. Types of March Columns
Armor units normally use one of three types of march columns

open column, close colunlm, or infiltration.
a. Open Colnwumn. The open column is particularly applicable to

tactical marches made during daylight. Such marches are made
when time is so important that lack of secrecy is acceptable and the
calculated risk of some losses from air attack must be taken. Open
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column is also used when moving with driving lights at night, or with
blackout lights on moonlit nights on good roads. A specific distance
between vehicles is prescribed whlen the open column is used. This
distance in most cases is approximately 100 yards, whlichl is consid-
ered to be the proper space to prevent destriuction of more than one
vehicle by a single enemy air attack. The open-colunil formaltion
provides the best compromise between the conflicting requirements for
a short time length and for adequate dispersiol.

b. Close Coluhon. The close column is used during hours of dark-
ness under blackout driving conditions. It also is used for adinin-
istrative marches at small-ulit level. This method of marching takes
maximum advantage of the traffic capacity of the roads. However.
it does not provide dispersion against enemy air attack. In daylight,
a distance of approximately 50 yards between vehicles is prescribed.
At night, the distance between vehicles is dependent 1uponl the visibil-
ity, road conditions, and terrain. As a general rule, this distance is
the maximum at which a driver can see the blackout taillight of the
preced ing vehicle.

c. Iiftil'trtion. Infiltration may be used on tactical marches when
sufficient time and road space are available and when the maximumll
of secrecy, deception, and dispersion is desired as a means of passive
Irotectioli against enemy observation and attack. lBecause of extended
distance between vehicles, column control is extremely difficult, and
routes must be carefully marked in advance to prevent drivers from
becoming lost.

201. Organization of March Columns
The number of columns which a unit employs in its movement

depends on the availability of routes and upon the situation. The
use of one route facilitates control, but increases the amount of time
required for the movement and increases the length of the manrch
column. The use of multiple routes makes control more difficult, but
decreases the anmount of time required for the movement and shortens
the length of the march coblmln. If an anmple road net exists, the
commander must weigh these factors carefully in making his decision.

202. Warning Orders for Marches
a. Upon receipt of an order indicating that the unit is going to

move, the colmmander immediately alerts his commiand by issuing
warning order to all subordinate commanders and key personlel of
the headquarters. Each subordinate unit notifies its headquarters
when it is ready to move. The warning order includes the nature
of the operation, the general purpose of the operation, the time of
departure, and thle destination. Warning orders help to ensure that
the unit will be ready to start on time and that subordinate com-
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manders vill have time to complete maintenance and to rest per-
sonnlel. When pertinent, instructions to the quartering party should
be included in the w-arninlg order.

b. When a unit is marching g as part of a larger command, a liaison
officer, or agent, with radio-equipped vehicle is sent to the area of the
unit which precedes it in column. This liaison officer or agent keeps
his commander inforllled as to the progress of the unit to which he
is sent, so that his unit will be able to clear the initial point at the
prescribed speed aid distance owithout halting.

203. Planning the March
a. Although many factors contribute to a successful march, one of

the most vital is careful and adequate planning. Considerable detail7
is involved in moving an armor unit from one location to another.
To obtain best results, all commanders must make full and complete
use of their staffs, liaison officers, and reconnaissance agencies. In
planning a marcll, a commander must take due account of enemy em-
ployment of atomic weapons or the threat of such employment in
the bulk of tile planning considerations outlined in b below.

b. Among the items considered in planning are-
(1) RIoute of mar ch.
(2) Route recoinlaissance.
(3) Quartering party.
(4) Formation for the march.
(5) Selection and designation of initial point (IP).
(6) Selection and designation of release point (RP).
(7) RMate of march.
(8) March distances.
(9) Control and supervision of the march.

(10) Halts.
(11) Security measures to be adopted.
(12) Logistical support.
(13) Trains.
(14) Conmmunication.
(15) Establishment of necessary liaison.
(16) Issuance of maps alnd orders.

204. Route of March
a. Higher headquarters usually designate a route or routes of malrch.

Higher headquarters mnay establish a road priority for the march,
anld each unit commander must follow this schedule.

b. The selection of the best route or routes is an important factor
in the conduct of a successful march. Accomplishing the mission is
the most important consideration, and the route that will best insure
lthat objective will be the one selected. The mission may make it
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necessary to select secondary roads-roads that may not be surfaced
and which are dusty or muddy. A commander must be sure, before
selecting a route, that every vehicle in the column can negotiate it.

205. Route Reconnaissance for Marches
a. After receiving the warning order for a movement, the com-

mander obtains all available information concerning the route of
marcih. His sources of information include reports from higher head-
quarters, map reconnaissance (fig. 36), and air and ground recon-
naissance. The route reconnaissance should provide information
about-

(1) Roads, including type, condition, and width.
(2) Bridges, including capacity, location, and bypasses.
(3) Fords, including location, depth of water, and condition of

bottom, banks, and approaches.
(4) Any other aspects of the terrain which may be useful to the

commander.
(5) Defiles, congested areas, or obstacles which may result in

excessive concentration of marching elements and creation
of a possible atomic target.

(6) Points at which guides or markers will be required.
(7) Location of "coil lip" areas if their use is contemplated

(par. 216d).
b. A commander may be called on by higher headquarters to per-

form route reconnaissance for a larger command.

206. Quartering Party
a. In any move to a new area, a quartering party should, whenever

possible, precede the main body. The quartering party is composed
of representatives of all subordinate units. Its size and composition
should insure its ability to thoroughly reconnoiter the new area, to
furnish any needed security, and to make necessary improvements on
entrances to, and routes within, the area. The operations of the
quartering party should normally be covered in the unit SOP. The
commander of the quartering party should be informed of the route,
order of lnarch, and estimated time of arrival of the main body.

b. It is desirable that the same individuals be employed regularly
on quartering-party assignments. If the area to be occupied has been
recently evacuated by the enemy, the quartering party should include
personnel trained in mine detection and removal. Personnel detailed
to the quartering party are told how long they will be gone and what
special equip)lnent they need. They are furnished with signs and
markers and with sufficient pioneer tools to make necessary improve-
ments to the area.

c. See paragraph 299 for additional information.
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207. Formation for the March
a. The formation for the tactical march is governed primarily by

the tactical situation and the order in which it is desired that sub-
ordinate units arrive in the assembly area or attack position. The
order of march in a movement to an attack position is based on the
planned employment of units in the attack. March units are so
arranged that a minimum of movement and regrouping is required in
the attack position. Other considerations are the time of the move
and the march characteristics of the inlrclhing units. When the
tactical situation demands that a columnn be composed of vehicles of
different characteristics, the rate of march is based on the slowest
vehicle. For march control purposes, it usually is desirable to place
the slowest serial or march nnit at the head of the column. However,
this may not always be practical.

b. In an administrative marchi the formation is generally governed
by the position of the units in the old assembly area. When marching
as part of a larger unit, a battalion ordinarily marches as a serial,
each of its companies being a march unit. An order of march may
be selected so that the unit most distant from the IP moves out first,
followed by the next most distant unit, which ties in at the tail of
the column as the leading unit moves by. The units may also leave
the old area in the order in which it is most convenient for them to
enter the new area. Exceptions to this procedure are made for the
battalion headquarters, which usually is near the center of the column,
and for the service elements, which are at the rear of the column.

208. Selection and Designation of the Initial Point (IP)
a. The purpose of the IP is to furnish all units with a common point

from which they can start their march according to a predetermined
timetable. When a battalion or company is marching as part of a
larger unit, the initial point for the larger unit is designated by the
commander of that unit. The battalion or company commander then
designates another initial point, short of the IP of the larger unit, and
sets a time for his unit to reach and clear it. The IP must be far
enough from the assembly or bivouac area to permit each unit to gain
the specified speed by the time it reaches the point. Each unit must
be traveling at the prescribed speed, and with the prescribed time and
ground distances, when it reaches this point (fig. 37). The initial
point should be easily distinguishable on the ground.

b. Each march unit or serial commander is responsible for a recon-
naissance of the route from the march unit or serial IP to the larger
unit's IP. This route is measured, and the amount of time it takes the
leading vehicle to travel this distance is determined. This amount of
time is subtracted from the time at which the leading vehicle must pass
the larger unit's IP, and the result is the starting time for the march
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Figlure 37. The comnonander moves out his unit to cross the IP at the proper
time and speed, without halting and with the prescribed distance between
vehicles.

unit or serial. If other units are to precede the march unit or serial
to the larger unit's IP, the commander establishes liaison with those
units and is careful not to block their movement. While planning
estimates may have to be changed, final corrections can easily be made
through liaison.

209. Selection and Designation of Release Point (RP)
a. The RP is the point at which an incoming serial or march unit

is released from column control and leaves the march column. On
reaching this point, the serial or mnarch unit separates from the column
and, led by guides from the quartering party, promptly moves into its
assigned portion of the new area. The RP should be at or near the
entrance to the area to be occupied and should be easily recognizable
from the ground.

b. If a battalion is marching as a part of a larger command, it may
be released from cohlmn control, as a serial, at the larger command's
release point. It then may be required to march some distance as a
serial before its march units disperse. This will require the battalion
to have a release point of its own where guides pick up the companies
and guide them into the new area. Guides must be alert to recognize
the leading elements of their respective units, so that they can lead
their units from the column without interrupting the march of the
remainder of the serial.

210. Rate of March
a. The rates of march for mixed columns of tanks, armored per-

sonnel carriers, and wheeled vehicles are as follows:
(1) During daylight-12 to 20 miles per hour.
(2) During darkness--6 to 10 miles per hour on good roads.
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b. The factors to be considered in determining the exact rate of
march are-

(1) Grades, sharp turns, cities, towns, and other bottlenecks along
the route.

(2) Surface conditions such as dust, ice, mud, and snow.
(3) Condition of vehicles.
(4) Condition of drivers and crews.
(5) State of march training and degree of experience of indi-

viduals and units.
(6) Weather conditions that affect visibility.
(7) Light conditions that affect visibility.
(8) Possible atomic threat which might result in selection of an

increased rate of march.
c. Rates of 15 miles per hour or more for sustained periods can be

attained only under the best conditions. To attain this rate, routes of
march must be comparatively level and should avoid cities, towns,
sharp turns, and other bottlenecks; the road should be hardsurfaced
and free from ice and snow; vehicles must be in good condition and
should not have been subjected to long periods of operation; crews,
particularly drivers, should be rested and at their peak of alertness.

211. March Distances
a. The distance between vehicles in a march column is determined

by the selection of the type column to be employed.
b. The distance between elements of the column, expressed as a time

interval, usually is announced by the commander. For planning pur-
poses, the time interval is often one minute between march units and
three ilnlutes between serials.

c. The threat of atomic attack may require selection of increased
march distances between both vehicles and march units.

212. Control and Supervision of the March
a. A high degree of training and discipline is the greatest factor in

successful control of an armor unit on the march. Detailed super-
vision is necessary to insure that the column is formed according to
plan. Control of the unit on the march is attained by the following
means:

(1) Detailed supervision by all commanders.
(2) Planned staff supervision at critical points and possible

bottlenecks, including at least the IP and RP, to check the
order of march, the rate of march, the time length of the
column, clearance times, and march discipline.

(3) A control vehicle marching at the head of each march unit.
(4) Adequate marking of routes (guides and markers).
(5) Use of phase lines and check points.
(6) Radio (if permitted by security).
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(7) Hand signals and flags.
(8) Use of Army aircraft.
(9) Assistance from military police.

b. The commander and designated members of his staff must
closely supervise the movement of the unit on the march. These
officers check for the presence of all vehicles in their column, their
condition, distances between march units, their rate of march, and
the general conduct of the march units. Corrections, where neces-
sary, are made immediately. Supervision of the march column is the
responsibility of all officers and noncommissioned officers of the unit.

c. Radio or listening silence may be in effect during motor marches.
The degree of security desired must be weighed against the necessity-
for control and the reaction time of the enemy. Communication is
maintained by motor or air messenger, as well as by visual means.
When feasible, wire is installed at the next location, to be operative
when the command post enters the new area. Visual signals--par-
ticularly arm-and-hand signals and flashlight signals-are used ex-
tensively for coluhmn and vehicle control. Messengers are used be-
tween units in the column. Each unit marching as part of a larger
unit maintains liaison with the preceding unit. A liaison officer or
agent travels with the preceding unit and keeps his commander in-
formed as to the preceding unit's time of departure, time of clearing
the IP, and time of reaching intermediate control points and the RP.
At prescribed intervals he informs his commander of the location of
the rear of the preceding unit and gives him early warning of any
unscheduled halt and the reason for it as soon as it is- determined.
Army aircraft may be provided to supplement organic means of
communication during the march.

213. Traffic Control of the March
a. Armor units generally are directed to march to their destination

on a designated route within a specified period of time. In order to
insure completion of the march within the allotted time, traffic control
personnel are posted at critical points along the route to keep all
column elements on the proper route and to minimize delays caused
by other columns, civilian or refugee traffic, congested areas, or diffi-
cult stretches of road.

b. When a battalion is marching as a part of a larger unit, traffic
control personmel normally are provided by the headquarters con-.
trolling the march (FM 19 25). When marching alone, the battalion
provides its own traffic control personnel, normally from the scout
platoon. When sufficient personnel are available, traffic control per-
sonnel are posted in pairs, one to direct traffic while the other covers
him. Their equipment should include appropriate route markers if
required, dinmned or red flashlights, luminous buttons, or other devices
or equipment to facilitate identification during hours of darkness.
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214. Control of Speeds Within the Column
a. It is theoretically possible for an entire march column to move

at a constant speed. However, elements in a column of any length
simultaneously encounter many different types of roads and obstacles,
including hills, sharp curves, and defiles. On a long hill or bad stretch
of road, for example, a traffic jam may occur at the near side of the
obstacle while excessive speeds and distances are coImmIon on the far
side. The result is that different parts of the column often are moving
at different speeds at the same time. This produces an undesirable
accordionlike action (or "whip").

b. This problem is particularly important to armor units because
-of the varied types of organic vehicles. To reduce "whil)' ' in a malch
cohlmnn, the leading vehicle must not exceed the authorized maximuln
speed of the slowest vehicle in the columln, especially while negotiating
an obstacle. To mininiize vehicle congestion on the near side of anll
obstacle, vehicle commanders and drivers must be alert and maintain
the prescribed minimum distance (usually included in the unit SOP)
between vehicles. To eliminate excessive speeds on the far side of
the obstacle, and to maintain proper march distance, each vehicle
must only gradually resume speed to maintain the prescribed rate of
march after it crosses the obstacle.

215. Vehicle Control on the March
a. A maximum speed should be prescribed for the vehicles in a

march column. Such a speed may be included in the unit SOP or may
be published as part of the unit march order. This prescribed maxi-
mmul speed must be based on the maximunm sustained speed of the
slowest vehicle in the cohlllu . It will not be exceeded by any vehicle
in the column, even when closing gaps or making up for lost time.
Vehicles whichl have dropped out of the column for any reason regain
their position in colunlln only by passing units which have halted, and
never do so by passing or doubling moving columns.

b. Each vehicle commlander is responsible for the proper conduct
and movenment of his vehicle. His responsibilities include-

(1) Insuring that the vehicle maintains proper position in the
columli.

(2) I)esignating crew members to control traffic and to assist
passing traffic when his vehicle is halted.

(3) Insuring that the vehicle does not pass any moving vehicle
or collnn in regaining its position after being required to
halt for maintenance.

(4) Supervising maintenance and service of the vehicle at halts.
(5) Rlepeating signals passed back along the column.
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c. The following rules will assist drivers and vehicle commanders
to insure proper procedure on a march.

(1) Start the engine on signal from the unit commander, and keep
alert for the command to move out.

(9) Move out slowly, and allow the vehicle ahead to gain its
proper distance before normal speed is reached.

(3) Keep within the lane of the column unless required to give
way to or pass other traffic.

(4) Maintain an even driving pace, increasing and decreasing.
speed gradually. Do not speed to catch up; do not lag
behind.

(5) Regain proper distance from the vehicle ahead by gradual-
cluhanges in speed.

(6) Watch the vehicle ahead for changes in direction, traffic
hazards, column signals, etc.

(7) Keep position in the column unless ordered or signaled to
pass other elements.

(8) Shift into proper gear when approaching a hill or a slow
stretch of road. Never coast down hills with the clutch dis-
engaged or transmission in neutral. Use the same gear that
would be used to ascend the hill.

(9) Obey traffic signals, signs, and markers except when other-
wise instructed (as, for example, when traffic control per-
sonnel have cleared the way for the column to pass
intersections).

(10) If possible, move a disabled vehicle off the road to the right
and signal the succeeding vehicles to pass.

(11) Mlove as far as possible off the road or to the right side of the
roadway before halting.

(12) Stop the engine on proper signal or if the vehicle is to
stand longer than a few minutes.

(13) Wait for the commland before dismounting at halts.
(14) Keep to the off-road side of the vehicle, and off the traveled

part of the road, when dismounted.

216. Halts on the March
a. Units on the march normally make schedule halts of 15 minutes

duration after each 1 hour and 45 minutes of marching. At scheduled
halts, all march units and serials halt simultaneously at the specified
time; they make no attempt to close up gaps in the column. Vehicular
crews perform their scheduled at-halt maintenance operations.

b. At halts, march unit and serial commanders make sure that-
(1) Traffic control personnel are posted at the front and rear of

each march unit.
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(2) Correct distance between vehicles is maintained, since armor
units do not normally close up at the halt.

(3) All vehicles and personnel remain well on the right side of
the road and keep the traveled portion of the road clear at
all times.

(4) Ground and air security is maintained.
(5) Crew maintenance is performed by the crew of each vehicle.
(6) Vehicle personnel are alert to receive and relay signals for

the resumption of the march. This is particularly impor-
taut at night.

(7) Maintenance personnel check the mechanical condition of
vehicles, as appropriate.

(8) All vehicles move out at the same time after the halt.
c. Halts for refueling should be scheduled in advance; this enables

march unit commanders to make definite plans for refueling. Trucks
carrying fuel and lubricants usually are sent to the companies for
a nmarch.

d. During tactical marches when contact with the enemy is immi-
nent, or during prolonged halts, it is often desirable to shorten the
column. When the terrain permits, units do this by "coiling up" on
each side of the road (fig. 38). In this procedure, each subordinate
unit selects, or has designated to it, an area off the road; all of its
vehicles move into this area just as they would move into a bivouac or
assembly area. In an administrative march. the units are so placed
tlhat they can easily move back onto the road, faced in the proper
direction to resume the march. If tactical considerations govern, the
units are placed to facilitate movement in the direction of the expected
action.

217. Security Measures on the March
a. Secrecy. An intention to move should be concealed from the

enemy if at all possible. If this is done, the enemy probably will not
be able to react soon enough to seriously interfere with the movement.
Routine operations should be maintained up to the time of movement,
with no apparent increase or decrease in activity. Radio transmissions
should cbntinue at average rates unless listening silence has been
directed. Movement of vehicles should be kept to a minimum.

i). Security Forces. The commander of the march column is re-
sponsible for maintaining security throughout the movement. Se-
curity may be provided by the use of covering forces and advance,
flank, and rear guards, or by other friendly forces. For details as to
the composition, mission, and conduct of security forces, see para-
gralphs 161 through 179O.

c. Sectors of Observation. While on the march and at halts, each
vehicle is assigned a primary sector of responsibility for observation
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Figure 38. Coiling up.
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(fig. 39). These sectors are assigned in a pattern to provide all-round
observation by the vehicles of a unit.

d. Armny Aircraft. The commander should take full advantage of
available Army aircraft to obtain knowledge of routes and of enemy
forces and their dispositions. When a battalion is marching as the
lead element of a larger command, it is normal for Army aircraft
organic to the division to provide surveillance to the front and flanks,
beyond the security elements. The efforts of such aircraft should be
closely coordinated with advance guard and flank guard elements.

e. Security Against Air Attack. Both during the march and at
the halt, the armor unit must provide its own security against air at-
ftack (fig. 40). This is done by placing an air sentry on each vehicle
and by continuously mannilng the antiaircraft guns. Proper distances
must be maintained between vehicles. All personnel must guard
against the tendency to jam up at halts, obstacles, and traffic bottle-
necks. Commanders and staff officers, while moving along the column,
constantly check these security measures.

f. Comrnunication Security lleasulres. Normal commullnication
security measures are maintained during movements.

g. Defense Against Atomic or Cihenmical Attaclc. Column forma-
tions normally present poor targets for enemy atomic or chemical
weapons. However, profitable targets may be presented by multiple-
colmnll formations with inadequate lateral distance between collnns.
When enemy atomic or chemical attack is considered possible and ad-
ditional protection is desired, cohunn formations are dispersed in
depth and the movement is made on a broad front. Increased em-
phasis is placed on avoiding congestion at obstacles.

218. Security in An Interior Unit on the March
a. When marching as an interior unit of a larger command, the

small armor unit is responsible for its own local security against sur-
prise by hostile groups which may have been able to penetrate the
security detachments or which have concealed themselves and allowed
the advance elements to bypass them.

b. At halts, each vehicle crew posts a sentry either in the turret
(in the case of tanks) or at a nearby vantage point. Tanks may be
posted to cover any suspicious areas or avenues of approach (fig. 41).
Personnel remain alert at all times.

219. March Outposts
a. March outposts are established by a column's security detach-

ments to protect it at every halt of more than a few minutes' duration.
The advance guard forms the march outpost system which protects
the head of the column, while the flank and rear guards do likewise
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Figrre S39. Each vehicle is assigned a primary sector of rcspoJlsibility for
observationL.
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Figure 40. Defense against air attack while on the march. Vehicles continue
the inar-ch; all anttaircraft gulls are aoanled and fired; vehuicles are properly
spacedl.

to cover their respective portions of the main body. At the end of a
march, these outpost systems continue to operate until a regular out-
post system can be established.

b. A security force establishes a march outpost system by occupying
commanding terrain to the front and flanks and by assigning areas
of responsibility covering all avenues of approach. Radio contact
is maintained between elements of the march security forces and adja-
cent friendly units. If the duration of the halt permits, an artillery
fire plan is prepared, and the march outpost positions are improved
and strengthened by the installation of roadblocks and other obstacles
on each avenue of approach. The establishment of obstacles through
demolition is accomplished only at the direction of higher head-
quarters.

220. Night Marches
a. In the combat zone, most marches near the forward areas are

conducted at night, particularly when the enemy has air superiority
and/or an atomic capability. Frequently, even blackout lights are
prohibited forward of the light line. Every unit must be able to make
efficient night marches, even under adverse conditions. Constant
practice in marching at night gives valuable training, and efforts
should be made to conduct some of this practice over unfamiliar ter-
rain. Infrared vision devices are helpful in making night marches
under blackout conditions, and the proper use of these devices should
be stressed.

b. In night marches, speeds are slower and vehicles stay closer to-
gether than during daylight marches. Night marches are tiring, and
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Figlre 41. At halts, all arclrues of approach are covered.
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there is a tendency toward slower execution of orders. Determined
leadership is necessary. Officers and noncommissioned officers must
set an example by their alertness and activity.

e. A night march requires detailed planning. Route reconnais-
sanuce and the proper use of road guides and markers assume greater
importance. Darkness increases the difficulty of control. To protect
night vision, only shielded colored lights are used for control. When-
ever possible, all driver persomnel should remain in darkness for
30 to 50 minutes before beginning a night march, to accustom their
eyes to the darkness. During this period, and while driving, they
must not smoke. Smoking is prohibited not only because the flame

.of a lighter or match may be visible to enemy observers several miles
' away, but also because of the temporary blinding effect on all per-
sonnel in the vicinity.

d. XWhenev\er a halt is made during a night march, either the com-
mander or the assistant driver of each vehicle dismounts and con-
tacts the preceding vehicle in the column. Arrangements are made
to relieve drivers at scheduled hialts. At least two men in each ve-
hicle, in addition to the driver, remain awake at all times. Toward
the end of each halt, every vehicle is checked to make certain that
crew members are thoroughly awake and ready to march. Special
precautions must be taken to insure that no part of the column is
held up, when tile march is resumed, because a driver or crew htas
fallen asleep during the halt.

e. The distance between vehicles on night marches varies with the
terrain, road conditions, anld visibility. As a general rule, this dis-
tance is the maximum at which the driver can see blackout tail-light
of the preceding vehicle. Distances may be increased during bright
moonlight and on good roads, while hilly and rough terrain, bad roads,
rain, fog, dust, or complete darkness force the column to close up
to maintain contact.

221. Logistical Support on the March
Supplies of all classes are checked to insure that adequate amounts

are available to accomplish the march. Plans are made for refueling
vehicles during the march, if necessary, and after arrival ih tire new
area. These arrangements include the refilling of trains to proper
loads as soon as possible after the movement has been completed.
All units should begin the march with their prescribed and basic
loads complete. For a detailed discussion on logistical support of
armor unit marches, see FM 17 50.

222. Location of Trains on the March
a. In an administrative imarch, the battalion trains, less those ve-

hicles marching with the individual companies, normally march as
at unit at the tail of the battalion.
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b. In a tactical march, battalion trains may be divided into combat
trains and field trains. When this is done, the combat trains move at
the rear of the battalion. The field trains normally do not accompany
the battalion but stay in the trains area of a larger command.

Section II. MARCH ORDERS AND COMPUTATIONS

223. March Order
a. The march order (app. III) is an operation order prepared in

accordance with decisions made by the commander. If the unit is
marching as part of a larger unit, the order is based on, and issued
after the receipt of, the march order of the higher headquarters.
This order should be complete and should cover all problems which
might arise during the movement. At battalion level, a written march
order is normally issued for an administrative march or a training
narch. A written order is desirable for a combat tactical march, if

there is time to prepare it. Whether written or oral, the order should
include all of the following items if they are not covered in unit
standing operating procedures:

(1) Destination.
(2) Route.
(3) Rate of march (may be SOP).
(4) Order of march.
(5) Location of the initial point.
(6) Time of passing the initial point.
(7) Security (may be SOP).
(8) Scheduled halts (may be SOP).
(9) Distances between vehicles and time interval between march

units (may be SOP).
(10) Communication.
(11) Location of the command post during the march (may be

SOP).
(12) Traffic control measures (may be SOP).
(13) Location of the release point.
(14) Time each march unit is to clear the release point and any

other critical points along the route of march.

b. At company level, the march order is normally issued orally to
the platoon leaders, executive officer, first sergeant, and key personnel
of attachied elements. These officers and noncommissioned officers in
turn issue their own march orders, containing all pertinent parts of
the company commander's order, to their respective units.

c. The company commander's oral march order will cover the items
considered in plahuing the march (a above) and will be in the form
of the operation order. Any instructions covered by the company
SOP need not be repeated.
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d. Strip maps should be supplied to all key personnel, including
vehicle commanders and route markers. A strip map (fig. 42) is a
schematic sketch of the route of march, normally issued as part of
the march order. A strip map usually shows the IP, destination, RP,
route names or numbers, mileage between towns and other key points,
road junctions and crossroads, towns and cities, and bridges and rail-
road crossings.

224. March Computations
a. General. A workable march table should be prepared for every

march. The march table includes, in addition to route and rate of
march, times of arrival and clearance at the destination and at criti-
cal points along the route. The determination of these times is based
on the road space occupied by each unit and the time required for the
unit to pass a given point at a uniform rate of march (time length).

b. VTehicle Density. The vehicle density of an armor column is de-
fined as the number of vehicles occupying one mile of road space.

Armor columns may be classified as either open, close, or infiltration
(par. 200).

(1) Open coluamn. The average vehicle density of the open col-
umn is 17 vehicles per mile of road space or approximately
100 yards per vehicle.

(2) Close column. The average density of a close column is 34
vehicles per mile of road space or approximately 50 yards of
road space per vehicle.

(3) Infiltration. In infiltration, vehicles are dispatched at ir-
regular intervals at a fixed density, such as three, four, five,
or six vehicles per mile. Column control is difficult to main-
tain, and the route must be well marked to keep drivers from
getting lost.

c. Road Space. Road space is the total road distance occupied by
a march column, including the distances between vehicles, march
units, and serials. Accurate determination of road space is essential
in the mathematical computation of a colunII's time length. See figure
43 for proper procedure for determining the road space of a unit.

d. Time Length. Time length is the time required for a column or
element thereof to pass a given point. The total time length of a
column includes the total time distance between the march units and
serials. See figure 43 for the proper procedure for determining a
column's time length.

e. Road Space/Time Length Table. The table shown in figure 44
contains sufficient data. to permit calculating the time length of a col-
umn for selected rates of march. It is not necessary to detelrmine road
space before using this table; however, the total time distance between
march units and serials must be added to the total read from the chart.
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EXAMPLE: AN ARMOR BATTALION OF 198 VEHICLES IS MOVING IN OPEN
COLUMN (DENSITY-17 VEH) AT A RATE OF MARCH OF 12
MPH. THE BATTALION IS MOVING IN FIVE MARCH UNITS
WITH 2 MINUTES BETWEEN MARCH UNITS. WHAT IS THE TOTAL
TIME LENGTH OF THE BATTALION?

RATE OF MARCH-12 MPH

HO Co Co D Co C Co B Co A

t TIME j
INTERVAL

2 MIN

ROAD SPACE

TO DETERMINE ROAD SPACE:

NR OF VEHICLES +TIME INTERVAL (MINS) X RATE (MPH) = ROAD SPACE
DENSITY 60

198 + 8 X 12 = ROAD SPACE
17 60

11.65 + 1.6 = ROAD SPACE
ROAD SPACE = 13.25 MILES

TO DETERMINE TIME LENGTH:

ROAD SPACE (MILES) X 60 = TIME LENGTH
RATE

13.23 X 60 = TIME LENGTH
12

TIME LENGTH = 66.25 MINS

Figure 43. Procedure for computing road space and time lenygth of column.
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Time lengths derived from the table will differ by less than a minute
from-those derived from the fornula. The figures obtained in the
example shown in figure 43 could be derived from the table (fig. 44) as
follows:

(1) An armor battalion of 198 vehicles is moving in open colllllumn
(density-17 vehicles) at a rate of march of 12 mph. The
battalion is moving in five march units with two minutes be-
tween march units. What is the total time length of the
battalion ?

(a) Time length of 100 vehicles--29. 50 minutes
Time length of 50 vehicles-14. 75 minutes
Time length of 40 vehicles-11. 80 minutes
Time length of 98 vehicles-- 2.36 minutes

198

58. 41 minutes
Plus time distance between

march units 8. O0 minutes
Total time length -66. 41 minutes

(b) A still simpler method is to use the basic factor shown
for one vehicle--19SX.295 equals 58.41 minutes, plus 8.0
minutes totals 66.41 minutes.

,(2) Figure 44 also includes data for determining the road space
occupied by the column. If this table is used in computing
road space, it is necessary to convert the time distance be-
tween march units and serials to a corresponding distance
in miles. This may be accomplished by using the following
formula:

Time Gaps (minutes) x Rate (mph)

60
(a) The figures obtained in the example shown in figure 43

could be derived from the table (fig. 44) as follows:
Road space for 100 vehicles-5. 90 miles
Road space for 50 vehicles-2. 95 miles
Road space for 40 vehicles-2. 36 miles
Road space for 8 vehicles- . 472 miles

198 vehicles 11. 682 miles
Plus road space required for time distance between march
units: Sx12 equals 1.6 miles

60 13.28
(b) A still simpler method would be to use the basic factor

shown for one vehicle: 198X.059 equals 11.68 miles, plus
1.6 miles totals 13.28 miles.
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225. March Table
a. A march table (app. III) should be published as an annex to

the march order, and should contain information concerning the
serials or marlch units involved in the movement, including their nuum-
bers, rate of march, routes, II', time of crossing the IP, and other
pertinent details. The march table gives the answers to such ques-
tions as-"How much space will the unit occupy on the road?" How
long will it take for the unit to pass a given point?"' and "How long
will it take for the unit to complete the march?" Calculations are
made as accurately as possible. It generally is impossible for a
marching colulin to maintain a constant density and a uniform time
interval between march units: this causes such factors as road space,
time interval, elapsed time, time length, and distance to vary some-
what from the calculations, even in well-disciplined and well-
controlled marches. The state of training of a unit will affect its
ability to maintain the schedule. If possible, a safety factor should
be included in the calculations so that minor deviations from the
schedule will not disrupt tile march plan.

Section III. BIVOUAC AND ASSEMBLY AREAS

226. General
a. A bivouac is a rear assembly area where troops rest and prepare

for further movement. Although in a bivouac area the possibility
of contact with the enemy, except by air, is relatively remote, normal
security measures are taken. Troops are usually not committed to
battle from this position.

b. An assembly area is an area where units assemble to organize
and complete preparations for the attack, or to regroup after an
attack, landing, or other movement. In this area, the unit services
and repairs vehicles, resupplies, and feeds troops. The assembly
area, when used to prepare for an attack, is usually well forward
but if possible should be out of range of enemy light artillery. Key
personnel usually go forward to the attack position to receive orders,
while the bulk of the unit remains in the assembly area.

227. Desirable Characteristics of Assembly Areas
a. Desirable characteristics of assembly areas include (figs. 45 and

46).
(1) Concealment from air and ground observation.
(2) Cover from direct fire.
(3) Hardstanding.
(4) Good exits and entrances, and adequate internal roads or

trails.
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Figure 45. A good site for an assembly area.

(5) Ample space for dispersion of vehicles, personnel, and
equipment.

(6) Adequate communication sites.
b. Overhead concealment is important if the battalion is to remain

in the area for any length of time. Vehicles, equipment, entrances,
and exits are camouflaged to keep the enemy from detecting the loca-
tion of the unit. Maximum use should be made of available Army
aircraft to inspect overhead camouflage.

228. Organization of Assembly Areas
a. If the commander of a quartering party determines, from his

reconnaissance, that the area is unsatisfactory, he immediately notifies
the commander of the higher headquarters' quartering party and re-
quests a change of area. If a change cannot be made in the time,
available, the unit is located under the best available cover and con-
cealment as soon as it arrives, and necessary adjustments are made
later.

b. The commander of a battalion quartering party divides the
area among the companies, the command post, and the battalion
trains. It is desirable to have the battalion trains centrally located
in the area and near the main axis, or main road, through the area.
Special attention is given to insuring suitable working conditions for
the maintenance elements.

229. Occupation of Assembly Areas
Upon the arrival of a battalion at a new area, it is essential that

units move off the road and clear the route of march without halting
(figs. 47 and 48). The posting of guides, the selection of routes, and
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Figtre 46. Size of assembly area for a battalion-size armor vnit.
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BATTALION RELEASE
POINT

RELEASE POINT
(DESIGNATED BY HIGHER
HEADQUARTERS)

A guide from quartering party meets the batoftalion at a release point desig-
nated by higher headquarters. Company guides pick up their companies at
the battalion release point and guide them to their company areas. All
vehicles clear the road rapidly. Do not halt an the road.

Figure 47. Move¢ment into an a8semiblly area.
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Figure /S. Vehicles enter their assigned area without hatting or reducing their
speed more than is required by the condition of the entrance.
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the allocation of areas by the quartering party are all done with this
objective in mind-Clea'r the route of march without lhalting and
qwithout obstructinvg the mnovement of other units. This requires ag-
gressive action on the part of guides and close supervision by com-
manders and staff officers. The quartering party improves entrances
into and routes within the area as much as it can. In designating
locations within the area, the quartering party considers the units'
positions in the march column. it should arrange for an area into

which a march unit can coil up, if necessary, and should take measures
to insure that stalled vehicles can be quickly bypassed. After the
march serial has cleared the route, any desired adjustments of ve-
hicles can easily be made without holding up the flow of traffic.

230. Security in Assembly Areas
a. Security in assembly areas is obtained by tactical disposition of

troops, concealment (fig. 49), use of natural and artificial obstacles
(including mines), local security measures, reconnaissance, and the

establishment of blocking positions and observation or listening posts
covering all critical terrain features and likely avenues of enemy
approach. It may be desirable to establish liaison with front-line
units.

b. The size and disposition of security elements depend upon
whether contact with the enemy has been established or is imminent
(figs. 50 and 51). Blocking positions and observation posts or listen-
ing posts will be of sufficient strength to provide security, but are
made no stronger than is necessary, since such duty is tiring and
reduces the subsequent combat efficiency of troops involved. The

striking power of the main body should not be dissipated on un-
necessarily large security detachments. The basic consideration is
that the command must not be surprised.

c. The commander divides the perimeter among all units of the
force. He assigns boundaries between adjacent units and designates
specific contact points at which liaison will be established and main-
tained.

d. Protective minefields may, whenl authorized, be placed to provide
local, close-in protection and to provide warnimig of enemy approach.
They are removed before the unit leaves the area. Both antitank
and antipersonnel mines may be used, provided they can be quickly
removed and are not booby-trapped. Guards are posted to prevent
casualties to friendly troops. For a detailed discussion on the em-

ployment of mines, see FM 20-32.
e. Assembly areas in the rear of friendly troops require less security

than do areas that are well forward. However, every area, regardless
of location, must have adequate security.
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231. Communication and Liaison in Assembly Areas
a. The signal communication system of an armor unit in a bivouac

or assembly area consists of messenger, wire, radio, and visual means.
Normally, radio operation is minimized. Radio silence or listening
silence may be directed. For security purposes, greater dependenee
is placed on wire and messengers.

b. Wire lines are kept, to the minimum, depending on the time the
area is to be occupied, but may be laid to companies as necessary to
complete the wire net.

c. Each company sends a liaison agent. (messenger) to the battalion
command post. The battalion sends a liaison officer to the next
higher headquarters.

232. Departure from Assembly Area
When lie learns that his unit is going to move, the commander

issues a wanming order and sends a liaison officer or agent to the unit
which will precede his unit (par. 202). See figures 52 through 54.

233. Resupply in Bivouac and Assembly Areas
a. In bivouacs, resupply of all classes of supply is accomplished.

If suflicient time is available-
(l) Requisitions for needed supplies, particularly class II and

IV (clothing and equipment), are prepared and submitted
to higher headquarters; items to fill shortages are drawn and
issued. Unserviceable items are repaired or salvaged.

(2) Supply records are checked, and action is taken to bring
them up to date.

b. In an assembly area, ammunition and fuel and lubricants are re-
supplied. This resupply must be closely supervised to insure that all
vehicles have prescribed and basic loads prior to combat operations.
Wlhen an assembly area is occupied for an extended period of time,
additional resupply is accomplished in accordance with the situation.

234. Maintenance and Evacuation in Bivouac and Assembly
Areas

a. Wben a unit is in a bivouac or assembly area, vehicular inspec-
tions and maintenance are among its primary considerations (fig.
55). All commanders, vehicle crews, and maintenance personnel do
everything possible to insure efficient vehicular operation. Maximum
effort should be devoted to completinlg those maintenance cheeks and
repairs that cannot be properly accomplished during periods of com-
bat. All vehicle engines and suspension systems should be thor-
oughly checked. All weapons and signal equipment should be in-
spected, cleaned, and put in the best possible condition. Materiel
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WRONG

Figure 52. Do not move out too early. Here a unit, having done so, must halt
at th.e IP altil the preceding unit clears it.

RIGHT

Figure 53. Mlove out fromll tlhe assembly area so that the IP may be crossed at
the proper time withoiut halting.
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which the battalion cannot repair should be evacuated to the next
higher maintenance unit.

b. Normally, in a bivouac or assembly area, personnel casualties
receive only emergency treatment. Personnel requiring further
treatment are evacuated.

Figure 54. When forming the column from an assembly area, vehicles move
directly to their proper place in column and keep moving.

Figure 55. As soon as the new assembly area is occupied, camouflage is erected,
vehicles are serviced and maintenance is begun.
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CHAPTER 8

OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS

Section I. GENERAL
235. Purpose of the Offensive

The purpose of offensive action is to destroy the enemy's armed
forces, to impose the commander's will on the enemy, or to seize terri-
tory ill order to further operations against the enemy. On the battle-
field, offensive action gives the commander the advantage of the initia-
tive and the opportunity to create or exploit favorable situations.

236. Types of Offensive Action
Small armor units may be employed in the offense in a penetration,

envelopment, turning movement, or exploitation, or as part of the
covering force in an advance to contact. See FMI 17-100.

Section II. THE ATTACK, GENERAL
237. General

The methods and techniques of the attack as discussed in this chap-
ter are those normally employed by small armor units when attacking
through friendly forces or when contact has been made with the
enemy.

238. Objectives for the Attack
a. The commander selects as his final objective the objective whose

control will best facilitate the accomplishment of his mission. It is
the focal point toward which the efforts of all attacking units are di-
rected. An objective may be a terrain feature or a body of troops.
Characteristics of the objective should include the following:

(1) Its capture must be possible within the time and space limits
imposed.

(2) It must be easily identified.
(3) Its capture should facilitate future operations.
(4) It must produce a convergence of effort.
(5) Its capture must compel the enemy to evacuate his position

or risk destruction thereon.
b. Other terrain features whose seizure and control will materially

assist in the attainment of final objectives are designated as inter-
mediate objectives. However, the designation of numerous inter-
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mediate objectives tends to slow the advance and cause the attack to
lose momentum.

e. In atomic warfare, objectives normally will be deeper than in
nonatomic warfare. Objectives are more likely to be directed toward
the destruction of the enemy force than toward the seizure of terrain.

239. Frontages in the Attack
a. Frontages in the attack are determined by the enemy disposi-

tions, the mission of the unit, the terrain and weather, and the volume
of supporting fires. In general, armor units are best employed when
they attack in depth on a narrow front.

b. In wooded terrain, a narrow frontage will facilitate control. Im-
passable ground may force a narrowing of the formation. In open
terrain, wider frontages are practical and desirable.

c. When adequate support is provided by artillery and tactical air,
the frontage may be greater than when the support is light or lacking
and the armor unit must furnish its own supporting fires.

240. Distribution of Forces in the Attack
The attacking force usually employs two elements-the maneuver-

ing force, which closes with the enemy; and the base of fire, which
aids the maneuvering force by pinning down the enemy by fire (fig.
56). A third element, the reserve, may be designated under certain
conditions (par. 49).

241. Maneuvering Force
a. lission. The mission of the maneuvering force is to close with

the enemy by maneuver and to destroy him by fire and shock action.
b. Composition. The maximum possible strength should be placed

in the maneuvering force. The composition of the maneuvering force
will be determined by the factors of METT (mission, enemy, terrain
and weather, and troops available). When possible, the maneuvering
force should be a combined-arms team of tanks and armored infantry.

c. Employment. The maneuvering force makes the main effort of
the attack. It closes with the enemy as quicldy and directly as pos-
sible, using fire and movement. It is usually committed so that it has
mass and depth, and it normally seeks to attack one or both flanks of
the enemy. Once the maneuvering force is committed, it should pro-
ceed with all the speed and violence at its command. The advance
should be so timed that the elements of the maneuvering force arrive
on the objective simultaneously, so that the tanks and armored in-
fantry can provide mutual support. As the objective is reached and
overrun, assault fires of all weapons of the maneuvering force are in-
tensified. Artillery air bursts may be employed over tanks and
mounted armored infantry.
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242. Base of Fire
a. Mission. The mission of the base of fire is to pin the enemy to

the ground and neutralize his weapons, thereby permitting freedom
of action by the maneuvering force.

b. Composition. The base of fire should contain the minimum
force necessary to accomplish the mission. In an armor unit, the
base of fire usually consists of only organic mortars and supporting
artillery, with tactical air if available. The base of fire may be re-
inforced with tanks and armored infantry, which support the attack
by direct fire, and may have the added mission of protecting the flanks
of the maneuvering force. Tanks are placed in the base of fire only
if the terrain or enemy-elnplaced obstacles prevent their employment
in the maneuvering force, or if the supporting fires provided by other
sources are inadequate. Also, the base of fire may contain tanks
when the enemy position contains tanks that must be engaged, if the
objective is within effective range of main tank guns. The base of
fire may contain automatic weapons when available supporting fires
are inadequate or when the composition of the enemy force is such
that automatic weapons can assist in pinning it to the ground. When
both tanks and armored infantry elements are used in the base of fire,
they are formed into a combined-arms team to facilitate control for
possible maneuver and for movement forward.

c. Employment.
(1) The base of fire should be assigned specific targets and tar-

get areas on which to fire during the advance of the maneu-
vering force, during the assault, and during the consolida-
tion of the objective. Signals for lifting or shifting these
fires must be prearranged and should include visual signals.
The base of fire must be prepared to deliver fire on targets
of opportunity, as called for by observers with the maneu-
vering force.

(2) The base of fire is located in a position from which it can
continuously deliver fire to support the movement of the
maneuvering force from the line of departure to the objec-
tive. The position must possess good fields of fire. Cover
and concealment are highly desirable, cover being the more
valuable. Alternate positions are selected for all weapons.

(3) The base of fire must remain mobile at all times. Direct-
fire elements must be prepared to move forward and assist
in the attack when the movement of the maneuvering force
masks their fire. Indirect-fire elements must be prepared to
shift fires to assist in consolidating and holding the objec-
tive, and to displace forward to support the continuation of
tihe attack.
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243. Reserve in the Attack
A reserve is a means for influencing the action and thereby obtain-

ing a favorable decision (par. 49). Seldom will small armor units
possess sufficient strength to withhold a reserve. Their commanders
therefore must seek other means of influencing the action at the de-
cisive time. A commander may adopt a formation for the maneuver-
ing force that provides depth, thereby permitting him to employ
unconmmitted units in the reserve role.

Section Ill. COORDINATION AND CONTROL DURING THE
ATTACK

244. General
a. Control is essential to coordinated and effective action. The

armor commander must be able to direct the maneuver of his subordi-
nate units, and to concentrate his firepower, as le desires. Once
lost, control is difficult to regain. Control is enhanced by thorough
planning and effective orders. During the attack itself, control is
usually decentralized; centralized control is regained during the re-
organization. Control is facilitated by the effective use of all means
available and by the use of mea.sures designed to assist in maintaining
the direction and momentum of the attack. The armor unit com-
mander uses radio communication as the primary means of control.
In addition, he may use liaison officers or agents, staff officers, minessen-
gers, Army aviation, and all available signaling devices. Effective
control and coordination of subordinate units during the attack may
be aided by the employment of control measures. These measures
include-

(1) Assembly area.
(2) Attack position.
(3) Objective.
(4) Line of departure.
(5) Time of attack.
(6) Axis of advance.
(7) Route of advance.
(8) Zone of action.
(9) Boundary line.

(10) Phase line.
(11) Check point.
(12) Contact point.

b. When the attack is to be supported by tactical air, artillery,
and/or atomic weapons, certain additional control measures should
be employed. These include-

(1) Bomb line.
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(2) No-fire line.
(3) Atomic safety line.

c. In order to obtain complete coordination, early and detailed
plans must be made. Commanders and staffs must thoroughly under-
stand both the tasks of all units and the integrated operation of the
force as a whole. Conferences should be held to insure this under-
standing. So far as possible, troops must be instructed in the parts
they will play in the operation. Liaison is established between units
as approplriate. Communication is checked.

d. The commander must be guided by the control measures speci-
fied in orders from higher headquarters. I-e may specify other
control measures if they are essential to the operation. A com-
mander should specify the minimum number of control measures
that will insure his control of subordinate elements.

245. Assembly Area for Attack
An assembly area (pars. 226-234) is used to prepare the unit for

the attack. The assembly area is usually well to the rear in order
to reduce the chance of its being hit by an enemy atomic attack.
Armor units must be prepared to move directly to the attack from
the assembly area. Such movements are usually made in multiple
columns, halting enroute only to refuel. In the assembly area the
attack order is issued, and cross-reinforcing of subordinate units
is completed. Attached units are integrated into the attacking force,
primarily by accomplishment of the following:

a. Liaison. An attached unit immediately establishes liaison with
the headquarters of the unit to which it is attached.

b. Communication. Immediately upon attachment of units, tihe
communication officer (or chief) must see that the attached units
have the proper channels set on their radios and that they receive
the current SOI. IHe must be ready to give them any assistance they
need relative to communication.

c. Orientation. ~Newly attached units may not be familiar with
the immediate situation and the mission. The commander and his
staff must conduct anll early orientation for such units and give them
all available pertinent information.

246. Attack Position
a. The attack position is the last position used prior to crossing

the line of departure. Troops in the attack position include only
those units actually attacking. The general location of the attack
position is usually designated by the higher commander, but sub-
ordinate commanders select the exact positions for their units within
that general location.
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b. Troops remain in the attack position only long enough to
assume the prescribed formation and to insure a coordinated move-
ment across the line of departure. No resupply is accomplished in
the attack position. If possible, units should not even halt in the
attack position. They should move into the position, deploy into the
prescribed formation, and move out, all without stopping. If the
attack is being made on a broad front, but the terrain makes it neces-
sary for the attacking force to move to the attack position in a single
column, it may be necessary for the leading elements to halt briefly.
As soon as the rearward elements of the column reach their assigned
positions in the formation, all units should immediately move out
and cross the line of departure.

c. There may be times when the terrain and situation make it in-
advisable to employ an attack position. For example, an attack po-
sition might not be used by a unit making a surprise daylight attack.
Instead, the assault units would move into a combination assembly
area and attack position during darkness. Here they would make
combat groupings, refuel, conduct maintenance, and resupply, then
launch the attack.

247. Objective
The assignment of objectives (fig. 57) assists in coordination and

control of an attack. The fact that an objective is assigned indicates
that some degree of control over the objective is to be gained and
maintained. The degree of such control may be stated in the order,
or it may be implied by the commander's statement of his mission and
his concept of the operation. It may vary from a limited degree, in
which the objective is to be merely denied to the enemy, to actual
physical occupation of the objective. In atomic warfare, caution
must be exercised in requiring Units to physically occupy objectives,
because such objectives are ideal locations for preplanned atomic
strikes by the enemy. The seizure of a properly selected physical
objective will assist, in accomplishing the primary purpose of of-
fensive action the destruction of the enemy's armed forces.

248. Line of Departure
a. A line of departure is a line designated to coordinate the de-

parture of attacking forces. The line of departure is usually located
on the last available terrain that can be reached without undue ex-
posure to enemy observation and flat-trajectory fire. A good line of
departure has the following characteristics:

(1) It is easy to recognize.
(2) It is approximately perpendicular to the direction of attack.
(3) It should be as far forward as the attacking force can ad-

vance without employing fire-and-movement techniques.
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INTERMEDIATE
OBJECTIVE

ATTACK POSITION

Figure 57. Use of objectives in control of the attack.
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O VCHECK POINTS

ADVANCE

Figure 58. Axis of adcuvance.
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(4) Its use should require a minimum of coordination with other
friendly forces operating in the area.

b. When the terrain or the plan of attack makes it necessary for
subordinate units to attack from separate locations, a separate line of
departure may be designated for each force.

249. Time of Attack
Setting a definite time of attack insures a coordinated movement

across the line of departure. The time of attack normally is desig-
nated by higher headquarters and is announced in the attack order.
On occasion, particularly when the time of attack is based on the
progress of friendly force, it may be omitted from the attack order
and announced in a written or oral fragmentary order at a later time;
or the attack order may state that the attack is to be launched "on
order." In such a case, all preparations for the attack will be ac-
complishled, and the units will be prepared to begin the operation
with little or no additional warlling. The commander who will order
the attack to start must establish liaison with the friendly force on
whose progress the time of attack depends. He may announce the
time of attack by radio or by sending staff officers and liaison per-
sonnel to the units involved.

250. Axis of Advance
a. An axis of advance (fig. 58) is employed to indicate the general

direction of movement of a unit. The designated axis usually follows
a well-defined terrain feature such as a road, a ridge line, or a valley.
A unit advancing on an axis is not required to clear the area along the
designated axis. Units moving on an axis may bypass enemy forces
which cannot threaten the accomplishment of the mission, provided
the higher commander is promptly informed of this bypassing. Ob-
stacles may be bypassed based on similar considerations. Com-
manders should insure that a deviation from the assigned axis does
not interfere with the maneuver of adjacent units. If it does, prior
clearance must be obtained from higher headquarters.

b. When an armor commander is assigned an axis of advance, he is
authorized to maneuver his troops and supporting fires freely to either
side of the axis. An attack along an axis allows more freedom of
maneuver than does one along a route of advance. This method
of controlling the attack is preferable whenever the situation permits
its use, particularly in atomic warfare.

o. In areas covered with heavy undergrowtlh, or on flat terrain with-
out suitable landmarks, the axis of advance may be indicated by an
azimuth.
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251. Route of Advance
A route of advance is a specific route which must be followed in

the attack. The route of advance usually follows a road or a trail.
It is a very restrictive control measure and normally is used only
under conditions which require that a specific road be cleared of all
enemy. A unit assigned a route of advance must clear all enemy
from the route and may not deviate from the route except to maneuver
against enemy forces interfering with the advance.

252. Zone of Action
a. A zone of action is a tactical area limited in width by two bound-

ary lines running approximately perpendicular to the front. A
narrow zone usually makes necessary an attack on a narrow front,
while a wide zone provides the commander with maneuver room and
thereby gives him freedom of action in the accomplishment of his
mission. Subordinate units may be assigned axes or routes of ad-
vance within the assigned zone unless there is a requirement for the
zone to be cleared.

b. Zones are assigned by a higher commander when close coordina-
tion and cooperation between units are required. Normally, a zone is
not cleared of organized resistance unless a higher commander orders
that it be cleared. When assigned a zone, a unit cannot maneuver or
fire into another zone unless it coordinates with adjacent units or
higher headquarters. However, the commander may, through his
artillery liaison officer, request artillery fires in another zone; these
fires will be coordinated through artillery channels.

253. Boundary Line
A boundary line (figs. 59 and 60) is used to designate the lateral

limits of a zone of action. Normally, boundaries between units will
not be so located as to divide responsibility, between these units, for
important avenues of approach, roads, or critical terrain features
which one unit is capable of controlling. Boundaries should be easily
identified and should extend through the objective.

254. Phase Line
a. A phase line is a control and coordination line running approxi-

mately perpendicular to the direction of movement. It should be an
easily recognizable, well-defined terrain feature such as a river, a road,
or a railroad. It usually is identified by a code name.

b. Advancing units report their arrival at, and their clearance of,
phase lines. They do not halt at phase lines unless specifically
ordered to do so. The use of phase lines assists the comlmander to
change unit missions, halt some units while others continue to advance,
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rearrange the combat formation, or regain control of units tempo-
rarily separated from the main effort.

255. Check Point
a. A check point is a point designated on the terrain either to con-

trol movement or as a reference point for reporting locations of
friendly units. Check points may be used in radio transmissions, in
the clear, to report locations of units or to designate targets for sup-
porting weapons. Check points should be conspicuous terrain fea-
tures, such as crossroads, road junctions, towns, bridges, and isolated
buildings or groups of buildings.

b. Check points are designated by numbers. They may be dissemi-
iinated in the form of a list of the check point numbers together with
their mlap coordinates, or by overlay. The symbol for a check point
on an overlay is an open circle, enclosing the designated terrain fea-
tures, with a number inside designating the check point number; for
example, check point 22 is shown as @.

256. Contact Point
a. A contact point is a designated point on the ground where two or

more units are required to make physical contact. Contact points,
like check points, should be conspicuous terrain features.

b. When a contact point is designated between the axes or routes of
two advancing units, these units must make physical contact at that
point. The commander may designate such a contact point because
he is concerned about the area between units along a lateral road, or
blecause he wishes to insure detailed coordination between advancing
units.

c. Contact points are normally indicated on the operation order
overlay. Each is shown as a circle with a line drawn through it as
follows:

257. Bomb Line and No-Fire Line
a. Bomb Line. The bomb line is a line established by ground forces

beyond which the Air Force may attack targets without danger to,
or approval from, ground troops. The location of a bomb line is
established at the joint operations center and is disseminated to all
subordinate units. Tactical aircraft may attack targets short of the
bomb line when ground troops request, or give clearance for, such an
attack.

b. No-Fire Line. The no-fire line is a line beyond which all artil-
lery units may fire without prior clearance from the direct-support
artillery. The location of the no-fire line is established by the direct-
support artillery commander in coordination with the supported unit
commander. Direct-suport artillery is authorized to fire short of
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the no-fire line in its own sector, but other artillery units must obtain
clearance from the direct-support artillery before doing so.

258. Atomic Safety Line
Atomic safety lines are normally prescribed by a headquarters con-

trolling a tactical atomic attack, and their locations are usually con-
tained in the message alnouncing the attack. These lines should be
easily identifiable. They indicate the closest distance to a particular
atomic explosion that friendly forces, under various degrees of pro-
tection, may be positioned without exceeding the prescribed troop
safety criteria. Atomic safety lines may be perpendicular to the axis
of advance, or they may be circular lines around the ground zero of
the atomic burst. The circular lines more accurately show the actual
area of danger, and are less restrictive because they permit maneuver
around the danger area.

Section IV. PREPARATION AND PLANNING FOR THE
ATTACK

259. General
a. The commander of an armor unit normally receives his offensive

mission from a higher commander, who specifies the composition of
the unit for the projected operation. The commander then must pre-
pare to receive troops placed at his disposal, to effect the necessary
coordination, and to plan his attack. He must insure that attached
units are thoroughly briefed and that adequate communication is
established. Whenever the situation permits, le makes a thorough
personal reconnaissance. I-Ie makes an estimate of the situation. He
plans the operation, including supporting fires and the use of smoke.
He prepares his order and issues it to key personnel of the command.
The commander is responsible for the completion of all of the steps,
even if he has a staff to assist him by working out many of the details.
He must make all decisions personally. See paragraph 75 for a dis-
cussion of these troop-leading procedures.

b. Because of the dispersion required in atomic warfare, battalion
task forces are often organized as self-sufficient combat units. Task
forces call expect more frequent attachments of tactical and logistical
support elements than in nonatomic warfare. The battalion task
force commander must have greater freedom of action and a more
complete organization under his control. He must be prepared to
carry out broad missions which require the utmost in initiative and
flexibility. Very detailed planning is required for an attack sup-
ported by atomic weapons. Units must mass rapidly at the latest
possible time in order to avoid creating a profitable atomic target;
the timing of the attack, control, and atomic safety measures assume
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great importance. These attacks will be characterized by greater
detailed planning and control prior to the delivery of the atomic
weapon, and more freedom of action subsequent to its delivery.

260. Plan of Attack
a. General. After the commander has completed his estimate (pars.

91-93) and has arrived at his decision, he completes his plan of at-
tack. This plan is simply a detailed translation of the fifth step of
the estimate-the decision. At battalion level, details usually are
worked out by members of the staff. Subordinate commanders must
be kept informed of the part they will play in the plan, in order to
insure adequate time for them to complete their reconnaissance and
plan the details of their action. The plan of attack is designed to
insure teamwork and coordination within the attacking force through-
out the operation. The plan must be simple, but it must cover all
essential details. It includes the plan of maneuver and the fire-sup-
port plan.

6. Plan of laneuver. The plan of maneuver (fig. 61) is the de-
tailed plan for the placement and movement of subordinate units in
carrying out the mission. The plan of maneuver is designed to move
or place the various elements of the attacking force into advantageous
positions with respect to the enemy or the objective. In developing
the plan of maneuver, consideration is given to its possible effects
on future operations. The plan of maneuver includes-

(1) Task organization.
(2) Objectives.
(3) Formation.
(4) Direction of movement.
(5) Line of departure.
(6) Time of attack.
(7) Attack position.
(8) Other control measures, as appropriate.

e. Fire-Sztpport Plan. A well-coordinated fire-support plan cov-
ers all available fires, including those of organic and attached weapons,
tanks, and supporting artillery, plus tactical air and atomic weapons
(fig. 62). Supporting fires move with the advance, lifting or shift-
ing at tile last possible moment in order to keep enemy personnel
pinned down until the assault elements are upon them. However,
these fires must lift or shift soon enough to prevent losses to friendly
troops. The plan for supporting fires must be highly flexible. The
fire-support plan includes fires prior to the attack, supporting fires
during the attack, and supporting fires after the objective has been
taken. Enemy positions located before the attack are destroyed or
neutralized by prearranged fires. In larger units, the fire-support
plan is issued as an annex to the operation order. Complete details
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for all fire-support planning are contained in FMl 6-20. Each armor
commander keeps his fire-support plan up to date and effective.
Armor unit commanders habitually concern themselves personally
with the preparation of fire-support plans and their execution
throughout the course of the battle.

261. Close-Support Plan
The artillery liaison officer considers the requests from artillery

forward observers with the line companies and, in accordance with
the requirements of the supported battalion commander, prepares the
artillery fire plan. This plan, termed the close-support plan, is de-
veloped after consideration of-

a. Information of the enemy, including definite and suspected enemy
locations.

b. The mission and plan of maneuver.
c. Present locations of leading elements.
d. Areas likely to cause difficulty during the attack, or possible ave-

nues of enemy approach.
e. Plan of fire for organic or attached supporting weapons.
/. Known targets to be attacked by artillery.
g. Protective fires desired.
h. Illumination and smoke missions desired.
i. Capabilities and limitations of the supporting artillery.

262. Direct-Support Plan
The artillery liaison officer transmits the close-support plan to the

artillery battalion supporting the combat command. There the vari-
ous close-support plans are consolidated into a single plan of artillery
fires. When this plan of artillery fires has been approved by the
combat command commander, it becomes the direct-support plan and
is sent to division artillery. After the plan is approved at division
level, it is disseminated to all concerned.

263. Artillery Support During the Attack
a. During the attack, an artillery liaison officer working with a bat-

talion remains -with the battalion and coordinates artillery fires with
the other available fires (par. 60).

b. The following types of support may be expected from artillery:
(1) Support during movement to the attack position. Althougll

fire against hostile weapons is. still of great importance at
this point, neutralization fires on forward areas and on
known and suspected enemy positions, and covering fires
for mine-removal parties, are provided.

(2) Support during the actual attack. All available artillery
fire is used to protect the assault echelon. During the at-
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tack, fire is placed on observation posts, enemy artillery,
targets of opportunity, and areas of resistance (fig. 63).
When tanks and mounted armored infantry compose the
first force to reach the objective, they may be supported by
artillery air bursts until the armored infantry dismount
(fig. 64).

(3) Support during consolidation and reorganization. Artillery
assists in the protection of forces consolidating and reorgan-
izing on the objective by massing fires as needed on threat-
ening hostile elements, by counterbattery, and by interdic-
tion.

(4) Support against counterattack. Artillery fire is massed to
assist in breaking up counterattacks, especially enemy
thrusts from the flanks. Prearranged interdiction fires may
be delivered on routes of approach.

264. Tactical Atomic Weapon Support During the Attack
Tactical atomic weapons may be available to support an attack

(par. 66). Except for the considerations necessary because of the
nature of atomic weapons, the utilization of these weapons is essen-
tially the same as that of conventional artillery fires.

265. Air Support During the Attack
See paragraph 59.

266. Employment of Battalion Mortar Platoon During Attack
The mortar platoon (app. IV) supports the attack by firing on

targets that cannot be engaged by flat-trajectory weapons, and by
providing screening smoke. Fires of the mortar platoon are coordi-
nated with the fires of the artillery. Mortars deliver close supporting
fires throughout the attack to-

a. Assist the advance of the maneuvering force.
b. Assist in holding the ground gained.
c. Prevent the enemy from shifting or disengaging his forces.

267. Use of Smoke in the Attack
a. Skillfully used, smoke can be of great assistance to attacking

armor; careless and poorly planned use of smoke may be a hindrance.
Artillery and mortars are the principal sources of smoke. Smoke
may be used to-

(1) Blind crews of enemy tanks and antitank guns (fig. 65).
(2) Blind crews and observers of antitank guided missiles.
(3) Disorganize enemy attacks.
(4) Indicate targets, and mark front lines, for supporting

aircraft.
(5) Blind hostile observation (fig. 66).
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(6) Screen mine-lifting operations.
(7) Screen movements of tanks and infantry (fig. 67).
(8) Screen reorganization.
(9) Screen the escape of crews from disabled vehicles.
(10) Isolate enemy areas.
(11) Separate attacking enemy elements from their supporting

fires.
b. The probable effects of the use of smoke must be carefully esti-

mated. Smoke must not be permitted to interfere with the opera-
tions of the attacking force and adjacent units. Careful considera-
tion must be given to the plan of maneuver, the direction and velocity
of the wind, atmospheric conditions, and the types and amount of
smoke-producing agents available.

268. Engineer Support During the Attack
See paragraph 64.

269. Security in the Attack
Each commander must take steps to provide security during the

preparation for, and the conduct of, the attack. The unit must not be
surprised or harassed by enemy forces. After considering all avail-
able information, the commander determines the requirement for
security and fulfills that requirement with the minimum forces neces-
sary. Security must be provided during the occupation of the assem-
bly area, the movement to and through the attack position, the conduct
of the attack, the consolidation of the objective, the reorganization
of the unit, and the continuation of the attack. Security is provided
both by assigning security missions to specific portions of the attack-
ing unit and by the formation adopted for the attack. Depth in the
formation gives added security; uncommitted elements can maneuver
to meet enemy threats. Security may also be obtained by echelonment
of a unit to a threatened flank. Security for the maneuvering force
may be provided by troops used in the base of fire.

270. Formation for the Attack
a. The initial formation for the attack, and subsequent changes to

the formation, are based upon the factors of AMETT (mission, enemy,
terrain and weather, and troops available).

b. It is desirable to attack in depth. A formation with depth per-
mnits greater flexibility in the employment of the attacking force. It
also assists in maintaining the momentum of the attack. However,
the primary consideration in selecting a formation is that the com-
mander must be able to place all available fire upon the objective at
the decisive time.
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c. An attack in depth is favored-
(1) Against deep objectives.
(2) When the enemy situation is vague, and major enemy strong-

points or troop locations are not known.
(3) Whell there exists a requirement for security against a

counterattack.
(4) During periods of poor visibility when maximum control is

desired.
d. A formation with less depth is favored:

(1) Against limited objectives.
(2) When major enemy strongpoints and troop concentrations

are known.
(3) When the objective is strongly held by the enemy, and there

is a requirement to place maxiumm fire upon the objective.
(4) When the situation requires maximum freedom of action by

subordinate units.

271. Types of Formations for Attack
An armor unit may attack in either of two basic formations:

column or line. A unit is in a column formation when only one major
subordinate unit is leading the attack. A unit is in line formation
when two or more major subordinate units are leading the attack.
Variations of these two basic formations are the echelon right or left,
the wedge, and the inverted wedge.

a. The column formation (figs. 6S and 69) gives maximum control.
The unit can be deployed quickly to either flank. This formation is
useful in passing through woods or defiles. It may be used in a
penetration when depth to the attack is essential. It may be the
initial formation for a unit with an enveloping mission.

b. The line formation (figs. 70 and 71) may be used to provide max-
imrm fire to the front. The amount of depth in this formation depends
ol how many subordinate units are in line. The control and maneuver-
ability of the formation are improved as the depth is increased. For
example, a battalion task force which is advancing with two company
teams abreast and two following is in line formation, but it is easier
to control and has more maneuverability than if all four of its teams
were advancing abreast.

272. Choice of Elements to Lead the Attack
A major consideration in armor operations is that tanks should

lead in a mounted attack. This insures maximum utilization of the
mobility, firepower, and shock action of armor. However, armored
infantry should lead the attack when-

a. The terrain that must be crossed is unfavorable for tanks.
b. Antitank obstacles are present and must be reduced.
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DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT

P'i/utar 68. Colllm foleration, battalion.

Figure 69. Collln. formation, battalion.

e. rivers must be crossed against enemy opposition.
d. The attack is made in a densely wooded arlea where antitank guns,

minefields, or other obstacles for tanks may be encoultered.

273. Issuance of Operation Order for Attack
a. The battalion attack order should be complete, covering all

details of the operation. Brevity is desirable, but clarity must not
be sacrificed for brevity. Oral orders, fragmentary orders, and warn-
ing orders should be considered standard. Orders must be issued
early enough to permit dissemination through the chain of command
to all subordinate commanders. When time permits, it is desirable
to supplement battalion oral orders with written orders of the overlay
type, which should be as detailed as the situation requires. Once the
attack is tinder way, orders will be oral and fragmentary.
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b. The company commander's order should be brief and to the point.
To insure completeness and to avoid omission, the forim for operation
orders should be followed. If feasible, this order should be issued at
a point from which the zone of advance can be seen. If necessary,
the order is issued in the assembly area. The order should be issued
in time to allow the platoon leaders to make their reconnaissance, issue
their orders, and prepare their platoons for combat. The platoon
leaders, attached unit commanders, liaison personnel, and artillery
forward observers usually receive the order. When practicable, the
first sergeant, platoon sergeants, supply sergeants, and other key non-
commissioned officers are present. 7Warning and fragmentary orders

I1 X

Figure 70. Line fornmation, battalion.
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Figure 71. Iine fornl(tion, battalion.

are often used to further the prompt, continuous action needed in the
employment of tank-armored inflantry teams.

c. Following receipt of the colmpany commlander's order, the platoon
leaders make their reconlaissance; they then issue their orders to at
least the section and squad leaders and tank commanders.

d. The platoon leader usually issues his order at a previously
selected vantage point. He orients his subordinate leaders by pointing
out important terrain features. He may issue the order in a covered
position after orienting leaders at the vantage point.

274. Movement to Attock Position
a. The movement, from the assembly area to the attack position is

made as a tactical march, normally during darkness. The formation
of the column should permit all elements to reach their attack positions
without having to countermarch or to move through an area occupied
by another element. MAarkers are posted along the route and at the
entrance to the attack position. Listening silence normally will be in
effect prior to the attack.

b. On occasion, during the time the company commander and
platoon leaders are making their personal reconnaissance, the company
commander may direct the company executive officer and the platoon
sergeants to march the company forward from the assembly area to
the attack position. In this event, the platoon leaders and attached
unit commanders rejoin their units in the attack position and im-
mediately issue their orders. This allows the company commander
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and the platoon leaders additional time for reconnaissance and
observation.

275. Logistical Support for the Attack
a. In offensive operations, the commander must plan to have ade-

quate logistical support readily available. The lack of such support
can cause loss of the initiative or prevent full exploitation of success.
The commander must insure that the logistical elements have the
necessary flexibility to meet a changing situation.

b. In the attack, the battalion combat trains normally move by
bounds in rear of the combat elements. Security for the trains may
be provided by their proximity to combat elements, or it may be
necessary for the commander to designate combat elements to provide
security for the trains.

c. See FM 17-50 for a detailed discussion of logistical support of
offensive operations.

Section V. CONDUCT OF THE ATTACK

276. General
a. As the attack progresses, unforeseen circumstances frequently

make it necessary for the commander to change-his plan of action. He
avoids drastic changes as much as possible. However, he must exploit
favorable developments without hesitation and must overcome ob-
stacles as quickly as possible. As a rule, the most effective way to meet
changing situations, with minimum change in the plan of attack, is
to utilize any uncommitted portion of his force.

b. Fire and Manebuver begin immediately with the first definite hos-
tile contact. The fire-and-maneuver technique is employed by the com-~
mander conducting the attack, who establishes a base of fire and desig-
nates a maneuvering force (par. 240-242).

c. Fire and Movemnent is the technique employed by and within the
maneuvering force to advance on the objective. In fire and movement,
one element of the maneuvering force fires while another element
advances, taking advantage of all available cover and concealment.
Fire and movement are alternated until the units reach a point fromn
which they can effectively launch an assault.

277. Conduct of the Maneuvering Force
a. The maneuvering force must close on the objective in the shortest

possible time. Therefore, it is desirable to commit this force intact
and on terrain that is favorable for the rapid and continuous move-
ment of tanks and armored personnel carriers (fig. 72). The longer
the force is exposed to enemy fire, the greater will be the losses. The
movement is made by routes which afford the best available cover and
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concealment. Rapid movement multiplies the effect of the firepower
and shock action possessed by the maneuvering force. If the maneu-
vering force is forced to employ fire and movement and to advance by
bounds, aggressive action must be taken to insure that the movements
are executed rapidly and that continuous movement of the entire force
is resumed as soon as possible.

b. The maneuvering force places maximum fire on the enemy as
soon as it is within effective range. The fire of the maneuvering
force, reinforced by all available supporting weapons, pills down the
enemy, denies him observation and movement, and destroys his per-
sonnel and defenses.

c. Armored infantry re]lain mounted as long as possible. They
may dismount to mop up any enemy personnel not destroyed by the
tanks. They may also advance dismounted ahead of the tanks to clear
buildings or to locate well-hidden antitank weapons. Infantrymen
designate targets to the tanks according to a prearranged system.
Radio, the external tank interphone, flares, smoke grenades, and tracer
fire are common methods of target designation. Whenever possible,
an infantryman mounts a tank and personally points out the target to
the tank commander. Machine gunls of the arllmored personnel carriers
reinforce the tank fires and support the assault of the dismounted
armored infantry.

d. Tihe assault is the actual closing with the enemy. Supporting
fires should be lifted or shifted at the latest possible time, but must
be lifted soon enough that the maneuvering force will not be required
to halt or slow its advance before assaulting the objective. In all cases
the assault continues to the far edge of the assigned objective.

278. Technique of Fire and'Movement
a. When terrain and enemy dispositions require that movenelnt of

somne elements be covered by others, the maneuvering force advances
by bounds, employing fire-and-movement techniques. The unit mak-
ing a bound usually is an organizational subdivision of the attacking
force. For example, bounds are made by platoons within a company,
by sections or squads within a platoon, and by fire teams within a squad.

b. A bound is a type of movement from one position to another in
which one element advances to a predesignated limit, covered by a rear
element. The length of each bodnd.is determined by the effective
range of the weapons covering the advance, the location of suitable
terrain features, and the visibility. Generally, the larger the element
making the bound, the longer the bound. The advance may be made
by either of the following methods:

.(1) Successive bounds. In this method (fig. 73), the leading
element, covered by the rear element, advances to the limit
of the first bound and takes up positions to support the
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advance of the rear element. The rear element, upon arriv-
ing at a position abreast of the leading element, halts and
supports the advance of the leading element to the limit of
the second bound. This operation is repeated as many times
as necessary. This is the slower of the two methods.

(2) Alternating bounds. In this method (fig. 74), the leading
element halts at the limit of the first bound and takes up
positions to support the advance of the rear element, which
then advances to the limit of the second bound and takes up
positions. The initial leading element then.. advances to
the limit of the third bound.

279. Conduct of the Base of Fire
a. The base of fire furnishes continuous fire support to the maneu-

vering force from the time the maneuvering force crosses the line of
departure until the operation is completed. The base of fire opens
fire on order and distributes its fire over the entire objective. Its fires
pin the enemy to the ground and neutralize his weapons. The base
of fire may be controlled by radio or prearranged signal.

b. Supporting fire are lifted, or shifted to flank or rear targets, when
they are masked by the maneuvering force. It is desirable for sup-
porting fires to continue directly on the objective until the assault is
completed and the armored infantry prepare to dismount.

280. Use of the Reserve
a. The reserve, when constituted, is an offensive weapon. It is a

means for retaining the initiative, primarily through its employment
to exploit initial successes (par. 49). The reserve normally follows
the maneuvering force. As soon as the maneuvering force reaches
the objective, the reserve closes on the position to assist in consolidat-
ing the position and repelling counterattacks. The reserve may be so
placed in the formation as to provide security for the command; this
is especially true of troops which are considered as a reserve merely
because they have not been committed.

b. Small armor units normally will not have reserves. Uncom-
mitted elements of the maneuvering force, or combat units in the base
of fire, must be prepared to perform the role of the reserve.

c. The reserve is prepared to exploit success, to repel a counter-
attack, to pursue a defeated enemy, or to move rapidly to a flank to
extend an envelopment. The reserve is located in the position from
which it can best support the main attack and cover the flanks.

d. The commander of the reserve keeps abreast of the situation by
liaison, observation, and frequent visits to higher headquarters. He
formulates plans to cover the commitment of his unit to any type of
action or mission. He gives primary consideration to plans for the
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most probable missions, but he must always be ready to carry out any
assigned mission. It is his responsibility to visualize all possible
situations and to determine the best means for putting the reserve into
action under each such situation. Changes in the situation make it
necessary for the reserve commander to constantly revise his plans.
Continuing route reconnaissance and map studies must be made.
Subordinate elements of the reserve must be kept informed of the
situation.

281. Conduct of the Assault on the Objective
The assault of the objective may be made with tanks and armored

infantry on line, or with tanks followed immediately by dismounted
armored infantry. Whichever method is used, the tanks destroy
enemy groups, defensive works, weapons, and emplacements by direct
fire. The riflemen close with and destroy the enemy in close combat
and protect the tanks from individual antitank weapons. Each rifle
squad is located in a formation according to the directions of the
armored rifle platoon leader. One member of the rifle squad is
selected by the squad leader to walk behind the tanks and watch for
signals from both the commander of the tanks and the squad leader.
Supporting fires increase as the company and its platoons close on the
objective. They shift to isolate the objective just before the company
begins the assault. As soon as the assault starts, the tanks advance
onto the objective, firing their machine guns. Armored personnel
carrier machine guns are used to support the assault until masked by
advancing riflemen. The riflemen and automatic riflemen use assault
fire to close with the enemy. During the assault, the tanks provide
close-in support of the infantry, who will be mopping up on the
objective. The platoons advance to the far side of the objective,
where they prepare for a possible counterattack and for the continua-
tion of the attack to the next objective.

282. Actions on the Objective
The actual occupation of the objective is the critical stage of the

attack. This is.the stage during which control is most difficult and
the time when an aggressive enemy delivers a carefully planned and
coordinated counterattack, covered by all available supporting fires.
When a small armor unit has assaulted and seized an assigned ob-
jective, it enters into activities called "actions on the objective." These
actions are consolidation of the -objective and reorganization. In
atomic warfare, the actual seizure of the objective may often be fol-
lowed by either a continuation of the attack or a rapid move to dis-
persed locations from which the unit can dominate the objective, to
avoid presenting a lucrative atomic target. Such actions will be in
accordance with plans made by a higher commander. Nevertheless,
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all individuals must be impressed with the urgent requirement for
speed in actions on the objective. Often any reorganization required
must be accomplished on the move.

283. Consolidation of the Objective
Consolidation of the objective is defined as "organizing and strength-

ening a newly captured position so that it can be used against the
enemy." The attack order should contain instructions for consolida-
tion of the objective, in as much detail as possible. These instructions
may be changed or supplemented by fragmentary orders as the attack
progresses. The actions taken vary from the immediate establishment
of local security to the complete organization of the objective for de-
fense. These actions may include any or all of the following:

a. Security. Establishment of outposts and observation posts, and
the dispatching of combat patrols.

b. Reconnaissance. Measures whikh are similar to, and may be em-
ployed in conjunction with, the security measures, depending on the
mission of the unit.

c. Fire Support. Displacement of organic supporting weapons for
continuation of the attack or for defense of the objective; submission
of requests for fire support to artillery, air, and other fire-support
agencies.

d. Positioning. Positioning the unit to continue the attack or to
defend the objective.

284. Reorganization
Rleorganization pertains to the unit. It includes all the actions

taken to restore maximum combat effectiveness and control. Actions
that may be included in the reorganization are-

a. Reports. All subordinates report accomplishment of their mis-
sion, and report the statuis of personnel, eqilipment, and supplies.

b. Replacement of casualties. So far as possible, personnel are
assigned to fill losses.

c. Evacuation. Arrangements are made for the evacuation of per-
sonnel casualties, prisoners of war, and damaged equipment.

d. Resupply. Ammunition and equipment are redistributed as
required; requests for additional ammunition, fuel, and other supplies
are initiated; any supplies received are issued if time permits.

e. Communication. Contact is restored with any units temporarily
out of communication.

285. Continuation of the Attack
a. Each commander should have a complete picture of the overall

plan of action of the higher commander. He also makes a continuous
estimate of the situation. From this estimate and his knowledge of
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the higher commander's plan, he can adopt formation which enable
him to readily resume operations. If he follows this procedure, he
will need only brief orders to resume operations.

b. If the mission permits, armor units seek to continue the attack.
Plans for rapid reorganization are made prior to the attack. Fre-
quently, units reorganize while continuing to move, and continue the
advance without even halting after taking an objective;

Section VI. METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF EMPLOYING
TANKS AND ARMORED INFANTRY IN THE ATTACK

286. General
a. Small armor units attack using fire and maneuver, and fire and

movement (par. 276). This section covers the methods and tech-
niques employed to integrate the actions of tanks and armored in-
fantry when they are supporting each other in execution of their mis-
sion inv the maneuvering force and/or in the base of fire.

b. There are three general methods of employment of tanks and
armored infantry together in the attack-

(1) Tanks and armored infantry attack on one axis.
(2) Tanks and armored infantry attack on two converging axes.
(3) Tanks support by fire only.

c. During any attack, any one or more of the three methods may
be used. As the combat situation changes, it may become necessary to
employ a method other than the one which was initially used. The
attacking force must be capable of changing from one to another as
the attack progresses.

d. Regardless of the method or combination of methods used, the
following-fundamentals apply.

(1) The tank must be employed so that maximum use is made of
its battlefield mobility, armor-protected firepower, speed,
and shock action to carry the fight to the enemy.

(2) The rate of advance of the attack should be the maximum
rate permitted by the terrain and enemy situation.

(3) The mobility, shock action, and armor protection of the
armored personnel carrier must be utilized to the utmost.
The armored infantry should remain mounted as long as
possible so that-

(a) The attacking force can move forward at the speed of the
tanks and armored personnel carriers in order to rapidly
close with and destroy the enemy.

(b) The battlefield mobility of both elements of the tank-
armored infantry team will be retained.

(c) Casualties will be minimized in areas swept by sniall-arms
and artillery fire.
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(d) Artillery air bursts can be employed in support of the
attacking force.

(e) A degree of protection will-be afforded against the effects
of atomic weapons.

(f) The energy of the armored infantry will be conserved so
that they will be better able to fight when needed.

(4) Armored infantry normally dismount when it is necessary
for them to-

(a) Breach or remove obstacles which prevent the forward
movement of the tanks.

(b) Assist in the neutralization or destruction of antitank
weapons which are holding up the forward movement of
the tanks and armored personnel carriers.

(c) Take part in an assault through heavily wooded areas or
very rough or broken terrain.

(d) Lead an assault across defended rivers which cannot be
crossed by armored personnel carriers.

(e) Take part in an assault through fortified areas or through
defended towns and villages which cannot be bypassed.

(/) Assist the tanks forward under certain conditions of low
visibility and restricted fields of fire (darkness, smoke,
heavy woods, broken terrain, etc.).

(g) Mlop up a defended objective and assist in the consolida-
tion.

287. Tanks and Armored Infantry Attack on One Axis
a. General. In this method, one axis is used by the entire attacking

force to approach an objective.
b. Advantages. This method promotes coordination and control,

since the entire attacking force is moving in one direction on the
same axis. In comparison to other methods, it permits close mutual
support among elements of the attacking force.

c. Tanks with Mounted Armored Infantry.
(1) The attack of tanks and mounted armored infantry units

can be coordinated by combining the combat formations of
each into one mutually supporting, integrated formation
(fig. 75). The positions of elements in the formation are
based on the tactical situation. Normally, tanks lead so
they can best utilize their firepower. The armored person-
nel carriers should be so placed that their vehicular caliber
.50 machineguns can be used to augment the fires of the
tanks; however, this should not be done if it will mnlduly
expose the carriers to enemy antitank fire.

(2) Moulted armored infantlry may follow the tanks by bounds
(fig. 76). This ;technique of movement increases the se-
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curity of the armored infantry but reduces the speed of the
advance. If the tanks advance as a unit from one terrain
feature to the next, the armored personnel carriers must
rapidly move into defilade behind each successive terrain
feature as soon as it is occupied. In some situations, the
leading tank unit may itself advance by alternate or suc-
cessive bounds. In such a situation, the armored personnel
carriers advance with one of the rear tank elements and halt
in defilade behind the terrain' feature occupied by the tank
element already in-position.

(3) The distance between the tanks and armored personnel car-
riers must not become great enough to let enemy tanks move
into the gap, thereby separating the tank and armored in-
fantry units; nor can it be so great as to deny the tanks
rapid infantry support when needed. In determining the
relative positions of his tanks and armored personnel car-
riers, the commander must continuously evaluate the relative
importance of having armored infantry quickly available
and exposing the armored personlnel carriers to effective
enemy fire.

(4) Tanks and mounted armored infantry should arrive on an
enemy-occupied objective simultaneously, in order to provide
close mutual support. The use of artillery air bursts on the
objective will assist the tanks in neutralizing enemy person-
nel equipped with individual antitank weapons, thus per-
mitting the armored infantry to advance farther before dis-
mounting..

d: Tanks smith Dismounted Infantry.
(1) When armored infantry are required to dismount (par.

286d (4)), the tanks and infantry operate close together so
that they can provide mutual support (fig. 77). The in-
fantry may move slightly in advance of the tanks, (being
sure not to mask tank fire) between them, or immediately
in rear. As the advance progresses, the relative positions
of tanks and infantry are adjusted according to the enemy
resistance and the terrain. This technique of movement per-
mits close coordination and maximum mutual support but
sacrifices speed. The slow speed makes the tanks more vul-
nerable to antitank fire.

(2) When terrain, obstacles, or enemy antitank weapons restrict
or stop the movement of the tanks but permit dismounted
infantry to move forward, tanks may temporarily support
by fire while tie infantry advance. When the dismounted
armored infantry attack has progressed sufficiently or an ob-
stacle has been removed, the tanks may move forward, pass
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through the infantry, and lead the assault. This type of
action must not be confused with the method of tanks sup-
porting by fire only, since the intent is for the tanks to
participate in the assault of the objective.

(3) When artillery air bursts are used to support the attacking
force, dismounted armored infantry must be kept well to
the rear of the tanks.

(4) 'Ille armored personnel carriers should follow close enough
behind dismounted armored infantrv so that they will be
readily available when needed to continue the attack mounted
or to assist in the consolidation of the objective. They may
move forward by bounds, or they may closely follow the
attacking force and augment the fires of the tanks and dis-
mounted armored infantry with their vehicular machineguns.

e. Infantry Riding On Tanks. When armored personnel carriers
are not available, or when there is a requirement to have infantry
immediately available with leading tanks, infantry may ride on
tanks in the advance to contact and when it is desired to speed the
attack to the final assault. However, when infantry are mounted on
tanks, they are extremely vulnerable to all types of fire; also, the
maneuverability and firepower of the tanks are reduced.

288. Tanks and Armored Infantry Attack on Two Converging
Axes

a. General. In this method, the attacking force uses two different
axes for the approach to an objective (fig. 78). This method nor-
rnally achieves the maximum surprise effect, particularly when the
elements on both axes are mounted. It provides a greater oppor-
tunity for the attacking. force to strike the enemy flanks or rear, and
it has the advantage of forcing the enemy to fight in two directions.
When tanks are employed on both axes, hostile tanks are more often
forced to expose their vulnerable sides and rear to fire from one of
the friendly tank elements. Coordination of the assault is more diffi-
cult than in other methods. '

b. Tanks With Mounted Armored Infantry.
(1) Normally a force made up of both tanks and mounted

armored infantry attacks along each axis. Situations may
arise in which it is necessary to employ mounted arlnored
infantry alone on one axis, but this should be an exception.
The element on one axis may initially support by fire the
maneuver of the element on the other axis until both are in
position to move forward onto the objective. The attack
should be so timed that both elements arrive on the objective
simultaneously, to insure that the enemy receives the max-
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imumi shock action of the entire force. Close coordination is
required to prevent one element from firing into the other.

(2) The movement of tanks and armored personnel carriers to-
gether is governed by the same considerations as when a
single axis is used (par. 287c).

c. Tanks With Dismounted Infantry.
(1) The movement of tanks and dismounted infantry together

is governed by the same considerations as when a single axis
is used (par. 287d).

(2) ~When the attacking force is held up by enemy antitank fire
or obstacles, dismounted armored infantry may move along
a covered route that is impassable to tanks in order to strike
the enemy flank. In this situation, the tanks initially sup-
port by fire, then move on their axis to the objective. The
elements on each axis should arrive on the objective at ap-
proximately the same time; or the attack may be so timed
that the tanks arrive first, under artillery air bursts, with
the infantry following closely.

(3) This technique is most often employed when the following
conditions exist.

(a) Armored personnel carriers are not available.
(b) Two avenues of approach exist, one of which is suitable

for tanks but unduly exposes the dismounted armored in-
fantry while the other can be used by dismounted armored
infantry but yestricts or prevents the movement of tanks.

289. Tanks Support by. Fire Only
a. In this method, the armored infantry attack to seize the objec-

tive, and the tanks support the attack by fire only (fig. 79). Con-
ditions that make it necessary to use this method are-

(1) Obstacles prevent the tanks from moving in the attack, and
an objective must be seized to protect the reduction of the
obstacles. For example, it might be necessary for armored
infantry to seize a terrain feature from which the enemy is
covering a minefield or roadblock that is holding up the
advance of the tanks.

(2) Ground which must be seized is completely impassable to
tanks.

b. When unfordable streams must be crossed, tanks support
mounted armored infantry by fire only. Armored personnel carriers
can cross streams which are unfordable for tanks; therefore, the tanks
should take up defiladed firing positions from which they can sup-
port by fire the crossing by tile armored personnel carriers.

c. This is the least desirable of the three methods and should be em-
ployed only when necessary. Even though the shock action (and to
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some extent the firepower) of the tank is lost, its fire support can
greatly assist the armored infantry. As soon as the obstacles are
breached or a suitable avenue of approach is uncovered, the tanks must
move rapidly to join the armored infantry on the objective.

Section VII. ADVANCE TO CONTACT

290. General
a. An advance to contact is a ground movement conducted for the

purpose of placing troops in position to engage the enemy. It takes
place whenever a unit moves to establish or regain contact with an
enemy force.

b. During an advance to contact, reconnaissance and security forces
(ch. 5) may be employed to locate the enemy and to cover the move-

ment. When contact becomes imminent, reconnaissance and security
measures are intensified, and formations are adopted which allow a
continuation of the movement but facilitate immediate entry into
combat.

a. Armor units usually make advances to contact during the exploi-
tation or when contact has been lost during other operations.

291. Conduct of Advance to Contact
a. General. The commander of the advancing force makes an

estimate of the situation and adopts a formation which provides the
required degrees of security and readiness for combat.

b. Contact Remote. When the possibility of contact with enemy
forces is remote, march dispositions which expedite movement are
adopted. The movement is normally made as a tactical march. Sub-
ordinate units are kept intact and are positioned close to units that
they will support or be employed with.

c. Contact Imminent. When contact with enemy forces is immi-
nent, tactical considerations govern all actions. Forward elements of
the command are deployed in a tactical formnation suitable for im-
mediate combat. The bulk of the force may continue in column until
it in turn is required to deploy.

d. Organization of the March Column. A highly mobile recon-
naissance and security force is required. The main force must be
so organized as to permit rapid deployment into attack formations
from march column. The type of action anticipated will affect the
grouping of elements in the column.

292. Security in the Advance to Contract
a. Security during the advance to contact depends upon continuous

receipt of timely and accurate information. Ground and air recon-
naissallce are employed to obtain this information, which is the basis
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for plans and actions by the advancing force. Accurate infolrmation
decreases the possibility of premature deployment, with consequent
loss of speed and control.

b. The commander of the advancing force prescribes the security
measures to be taken for the protection of the force as a whole and
coordinates the measures adopted by higher and subordinate com-
manders. The measures lie adopts are those which are appropriate
to the hostile threat. As the danger becomes greater, lie increases his
security measures.

293. Attack from March Column
a. In the exploitation and other fluid situations, armor units frc-

quently attack from march column (fig. 80). An attack from marchll
column is an operation in which units move directly to the attack from
their positions in the column.

6. Attacks from march column are characterized by-
(1) Immediate orders and rapid action.
(2) Initial issuance of fragmentary orders in a sequence based

upon the order of their execution and upon the time required
to execute them.

(3) Decentralized control, because of the lack of time for full
coordination.

(4) Deployment under cover of the advance guard.
(5) Use of staff officers to expedite the issuance of orders.

c. The following are typical steps in the attack by an armor unit
from march column:

(1) The advance guard develops the situation of an enemy
strongpoinlt which it cannot neutralize.

(2) The conmmander makes a reconnaissance and decides to at-
tack.

(3) As soon as he makes his decision to attack, the commander
issues his order and requests the artillery to cover both the
deployment and the attack (fig. 81).

(4) The subordinate commanders issue their orders.
(5) The attack is launched, usually on order of the major unit

commander .
d. Attacks from march column must be characterized by extreme

boldness. Speed in launching the attack is enhanced by having sub-
ordinate commanders and representatives of fire-support elements
well forward in the column, riding in their own vehicles, when con-
tact is imminent. In this position, they are immediately available
when the main body commander desires to issue orders, and he can
often point out objectives on the ground. Having their own vehicles,
subordinate commanders can quickly move their units into the attack.

e. Against weak delaying forces, the commander may wish to em-
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Figure 81. As soon as he amakes his decision to attack, the battalion commander
requests the artillery to corer the deployment and movement.
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ploy his main body against the hostile position without delay, under
supporting fire from the advance guard. He may accomplish this by
directing each subordinate commander to a designated objective as
the entire column moves forward. As the leading unit assumes its
attack formation, the commander awaits, or goes to, the next com-
manders in column and orders their units successively into the at-
tack. Elements may be committed in column or line.

/. If the column is unexpectedly attacked from a flank, each sub-
ordinate unit may move' directly to the attack. Each unit reorgan-
izes at a place designated later by the company or battalion com-
mander.

Section VIII. EXPLOITATION

294. General
a. Exploitation is a phase of offensive action which is usually a

continuation of a successful envelopment, penetration, turning move-
ment, or frontal attack. Exploitation takes full advantage of suc-
cess in battle and is dependent upon the retention of the initiative.
Armor's battlefield mobility and armor-protected firepower make it
the ground forces' most effective exploitation force.

b. Pursuit is a phase of exploitation which has as its primary pur-
pose the capture or destruction of a retreating enemy force.

295. Characteristics of the Exploitation
a. General. The techniques described in paragraphs 290 through

293 are used in the conduct of an exploitation. An exploitation
force operates through a gap or around a flank and is usually as-
signed a decisive physical objective deep in the enemy rear. The ex-
ploiting force strives to reach the objective with maximum force in
the shortest possible time. The exploiting force does not concern
itself with any actions of the enemy except those which could se-
riously interfere with, or prevent accomplishment of, the assigned
mission. Thus, enemy forces may frequently be bypassed and re-
ported for following units to capture or destroy. Terrain permit-
ting, exploitation forces advance on a broad front, especially in the
vicinity of the objective.

b. Enemy Situation. WVhen the exploitation stage has been en-
tered, the local enemy situation will almost certainly be one of con-
fusion and partial disorganization. The rapid continuation of ex-
ploitation will further cause the enemy positions to disintegrate.
Enemy resistance will consist mainly of delaying actions by small
units, defense of scattered strongpoints, and reliance on obstacles,
both defended and undefended. As the attack penetrates deeper into
the enemy's positions, his disorganization increases proportionately,
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c. Objectives. Objectives in enemy rear areas include-
(1) Enemy reserves and artillery.
(2) Command, communication, and supply installation.
(3) The rear or flank of strongly held positions.
(4) Vital terrain features or critical points, such as defiles, road

junctions, railroad centers, and bridges.
(5) Link-up with friendly airborne forces.
(6) Atomic delivery agencies or storage sites.

d. Freedom of Action. After entering the exploitation phase,
the armior commander should have greater freedom of action than
before, because the rapidity of the attack necessitates instant de-
cisions. However, when it is necessary for him to make major devia-
tions from the original plan, he should immediately notify the next
higher headquarters of these changes.

e. Atomic Support During the Ezploitation. During the conduct
of an exploitation, the small armor unit commander may expect a
higher commander to provide frequent atomic support in order to
ensure that the momentum of the attack is maintained. In such in-
stances, the small armor unit commander's main concerns are-

(1) To take adequate precautions for the safety of his unit when
in the vicinity of friendly detonations.

(2) To integrate his fires with the atomic.bursts.
(3) To rapidly exploit the effects of friendly atomic weapons

so employed.

296. Composition of Exploiting Force
a. In the exploitation, armor units must be capable of performing

any type of ground operations, and must be able to start an action
in the minimum amount of time. It is essential that they be so
organized that the commander has under his control all elements
which he may need to accomplish his mission. A battalion task force
must include tanks, armored infantry, engineers, and adequate logis-
tical support elements; supporting fires must be provided by organic
indirect-fire weapons and field artillery. Close coordination with
supporting air must be achieved.

b. Mobility becomes increasingly important during exploitation.
Combat and service support elements must be completely mounted
and must remain highly mobile.

297. Organization of the Exploiting Force
The task organization and order of march are based on considera-

tion of the factors of BMETT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather,
and troops available). The order of march must correspond to the
order of anticipated employment.

a. Tanks and Armored Infaantry. Tanks and mounted armored
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infantry are distributed in depth throughout the column. These
units are employed to lead the attack, maneuver to either flank, and
secure the column by their positions. A tank-heavy force will nor-
mally be the leading element.

b. Command Group. The commander must be well forward in
the column, so that he can obtain early firsthand information of any
situation arising to the front. His personal observation will permit
rapid decisions, formulation of plans, and issuance of orders. The
command group normally travels in rear of the leading subordinate
unit of the main body.

o. Forward Air Controller. See paragraph 59.
d. Artillery. The attached or supporting artillery normally re-

mains in column until resistance is met. To insure adequate fire
support for the leading elements, artillery elements must be well
forward in the column. Artillery pieces should be so placed in the
column that they can support the head of the column. An artillery
battalion may employ an advanced battery, or the entire battalion
may be placed in one position well forward in the column. In either
case, it is essential that suflicient tanks and armored infantry precede
the artillery to crush moderate resistance, to develop the situation
in the event of heavy resistance, and to provide protection for the
artillery itself.

e. Enygineers. See paragraph 64.
f. Gou.mmand Post. The command post is located where its control

facilities can best be utilized in the conduct of operations. In order
to insure radio communication under unfavorable conditions, it may be
necessary to replace radio relay elements near the tail of the column.

298. Speed in the Exploitation-General
Speed is essential to successful exploitation. Speed and aggressive-

ness assist in achieving surprise, a vital factor to success. When the
exploiting force moves rapidly, the enemy is seldom able to maneuver
his troops to seriously interfere with the exploitation. However,
speed must not be confused with haste.

299. Factors Affecting Speed of Exploitation
a. Enemy Opposition. Isolated defensive areas normally are by-

passed for more profitable objectives. However, an enemy force is
not bypassed if it is capable of interfering with the accomplishment
of the mission. The decision as to whether the unit will bypass a
strongpoint is normally made by the next higher commander. Com-
manders may indicate, in orders to subordinate commanders, what
types of resistance may be bypassed.

b. Terrain. An exploiting force advances in column on roads. The
best available roads normally are used; however, secondary roads
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may be used to achieve surprise and to bypass enemy resistance, which
is often concentrated on the best roads. Cross-country movement is
made only when use of roads is denied by enemy action and when the
terrain permits such a movement. Roads normally are necessary for
the movement of supplies and for evacuation.

c. Changes in Direction of Attack. Frequent changes in the direc-
tion of the attack enhance surprise and thus add speed to the advance.
However, once a commander has been assigned an axis to follow, he
must not deviate from this axis, without permission of his next higher
commander, except to maneuver against an enemy position or to
bypass a physical obstacle. Unnecessary changing of routes slows
the advance.

d. Composition and Organization of the March Coluann. The
exploiting force must be so organized as to permit rapid deployment
into effective attack formations from march column.

e. Attack of Strong Points. The exploiting force must quickly
destroy enemy strong points which its leading elements surprise, or
which are lightly held. The leading elements quickly depldy and
rapidly close on the strong point. Reconnaissance will usually consist
only of observation of the objective and intervening terrain prior
to launching of t4ie attack. Orders are quickly disseminated by voice
radio. If surprise is not attained, the unit may have to deploy, al-
though extensive preparations are unnecessary unless the enemy is
strong. If a strong enemy force is encountered, detailed preparations
may be necessary.

/. Command. Command in exploitation demands, to an unusual
degree, aggressiveness, initiative, boldness, an. understanding of tac-
tics, constant alertness, and force. In addition, a thorough knowledge
of the higher commander's plan will assist in carrying out the assigned
mission.

g. Control. The column must be kept under control at all times
so that it can react quickly and best apply its force. Strict march
discipline is a basic requirement. The higher commander may require
the unit to report passage of designated phase lines; armor units
report crossing of phase lines, but do not halt on them unless ordered
to do so.

h. Htalts. If the unit is ordered to halt for the night or must halt
for resupply, preparations must be made to continue the ilission

as early as possible.

300. Security in the Exploitation
a. General. Each commander is responsible for the security of

his unit. An armor unit engaged in exploitation is, because of its
position deep in enemy territory, particularly vulnerable to enemy
attack on its flanks and rear and to harassment by small pockets of
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resistance and guerilla forces. Therefore, security becomes increas-
ingly important.

b. Security During Movement. On the move, security is provided
by security forces; by air and ground reconnaissance to the front,
flanks, and rear; by liaison with adjacent units; and by the formation
of the column. Administrative and service elements in the column
are protected by placing combat elements close to them. Depending
on the situation, column security may be provided by one or all of
the following types of security forces (ch. 5):

.(1) Advance guard. This normally is used by the leading ele-
ments and should be a reinforced tank unit.

(2) Flank guard or guards. Units are responsible for their own
flank security.

(3), Rear guard. This may be a reinforced tank unit or a rein-
forced armored infantry unit.

(4) Army aircraft. Army aircraft reconnoiter to the front,
flanks, and rear.

c. Security at the Halt. When the head of the column is halted,
the remainder of the column should continue to move forward, coiling
up in available space on each side of the axis and near the head of the
column. Elements should group themselves in prearranged forma-
tions, ready for instant action in any direction. Local security meas-
ures must be taken. Commanders immediately move to the head of
their units to determine the reason for unexplained halts.

301. Attack of Successive Objectives
a. In the fluid situations characteristic of the exploitation, an

extremely effective form of offense is the attack against successive
objectives (fig. 82). Such attacks are characterized by the employ-
mient of elements of the unit against several objectives in rapid suc-
cession-sometimes concurrently. This method of attack can be
used to save time when the entire strength of the unit is not needed
to take eachindividual objective.

b. Within a battalion task force, company teams may be formed for
the attack of successive objectives. The strength of each company
team will vary with enemy strength on the objective. The operation
begins with an attack on the first objective. As soon as it has been
seized, or as soon as the task force commander is certain that the
attack force will be able to clear it of enemy troops, lie orders the
second team to attack the second objective while the mopping-up
process on the first is being completed. In a like manner, a third
team may attack through or around the team on the second objec-
tive, to seize a third objective. The attack by each team should be
supported by the fires of another team if possible.

c. This method of attack may be used to clear small inhabited areas
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Figiure 82. In flu id situations, a Dattaioa-size armor unit muaV attack several
objectives in rapid succession. The operation begins with an attack on the
first objective; as soon as the situatioa there is under control, an attach is
launched against a successive objective.
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on the route of an exploiting column. A battalion task force often
can clear a series of villages in a relatively short length of time,
thereby quickening the overall rate of advance of the column.

302. Continuation of the Exploitation During the Night
In order to exploit success to the fullest, the advance is frequently

continued throughout the night. A night advance is conducted in
generally the same manner as a daylight advance; however, security
forces are strengthened, the distance between vehicles is shortened,
and the leading tank elements are more heavily reinforced with
armored infantry. When enemy resistance is encountered and it is
necessary to attack, the attack will be conducted in accordance with
the principles set forth in paragraphs 310 through 318. The rate of
advance is usually slower at night, and supporting fires are less effec-
tive; but there is a better chance of gaining surprise. This type of
operation varies greatly from the planned night attack.

303. Night Defense During Exploitation
When halted for the night, the exploiting force is subject to attack

from any direction and must establish a perimeter defense (par. 389-
392). If the force is not within supporting distance of elements of
the higher command, it conducts the defense alone.

304. Pursuit
Pursuit is a phase of exploitation which has as its mission the

capture or destruction of a specific body of enemy troops. The enemy
troops may be static or moving, and the pursuit force must orient its
movement on the enemy concentration. Divisions or combat com-
mands may be simultaneously assigned pursuit missions and missions
of taking physical objectives. However, battalion-size armor uunits
normally execute one type mission at a time.

305. Conduct of the Pursuit
a. Contact with the enemy must be gained and maintained. The

employment of Army aircraft provides observation of the enemy's
movements and early warning of substantial buildups.

b. Pursuit is accomplished by the use of two distinct forces. A
direct-pressure force exerts heavy pressure on the enemy. This force
drives in or envelops the enemy's covering forces or rear guards, forc-
ing the enemy's main body to halt and deploy to defend itself. The
direct-pressure force contains the enemy until an attack by the en-
circling force accomplishes the pursuit mission (fig. 83). At battalion
level there is a little difference between pursuit and other phases of
exploitation; at platoon and company level, there is almost none.

c. The mission of the encircling force is to get in the rear of the
enemy, block his retreat, then attack to destroy him in conjunction
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ENCIRCLING FILE

•~'~,-'/~ ~ ~zTO CUT OFF ENEMY'S RETREAT AND
STRIKING HEAD OF MAIN BODY

DIRECT PRESSURE FORCE ENVELOPING .* -
ENEMY REAR GUARD AND ATTACKING
REAR OF MAIN BODY

Figulre 83. Actions of the direct-pressiure force and encircling force in pursv8it.

with an attack by the direct-pressure force. When terrain and tac-
tical conditions permit, the encircling force advances along routes
parallel to the enbmy's route of withdrawal to reach critical points-
defiles, bridges, etc.-prior to the arrival of the enemy's main body.
However, when the enemy cannot be outdistanced, the encircling force
may strike the enemy's flank.

306. Logistics During Exploitation
a. In the exploitation, battalion combat trains usually are located

near the tail of the battalion column. Security for the trains is pro-
vided by their proximity to the combat elements and by the rear guard.
When the'battalion becomes engaged, the combat trains move into an
area which affords some security by reason of cover, concealment, and
pr6ximity to combat elements. At night the combat trains occupy
the center of the battalion's perimeter defense.

b. Supply lines for an exploitationlusually are extended over long
distances. This necessitates increased protection for trains and supply
convoys. The extended supply lines may make it necessary to increase
the number of vehicles in the combat trains. In rare instances, all
the battalion logistical elements may be located in the combat trains.
Plans should be formulated and fully coordinated with the supporting
agencies for resupply by air in the event surface means are over ex-
tended or interrupted by enemy action.

c. Ammunition expenditures during an exploitation are usually
light, while consumption of fuel and lubricants is heavy. To meet
this increased need for fuel and lubricants, all kitchen equipment may
be unloaded or consolidated on a few trucks, with the empty kitchen
trucks being used to supplement the fuel and lubricant trucks.
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d. Each vehicle should carry at least a five-day supply of opera-
tional rations (either small-detachment or individual combat type)
rather than the normally prescribed three-day supply.

e. During an exploitation, the percentage of vehicles lost due to
combat action decreases, but the percentage lost through mechanical
failures increases. Maintenance personnel must direct their efforts
toward making minor repairs on the maximum number of vehicles
rather than major repairs on a few. Vehicles which can be repaired
by the battalion may be towed forward, by organic means, to the next
assembly area. Vehicles which camnot be repaired by the battalion are
towed to the battalion axis of evacuation, and their location and con-
dition are reported to the supporting ordnance elements.

f. Personnel casualties from combat decrease, but problems of medi-
cal evacuation increase because wounded men must be moved over
longer distances to medical installations.

g. Plans should be made for the use of Army aircraft to deliver
critical items of supply and to evacuate serious medical casualties.

Section IX. PASSAGE OF LINES
307. General

a. The commitment of one unit through another constitutes a pas-
sage of lines. A passage of lines may be required in order to'contihtle
the momentum of the attack with fresh troops, to change the direction
of the attack, or to exploit a weakness in the enemy position.

b. The passage of an armor unit through another unit requires care-
ful planning and close coordination between the units involved. Due
to differences in organization and techniques of operation, the passage
of armor through infantry is more difficult than is its passage through
another armor unit. Regardless of the type ulit being passed through
certain principles and procedures must be applied.

308. Planning for Passage of Lines
a. Plan of Maneuver. The plan of maneuver is based on the factors

of METT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and troops available).
The plan of maneuver normally determines the location at which the
passage of lines will take place. If possible, the passage should be
made through an area lightly held by the forces in contact; ideally,
it is made through a gap in the front lines of the forces in contact.

b. Reconnaissance. A thorough reconnaissance should be made by
commanders and key personnel of the unit making the passage. This
reconnaissance should cover routes to the area of the unit through
which the passage will take place. It also covers the area itself, in-
cluding existing troop locations; proposed positions, and proposed
locations of individual combat vehicles if necessary. A visual recon-
naissance should be made of the area forward of the front-line posi-
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tion; Army aircraft may make or assist in this reconnaissance. In
reconnoitering, particularly in the area forward of friendly front
lines, care must be taken not to alert the enemy by offering indications
that a passage of lines is to be made. It may be necessary to limit the
nmnber and size of reconnmmissance parties, or it may be advisable to
use vehicles and aircraft of the units in contact.

c. Intelligence. The units in contact should provide all possible in-
formation of the enemy and the terrain to their front. This informna-
tion should include strength, disposition. and composition of enemy
forces, and location of enemy armor, antitank weapons, and antitank
obstacles within the proposed zone of action.

d. Location of Antitank Obstacles. The units in contact should
provide detailed information on locations of friendly antitank ob-
stacles that have been installed forward of their positions. This is
especially important if the passage is to take place at night. Provi-
sioni must be made to clear lanes through friendly minefields. If
friendly obstacles are likely to seriously interfere with the progress
of the armor unit, it may be necessary for units in contact to remove
some of them.

e. Fire Support. The fire-support agencies of the units in contact
normally are integrated into the fire-support plan of the unit making
the pissage, Artillery liaison officers, forward observers, forward air
controllers, and mortar platoon leaders of the unit making the passage
should contact their counterparts within the unit in contact, in order
to exchange information and to make detailed plans for supporting the
operation.

f. Piorities of Routes and Areas. The higher headquarters di-
recting the passage normally establishes an overall priority on routes
and areas. If it does not, such a priority must be established by agree-
ment between the commanders concerned. Complete information on
routes to be used and areas to be occupied' should be disseminated as
early as possible, to avoid confusion and delay.

g. Movement Into the Area. The routes established for movement
into the forward areas must be well marked and controlled. The
unit in contact provides capable guides, down to platoon level if
possible, instructing and rehearsing them in their duties. Each
guide meets his elements of the passing unit before it enters the area,
and conducts it to a prearranged position within the area. For
increased security, the movement of armor into the forward areas
normally is conducted at night; such movements require stringent
control and thorough planning and reconnaissance. Artillery fire
may be employed during the movement, to cover the noise of the
armor vehicles. If the movement is conducted during daylight, smoke
may be placed on known enenly observation posts and forward posi-
tions. While the passing unit and the unit in contact are together
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in the area, the resulting concentration presents a good target for
enemy atomic attack. Therefore, the passage should be completed
as quickly as possible. During the period of concentration, maximum
passive defense measures against atomic attack should be taken.

h. Line of Departure. VWhen a passage of lines is being made at
night, the line of departure for the attack is the line held by the for-
ward elements of the unit in contact. In a daylight passage, normal
considerations apply in the selection of a line of departure.

309. Liaison and Coordination in Passage of Lines
a. Liaison. As soon as it is determined that a passage of lines

will be made, liaison must be established between the passing unit
and the unit in contact. At battalion level, liaison officers are ex-
changed until completion of the operation. At company and platoon
level, command liaison is maintained.

b. Coordination. Thorough coordination is essential to the suc-
cess of a passage of lines. This cannot be overemphasized. Nor-
mally, the unit in contact is given the definite mission of "assisting
in the passage."

Section X. NIGHT ATTACKS
310. General

a. Night attacks may be launched to exploit success, to gain an
important terrain feature for further operations, to avoid heavy loss
in an attack on a strongly defended locality, or to attract enemy re-
serves from some other sector of the line. The employment of armor
insures taking full advantage of the psychological advantage an
attacker possesses at night. Many night attacks by armor are con-
tinuations of actions started during the day. Frequently, night at-
tacks by armor will be attacks from march column. Basically, night
attacks are conducted in the same manner as daylight attacks. I-ow-
ever, in night attacks the problem of control and coordination is
greater, dispersion is less, and movement is slower.

b. Simplicity, secrecy, and surprise are particularly important in
night attacks. Such attacks require detailed and careful planning,
and precision and coordination in execution. This is particularly
true of night attacks against organized resistance.

311. Illumination for Night Attacks
a. General. Night attacks may be conducted with or without illumi-

nation. When illumination is used, the attacker may sacrifice much
of the secrecy ordinarily gained at night. However, a skillful use of
battlefield illumination devices over a period of time may assist in
deceiving the enemy as to the exact location of the real attack. The
illumination may be extended for a considerable distance on both
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flanks, so as not to disclose the exact area of the attack. Otherwise,
only the amount of illumination required to accomplish the mission
should be used. Illumination may be used during all phases of the
attack or during the final assault only. For example, in order to
maintain secrecy and gain maximum surprise, all movements prior
to the final assault may be made without illumination. When the
enemy becomes aware of the attack and no further surprise can be
gained by continuing it in darkness, illumination is provided and
the attack continues in the same manner as a daylight attack.

b. Illlnmination by Searchlight. Illumination by searchlight is of
two types-direct light and indirect light.

(1) When used for direct illumination, searchlights are placed
where the light beams can shine directly on the target area.
Direct illumination tends to blind the enemy. The search-
lights may have to move frequently.

(2) When used for indirect illumination (artificial moonlight),
searchlights are placed in defiladed positions 3,000 to 8,000
yards behind the area to be illuminated. Illumination is
obtained either by reflection from the clouds or by diffusion
of the beams. Under good conditions, the intensity of indi-
rect light will be approximately that of a quarter to half
moon. The lighted area is relatively large, so that the exact
location of the attack is not apparent to the enemy.

c. Illumination by Pyrotechnics. Pyrotechnics are devices which
burn to furnish a bright light for a limited time (fig. 84). Illumi-
nating shells and air-delivered flares provide rapid, accurate, and
flexible means of providing illumination. Ground signals, illumi-
nating grenades, and trip flares can temporarily illuminate an area
in the immediate vicinity of an individual or a unit. They are not
suitable for producing continuous illumination.

d. White phosphorus ammunition may be used for designating
points or small areas, such as the limits of the objective; it is of little
value for illuminating a larger area.

312. Fire Support for Night Attacks
a. Supporting fires are planned as for a daylight attack and may

be employed before, during, and after the attack. To assist in gain-
irg sluprise, the attacking force may advance within assaulting dis-
tance of the objective without the aid of supporting fires. Once the
assault on the objective begins, fires are delivered to support the at-
tack, to isolate the objective, and to prevent or limit counterattack.
Special precautions must be taken to avoid the effects of night blind-
ness when atomic weapons are used-in support of night attacks.

b. The continuation of normal supporting fires does not alert the
enemy to an impending attack, but it does assist in maintaining secrecy
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by hiding the noise of moving tanks and armored personnel carriers.
c. Positions for supporting weapons are reconnoitered and marked,

and firing data is prepared, during daylight. Movement of weapons
is accomplished under cover of darkness. In a night attack by a
battalion task force, it may be desirable to provide all supporting
fires from units not in the task force. When this is done, all the
battalion's supporting weapons can follow the attacking echelon to
the objective by bounds.

313. Preparation for the Night Attack
a. The preparations made by the battalion commander for a night

attack against an organized position are similar to those made for a
daylight attack. Emphasis is placed on-

(1) Prompt issuance of warning orders.
(2) The exact lateral limits, and the limit of advance, for each

unit.
(3) Plans for illumination and for supporting fires.

b. Daylight reconnaissance by all leaders is desirable in preparing
for any night operation. Aerial photographs of the area should be
obtained and distributed at least down to company level. Daylight
reconnaissance of terrain not held by friendly troops is usually lim-
ited to observation from Army aircraft and from friendly front lines.
It may be necessary to send out night patrols to obtain detailed infor-
mation of the terrain and of the location and strength of enemy secu-
rity elements. Maximum effort is made to locate enemy minefields,
and plans are made to breach these and other obstacles before the
attack.

314. Plan of Night Attack
In general, the plan for a night attack goes into greater detail than

one for a daylight attack. Detailed measures arle prescribed to insure
coordination and control between attacking and supporting elements,
and to maintain security, secrecy, and communication.

a. Whenever possible, units advance in column formations with
minimum distances. Roads, fences, stream lines, and similar terrain
features are designated as directional guides and as boundaries. Arti-
ficial aids to keeping direction include wire and tape. Tracers and
pyrotechnics may be used to mark the objective, to assist in maintain-
ing direction. Infrared vision devices may be used to assist in
control.

b. In a night attack, surprise is obtained chiefly through secrecy.
Measures to obtain secrecy include-

(1) Restricting the size and activities of parties engaged in re
colnnaissance and other preparations.

(2) Periodically firing concentrations along the entire front.
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(3) Illuminating areas other than the attack area, to mislead
the enemy.

(4) Attacking at an unexpected time from an unexpected di-
rection.

(5) Allowing firing only on order of designated leaders.
e. Means of identification for all personnel and vehicles during

darkness are prescribed. Standard items of issue, such as luminous
buttons and tape, may be used. A white cloth armband around each
upper arm is suitable. Vehicles should be marked on the rear. Elec-
tronic equipment should be used extensively for friend-or-foe
identification.

d. The illumination plan is coordinated with the battalion plan of
attack. When illunlinating shells are fired by mortar and artillery
units, liaison agents and forward observers of such units provide
control. If flares are dropped by aircraft, control measures are
arranged with the air unit mlaling the flight. When the illumination
is by searchlight, the searchlight units may be attached to, or placed
in general or dniect support of, attacking units.

e. Communication facilities are coordinated during the planning
phase. Radio is the primary means of communication. Supplemen-
tary means, such as wire and pyrotechnic signals, are planned and
are used if necessary. Electronic devices may be used for guiding
troops to the objective or for assembling units that have lost control.

315. Plan of Maneuver for Night Attack
a. Extent of Xlaneuver. The amount of maneuver possible during

a night attack depends mlainly on the objective and the visibility. It
is difficult to change direction. Extensive maneuvering increases the
danger of firing on friendly troops. Attacks normally are made in
one direction and in a relatively close formation.

b. Movenment After Cro.ssing Line of Departure. If possible, the
attack should be made against an enemy flank. However, after the
line of departure is crossed, all movement should be made directly
toward the objective without any changes in direction.

c. Time of Attack.
(1) When a general attack is to be continued at daylight, a night

attack may be made after midnght to deny the enemy enough
time to organize an effective counterattack. The attack
should begin early enough to complete the capture of the
objective before daylight.

(2) Whenl the mission is to capture, organize, and defend an
objective, the attack should be rmade as soon after dark as
possible. A limited-objective attack may be launched soon
after dark to strike the enemy when he is attempting to
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organize or reinforce his position, or when enemy attack
or withdrawal is expected.

(3) To obtain surprise, a time unpredictable to the enemy should
be designated.

d. Formation. Companies usually cross the line of departure
abreast in column of platoons. Intervals between company columns
are such that units may be further deployed when necessary. Deploy-
ment to a line formation is made when forced by enemy action or for
the final assault. A line fornation.may be used from the attack posi-
tion forward if conditions of visibility permit visual observation
between vehicles. The rate of advance is timed to produce a simul-
taneous assault on the objective by the leading units.

e. Line of Departure. If no suitable terrain feature is available for
the line of departure, it may be indicated by improvised means.

f. Attack Position. If possible, the attack position should accom-
modate the attacking unit in the exact formation that it will use in
crossing the line of departure. The selected area should have a mini-
mum of obstacles and should be on the axis of advance, immediately
behind the line of departure. Positive control measures are used
during the movement to the attack position in order to minimize
confusion, loss of direction, and loss of secrecy.

g. Limit of Advance. To retain control and to prevent the assault
echelon from being endangered by friendly fires, the commander estab-
lishes a limit of advance, both in depth and to the flanks of the objec-
tive, beyond which troops do not go. This limit should follow terrain
features that are recognizable at night. Protective fires delivered
just beyond this limit will isolate the objective.

316. Orientation of Personnel for Night Attack
Briefing of all personnel of the attacking units is necessary. When-

ever possible, the briefing is accompanied by an illustration of the plan
of attack on a terrain model. The attack is rehearsed when possible,
to a degree consistent with the time available and secrecy desired.

317. Conduct of the Night Attack
a. Control. The commander of each unit remains well forward.

Column commanders constantly check on direction and contact, and
closely control their units to prevent premature assault.

b. Security. If enemy security forces are encountered during the
advance, the leading elements dispose of them. Lateral contact is
made by patrols.

c. Unplanned Deployment. Action of enemy security forces may
force leading elements to-deploy before the.time planned. If possible,
elements that are forced to deploy will re-form in column after the
resistance has been reduced. Unless forced to halt by the action of
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the leading units, the remaining elements continue to advance. Units
that lose contact with the adjacent units should regain contact while
continuing to move forward toward their own objectives.

d. AssauZt. Deployment may be forced by enemy action, or it may
be done according to prearranged plan. The deployment is com-
pleted without halting; any prolonged halt at this stage of the attack
increases the chance of detection. Precautions are taken to prevent
units from launching a premature assault because of scattered enemy
firing. After deployment, the attack is continued as rapidly as pos-
sible. Armored infantry remain mounted until they arrive on the
objective or until dismounted action is required. When further sur-
prise cannot be achieved, illumination is initiated or increased to allow
assaulting troops to take aimed shots and to move more rapidly.
Every effort is made to maintain the line formation and prevent it
from breaking up into isolated groups.

318. Actions on the Objective in a Night Attack
Security elements are sent out far enough to warn of enemy forces

forming for counterattack within assaulting distance of the captured
position. If they must go beyond the established limit of advance,
their movements are carefully coordinated with the protective fires of
artillery and mortars. Prior to daylight, all elements should be in

* position, prepared to continue the attack or defend the position.

Section XI. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN OFFENSIVE
OPERATIONS

319. General
'a. This section discusses situations in which the nature of the enemy

position or terrain requires additional considerations in the planning
and execution of offensive operations. Included are the following:

(1) Attack of a fortified area (pars. 320-322).
(2) Attack of a built-up area (pars. 323-329).
(3) Attack of a defile (pars. 330 and 331).
(4) Attack in woods (pars. 332-337).
(5) Attack of a river line (pars. 338-342).
(6) Minefield breaching (pars. 343-345).

b. Attacks made at night or during periods of poor visibility, which
also require additional considerations, are covered in paragraphs 310
through 318.

c. Special operations are covered in chapter 11.

320. Attack of a Fortifiedl Area-General
The attack of a fortified area is made by a combined-arms assault

force consisting of tanks, armored infantry, field artillery, engineers,
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and tactical air when available. FM 31-50 covers in detail the attack
of fortifications.

a. Reconnaissance of Fortified Positions. A thorough estimate of
the situation, and detailed plans and orders, are essential in an attack
against a fortified position. The estimate is based on a thorough re-
connaissance. The reconnaissance starts with a preliminary map and
aerial photo study, after which all commanders make extensive per-
sonal reconnaissance. Observation posts, patrols, interrogation of
civilians, and Army aircraft are used to gain information. The re-
connaissance seeks information on-

(1) Location of fortifications, such as pillboxes.
(2) Location of obstacles, such as minefields, wire, and trenches.
(3) Details of fortifications-embrasures, thickness of concrete

and steel, entrances and exits, underground organization, etc.
'(4) Location and type of enemy weapons.
(5) Defiladed approaches to the position.
1(6) Positions from which direct-fire support can be furnished to

the assaulting force.
b. Organization of the Assault Teams. The assault teams normally

are built around armored rifle platoons with tanks supporting each
team. The assault team is normally divided into one or two flank
groups as needed, an assault group, and a support group. Each
group may have tanks in support. Each man and each vehicle on the
team is given a special mission to perform. The teams must be al-
lowed as much time as possible for rehearsals and reconnaissance.
Normally, each team is assigned only one pillbox, bunker, or similar
fortification at a time.

c. Employment of Tanks Against Fortifications. The tanks nor-
mally provide direct-fire support to the assault teams (fig. 85). They
fire at embrasure openings and attempt to destroy the fortification.
Tanks usually follow other elements of the team, but must be close
enough to give direct support at all times. Tanks not attached to an
assault team may be used to give additional fire support from hull-
down positions.

d. Enployment of Flame Throwers Against Fortifications. Both
portable and mechanized flame throwers may be used in the assault
teams. The flame thrower is an effective weapon for the last-minute,
close-in protection of men placing breaching charges and for mopping
up the fortification after it has been breached.

e. Use of Smoke Against Fortifications. Smoke may be used to
screen the entire front, to cover the movement of troops into position,
to screen one or both flanks of a gap created by unequal advance of
units, to screen an area outside of the immediate action, or to blind
observation posts and fortifications that cannot be neutralized by other
weapons. Even though the attack is made during darkness, smoke
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may be valuable to counter the possible enemy use of illuminating
flares and shells. The use of smoke must be coordinated, to insure
that it will not interfere with the need for direct fire on fortifications
and for ground observation by the assault teams. If conditions are
at all favorable, every effort should be made to blind fortifications that
can support those being attacked.

f. Orders for Attack for Fortifications. Orders for an attack on a
fortified position normally are issued in great detail. The attack on
each bunker and defensive work is individually planned and is co-
ordinated with attacks on adjacent fortifications. The order includes
detailed instructions to each assault team, including positions, routes
to be followed, time to open fire, types of fire to be used, areas in which
teams may fire, and the general conduct and action of each team.

321. Conduct of the Attack of Fortifications
a. The attack usually starts with intense artillery fire and with the

laying of a smoke screen if conditions are favorable. Aerial bom-
bardment of the fortifications is also desirable. While the artillery
is firing, routes are cleared of antipersonnel mines by use of grapnels
or other means. Demolition snakes may be used to clear antitank
mines (fig. 86). When paths have been cleared, the assault teams
move forward as rapidly as possible (fig. 87), under the cover of
maximum fires. Supporting direct-fire weapons fire at embrasures
and ports in the fortifications.

b. The flank groups direct their fire at any open emplacement on
the flanks of the fortification. The banks and machineguns of all
groups fire at embrasures to keep them closed. If the fortification
is protected by wire, a path through the wire must be made by wire-
cutting parties, by tanks, or by bangalore torpedoes. If possible,
the assault group advances over ground not covered by fire from the
embrasures. The tank guns cease fire on signal of the assault team
commander; and the machineguns, both tank and ground, cease fire
when masked. Fire from antitank rockets and flame throwers, di-
rected against embrasures, may be used by the assault group to assist
in covering the advance of a demolition party at close range. Upon
breaching the fortification, the assault group rushes the emplacement
and, with hand grenades and portable flame throwers, overcomes all
enemy resistance. Flank and support groups move up and cover
the reorganization of the team.

322. Other Considerations in Attack of Fortifications
a. Reorganization After Attack. During the mopup stage, tanks

are prepared to fire on probable avenues of enemy counterattacks.
Tanks which have been supporting the attack by fire are moved for-
ward to assist. Fresh teams are quickly moved forward to continue
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the attack without delay, and the process of deepening and widening
the breach is continued.

b. Use of Tank Dozers. In the initial phase of the attack, the tank
dozer may be used to assist in reducing obstacles. As soon as the
assault team closes on the fortification, the tank dozers are moved
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Figure 87. Assaelt of the objective. Antitunk obstacles are quickly reduced
to ciable talks to move in. The attack is about to continue to pillbox No. 3.

forward in order to be available to cover the openings of the fortifica-
tion with dirt. This is anl effective way of imnmobilizing any enemy
troops who refuse to surrender.

e. Artillery Assault Fire. When the nature of the enemy position
is suclh that usual direct-fire means and supporting fires cannot neu-
tralize the fortification, self-propelled medium or heavy artillery may
be used in an assault fire role.
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d. Use of Atomic Weaponrs. Extensively fortified areas present a
difficult target for destruction by atomic weapons. By careful selec-
tion of weapons alnd height of burst, however, severe damage and re-
sultant shock action can be created to permit exploitation by armor
units without causing an unacceptable hazard from radioactive fall-
out. In this connection, even if a moderate degree of contamination
is present, which would be dangerous to dismounted troops, armor is
capable of exploiting quickly while the shock action and confusion
created by the use of atomic weapons still exist.

323. Attack of a Built-Up Area-General
Armor units bypass built-up areas if practicable; however, it is

impossible to avoid all villages and towns. Combat in built-up areas
is characterized by close fighting, restricted maneuver, restricted ob-
servation and fields of fire, and difficult control and coordination.
As a result, combat in such areas consists of a series 'of small-unit
actions. For details of combat in towns, see FIMI 31-50.

a. When it is known that a built-up area is defended, a coordinated
attack is launched. The attacking force may be composed of an
armored-infantry-heavy direct-aassault force and a tank-lheavy en-
veloping force (fig. 88). Both forces are supported by coordinated
fires.

6. The enveloping force has the following mission:
(1) Prevent the escape of the enemy.
(2) Prevelrt reinforcements from entering the towvn.
(3) Provide direct-fire support for the direct-assault force.
(4) Protect the direct-assault force from counterattack.

c. Regardless of the size of the town, and whether or not an en-
veloping force is used, the attack normally is planned in four phases.

(1) Phase I is designed to isolate the city by seizure of terrain
features whichll dominate approaches.

(2) Phase II consists of the advance of the assault force into
the built-up area and penetration of the area on a narrow
front.

(3) Phase III begins at the point where the main enemy defenses
have been penetrated. A rapid advance, mounted if possible,
is made to a preselected, defendable location well within the
built-up area (fig. 89).

(4) Phase IV is the systematic clearance of enemy defenders
from the built-up area. This phase takes place from the in-
terior base of operations occupied in phase III.

d. The attack does not stop or slow down between phases I and
II. Phase III frequently begins while phase II is still under way,
since each unit acts immediately to' exploit any foothold it gains.
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MECHANIZED
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Figure 88. When it is known that a town is defended, a coordinated attack is

launched. ITe attlaking force may be composed of a direct-assault force
strong in armored infantry and an encircling force strong in tanks.
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CONSOLIDATE HERE AND
WORK OUTWARD AGAINS
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Ass ing orce esI I dly

Assaulting force advances rapidly
on a norrow front clearing axiol
routes only; fans out to clear areas
on flanks; and joins with envelop-
ing force as soon as possible.

Figure 89. Attack of a built-up area.
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324. Missions of the Armored Infantry in the Attack of a Built-
Up Area

The missions of the armored infantry element of a combined-arms
force engaged in the attack of a built-up area include-

a. Location of targets for engagement by tank weapons.
b. Neutralization and destruction of enemy antitank weapons.
c. Assaulting and reducing positions, and clearing buildings under

the covering fire of tanks.
d. Protection of tanks against individual antitank measures.
e. Security and defense of the area once cleared.

325. Mission of Tanks in Street Fighting
Typical tank missions during street fighting are to-
a. Neutralize enemy positions by machinegun fire to allow the

armored infantry to rush them and close with the enemy.
b. Destroy enemy strongpoints by fire of their main guns. The

tank commander employs armor-piercing ammunition to breach walls,
and follows with high explosive or white phosphorus to kill or drive
out the enemy. The tanks first fire into the ground floor of a de-
fended building, forcing defenders either into basements, where
armored infantry can attack them, or into upper stories, where tank
fire can destroy them.

c. Destroy barricades across the streets.
d. Force entry for infantry into buildings when doorways are

blocked by debris, obstacles, or enemy fire.
e. Take under fire any other targets indicated by the armored in-

fantry (fig. 90).
f. Establish roadblocks, and barricades if necessary.

326. Employment of Tanks in Street Fighting
a. Streets and alleys constitute readymade fire lanes and killing

zones. All vehicular traffic is greatly restricted and canalized and
is subject to ambush and close-range attack by various weapons. In-
dividual tanks are at a further disadvantage because their main guns
cannot be depressed or elevated sufficiently to fire into the basements
or upper floors of buildings at close range.

b. When a platoon of tanks forms part of the team of combined
arms, one section advances with the leading armored infantry. The
other section supports by overhead and flank main gun and machine-
gun fire (fig. 91). At least a squad of armored infantry should re-
main with these tanks to furnish local security.

c. Tanks employ high explosive ammunition against street barri-
cades and houses containing snipers. Steeples, tall chimneys, and
other structures likely to contain enemy artillery observers are
promptly destroyed. Crew members must be alert to detect pillboxes
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Figure~~ ~ 91 Tak- oprtngwtimt h a rmored infantry
43_7256 . '57~~ -10 /2. The other section provides fire

3. Armored infantry and engineers
/I~~~ ~~check each building for enemy

*Z~ b~troops,. booby traps,and prenpored
/· demolitions - advancing across

roof tops or breaking through
U ~OJ, ~ o~waolls, if necessary.

.Figure 91. Tanks operating witl disnllounted alrmored infantry.
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which may be built into houses along the street and camouflaged.
Tanks should not halt, nor move slowly, too close to buildings not
held by friendly troops, because enemy troops might drop explosives
or inflammables upon them. All bridges and overpasses should be
checked for mines and for weight-carrying capacity. Booby traps
of all varieties are to be expected. Tanks should not move singly,
and specific riflemen should be charged with protection of specific
tanks.

d. Moving tanks keep fairly close to the buildings on either side of
the street, covering the opposite side and firing at anything suspi-
cious (fig. 92). If the street is narrow and resistance is determined,
tank commanders may button up, but this is avoided whenever pos-
sible. All tank crew members are alert to detect signals from the
infantry details in the houses to each flank. Tank commanders keep
their personal weapons and hand grenades ready for close-in defense.
The platoon leader is on the alert for ambushes or attacks from the
rear (fig. 93).

327. Planning the Attack of a Built-Up Area
a. Obtaining Information. In addition to the usual items of infor-

mation, the commander needs to know the layout of the town; the
location of the public utility plants, government buildings, and sup-
ply installations; the type of buildings; and the size of city blocks.
Sources of information are normal intelligence channels, local inhab-
itants, maps and aerial photos, reconnaissance patrols, prisoners, and
standard travel publications. Town plans (fig. 94) are valuable
sources of information. If town plans are not available, large-scale
maps (1: 25,000 or larger scale if available) should be used.

b. Control Measures. The conduct of a systematic house-by-house
clearance of all or a major portion of a built-up area requires the
adoption of specific and well-disseminated control measures. Such
measures include-

(1) Boundaries. WVien the area in which the clearing opera-
tions are being conducted contains buildings which are widely
scattered with open spaces between and behind them, the
boundaries are habitually located in the center of the block,
both sides of the street being assigned to one unit. The
problem is somewhat more complex when the area is com-
pletely built up; however, the principle of one unit being
responsible for both sides of the street (usually a company
in a major built-up area) is still sound, and the boundaries
should be so placed rather than having a divided responsi-
bility on a single street.

(2) Objectives. Objectives are specific but limited. The assign-
ment of major road intersections, principal buildings, or
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Figure 94. Town plans showy all buildings, strccts, and alleys of the town.
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other readily identifiable physical features facilitates control.
The numbering of the buildings along the route of attack
simplifies the assignment of objectives and reporting.

(3) Phase lines. Phase lines may be employed to further con-
trol or regulate the advance of attacking forces. Physical
features such as principal streets, rivers, trolley lines, or
railroads are appropriate for use as phase lines.

(4) Check points. Street corners, buildings, railway crossings,
or bridges may be designated as check or contact points.

(5) Communication. Radio commnnication within major built-
up areas will normally be greatly restricted: Increased
reliance must be placed on visual signals and messengers.
In extended operations, extensive use may be made of wire.

c. Use of Atomic Weapons. Atomic weapons are unlikely to be used
in conjunction with a ground attack on a built-up area. Except in
the case of a large city, the atomic weapon alone would effectively de-
stroy the built-up area. In any event, the progress of the ground at-
tack would be seriously hampered by the effects of an atomic
explosion. Too, an atomic explosion would tend to make the town or
city unusable as a base for future operations by friendly forces.

d. Evacuation of Wounded. Fighting in built-up areas presents
the problem of evacuating wounded from rooftops and the upper
stories of buildings. This may require additional litter bearers and
the use of special evacuation equipment. A plan should be made for
marking buildings which contain wounded personnel.

e. Resupply of Ammunition. Plans must be made to provide the
types of ammunition which are used in this type of operation, and to
keep ammunition supply points well forward. Mobile supply points
down to team level may be necessary. Armored personnel carriers
may be used to resupply assault echelons.

328. Conduct of the Attack of a Built-Up Area
a. Phase I. This phase is best accomplished through the use of a

minimum force of combined arms, heavy in tanks, to secure critical
terrain commanding the approaches to the built-ulp area. Through
the establishment of roadblocks, long-range fires, and, if necessary,
limited offensive action, this force secures the built-up area from re-
inforcement and destroys forces that may attempt to withdraw.

b. Phase II. The initial penetration is made on a narrow front
with tanks leading. All available supporting fires are concentrated
at the point selected for entry. During this phase the advantage is
with the defender, and his resistance will be the strongest. The as-
saulting force can expect to encounter barricades, antitank mines and
obstacles, and effective direct antitank fire with good fields of fire.
This advantage can be minimized if the initial assault is conducted
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with maximum speed, capitalizing on the concentrated organic and
supporting fires and the psychological effect of massed armor. The
probabilities of success are increased if the assault is launched from
an unexpected direction, preferably in the early morning just before
first light, during other periods of limited visibility, or under the
cover of smoke. In order to effect the penetration on a narrow front,
a column formation is normally employed in the initial assault. The
use of a column formation should not imply that all elements of the
assaulting force are in column. A wide variety of column formations
may be employed by a commander conducting the assault. For ex-
ample, a battalion task force may employ a task force column with
each of its company teams in line, wedge, or echelon. Such a forma-
tion tends to shorten the length of the task force column, thus reduc-
ing the time necessary to move the column into the built-up area.
Regardless of the formation employed, the leading elements of the as-
saulting force should use a formation which facilitates the delivery
of maximum fire on the point of penetration. Engineers, mechanized
flame throwers, and mine-detection or mine-detonating tanks or ve-
hicles (if available) should be included in the assaulting force. Ar-
tillery air bursts are placed over the point selected for entry to prevent
the enemy from manning crew-served or individual antitank weapons.
The armored infantry remain mounted and are carried as far forward
as possible. In the attack of a strongly defended area, the armored in-
fantry will usually have to dismount to assist in the assault of the
outer defense and to provide close-in protection for the tanks. Des-
ignated fire teams or squads may be assigned to work with a particular
tank. Direct communication between the rifle squad or fire team leader
and the tank commander is maintained by visual signals and by use
of the external interphone. When operating dismounted, the armored
infantry should remain to the rear of their assigned tank to avoid
masking its fires and to protect themselves from fires directed at the
tank. The armored infantrymen working with each tank report to the
tank commander targets he cannot observe. The armored infantry
are prepared to deliver fire on targets the tanks cannot engage and to
protect the tanks from short-range individual antitank weapons.
When it is necessary for the dismounted armored infantry to ma-
neuver to engage or destroy resistance holding up the advance, the
tanks support the armored infantry by fire, moving forward as soon
as possible. The armored personnel carriers follow as closely as pos-
sible'the advance of the tanks and dismounted armored infantry.
When possible, the fires of their vehicular machinegulns augment the
other fires of the assault or are used to cover critical areas on tile flanks
of the assaulting force. As soon as the situation permits, the armored
infantry remount their carriers and the advance continues mounted.

c. Phase ill. Phase III is primarily a street fighting action as the
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force advances to a preselected position well within the area from
which other operations will be conducted. This phase is conducted as
rapidly as possible but with positive measures being taken to protect
the flanks of the column during the movement. Tanks lead the column,
closely followed and supported by armored infantry. Except when
advancing on a wide street, rarely will it be possible to effectively
employ more than three tanks at the head of the column. The leading
tanks are followed by a mounted armored rifle platoon, followed by
the other section of the tank platoon. The automatic weapons of the
tanks and the vehicular machineguns of the carriers deliver continu-
ous fire, concentrating on the windows and rooftops of buildings. The
armored infantry remain mounted in their carriers until forced to dis-
mount to protect the tanks from individual antitank weapons fired
from buildings being passed, or fires from longer-range antitank
weapons fired from side streets or other emplacements. The armored
infantry may dismount to assist in the removal of obstacles or barri-
cades which have halted the advance of the tanks. When required to
dismount to secure the tanks from fire being received from buildings,
a rifle squad moves along each side of the street, keeping approximately
abreast of the lead tanks. Depending upon the resistance being en-
countered, the squad may challenge every doorway or ground floor
window by throwing in hand grenades and spraying the interior with
small-arms fire. Selected men in each squad should be assigned the
mission of observing for targets and engaging them in the upper floor
windows and rooftops of the building on the opposite side of the street.
The leading tanks meanwhile continue to fire at suspected enemy lo-
cations farther down the street. When resistance is heavy, each alley
or side street presents an ideal fire lane for enemy high-velocity tank
or antitank fire, and should be crossed with caution. The armored in-
fantry assist in crossing intersections by observing down the side
streets prior to the tanks crossing and by emplacing light machine-
guns on each corner, covering or firing in both directions. When a
serious antitank threat to the column's flank exists, a tank section and
a rifle squad with its carrier may be dropped off at each intersection
along the route. The forces may remain in position until the entire
force has passed, with the following company team assuming the lead
in the advance as the dropping off of these security forces depletes the
original lead company team (fig. 95); or following company teams
may relieve these forces, permitting them to continue the advance with
their company team. The procedure to be used must be deterniined
prior to the initiation of the operation.

d. Phase IV. Upon arrival at the previously selected position well
within the built-up area, immediate measures are taken to initiate a
position defense. As succeeding units arrive, they are placed in posi-
tion to strengthen its all-round defense. Barricades and roadblocks
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ROUTE OF A DVANCE

I'iuare 95. WVienl the antitank tlbreat to the cohltn 's flank is critical, security
forces may be dropped off at each nmajor itcrscctior, wcith the follo/oing com-
pany teamt assuming the lead as these secarity forces deplete thle original
colmpany teaal.

are emplaced where tank and smnlll-arlns fire can be directed down
principal streets leading into the area. Buildings in the immediate
vicinity are cleared of enemy and secured to deny their use by the

·enemy. Particular attention must be paid to rooftops, with armored
infantry observation and security posts being established and mainl-
tained on the highest roofs overlooking the area. The armored per-
sonnel carriers and the light machinegun squads are placed wherle their
fires can cover the primary dismounted routes into the area. If neces-
sary, tanks may be used to knock out the ground level fronts of
buildings so that thin-skinned and administrative vehicles may be
parked under cover. Platoon size patrols of armored infantry should
reconnoiter the immediate area surrounding the position to determine
the presence of any enemy forces posing an immediate threat to the
position. Local civilians, if any remain, and prisoners should be
thoroughly interrogated in an effort to determine the location, com-
position, and strength of the enemy forces within the built-up area.
The mission of the unit Ewill determine the extent of the methodical
block-by-block, house-by-house clearance of the area following the
completion of phase III. Missions assigned to a battalion task force
may vary from the seizure and holding of certain critical installa-
tions-such as a bridge, major road or rail confluence, or utility facil-
ity within the area-to the complete clearing of enemy forces from
the area. When the mission is the seizure of a specific critical objec-
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tive within the built-up area, the critical objective is usually within
the defended area described above, and the technique employed to
reach it is as previously covered in the conduct of phases II and III.
The mission of clearing the built-up area may be limited to the
elimination of isolated but organized groups of defenders. Platoon-
size combat patrols, usually with tank support, conduct aggressive
reconnaissance to determine the location of these resisting forces.
Combined-arms forces, usually of company team size, operate out of
the defended area to eliminate the enemy defenders located by the
combat patrols. Street fighting, if utilized, is conducted in the same
manner as described for phase III. The actual operation of clearing
enemy from dwellings and other buildings is conducted in the manner
outlined in FM 31-50. If the mission requires the complete clearance
of all defenders from the entire built-up area, detailed plans must be
made and specific control measures adopted. The area to be cleared
by a methodical house-to-house operation is divided into company
team zones of responsibility. Movement down defended streets, and
the mutual support provided by the tanks and armored infantry, are
conducted in the same manner as discussed for phase III. The fires
of the vehicular weapons of the armored personnel carriers and the
machinegun squads augment the fires of supporting tanks and are
employed to protect the flanks and rear and to isolate groups of
buildings which the rifle platoons are in the process of clearing.

329. Surprise Attack of a Weakly Held Town
When the enemy defenses are weak, or when the enemy is just

beginning to organize the town, the leading armor unit immediately
attacks from march column. In this situation, it is not essential that
the attacking force be predominantly armored infantry. It is impor-
tant that armored infantry be with the leading tanks as they enter
the town. The assaulting force drives directly to the center of the
town, then proceeds to attack outward.

330. Attack of a Defile-General
The methods of attacking a defile are similar to those used in the

attack of a fortified area. All armor units may be utilized, with the
tanks' principal mission initially being to provide close support.
Helicopters will be used to lift armored infantry if possible.

331. Conduct of the Attack of a Defile
a. The defile itself is the logical avenue of approach; but before

the attack can be launched, the defenses of the defile must be reduced.
As a rule, these defenses are not in the defile itself, but on the high
ground nearby. Seizure of this high ground usually forces the enemy
to evacuate the defile.
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6. In some cases a poorly defended defile can be rushed. Support-
ing tanks are used to cover the advance of the assaulting units. The
advance through a short defile is by a single bound, and should be
completed by the assaulting element before any other units advance.
If the defile is long, units may have to advance through it by bounds,
being careful to protect themselves against surprise.

e. The first, elements to pass through the defile rapidly organize
a "bridgehead" on the far side to ,protect following units as they
exit from the defile. Tanks are placed in position to counterattack
to protect this bridgehead. Units can also use this position to reor-
ganize after passing through the defile.

d. The manner of forcing a defile depends largely upon the manner
in which it is held and the accessibility of the enemy's flanks. If
small forces can be moved through or around the obstacles creating
the defile, an advance can be made on a broad front to outflank de-
fended areas.

332. Attack in Woods-General
The attack of a wooded area. is a task best suited for an infantry-

heavy force. Heavily wooded areas, like built-ip areas, restrict
mobility, limit visibility and fields of fire, and increase problems of
control. Fighting in woods is characterized by many small units ac-
tions. As a result, attacks in woods require detailed planning and
control measures, decentralized control, and thorough briefing of
subordinate commanders. AWhenever possible, tanks avoid combat
within wooded areas. They are better employed to bring direct fire
on positions located on the outer edges and to encircle the defended
wooded area. In the event that combat within the woods is unavoid-
able, dismounted infantry are essential for the protection of armored
vehicles. A frontal attack in woods is divided into three phases-

a. Attack and occupation of the neat edge.
b. Advance through the woods.
c. Exit from the woods.

333. Planning for Attack in Woods
Detailed planning, and the careful coordination of all the arms

and services involved, extend downward to every member of the indi-
vidual tank crews and of the rifle squads which support them. Meth-
ods of communication and target designation are especially impor-
tant. It is also necessary to develop a plan of supporting fires from
artillery and infanltry weapons as well as from the organic battalion
support weapons, and to make arrangements with the engineers for
route clearance or improvements. Tank dozers may be used to advmn-
tage. In atomic warfare, careful consideration must be given to tree
blowdown and fires which may occur in the area of attack as a result
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of employment of friendly atomic strikes. Similar consideration must
be given to the enemy atomic capabilities and the resultant obstacles
to tank movement which could result.

334. Attack of the Near Edge of the Woods
a. Accurate information is obtained about the density of the woods

and about roads, trails, streams, natural landmarks, and obstacles
within the woods. Much of this information can be obtained from
photographs. In addition, intensive ground patrolling determines the
location of hostile units defending the near edge of the woods. The
attack of a defended area near the edge of the woods is similar to the
attack of any organized area. The near edge of the woods, or a ter-
rain feature in which the near edge is included, is designated as the
objective. When the attack must cover ground entirely exposed to
the observation and fire of the enemy, it may be made under the con-
cealment of smoke or darkness. The methods of attack used are the
same as in the attack of an organized position.

b. When a foothold has been established in the woods, the assault
echelon consolidates and reorganizes. Distances and intervals be-
tween smaller units and supporting weapons are reduced, so that con-
tact can be maintained during the advance through the woods. Since
the edge of the woods is a good target for hostile artillery and avia-
tion, the consolidation and reorganization must be rapid. The com-
mander plans the reorganization and advance through the woods at
the same time he plans the attack against the near edge.

335. Advance Through the Woods
a. The actual tactics employed must be designed to overcome the

weapons and tactics of the enemy. Tanks will have to move slowly,
at short intervals and distances, to facilitate control and contact and
to insure mutual support. In heavily wooded areas, there are fre-
quent halts for reorganization, resupply, and orientation. Consumnp-
tion of fnel and ammunition is heavy.

b. Figure 96 shows a typical formation of a tank platoon ad-
v.ancing with dismounted armored infantry. along a trail in a wooded
area. The two leading tanks are echeloned to the right and left of
the trail. Dismounted infantry accompany each tank. This forma-
tion presents a less lucrative target to the enemy and provides mutual
fire support for each tank. The following section proceeds along the
trail ready to support the ldading tank section.

c. The team of combined arms advances together, the armored in-
fantry always maintaining close visual contact with the leading tanks
and locating targets for them. It is occasionally necessary for the
armored infantry to place fire on their own tanks in order to destroy
enemy tank hunters with magnetic mines and hand charges (fig. 97).
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d. Though wooded areas often severely limit maneuver, the possi-
bility of flanking action or flanking fire by a portion of the tanks is
alhays considered. The more difficult the terrain, the greater the
surprise obtained if a tank attack can be successfully lanclled across
it. The armored infantry must never let the leading tanks advance
out of sight. If this happens, the tanks may be knocked out by tank
hunters and antitank guns and the armored infantry subsequently
stopped by machinegun fire. Proper coordination of effort (fig. 98)
will prevent the enemy from separating tanks and armored infantry.

e. The armored infantry indicate targets by using tracer ammuni-
tion, the external tank interphone, or prearranged signals.

f. Resupply is a serious problem because of the large quantities of
fuel and ammunition consumed and difficulty of getting supplies
forward. Consequently, maintenance and supply personnel must op-
erate close behind attacking elements. In some instances, it may be
necessary to establish an advance supply point, or service park, at
company level.

336. Security in Wooded Areas
Security is of the utmost importance in operations in wooded areas,

where surprise, ambush, sniping, and infiltration tactics constanltly
are employed. Whenever an attacking tank-infantry element halts
for any reason, immediate provision must be made for all-round
security. Enemy groups may attack at any time from any direction.
Security demands constant vigilance, continuols and painstaking
reconnaissance, and intimate knowledge of the tactics and charac-
teristics of the enemy. A perimeter defense system is established
behind mines, booby traps, and barbed wire, and is covered by an
outer ring of dismounted armored infantrymen. Logistical elements
should be located in the center of the perimeter defense in order
to give them maximum protection.

337. Exit from Woods
The continuation of the attack from the far edge of the woods is

conducted like any other attack. Plans are usually made to re-
organize the assault echelon before it reaches the far edge, especially
when strong enemy resistance is expected after the woods are cleared.
Units and supporting weapons are redisposed, and frontages, zones
of action, and the formation of the unit are rearranged as necessary.
New objectives are assigned; if possible, they are terrain features
whose capture will mask the far edge of the woods from hostile
ground observation and direct fire. When practicable, supporting
weapons aire given general-support missions. Artillery and mortar
fires and smoke are planned to assist the exit.
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338. Attack of a River Line-General
Unfordalble rivers have a decisive effect on armor operations, be-

cause of the restrictions they impose on mobility. Plans for crossing
rivers are made well in advance. Armor should attempt to seize
bridges, or should make a hasty crossing rather than a more time-
consunillg deliberate crossing. The advance to the river line is made
on a broad front, and at great speed, to enhance the possibility of
seizing existing crossings or of permitting a hasty crossing. The
"swinmmingi " capability of the armored personnel carrier provides the
armor unit commander with a limited crossing means for use in
either hasty or deliberate crossings.

339. Assault River Crossings
a. Assault river crossings are classified as hasty and deliberate.

A hasty river crossing is defined as one in which the crossing is
executed in the shortest possible period of time with a minimum of
planning. As a result, a hasty river crossing is often characterized
by the piecemeal commitment of units as they become available. A
deliberate crossing is one in which a coordinated attack is launched
to seize and secure a bridgehead across the river to permit engineer
construction of a tactical bridge. Small armor units usually take
part in a deliberate crossing only as part of a penetration force
which is committed after the crossing has been made and the bridge-
head has been established. Deliberate crossings normally require a
concentration of troops which presents a lucrative target for enemy
atomic weapons. See FM 31-60.

b. Armor units should take advantage of their speed and mobility
to make crossings of opportunity whenever possible. These cross-
ings generally can be divided into three groups-

(1) Seizing crossing means (primarily bridges) intact by speed
and aggressiveness.

(2) Forcing crossings at fords against light or poorly organized
defenses.

(3) Forcing crossings of lightly defended streams with the as-
sistance of armored infantry and engineers.

An aggressive attack often makes it possible to seize bridges before

the enemy has had the opportunity to destroy them. Tanks attack
the bridge, killing, driving off, or capturing the defenders (fig. 99).
Armored infantry and engineers closely follow the tanks; thile engi-
neers remove or neutralize any demolitions found on the bridge, and
the armored infantry assist in defending it, Sometimes bridges are
only slightly damaged by enemy demolition and, if immediately
seized and repaired, can be used for the crossing of sufficient forces
to make a full-scale assault crossing unnecessary. When a ford must
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be improved before the tanks can cross, it may be necessary for
armored infantry to establish a bridgehead on the far bank to pro-
tect engineer personnel doing pioneer work on the ford.

340. Employment of Armored Infantry in River Crossing
Armored infantry is ideally suited for a hasty river crossing, due

to the amphibious nature of the armored personnel carriers (fig. 100).
For a detailed discussion of the employment of the armored person-
nel carrier in river-crossing operations, see appendix V. A hasty
river crossing is executed as is any attack, with minor differences or
points of emphasis as is discussed below.

a. Reconnaissance. This includes determination of the best crossing
sites, locations of fords, steepness of banks on both shores, speed of
culrrent flow, and conditions of banks. Other information sought
during reconnaissance is the same as for a normal attack.

b. Fire Support. Maximum fire support is brought to bear against
known and suspected enemy positions on the far shore. Smoke is often
employed to screen the crossing, particularly on the flanks. Tanks
support the crossing with direct fire.

c. Preparations for the Assault. - The precrossing procedures out-
lined in alipendix V are completed for each carrier. Life preservers
are worn by crew members.

d. Speed of /l'zExecution. The total elapsed time between approach
to the river line and the execution of the crossing must be held to a
minimum in order to insure success. Once started, the crossing is
completed with speed.

e. Formations. Formations depend on the availability of crossing
sites and of fire support. The crossing should be made in waves,
preferably formed by platoons, each in line formation.

f. Action on Far Shore. Should the steepness or condition of the
banks on the far shore not permit the armored personnel carriers to
leave the water, they are held against the banks while their squads
dismount through the top hatches and move onto the shore. Armored
personnel carriers may be used to ferry across other troops, ammuni-
tion, and fuel and lubricants should the need arise.

g. Crossings at Other Than iBridge Sites. Armored infantry may
make crossings at an undefended area other than the desired bridge
or crossing site, then move to the desired area. Once there, they hold a
bridgehead while the main crossing by following units is made.

341. Employment of Tanks in the Attack of a River Line
a. General. Tanks usually participate in an attack of a river line

as a part of a combined-arms team. The greater part of the available
tank units are held in reserve until a satisfactory bridgehead is estab-
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lished on the far bank. Certain tank units may be assigned the mission
of direct-fire support of the armored infantry crossing.

b. Fire Support. If tanks are to support the assault crossing by
direct fire, a reconnaissance must be made to determine the best posi-
tions from which tank fire support can be delivered. Tanks are
brought forward by covered routes to defiladed or dug-in positions.
Alternate positions are prepared as required. Positive arrangements
for control of the fire must be made with the units being supported,
so that the tank fires may be lifted, shifted, or stopped in a manner
similar to that of artillery and mortar fires. When employed in such
a role, tanks must be supplied with ammunition in excess of their
normal loads so that all tanks, when later employed across the river,
will have full loads of ammunition. Ammunition should be placed at
tank positions to avoid depleting basic loads and possible consequent
delay in moving across the river when crossing facilities are available.

a. Movement into Bridgehead. As soon as the armored infantry
have gained a foothold on the far bank, some reserve tank units may be
ferried across by the engineers to aid in enlarging the bridgehead and
defending it against hostile armor. In atomic warfare, care must be
taken to avoid overconcentration of tanks in the bridgehead area pre-
maturely, to avoid presenting a lucrative atomic target to the enemy;
it is necessary to expand the bridgehead quickly to avoid congestion.
However, because tank ferrying requires the same equipment used in
the floating bridge, ferrying over small streams is unusual. Since the
crossing site probably will be heavily smoked and under enemy fire,
the tank commander and his platoon leaders must act swiftly and
aggressively in moving to their assigned positions and establishing
liaison with the appropriate armored infantry units.

342. Expansion and Exploitation of a Bridgehead
Any bridgehead must be quickly expanded and secured to protect

the bridge site and permit assembly of forces within the bridgehead
area. The initial security and expansion of the bridgehead are nor-
mally accomplished by armored infantry, with tanks supporting by
direct fire from across the stream until they can cross. The attack
from the bridgehead and subsequent exploitation is a mission for
which armor is particularly well suited.

343. Minefield Breaching
a. General. Whllen an armor unit has the mission of attacking

through defended minefields or other obstacles, the commander nor-
mally uses armored infantry to gain a bridgehead on the far side of
the obstacle. As soon as the bridgehead is gained, engineers, often
assisted by armored infantry, reduce the obstacle and mark the gap
(fig. 101). Tanks, artillery, and mortars provide fire support during
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the operation. As soon as the obstacle is breached, the tanks and
other vehicles pass through it.

b. Locating Minefields.
(1) FM 20-32 covers in detail the procedures for detecting mine-

fields.
(2) Minefields should be expected in the following locations:

(a) In areas where there are prepared enemy defenses.
(b) On avenues of approach to enemy positions.
(c) On beaches and just off shore.

(3) Mines may be expected in the following locations:
(a) On roads.
(b) On the shoulders of roads, especially at turnouts, turns,

and defiles.
(c) In parking areas.
(d) At culverts.
(e) At crossroads and road junctions.
(f) In areas favorable for troop concentrations.

(4) When available, helicopters may be used to assist in the
detection of minefields. The helicopters operate generally
in the vicinity of leading elements 'of the advancing armor
units, reconnoitering suspected locations for mines as dis-
cussed in (2) and (3) above. Observed or suspected lo-
cations of mines are reported by radio. This technique is
especially useful in locating protective minefields during the
exploitation, pursuit, or advance to contact.

344. Action on Encountering a Minefield
Whenever a minefield is encountered, an attempt should immedi-

ately be made to bypass it. However, the minefield may have been
installed for the specific purpose of causing our forces to bypass into
an area, or along a route, which is favorable to the enemy. This
permits the enemy to employ intense concentrated fire or a counter-
attacking force at his choosing. Consequently, obvious bypasses
should be approached with caution. When a minefield cannot be
bypassed, because of the terrain or tactichl situation, breaching oper-
ations must be conducted.

a. If a minefield is detected before the unit has been committed-
(1) A reconnaissance is made for possible positions for enemy

antitank guns and machineguns which may be covering the
minefield.

(2) If the attacking force includes infantry, the tanks cover the
infantry's advance and reconnaissance of the minefields.
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b. If a minefield is discovered during an attack and the field is
covered by enemy fire-

(1) If an armored vehicle is disabled by an exploding mine, near-
by tanks stop and fire smoke to screen the disabled vehicle
and themselves, if necessary. All observe for antitank guns
which may be covering the minefield, and reconnoiter by fire.

(2) Behind this smoke, the crew of the disabled vehicle usually
evacuate the vehicle. However, when the surrounding ter-
rain provides some cover or concealment and the vehicle is
a tank whose weapons are still usable, the crew should con-
tinue to fight from the tank. Evacuating crew members take
cover promptly, because the minefield is probably covered by
machineguns, sited to fire effectively through smoke, and
by mortars. Crew members must also beware of antiperson-
nel mines.

(3) Otlher vehicles back to cover, following exactly the same route
that they used to move forward.

(4) Neutralizing fire is placed on any enemy antitank guns lo-
cated. This fire may be supplied by tanks, by the unit's
supporting weapons, by supporting artillery, or by other
troops in the area.

(5) If the disabled vehicle is not under too heavy enemy fire, it
is withdrawn by a recovery vehicle, using a tow bar, or by'
another armored vehicle if no recovery vehicle is available.
Crew members reconnoiter the terrain for mines before the
recovery vehicle advances.

(6) Reconnaissance immediately begins to determine the edge,
the depth, and the width of the minefield.

345. Passage of Minefields
a. Armored infantry or engineer personnel, or occasionally tank

personnel alone, may be used to breach a minefield. Under cover of
darkness, smoke, or heavy fire, dismounted troops clear antipersonnel
mines from a lane four yards wide, move through the minefield, and
establish a bridgehead. Antitank mines are located and removed by
probing parties, using the methods prescribed in FM 20-32. Some
tanks are immediately moved through the gap to provide protection
in the bridgehead. The bulk of the armored vehicles then move
through the gap to an assembly area within the bridgehead, and the
attack is continued.

b. A minefield may be breached by the use of a demolition snake,
a chain bangalore torpedo, or other mine-clearance devices such as
the I-igh Herman or Larruping Lou (par. 140).
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CHAPTER 9

DEFENSE

Section I. GENERAL

346. Definition
Defense is the employment of all means and methods available to

prevent, resist, or destroy any or all forms of enemy attack. The
defensive is the attitude or condition of a force when 'it is prepared
to protect itself against enemy attack.

347. Scope of Chapter
This chapter covers the plauoning, organization, and conduct of thle

basic types of defense in which small armor units might participate.
Information contained herein generally applies to actions of battalion
and lower level units; discussion includes actions of higher echelons
only where necessary to give a correct perspective. The mobile de-
fense is emphasized because it is the more desirable type for armor
units. Chapter 6 describes defense against enemy use of atomic
weapons and CBR weapons. Counteroffensive actions employed in
conjunction with defense follow the principles discussed in chapter
8. Security force and delaying force tactics 'are found in chapters
5 and 10, respectively.

348. Purpose of Defense
Defensive combat has two general purposes-first, to gain time

pending the development of more favorable conditions for under-
taking the offensive; second, to economize forces in one area in order
to concentlrate superior forces for decisive offensive action elsewhere.
Additionally, ormor units may defend as part of a plan to punish,
weaken, or destroy the enemy force prior to initiating a counter-
offensive, or for protection during reorganization, resupply, and
temnporary halts before the initiation of some other action.

349. Mission in Defense
The mission in the defense may be to deny a vital area to the enemy,

to protect a flank, to contain an enemy force, to weaken and disor-
ganize the enemy as a preliminary to offensive action, or self-protec-
tion pending some other action. The factors of METT (mission,
enemy, terrain and weather, and troops available) dictate the type
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defense to be adopted and the position or area to be defended or
denied the enemy. 'A defensive mission may be required by the situa-
tion, directed by higher headquarters, or adopted voluntarily.

350. Basic Considerations of Defense
The commander organizes and conlducts the defense through the

application of the following basic considerations:
a. Proper Utilization of the Terrain. Thedefender musttakemaxi-

mum advantage of the military aspects of the terrain so that the
enemy will be forced to attack on terrain unfavorable to him or make
time-consuming maneuvers to avoid the defending force. The de-
fender normally has the choice of ground on which the decisive battle
is to be fought. In an analysis of terrain, the following factors are
considered:

(1) Critical terrain.
(2) Observation and fields of fire.
(3) Cover and concealment.
(4) Obstacles.
(5) Avenues of approach.

b. Security. Security is especially important in the defense. It
can reduce the attacker's advantage of the initiative-that is, the
advantage he holds because he can choose the time, place, direction,
strength, and composition of his attack. All commanders will take
aggressive action to provide all-round security to obtain early warning
of the enemy and maintain continuous contact after the enemy enters
the defensive area. All units, regardless of their size, are responsible
for their own security.

c. Mutual Support. Units within a defensive area are located and
employed so they can assist one another. Mutual support is designed
to prevent defeat of units one at a time. Mutual support is provided
by moving to the assistance of the threatened unit, supporting it by
fire, reinforcing it, or counterattacking the enemy force.

d. Defense in Depth. Since the attacker can select the place for
his main attack and can concentrate his forces on a narrow front,
he can usually penetrate a defensive position if he is willing to pay the
price in loss of lives and materiel. For this reason, defensive units
are placed in depth to insure that enemy penetrations can be stopped
and destroyed. Situations will exist when the area being defended
is of such width that organization in depth is not possible. In such
situations, armor units obtain depth by rapid movement to supple-
mentary positions or areas.

e. All-Round Defense. Although primarily oriented to the front, a
good defense meets the enemy attack from any direction and prevents
the enemy from taking the defending unit by surprise from an un-
expected direction. This is done by selecting and organizing supple-
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mentary positions so troops may be shifted to meet threats from any
direction, and by preparing counterattack plans which will permit
counterattacks in any direction.

f. Fire-Support Plan. Plans are made and thoroughly coordinated
to make maximum use of the tremendous firepower available to armor
units. Coordination of all available organic and supporting weapons
is carefully planned and is included in tile operation order. The fire-
support plan provides for bringing the enemy under fire as early as
practicable, subjecting him to increasingly heavy fires as he advances,
and supporting the counterattack. Fires are also planned on likely
enemy reserve positions and supply installations. When atomic
weapons are available, the use of these weapons is integrated into the
plan.

g. Strengthening of Defensive Area. Strengthening and improv-
ilng the defensive area continues as long as time and enemy actions
permit. This includes improving positions of individuals and crew-
served weapons, reconnaissance and improvement of counterattack
routes, maximum use of natural and artificial obstacles, and installing
protective and defensive minefields. Obstacles and minefields must
not restrict the movement of the defending force, particularly in
counterattacks.

h. Flexibility. Defense by armor units is flexible. It includes the
ability to shift and to regroup units rapidly, to counterattack in any
direction, and to shift massed fires to meet any attack. Plans include
the selection of supplementary positions for units in the forward
defensive area. Counterattack plans are made to cover possible pene-
trations of the defended area along logical avenues of approach. In
the execution of these plans, the commander often must alter them as
the situation dictates to take the fullest advantage of the opportunities
which may develop.

i. Mlaximun. Use of Offensive Action. The characteristics of armor
units are essentially offensive in nature. In any defensive situation,
these characteristics must be exploited at every opportunity by moving
rapidly from the defensive to the offensive. In fluid situations on
the atomic battlefield, there will be many opportunities to regain the
initiative by offensive action. Destruction of the attacker's forces
by atomic-supported counterattacks will be a frequent occurrence.

j. Maximnumn Dispersion Against Atomic Attack Consistent With
the Mission. The degree of dispersion of units required in atomic
warfare is one of the more serious considerations of the defender.
This dispersion applies to both administrative and tactical units and
is but one method for minimizing the effects of enemy atomic attacks.
The dispersion within battalion-size unit formations and areas may
not vary from nonatomic dispersion. Atomic dispersion will be
taken between battalion-size units and separate installations, so long
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as it does not preclude the accomplishment of the mission. The exact
amount of atomic dispersion to be taken will be determined by a con-
sideration of the mission and situation.

351. Basic Types of Defense
There are two basic types of defense, the mobile defense and the

position defense.
a. The mobile defense employs a combination of offensive, defensive,

and delaying actions, with the success of the defense depending upon
offensive action. The primary objective of the mobile defense is the
destruction of the attacking force. In the mobile defense, minimum
forces detect the enemy and canalize him into preselected killing
grounds, where the striking force attacks and destroys him. The
mobile defense is primarily oriented toward the enemy, and is desiged
to cause his destruction in front of or within the defensive area. The
holding of terrain is less critical in the mobile defense than in position
defense.

b. In position defense, the efforts of the defending force are directed
toward stopping the enemy at a preselected line of defense. The
reserve is used to add depth, to block, or to restore the position by
counterattack. The position defense is oriented toward holding
ground rather than toward destroying the enemy.

352. Combinations of the Basic Types of Defense
a. There are many variations of both the mobile defense (pars.

367-378) and position defense (pars. 379-388). The two types lie
at the opposite ends of a scale with a wide range of variations between
(fig. 102). Commanders of armor units engaged in defensive opera-
tions must realize that to follow rigid patterns of thinking, or to adopt
routine or habitual organization of the ground in all situations, may
bring about the destruction of the command and failure in the mission.
It is essential that small armor unit commanders understand and apply
the fundamentals of the two basic types of defense prior to their
application in combination.

INDISTINGUISHABLE
COMBINATION

POSITION | MOBILE
DEFENSE VARIATIONS VARIATIONS DEFENSE

Figure 102. Types and variationls of defense.
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b. The primary difference between the two types of defense is in
lthe concept of the commander as to the manner in which the forces
are disposed, and the size and intended use of the reserve or striking
force. Figure 103 illustrates these differences.

(1) The compact variation of position defense (A, fig. 103) is
characterized by mutual support between elements on the
forward edge of the battle area (FEBA), with the battle
area being strongly held. The reserve is considerably
smaller than that employed in mobile defense and is pri-
marily employed to restore positions on the FEBA if these
positions are overrun. It may also be employed to block
penetrations of the FEBA. Under atomic conditions, this
type of defense will seldom be adopted, because of its exces-
sive vulnerability to atomic attack.

(2) The extended variation of position defense (B, fig. 103) is
characterized by increased distances between elements on the
F:EBA, strong firepower forward, and adequate reserves.
Because forces occupying the FEBA cannot provide mu-
tual fire support, there must be increased surveillance be-
tween these forces, and carefully planned and coordinated
fires to cover the areas between these forces. The reserve
in this type defense may be somewhat larger than in the com-
pact position defense; it is normally disposed linearly be-
hind the forces occupying the FEBA in order to facilitate
rapid employment at any threatened portion of the unit sec-
tor. The mission of the reserve is essentially the same as in
the compact position defense, with increased emphasis being
placed on counterattack to restore the FEBA.

(3) At the opposite end of the scale from compact position de-
fense is the extreme mobile defense (E, fig. 103). It is
characterized by only a thin line of outposts along the
FEBA; practically all of the available forces are assembled
behind this outpost line, prepared to fix and strike enemy
forces penetrating the outpost line. This form of mobile
defense is visualized as a most fluid type operation con-
ducted in open terrain against a large, mobile enemy force.
In this case, the disposition of forces is such as to permit,
but to control and destroy by counterattack, a penetration
by the enemy.

(4) A variation of the mobile defense (D, fig. 103) is charac-
terized by initially placing more forces along the FEBA to
accomplish the task of detecting the enemy and canalizing
hint into a killing ground where the striking force, the bulk
of the command, destroys him. In all variations of the mo-
bile defense, minimum forces are used to canalize the enemy
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into preselected killing grounds, with emphasis being placed
on the destruction of the enemy through counterattack rather
than holding ground along a preselected line.

(5) Sometimes mobile and position defense techniques are em-
ployed in equal or almost equal ratio (C, fig. 103); the com-
bination is indistinguishable as either type. The reserve or
striking force is heavy, but may or may not contain the bulk
of the forces of the command. The scheme of defense, for
example, may call for an additional position-type defense by
elements along the FEIBA, followed by maneuver to canalize
the enemy, as the situation develops, into killing grounds
within the battle area. In such a case, the initial disposi-
tion of forces does not indicate a clear-cut mobile or posi-
tion defense; the actual conduct of the operation involves
use of the techniques of both types.

c. Armor units, in order to fully exploit their inherent charac-
teristics, normally operate in the mobile defense portion of the scale
(fig. 103).

d. Still another variation of the two basic types of defense is the
perimeter defense (pars. 389-392). It may be accomplished by using
the techniques of mobile or position defense, or a combination of the
two., A perimeter defense, which is organized to meet an enemy at-
tack from any direction, is normally used when an armor unit is
operating as an independent or semi-independent force. It is di-
rected primarily toward protecting the defending force while it is
preparing for some other action.

353. Selection of the Type Defense
a. Selection of the type defense to be used depends on the mission

of the defending forces; the composition, relative strength, and com-
bat power of the opposing forces; the nature of the terrain and the
weather; the air situation; and disposition and planned employment
of all friendly forces by higher headquarters.

b. Mobile defense is the normal and preferred type of defense for
armor units. Its adoption is favored when-

(1) The mission permits the battle to be fought in sufficient depth.
(2) Terrain permits relatively free movement by the defending

force.
(3) The mobility of the defending forces is equal or superior to

the mobility of the attacking force.
(4) The enemy has the capability of employing atomic weapons.
(5) Reserves available at higher echelon are limited.

c. The position defense is less desirable for armor units because it
does not nmake maximum use of the inherent characteristics of armor.
It is usually employed when ordered by a higher commander to fit
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his overall scheme of defense. It may be selected by armor com-
manders when the mission or terrain will not permit the maximum
use of armor's mobile combat power. Its adoption is favored when-

(1) A specific terrain feature must be held and the terrain and
mission favor the position defense.

(2) The terrain restricts the ability of the armor units to ma-
neuver freely and when, similarly, terrain restricts the
enemy's room for maneuver and affords natural lines of
resistance.

(3) A very narrow front is to be defended in conjunction with
adjacent forces conducting the position defense.

d. The perimeter defense is normally employed--
(1) When an armor unit is in the exploitation,.and is required

to-halt pending resupply or for other reasons.
(2) At night for protection in any type of area.
(3) When an armor unit is required to halt temporarily, pend-

ing orders to initiate some other action.

Section II. ORGANIZATION OF THE DEFENSE

354. General
In either the mobile or position defense, small armor units may be

required to organize the defense of specific terrain in accordance with
the overall scheme of defense of the higher commander. In mobile
defense, a small armor unit may be required to organize a sector of
the forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) or one or more strong
points. In the position defense, the unit may be assigned a sector
to defend as part of the forces in the battle area. Techniques in
organizing the defense of the ground in these cases are basically the
same and are discussed in this section. They include the conduct
of reconnaissance, planning, organization of the ground, command
and control, fire planning, surveillance, and the employment of sup-
porting troops.

355. Reconnaissance for Defensive Action
a. Upon receipt of an order to assume the defensive, the commander

makes a map study and formulates tentative plans. As soon as pos-
sible, he reconnoiters his assigned sector as completely as time and
the situation will permit. While on reconnaissance he determines-

(1) The probable avenues of enemy armor and dismounted ap-
proach.

(2) The terrain that is to be occupied by security forces.
(3) Key terrain that is to be occupied and from which forces

will operate to deny the area to the enemy.
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(4) Natural obstacles forward of and within the area which
can be used by the defenders.

(5) Location of possible penetration areas.
(6) Location of striking forces or reserves.
(7) Location of command posts.
(8) Location of trains and logistical support installations.

b. The commander should make an aerial reconlaissance to deter-
mine whether the proposed tactical disposition of his forces is sound,
and to study the terrain from the enemy's point of view.

356. Planning for Defense
a. Detailed planning is very important in the defense. Normally,

the defender has an advantage in that he can select the terrain, has
time for organization of the ground, and has the opportunity to im-
prove natural obstacles. Initially, the commander develops a tenta-
tive plan from his reconnaissance and issues a warning order. Then
a more detailed plan is developed for the organization of the defense.
Based upon the commander's scheme of defense, this plan includes-

(1) Organization of the ground.
(2) Command and control.
(3) Fire-support plan.
(4) Security and surveillance plan.
(5) Plans for emnployment of supporting troops.

b. The logistical plan in support of defensive operations must be
flexible enough to permit immediate change to support an offensive
operation. Such requirements as alternate supply and evacuation
routes, multiple means of resupply and evacuation, the location and
employment of the trains, and security of the logistical elements must
be thoroughly considered by the commander and his S4 in planning
for the defense. See FMI 17-50 for a detailed discussion of logistical
support in the defense.

357. Priority of Work in Organization of the Ground for
Defense

In the defense, measures for increasing the effects of fire and move-
ment take precedence over all other work. The goal is to insure that
accurate fire can be delivered on the attacker, to render his fires in-
effective and to impede his movements while facilitating the move-
ment of defending forces. The normal priority of work is indicated
below, although most tasks are accomplished concurrently.

a. Preparation of counterattack routes.
b. Preparation of defensive positions, to include alternate positions.
c. Strengtllellillg the defensive position.
d. Preparation of routes for resupply and evacuation.
e. Establishment of a communication system, with emphasis on

warning of enemy approach.
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/. Preparation of dummy positions (in accordance with the overall
plan of higher headquarters).

358. Preparation of Counterattack Routes
The preparation of counterattack routes receives first priority. A

reconnaissance is conducted for each counterattack plan to determine
the requirements for improving the route so as to facilitate the move-
ment of forces over the route. This task includes the reconnaissance
and improvement of routes to supplementary positions, and the prep-
aration of routes to permit the rapid movement of troops. Normally,
engineers will be used to accomplish this mission.

359. Preparation of Defensive Position
a. As soon as possible, the defensive positions are occupied, and

units immediately organize the ground for defense. Fields of fire are
cleared, tanks are placed in hull defilade, emplacements are dug for
crew-served weapons. Foxholes and slit trenches are dug for all per-
sonnel where necessary.

b. Armored personnel carriers are integrated into the defense sys-
tem. If possible, they should be employed in squad areas. Their
vehicular machineguns can be assigned sectors of fire to augment the
long-range, close-in, and final protective fires of other automatic weap-
ons and dismounted armored infantry. However, because of their
high silhouette and vulnerability to certain types of enemy fire, it is
usually necessary to place the majority of the armored personnel car-
riers in defilade to the rear, with provision for moving them, as the
situation requires, to previously selected firing positions from which
they can augment final protective fires. When in defilade, they can
provide flank and rear protection.

c. fIange cards are prepared for all weapons. All vehicles, weap-
ons, and emplacements are camouflaged. Every effort is made to de-
ceive the enemy as to the true location of the defensive positions;
Once units reach their assigned areas, immediate action is taken to
camouflage them against air and ground observation. Movement of
individuals and vehicles within the defensive areas should be kept to
a minimum.

360. Strengthening the Defensive Position
Strengthening of the defensive area includes the establishment of

obstacles and minefields and, when directed, the planned use of chemi-
cal weapons. Armor units use protective obstacles and mines to pro-
vide close-in protection for the individual strong points. Obstacles
are designed to disrupt any assault upon the strong points. Tactical
obstacles may be located in areas that are to be denied to the enemy or
where he is to be stopped or diverted. Care must be taken in the
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establishment of obstacles and minefields to insure that they do not
hinder the counterattacking force or restrict the freedom of maneuver
of troops in the strong points. Only protective and defensive mine-
fields will be installed. Protective minefields may be installed, upon
authority of the battalion commander, to the front and flanks of the
strong points to provide security. Time permitting, and upon au-
thority of the combat command commander, defensive minefields may
be installed to add strength to each individual strong point. Each
minefield must be properly marked and recorded.

361. Use of Chemicals in the Defense
Toxic chemicals may be used to destroy the enemy force as it forms

for the attack or to deny critical areas to the enemy. Authority for
the use of toxic chemicals must be given by higher headquarters,
since higher headquarters must coordinate their employment. Smoke
may be employed to neutralize enemy observation and to create con-
fusion in the enemy attacking force by limiting its vision. Smoke
may also be used to cover the movements and activities of the defend-
ing force.

362. Preparation of Routes for Resupply and Evacuation in
Defense

Supply routes are established for each battalion task force. The
main supply routes (MSR) must be coordinated with the scheme of
defense, to insure that they do not conflict with the maneuver of forces
conducting the defense; alternate supply routes may be required.
Supply routes should be marked, and measures should be taken to
control traffic entering the forward defensive area.

363. Command and Control in Defense
a. General. The defense commander must insure positive control

and coordination of the defensive action; however, such control must
permit maximum flexibility of employment of the forces conducting
the defense and allow freedom of action by subordinate commanders.
The commander initiates control and coordination by announcing his
concept of the operation and the plan of defense, by insuring adequate
communication, and by employing necessary control measures, to-
gether with priorities of effort and sequence of action.

b. Control Measures.
(1) Objectives are established for the coordination of each coun-

terattack plan. In addition, routes, lines of departure, and
direction of attack are established for each counterattack
plan.

(2) Phase lines are used to control the rearward movements of
the security force, to establish the general area of the forward
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defensive area, to delineate areas for surveillance, and to
coordinate the movement of the striking force and reserves.

(3) Boundaries may be used to delineate lateral responsibilities
in the forward defensive area. Boundaries normally extend
to the front to the limit of organic weapons, and to the rear
to include the depth of the strong points or other major
elements of the defense.

(4) Limiting points are used in the forward defensive area for
the coordination of the fires of adjacent units.

(5) Contact points are designated to insure coordination of units
performing surveillance missions, and of units operating
observation posts or combat outposts.

c. Communication. Although radio is the primary means of com-
munication for armor units, supplementary means should be estab-
lished to insure positive communication under all conditions. Based
on the type defense to be employed and availability of equipment, one
or more of the following supplementary means may be used:

(1) Time permnitting, wire communication can be established
down to and including companies, and wire should be laid
to the observation posts or combat outposts.

(2) Liaison agents, familiar with their unit's scheme of defense,
should be sent to higher and adjacent headquarters to coordi-
nate the implementation of attack and counterattack plans.

(3) Pyrotechnics and prearranged visual signals should be used
to the maximnum. These signals are used for identification of
friendly units and to call for lifting and shifting of sup-
porting fires, execution of counterattack plans, and move-
ment to supplementary positions.

(4) Provisions should be made for use of Army aircraft to act
as radio relays and to pick up and deliver messages.

(5) Both mounted and dismounted messengers should be used.
A messenger service should be established with regular mes-
senger runs to higher and adjacent units. Overlays, reports,
and lengthy deferred messages are sent by this method.

364. Fire Planning in Defense
a. Mission. The fires of organic weapons and available fire support

are coordinated to-
(1) Bring the enemy under effective fire as early as possible.
(2) Subject the enemy to progressively heavier fire as he ap-

proaches the defensive area.
(3) Destroy the enemy by fire if he attacks the strong points.
(4) Support the counterattack and movement of other units to

support the scheme of defense.
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b. The Fire-Support Plan. The fire-support plan is the coordi-
nated and integrated plan for the employment of all fires, organic
and supporting, available to the commander at each echelon. Com-
ponents of the fire-support plan include detailed plans for fires of
automatic weapons, tanks, mortars, and all available fire-support
agencies. Planning for the employment of fires is continuous and
is as detailed as the situation and the time available permit. Fires
are planned on all targets and areas on which a need for fire might
exist, to permit prompt and effective delivery of fires under all condi-
tions of visibility. Provision must be made to allow departures from
the plans to meet unforeseen situations and to permit prompt attack
of targets of opportunity.

(1) Each unit develops plans for employment of its organic
weapons. It also makes plans for supporting fires, and the
request for these supporting fires is included in the unit fire-
support plan which is submitted to the next higher head-
quarters. Subordinate fire-support plans are incorporated
in the next higher echelon's fire-support plan.

(2) Fires are integrated into the plan of defense, with special
emphasis on the support of counterattacks and the applica-
tion of fire and maneuver by all echelons. Planned fires for
the defense fall into four categories-long-range fires, close
defensive fires, final protective fires, and fires within the
defensive area.

e. Long-Ilange Fires.
(1) Long-range fires are planled to engage the enemy as early

as possible to inflict casualties, to delay his advance, and to
disrupt his organization. The employment of long-range
organic fires must be planned carefully in atomic warfare.
Premature use of long-range organic fires might disclose
the small armor unit's position as a potential enemy atomic
target.

(2) Long-range fires may initially be employed in support of
the security force.

(3) As the enemy advances, personnel of the observation posts
and combat outposts adjust long-range fires on him as soon
as they observe him.

(4) As the enemy continues his advance and comes within range
bf additional weapons, he is brought under an increasingly
heavy volume of fire.

(5) Long-range fires should also support counterattacks con-
ducted' in front of the forward edge of the battle area
(FEBA).

d. Close Defensive Fires. Close defensive fires are planned to dis-
organize the attacking force, before it can assault a strong point,
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by inflicting the greatest possible number of casualties; by disrupting
command, control, and communication; by denying observation; and
by neutralizing its supporting fires. Close defensive fires must sup-
port counterattacks which are made immediately in front of the strong
points.

e. Final Protective Fires. Final protective fires, designed to break
up anl enemy assault, are planned for all strong points in the forward
defensive area. Such fires normally consist of individual and auto-
matic weapons firing on a final protective line, coordinated with
mortar and artillery barrages. Tanks within the strong points fire
at targets of opportunity.

f. Fires Within the Forward Defensive Area. Fires within the
position are planned to limit possible penetrations of the strong points
and to assist in the canalization of the enemy into preselected killing
grounds. Fires are planned to seal off the penetrating force and to
prevent movement of reinforcements. Plans should be made for fires
of adjacent units to support the penetrated units by firing on the
flanks and rear of the penetration force. Fires within the position
should support the counterattack plans developed by the defending
force. In addition, fires should be planned to cover the intervals be-
tween strong points.

g. Air Support. If available, close air support is integrated into
the fire-support plan. If possible, ground alert or air alert aircraft
should be provided to engage targets of opportunity. Preplanned on-
call missions should be planned on locations where enemy troop con-
centrations are likely to occur during the conduct of an enemy attack.
Preplanned missions should be requested to support counterattack
plans; these preplanned missions should seal off enemy forces that
have penetrated the defense. This will help to insure that the enemy
does not reinforce these forces.

A. Atomic Weapons Support. Atomic weapons are employed by
higher headquarters in support of the overall scheme of defense.
Tactical atomic weapons are employed in two general ways-on likely
enemy attack positions, and on targets of opportunity which may be
created by the actions of the defending force. The successful employ-
ment of atomic weapons is primarily based upon timely information
provided by aggressive and continuous target acquisition.

365. Security and Surveillance in Defense
a. It is important that the intervals between units, and the rear

areas, be secured against infiltration, guerilla action, or airborne at-
tacks. Based upon plans of higher headquarters, the commander de-
velops a detailed plan for the employment of all available means in
providing adequate surveillance of the defensive area (fig. 104).
Elements of the defense are directed to patrol and observe designated
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areas. Surveillance measures call be augmented by the employment
of Army aviation.

b. Surveillance plans normally are prepared by battalions and
larger units. Company-size units normally are required to provide
patrols and observation posts to augment the battalion's surveillance
plan. Definite areas for surveillance are established for battalions.
These areas are usually defined by lateral boundaries, and by the use
of phase lines to delineate the forward and rear limits of the area.
Contact points are established for coordination between adjacent
units. Time of contact at each contact point is established in the
surveillance plan or covered by the unit SOP. The surveillance plans
of subordinate units are incorporated into the overall surveillance plan
of each major unit. Surveillance plans must provide for destruction
of any infiltrator groups detected. In this connection, the higher
commander must be kept constantly informed of any build-up of
infiltrators and what action is being taken to reduce the threat.

c. Armored cavalry units are ideally organized and equipped to
perform surveillance missions and normally are assigned this task
when not employed on otlher security missions. Troops of the armored
cavalry squadron may be attached to combat commands in the for-
ward defensive area if required.

366. Combat Support Units in Defense
a. Artillery.

(1) Thle massed fires of supporting artillery are essential to the
success of the defense. Every effort is made to meet the main
enemy attack with massed artillery fires. If the frontage is
so great that artillery fires cannot be massed across the entire
front, plans must be developed for concentrating fires on
likely avenues of enemy approach and on areas to be denied
to the enemy.

(2) Light artillery normally is placed in direct support of a com-
bat command conducting a defense. Direct-support artillery
units are usually located within the combat command area
of responsibility. Artillery liaison officers are provided to
battalions, with forward observers being provided to each
company-size combat unit.

(3) Fires of general-support artillery may be made available by
request through direct-support artillery channels.

(4) Artillery elements normally are attached to the security force
during the initial conduct of the defense. When the security
force is forced to withdraw, the artillery withdraws to pre-
selected positions to support the defensive action.

b. Engineers. In the position defense, the engineer effort is cen-
tralized at the highest practical echelon; the engineer effort may be
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centralized at division, or elements of the engineer battalion may sup-
port the combat commands. In the mobile defense, engineers may be
attached to battalions in the forward defensive area (par. 367b),
primarily because of the increased distances involved. The priority
of engineer effort should be placed on the preparation of obstacles,

owhich can be covered by fire, in front of battalion strong points on
principal avenues of enemy approach.

c. Army Aviation. Army aviation is used to augment the ground
reconnaissance and security effort. Initially, maximum air support is
provided to the security force. After the security force has withdrlawn
through the forward defensive area, Army aircraft may be used to
provide surveillance of the flanks and the areas between strong points.
Army aircraft may also be used to assist the movement of forces in
the counterattack, or other movements required to support the scheme
of defense. Cargo helicopters and airplanes may be used for limited
resupply and evacuation of casualties.

Section III. MOBILE DEFENSE

367. General
a. The mobile defense is the type of defensive action which makes

maximum use of the mobile combat power of armor units. Mobile
defense is an active defense that employs offensive and delaying
action as well as defensive measures. This type of defense reduces
vulnerability to attack by atomic weapons and offers greater oppor-
tunity for freedom of movement on the battlefield.

b. In mobile defense, the forward defensive area is occupied by the
minimum forces necessary to warn of impending attack, to canalize
the attacker into less favorable terrain, and to block, impede, destroy,
or disorganize the attacking force. The bulk of the defending force is
employed in offensive action to destroy the enemy at the time and
place most favorable to the defenders. This is accomplished by estab-
lishing a forward defensive area (or areas) in which critical terrain
is denied the enemy and by selecting killing grounds into which the
enemy is canalized to be destroyed by the striking force. Offensive
action in conjunction with atomic strikes, if available, may be launched
during the enemy's approach to the defensive area, during the en-
emy's build-up for the attack, or when the enemy is in the attack
position. Elements of the mobile defense consist of security forces,
fixing forces, and striking forces.

c. Accurate and timely information of the enemy must be obtained
during his approach toward the defensive area. The situation must be
developed by the security force and the fixing force. This is accom-
plished by actively engaging the enemy. Based upon the informa-
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tion obtained by the development of the situation, the striking force
is employed at the decisive time and place to destroy the enemy.

368. Distribution of Forces in the Mobile Defense
a. General. The mobile defense is organized to perform three

functions-

(1) To provide security for the defending forces.
(2) To fix the enemy.
(3) To strike and destroy the enemy.

In the initial plan, specific forces are assigned to perform these func-
tions; but during the course of battle, the commander may use all or
a portion of his forces to assume or assist in the mission of another
force.

b. Security Forces. Security forces are employed in the mobile
defense to provide early warning of enemy approach, to develop the
situation, and to prevent surprise. Security forces consist of a cover-
ing force, observation posts, listening posts, and patrols. Additional
security forces in the form of tactical air, Army aviation, and special
units may be employed to assist the ground security forces. The size
and composition of the security force depend upon the width and
depth of the defensive zone. The security force must be highly mobile
and capable of operating on a wide front; in addition, it must possess
the necessary communication facilities for the rapid transmission of
warning of enemy approach. Army aviation and electronic and sur-
veillance equipment may be employed to augment the security force.

c. Fixing Forces. The fixing forces are the forces in the forward
defensive area. The mission of the fixing forces is to warn of impend-
ing attack; to delay, disorganize, and inflict maximum destruction
upon the enemy; and to canalize him into a killing ground suitable
for attack by the striking force and atomic weapons. Sufficient
forces-forces tailored to meet the situation-are given fixing missions
so as to insure that the striking force may be employed to deal de-
cisively with the enemy. Fixing forces accomplish their mission by
the establishment of observation and listening posts, patrolling, occu-
pation and defense of strong points, offensive action, and delaying
action. Strong points are areas covering critical terrain, such as
positions dominating avenues of approach into the area, or positions
or areas located so as to canalize the attacking force into a killing
ground. They may be occupied or unoccupied in accordance with the
situation. Forces varying in size from a few tanks and armored
infantry to a battalion task force occupy and defend these strong
points. Forces assigned to the defense of a strong point or critical
area do not always hold their initial position and frequently fight
offensive and delaying actions from one position to another. Forces
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occupying a strong point may be allowed to become closely engaged in
order to force the eneany to mass and present a lucrative atomic target.
A fixing force may be required to-

(1) Counterattack forward of the forward edge of the battle
area with all or part of its force.

(2) Defend specific critical terrain by employing the techlliques
of position defense with part of its force, while conducting
a counterattack with other portions of its force.

(3) Assume the role of the striking force and conduct a counter-
attack to the flanks or rear of the enemy.

(4) Become the security force for a larger command by covering
the withdrawal of other elements of the mobile defense.

d. Striking Forces. The striking force is organized to destroy the
enemy by offensive action in front of, within, or behind the forward
defensive area. Maximum combat power consistent with require-
ments for the fixing force and security force is assigned to this force.
This combat power includes maximum fire support, with atomic
weapons if available. The striking force prepares counterattack
plans for the destruction of the enemy anywhere within its area of
responsibility. Killing grounds may be created by enemy action;
therefore, the striking force must be prepared to conduct a counter-
attack wherever the enemy presents a target. Ideally, the striking
force is employed following an atomic strike against enemy forces
previously canalized into killing grounds. In addition, the striking
force must be prepared to assume functions of the fixing force, such
as blocking enemy penetrations and canalizing the enemy into pre-
selected killing grounds. The striking force also must be prepared
to act as the security force.

e. Small Armwor Units. Small armor units may be employed as all
or part of the security force, the fixing force, or the striking force.
Frequently, when operating independently or semi-independently,
small armor units may employ the techniques of mobile defense to
deny an area or a critical terrain feature.

369. Organization and Functions of the Security Force, Mobile
Defense

a. General. Commanders at all levels establish security forces to
guard against surprise and to obtain reaction time against an enemy
threat.

b. Covering Force.
(1) The covering force (par. 175) normally operates from 10 to

15 miles in front of the defensive area. The mission of the
covering force is to detect the approach of the enemy, to delay
and disorganize his advance, and to deceive the enemy as to
the location of the main force. The covering force seeks to
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destroy the enemy within its capability, employing atomic
weal)ols and other supporting elements.

(2) The tactics employed by the covering force are basically
delaying actions. The covering force commander organizes
his forces to operate on a broad front with little depth.
Early development of the situation is essential; therefore,
it is important that the mobile defense commander receive
information of the enemy by the most expeditious means
available.

(3) The armored cavalry squadron possesses the best organiza-
tion to accomplish a security force mission. An armored
cavalry regiment, or squadrons thereof, may be attached to
the division for this mission. An armored cavalry squadron
normally is reinforced with a battalion of artillery and a
company of engineers. Additional Army aviation flights
may be attached for the operation. If additional strength is
desired, a company team of tanks and armored infantry may
be attached. The organic electronic surveillance equipment
of the armored cavalry increases its capability of detecting
the enemy approach over a broad front.

(4) If the situation requires, a battalion task force may be
assigned a security force mission.

c. Observation Posts.
(1) General. Observation posts are established on dominating

terrain to the front of the defending forces. They are gen-
erally located from 800 to 2,000 yards in front of the forward
edge of the battle area (FEBA). The mission of the ob-
servation posts is to provide early warning of the enemy's
approach and to adjust long-range supporting fires on the
enemy. The minimnum number of troops necessary are used
to accomplish this mission; however, there should be enough
troops to provide personnel for both observation and close-in
protection of tie observation post. Personnel manning these
observation posts should be capable of adjusting supporting
artillery and mortar fires. Normally, the locations of ob-
servation posts are prescribed by the battalion task force
commander and coordinated with adjacent units. The loca-
tions also are coordinated with the combat command com-
mander, who insures that the entire front of the fixing force
is covered. Observation posts are augmented by patrols and
Army observation aircraft. Observation posts should make
all preparations which time will allow to permit the use of
atomic weapons close to their positions. This should include
improvement of personnel shelters, protection of vehicles,
and preparation of alternate positions on reverse slopes which
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can be occupied just prior to detonation of friendly weapons.
(2) Battalion task force observation posts. The scout platoon,

organic to the armor battalion and armored infantry bat-
talion, normally is assigned the mission of manning observa-
tion posts. The platoon will accomplish this mission by
screening as described in FM 17-35.

(3) Company team observation posts. Situations will exist
where company teams are required to establish observation
posts under team control. The necessary transportation and
communication facilities are provided by the team; available
14-ton trucks with radios should be used. If none are readily
available, armored personnel carriers may be used. Only
under extreme circumstances should tanks be used in observa-
tion posts. The locations of -observation posts should be
coordinated with adjacent units, along with the establish-
ment of contact points for patrols and other measures for
coordination.

d. Surveillance Forces. Battalion task forces and company teams
employ security forces to prevent or detect enemy infiltration and to
maintain surveillance over assigned areas (par. 365). This is ac-
complished by patrols, observation posts, and listening posts.

370. Battalion Task Force as Part of a Fixing Force-General
The battalion task force commander bases his scheme of defense

upon the employment of his troops to stop, slow, destroy, and repel
and disorganize enemy attacks, and to canalize the enemy into a
killing ground suitable for attack by striking forces of higher head-
quarters. This may be accomplished by offensive or defensive action,
or a combination of both. The scheme of defense must take into con-
sideration the use of the battalion task force as a striking force for
higher headquarters; this may require an attack in another sector.
The scheme of defense should also take into consideration the plan
employed by the battalion task force commander to deny critical ter-
rain within his defensive area. The battalion task force commiander
may elect initially to accomplish his mission utilizing the teclhniques
of mobile defense, which contemplates a series of limited-objective
counterattacks to disrupt the enemy's attacks. However, the terrain
along the FEBA may restrict his mobility and may require him to
employ techniques of position defense by defending certain critical
terrain. In addition, he selects strong points in depth on critical ter-
rain which will permit him to move his company teams to switch
positions from which fire can be delivered into the flanks of a pene-
tration, from which a penetration can be contained or from which a
counterattack can be launched.
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371. Organization of the Battalion Task Force Sector as Pairt
of Fixing Force

a. After studying the terrain and reconnoitering the area, the bat-
talion task force commander develops his scheme of defense (fig.
105). His scheme of defense is based upon counterattack plans de-
veloped by higher headquarters and the actions required of his units
to support the counterattacks. In addition, it includes plans to deny
critical areas within his battalion task force sector. These plans in-
clude counterattacks by the battalion task force, company team
counterattacks, and the selection of strong points that are critical to
his scheme of defense. Based upon the battalion task force counter-
attack plans, the size and number of strong points, and the terrain, the
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Figure 105. Examzple of battalion task force orgalizationt of defensive sector.
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commander determines the tactical disposition and width of sectors
for company teams and the composition of each team.

b. The battalion task force commander indicates to his company
team commanders the general trace along the forward edge of the
battle area (FEBA) to be occupied by the company teams, and desig-
nates strong points that each company team will be prepared to oc-
cupy on order. In certain situations, the battalion task force
commander may order one or more of his company teams to initially
occupy a strong point.

c. If the width of the sector and the terrain permit, the battalion
task force commander selects a formation which will provide depth
to his defensive sector. This is accomplished by placing one or more
company teams in depth.

d. The battalion task force commander, in organizing his task force
for combat, normally assigns tank-heavy teams in sectors favorable
to hostile armor approach, and armored-infantry-heavy teams in sec-
tors to cover likely avenues of dismounted enemy approach. Ter-
rain within the task force sector may favor balanced teams. The
battalion mortar platoon is located to provide fire support across the
front of the battalion task force sector and at maximum possible
range in front of the FEBA.

e. The battalion task force commander next considers the security
of his task force during the organization and preparation for the de-
fense. The battalion scout platoon normally is assigned the mission
of establishing the observation posts to the front of the forward
defensive positions. Communication is established between the ob-
servation posts and the forward company teams. If required, patrols
and observation posts may be established to the flanks to insure se-
curity for the battalion formation.

/. To preserve security during the organization of and preparation
for the defense, and to insure that the battalion task force does not
present an atomic target, the task force commander may assign com-
pany team assembly areas for the initial movement of his teams into
the forward defensive area. The assembly areas are normally 1,000
to 2,000 yards apart, well forward in the company team sectors, and
are located in defiles where ground masses on the flanks provide maxi-
mum protection from atomic weapons. The assembly areas are used
as bases from which the company teams organize and prepare as-
signed strong points and their initial defensive positions. The assem-
bly areas should provide maximum cover and concealment and should
permit rapid movement to assigned positions.

g. Counterattack plans are developed concurrently with the organ-
ization of strong points and initial defensive dispositions. Battalion
task force counterattack plans are made for battalion-size spoiling
attacks to the front, counterattacks to the flanks in support of the
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striking force, and company team counterattacks required to accom-
plish the battalion task force commander's scheme of defense of deny-
ing the critical terrain within the battalion task force defensive sector.
Routes, attack positions (where necessary), lines of departure, and
objectives are designated for each counterattack plan.

h. Certain strong points may be used as switch positions from which
the enemy can be engaged if penetrations or attacks from certain di-
rections occur. The scheme of defense also includes the use of strong
points from which units therein can support by fire, or conduct
limited-objective attacks against enemy forces that threaten another
strong point.

i. The battalion task force command post is located well to the rear,
where it will receive maximum protection by the tactical disposition
of the company teams. Communication with each company team
is checked. If time permits, wire is laid to each major subordinate
unit. Frequently, elements of the division artillery will be located
within the battalion task force area. Liaison and communication
will be established with such elements, and the location of the artillery
units will be coordinated with the dispositions of the company teams.
The battalion combat trains are located near the battalion task force
command post; all vehicles not essential to the immediate defense
are organized into field trains and located with the combat command
trains.

j. On occasion, the situation permitting, the battalion task force
may be assigned a position in depth within the fixing force. In such
a case, the battalion task force may be assigned any one or a com-
bination of the following tasks to support the fixing force com-
mander's scheme of defense:

(1) Deny critical terrain within the forward defensive area.
(2) Cover the withdrawal of forward troops.
(3) Move to switch positions to support counterattacks.
(4) Act as a counterattack force for the fixing force.
(5) Be prepared to join the division striking force in the con-

duct of a counterattack.

372. Organization of the Company Team Sector in Mobile
Defense

a. When the company team commander receives the battalion task
force order for defense, he coordinates the team's movement into the
initial assembly area. As soon as possible, he initiates a reconnais-
sance of his area to develop his plan for the defense (fig. 106).

b. Tile company team commander develops his plan to support the
battalion task force scheme of defense. This includes selection of
routes, lines of departure, task organization, and initial formations
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for each counterattack plan and the organization of each stron.gpoint
as required. In addition, the company team commander studies the
terrain to determine his scheme of defense of his initial position. This
may include limited counterattack, occupation of defensive positions
to defend the FEBA. and delaying back to stronlgpoints selected by
the battalion task force commander. Each route is reconnoitered by
key personnel, and movements are rehearsed if time permits.

c. Positions for platoons are selected in each defensive position to
provide long-range fires and to ensure that they are mutually sup-
porting by fire. Tanks are located to provide long-range fires;
armored infantry are located to provide protection for the tanks and
to cover likely avenues of dismounted enemy approach. Security
sentinels are located to the front and flanks to provide local security.
Routes to switch positions are reconnoitered, and the task organiza-
tion for the occupation of each strongpoint in the sector is determined.

d. The fire-support plan is developed, and range cards are made
for tanks and weapons for all positions. Overlays are made, and
submitted to the battalion task force commander, showing the organi-
zation and planned fire for the initial position and for each strong-
point within the company team sector.

e. Strongpoints normally are selected on critical terrain, and this
critical terrain will most likely draw atomic or conventional fire.
When possible, the company team commander should not place the
bulk of his forces in the strongpoints until the enemy has advanced
to a point where an atomic weapon placed upon the strongpoint
would also endanger the attacking force. The bulk of the company
tean) may be located in the company team assembly area or other
covered position that will permit rapid movement in the accomplish-
nment of the mission.

i. The company team commander, in organizing the ground, uses
the techniques discussed in paragraphs 354 through 366.

9. The company team command post and trains are located where
they will receive protection by the tactical disposition of the platoons.

373. Battalion Task Force as a Striking Force or as Part of a
Larger Striking Force

a. General. The striking force normally should be tank-heavy,
although its exact composition will depend upon the requirements of
the fixing forces and the nature of the terrain. Striking forces are
located in dispersed positions, but are capable of moving rapidly to
strike when the. enemy is canalized into the preselected killing
grounds or into killing grounds developed by his attack. The units
in the striking force initially organize blocking positions on a road
net that permits rapid movement within the defensive area.
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b. Battalion Task Force as Part of the Division's Striking Force.
A battalion task force normally is part of the division's striking
force and is employed under a combat command. The combat com-
mand commander ;will develop the striking force's counterattack
plans and, based upon the scheme of defense, develop task organiza-
tions for each battalion task force within the striking force. In
this connection, these plans are coordinated with the scheme of de-
fense of elements comprising the fixing force, including their counter-
attack plans. The counterattack plans include routes, lines of de-
parture, and objectives to support each counterattack plan (fig. 107).
Based upon the combat command counterattack plan, the battalion
task force commander develops the battalion task force counterattack
plans. The battalion task force commander and key personnel con-
duct reconnaissance and rehearse each counterattack plan if possible.
The battalion task force units are located to facilitate rapid employ-
ment, on blocking positions which can be defended in case of deep
penetration by the enemy. The battalion task force commander takes
active steps to preserve secrecy as to the location of his unit by em-
phasizing camouflage and concealment and by keeping movement of
vehicles to the minimum. The battalion task force is prepared to
move at a moment's notice, and normally receives a mission-type
order to initiate a given counterattack plan. In selection of attack
positions, effects of friendly atomic fires on the area (e. g., blowdown)
should be considered.

374. Conduct of the Mobile Defense, General
The success of the mobile defense depends upon timely and accurate

information of the enemy, and the ability of forces within the de-
fensive area to move rapidly. Aggressive reconnaissance is con-
ducted to determine the strength, composition, direction, and time of
the enemy attack, together with all pertinent information of the area
of operation. Security is of vital importance in the mobile defense:
units must not be surprised or prematurely engaged. All com-
manders must take positive action to insure that colnlmunication is
maintained and that their units are prepared at all times to move
rapidly to support the scheme of defense.

375. Actions by the Covering Force in Mobile Defense
a. The covering force initiates aggressive reconnaissance to make

and maintain contact with the enemy. It provides early warning of
enemy approach, and develops the situation as the enemy advances
toward the defended area. Maximum use should be made of avail-
able Army aircraft and tactical air force to supplement the early
warning effort of the covering force. Communication must be main-
tained between the covering force and the mobile defense commander.
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b. The covering force seeks to destroy enemy forces within its
capability. As the enemy increases his strength, the covering force
conducts a delaying action, disorganizing the enemy and attempting
to deceive him as to the location of the main force. Once it gains
contact with the enemy, the covering force maintains this contact
until it withdraws through the forward edge of the battle area
(FEBA).

G. As the enemy advances, every effort is made to harass his forces,
slow their advance, and inflict maximum destruction upon them. This
is done by making full use of supporting fires, particularly artillery,
close-support tactical air, and engineer demolitions.

d. The covering force must be alert to capitalize on opportunities
to employ atomic weapons.

e. The covering force continues to delay and inflict casualties upon
the enemy until it passes througll the FEBA. Prior to the passage
of lines by the covering force, liaison is established to expedite the
movement. Upon passage of lines, the covering force moves to con-
duct another mission or to a preselected position (fig. 108).

376. Actions by Battalion Task Force as Part of Fixing Force
a. As early as possible, depending upon tihe development of the

situation by the covering force and actions of the enemy attacking
force, the combat command commander will indicate to the battalion
task force commander the primary plan of defense to be conducted by
the combat command. This plan may be any or a combination of
the following:

(1) Counterattack to the front to destroy the advancing elements
of the attacking enemy.

(2) Stop and fix the enemy in front of the FEBA for a counter-
attack by the division striking force.

(3) I-ave one battalion task force stop and fix the enemy in
front of the FEBA for a counterattack by one or more bat-
talion task forces of the combat command.

b. If the scheme of defense is a counterattack by the combat com-
maud, the combat commland commnnder will indicate the counter-
attack plan to be executed or develop a conterattack plan based upon
the enemy's action. The battalion task force commander ensures
that his companies remain highly mobile and are prepared to execute
the counterattack.

c. If the scheme of defense is to stop and fix the enemy in front of
the FEBA, the task force commander initiates his scheme of defense
to accomplish this mission. One or more company Leams may be
ordered to defend critical terrain while others conduct a limited-
objective attack, or the scheme of defense may require the battalion
task force to conduct a position defense on critical terrain.
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d. The observation posts adjust long-range supporting fires on the
enllemy to slow or stop his attack. Army aircraft are used to locate
enlemy reserves behind the initial attackilg formation and to seek
targets of opportunity for artillery and atomic weapons. When
forced by enemy action, individual observation posts withdraw
through the FEBA to assume new missions.

e. As the enemy attacking force comes wvithin effective range of
the defending forces, supporting fires are delivered against the enemy
to inflict nlaxinlum casualties. As contact is gained, the battalion
task force commander initiates actions to stop, destroy, repel, and
disorganize the enemy and to divert him toward a preselected killing
ground. The enemy is kept under relentless pressure and is given
no opportunity to establish himself in the battalion task force area.
Every effort is made to disorganize the enemy attack formation, to
separate elements of his attacking force, and to upset his plan of
attack.

/. When a main enemy attack is directed against the battalion task
force sector, the commander seeks to retain his mobility in order to
shift his firepower to the critical area. If certain strong points are
in danger of being overrun, he may order forces on these strong points
to occupy switch positions. Company teams may be ordered to sup-
port strong points that are under heavy enemy attack. This may be
accomplished by a limited-objective counterattack, supporting fire, or
actual reinforcement of the forces on the strong points.

g. As the main attack increases in strength and tihe initial company
team positions are 'in danger of being defeated, the battalion task
force commander may be forced to conduct a delaying action, utilizing
the switch position selected in depth.

it. In the conduct of his mission, the task force commander must
keep the combat command commander informed of the situation in
his area and of his anticipated action. It is through this information
that the combat command commander employs his striking forces and
the situation is developed for the employment of the division striking
f orce.

377. Conduct of Company Teams as Part of the Fixing Force
a. The actions described in paragraph 376 are generally applicable

to the company teams. Within their area of responsibility, the com-
pany teams may resist tile advance of the enemy by counterattack,
defense of critical terrain, or delay of the enemy.

b. Depending upon the advance of the enemy, particularly when
contact becomes immninent, the company team commander insures that
his team is highly mobile and is prepared to immediately execute the
,announced scheme of defense.
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c. If the scheme of defense requires a counterattack, it is conducted
in the same manner as an attack (ch. 8). The necessary coordination
is effected, the attack formation is alnounced, and the company teamin
executes the plan as ordered.

d. If the scheme of defense requires the occupation of one or more
strong points, the company team comnmander executes this plan by
moving his forces to previously prepared positions within his sector.

e. Prior to the passage of the covering force through the company
team's forward position, liaison is normally established by the covering
force. The company team commander assists in expediting the
passage of the covering force.

f. When enemy action forces the observation posts in front of the
company team sector through his front lines, the company team com-
mander orders his units to open fire at the maximum effective range
of weapons, and calls for supporting fires upon the enemy. Every
effort is made to stop and disrupt the enemy's attack.

g. As the enemy attack develops, the company team commander
must be prepared to move to switch positions, conduct limited-objective
counterattacks to relieve pressure on other strong points, or move to a
position from which the company team can support by fire.

h. Situations will exist when it is necessary to hold critical terrain,
and when there is a requirement for the company team to conduct a
position defense of a strong point. In this situation, the company team
conducts the defense as described in paragraphs 379 through 388.
Maximum effort is made to stop and disrupt the enemy attack before
the enemy can assault the position. If the enemy succeeds in advanc-
ing to a position where he can assault, the commander calls for final
protective fires and barrages in front of his position.

i. If the battalion task force is receiving the main enemy attack,
and terrain is not critical to the defense, the company team commander
may be ordered to conduct a delaying action in his sector. He uses
the strong points and other terrain features as delaying positions from
which he can inflict casualties upon the enemy.

378. Actions of the Striking Force
a. At the decisive time and place, the striking force is employed in a

counterattack role to destroy the enemy. If possible, the counter-
attack is launched before the enemy attack gains momentum. Once
the enemy has been canalized into a killing ground and orders have
been issued committing the striking force, all available fires are
brought to bear on the enemy. An atomic strike may be used initially
to destroy enemy forces within the killing ground. Close air support
is used to attack enemy concentrations and to prevent reinforcement
of the enemy force in the killing ground.
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b. The higher commander may order battalion task forces employed
as striking forces to conduct a preplanned counterattack when the
situation requires. In this situation, the battalion task force uses the
route, the line of departure, and the objective previously designated.

c. Frequently it may not be possible to canalize the enemy into the
preselected killing ground, but the action, as it develops, may create
other killing grounds. The striking force must remain flexible and

prepared to execute counterattacks against the enemy in killing
grounds which have been created by the enemy action.

d. Upon completion of a successful counterattack, the battalion task
force may return to a prearranged location or assume another mission.

e. In the event of a major penetration of the forward defensive area,
the battalion task force must be prepared to assume the mission of fix-
ing forces while other elements of the division conduct a counterattack.
The battalion task force must also be prepared to conduct a delaying
action if the strength of the enemy attack makes such action necessary.

Section IV. POSITION DEFENSE

379. General
a. The position defense, either compact or extended (fig. 103), is

used when it is essential to hold terrain beyond which the enemy is
not pernmitted to pass. In position defense, the bulk of the defending
force is disposed in selected tactical localities, with the mission of
holding its positions and controlling the terrain between them. The
reserve is used to add depth, to block, or to restore the battle position
by counterattack. Because of the requirements for increased disper-
sion in altomic warfare, a compact form of position defense will
rarely be adopted. The battalion task force is capable of organizing
an extended variation of the position defense but is frequently limited
by the amount of armored infantry available.

b. The defending forces are oriented on the terrain, and the de-
fensive area is organized into a series of nmutually supporting defensive
positions at which the enemy is stopped, destroyed, or driven back.
Fields of fire are cleared, individual shelters are constructed, emplace-
ments for dismounted weapons and tanks are prepared where neces-
sary, and obstacles covering likely avenues of approach are constructed.
Concealment and camouflfage tasks are carried out concurrently with
construction tasks. A large proportion of the available firepower is
placed in the battle area, and a reserve-rarely in excess of one third
of the force-is held out initially.

c. Position defense is rarely adopted voluntarily by large armor
formations. Small armor units may frequently adopt the techniques
of position defense in the pelillletel defense, or when assigned the
mission of occupying a strong point in the mobile defense.
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380. Distribution of Forces in the Position Defense
a. General. In position defense, forces are distributed to accom-

plish three functions-first, to provide security and to prevent sur-
prise attacks; second, to stop and repel the enemy's attack; and third,
to destroy or eject penetrations of the defensive area. To accomplish
these functions, three tactical groupings are organized-the security
force, forces in the battle area, and the reserve (fig. 109).

b. Security Force. The security force has the mission of detecting
the enemy, destroying enemy forces within its capability, delaying
and disorganizing the enemy, and deceiving him as to the location
of the main force. The security force may consist of a covering
force and/or a general outpost, and combat outposts established by
front-line battalion task forces.

(1) The covering force normally is provided by higher head-
quarters. Its organization and functions are the same as
those of the security force in the mobile defense (par. 369).

(2) The mission of the general outpost is similar to that of the
covering force. It develops the enemy situation and deceives
the enemy as to the location of the main defensive force.
In addition, it covers the withdrawal of the covering force.
When large armor formations are conducting the position
defense alone, the general outpost is normally omitted, its
mission being performed by the covering force.

(3) The missions of combat outposts are to warn of enemy attack
and to provide a counterreconnaissance screen.

c. Forces in the Battle Area. The forces in the battle area are
charged with the immediate defense of the forward defensive area.
They organize a series of defensive areas; these areas should provide
good observation and natural defensive strength. Each defensive
area is organized into a number of strong points; forces in these
strong points should be mutually supporting by fire, disposed irregu-
larly in width and depth, and organized for their own all-round
defense. Defensive areas are distributed in depth so as to provide
mutual support, to limit enemy penetrations of forward areas, to
diminish the effect of hostile fire, to provide continuity to the defense,
and to establish bases from which counterattacks can be launched.
Combat outposts are located on the first high ground in front of the
forward edge of the battle area (FEBA). The combat outposts have
the same functions as observation posts in tire mobile defense. Armor
units may assign either observation posts or combat outposts in the
position defense, as the situation dictates. Their activities are tied
in with the activities of Army aircraft on surveillance missions.

d. RIeserve. A reserve is used to make counterattacks for the pur-
pose of destroying or rejecting enemy penetrations, or to attack for-
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ward of the FEBA against elements of the aLttaeking force. Ile-
serves may be used to block enemy penetrations and to extend the
flanks of the forward defensive area. In addition, they may be em-
ployed to occupy a rear position or to reinforce front-line units. Re-
serves may also be used to combat guerillas or infiltrating units, or to
cover a retrograde movement. Plans are prepared for employment of
the reserve in all contingencies.

381. Selection of the Battle Area and Reserve Positions
a. The Battle Area. Higher headquarters may designlte the battle

area by establishing limiting points where the boundaries intersect the
FEBA. Nevertheless, the defense commander studies the terrain and
selects key terrain features that must be held to provide continuity
to the defense.

b. The Reserce Position. The reserve should be located where it
can best execute prepared plans for its employment, taking into con-
sideration the probable direction of the enemy's main effort, the ter-
rain, routes of communication, concealment, and the need for se-
curity. The characteristics of a good reserve position include-

(1) Accessibility. It should have good routes for rapid move-
ment to the anticipated sectors of employmentt.

(2) Concealment. It should not be under enemy ground ob-
servation, and should offer the best possible concealment from
air observation.

(3) Dispersion. It must permit dispersion of units and vehicles.
(4) Finn standing. It must offer standing that permits free

movement of all vehicles in the reserve force.

382. Organization and Function of the Security Force, Position
Defense

a. Covering Force. The covering force normally operates from
10 to 15 miles in front of the FEBA. The size and composition of the
covering force depends upon the amount of time required for the
defenders to prepare the defensive positions, and the troops avail
able. Actions of the covering force are essentially the same as those
outlined in paragraph 375.

b. General Outpost. The general outpost normally operates 6,000
to 12,000 yards in front of the FEBA. The general outpost usually
is provided by the reserves of large armor units (divisions) con-
ducting the defense. The location of the general outpost normally is
designated by higher headquarters, and coordinating instructions are
issued for contact vwith adjacent units.

c. Battalion Task Force as General Outpost. A battalion task
force may be assigned the mission of general outpost as an inde-
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pendent force or as part of a combat commlllland conducting a general
outpost mission. The composition of the task force depends upon
the factors of METT (mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and
troops available). It is organized and disposed to conduct a delaying
action across the front assigned, and may have an artillery battalion
and a company of engineers attached, and 2an Army aviation flight
in support. The technique employed to accomplish this mission is
the same as for a covering force.

383. Organization and Functions of Forces in the Battle Area
a. General. The commander makes a reconnaissance of the terrain

to determine the likely avenues of enemy approach, and selects critical
terrain that must be held. The commander then designates defensive
areas. Boundaries are established between major subordinate units;
these boundaries are extended to the front to the limit of supporting
weal)ons, and to the rear to include the subordinate reserve location.
The intervals between defensive areas are covered by fire and ob-
stacles. Fires are coordinated between adjacent units by establishing
limiting points along the boundarlies.

b. Battalion Task Force as Part of the Forces in the Battle Area.
The battalion task force commlander assigns company-size defensive
areas covering the FEBA. If conditions permit, a battalion task
force reserve may be designated. Boundary lines are designated be-
tween company teams in the forward position, and limiting points
are established for the coordination of fires. The terrain in each team
sector is studied in determining the task organization for that sector.
Tank-heavy teams should be employed to cover avenues of approach
which are open and which provide long-range fields of fire, particu-
larly likely avenues of armor approach. Armored-inlfantry-heavy
teams are positioned to cover areas of poor visibility and likely ave-
nues of dismounted approach. Terrain permitting, a tank-heavy
team should be assigned as the reserve. The defensive areas should
be mutually supporting by fire if the terrain and the width of sector
permit. Supplementary positions are designated to the flanks and
rear to meet enemy threats from those directions. Supplementary
positions are also selected to which the company teams can withdraw
if forced from their primary positions. A plan for organization of
the ground, a fire-support plan, and a surveillance plan are made
(pars. 354-366). The battalion task force establishes a combat out-
post on the first high ground in front of the FEBA and within sup-
porting distance thereof. The battalion scout platoon normally is
assigned this mission, the platoon may be reinforced if necessary.
The reserve team, or elements thereof, may be assigned the combat
outpost mission. Communication is established between the outpost
and the task force command post. Routes are reconnoitered, and
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coordination is effected for the rearward mlovement of the combat
outpost through the front lines.

c. Company Team as Part of the Forces in the Battle Area. Based
upon the company team commander's reconnaissance, platoon strong
points are selected covering the major avenues of approach. These
strong points are positioned to provide mutual fire support. If the
width of sector and the terrain permit, the platoon strong points are
organized in depth, with the rear platoon considered as a reserve.
Tanks are located where they can deliver long-range fire, and ar-
mored infantry units are located on positions coverling avenues of dis-
mounted approach. Since the platoons are located to provide mu-
tually supporting fires, the armored infantry elements provide the
necessary close-in protection for the tanks; the armored infantry must
be positioned with this in mind. Boundaries normally are not desig-
nated between platoons; however, on occasion, boundaries may be re-
quired for coordination. Normally, the company team commander
indicates to tile platoons their assigned sectors of fire, and the points
on the ground where their fires with adjacent platoons will be coor-
dinated. Supplementary positions are designated to meet attacks
from the flanks and to contain penetrations. Each platoon prepares
primary and alternate positions for its weapons. The organization
of the defense is conducted as described in paragraphs 354 through
366 (fig. 110).

384. Organization and Functions of the Reserve
a. General. The reserve is constituted from forces not required to

hold the battle area. The reserve is located on, or to protect, critical
terrain. It is positioned to block penetrations from the front and
flanks. Counterattack plans are developed for possible penetrations
by the enemy; in addition, counterattack plans are developed to strike
the enemy in front of the FEBA or to the flanks. Objectives, routes,
lines of departure, and direction of attack are selected for each coun-
terattack plan. Each counterattack plan is given a code designation.
Key personnel should reconnoiter the terrain of each counterattack
plan. The reserve also makes plans to reinforce front-line units or
to act as a covering force to protect the withdrawal of front-line
units. The reserve should be heavy in tanks; however, the exact com-
position of the reserve is determined after a study of the factors of
METT. Depending upon the frontage assigned and the terrain, each
unit in the position defense, from the company team through the divi-
sion, will retain a reserve if possible.

b. Battalion Ta.sk Force as Reserve. A battalion task force may be
assigned a reserve mission as part of a combat command. The task
force commander studies the terrain and selects company team posi-
tions that block likely avenues of enemy penetration. After consid-
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eration of the factors of MIETT, he determines the task organization
for each team to occupy these positions. In locating and organizing
his forces, lie must consider the counterattack plans developed by
higher headquarters. Plans are developed for rapid movement to
execute these counterattack plans. Supplementary positions are se-
lected to meet enemy threats from the flanks, and each is recon-
noitered and organized.

c. Company Teanm as Reserves. A company team may be assigned
a reserve mission as part of a battalion task force. When a team is
given such a mission, the task force commander will designate its
position. This position provides depth to the task force defensive
formation and constitutes a base from which the team may conduct
limited counterattacks. The reserve position is organized for all-
round defense. Normally the position will permit the team to sup-
port forces on the forward strong points by fire. Supplementary
positions to the flanks are selected and organized. Plans are devel-
oped to carry out or support the counterattack plans of the task force,
to reinforce forces on the strong points, and to block enemy penetra-
tions.

385. Conduct of Position Defense, General
The success of the position defense depends upon the solidity of

the defense, maximum application of firepower in front of the FEBA,
and timely execution of counterattacks to destroy or eject enemy pene-
trations. The commander conducts the defense aggressively. I-Ie
maintains continuous surveillanlce, using Army aircraft and other re-
connaissance agencies to locate enemy formations and attack posi-
tions and to adjust supporting fires on profitable targets. Once
contact has been established, he makes every effort to obtain detailed
and timely information about the enemy. I-le takes advantage of the
enemy's errors and failures. The defense progressively disrupts and
weakens the enemy from the time he comes within range of the cover-
ing force. In the position defense, the armor commander must re-
main flexible and must not hesitate to employ techniques of the mo-
bile defense in the accomplishment of the mission of position defense
(fig. 111). However, the situation may require that certain ground
be held regardless of the cost or risk involved; therefore, no com-
mander may ever evacuate his position without approval of his higher
commander.

386. Actions of Security Forces in Position Defense
a. Covering Force. The covering force accomplishes its mission

in the same manner as the covering force in the mobile defense (par.
375). Frequently the covering force will assume the mission of a
general outpost; when it does so, it conducts a delaying action through
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the FEBA. The covering force maintains contact with the enemy
until it withdraws through the general outpost or the FEBA.

b. General Outpost. When the covering force has withdrawn
through the general outpost, the general outpost maintains contact
with the enemy. It effects maximum delay on the enemy, adjusting
long-range supporting fires to stop the enemy or force his early de-
ployment. It conducts aggressive reconnaissance and reports timely
and accurate information of the enemy. As the general outpost is
forced back by enemy action, it maintains contact and continues to
delay until it reaches the FEBA. After passing through the FEBA,
the general outpost moves to preselected positions to assume another
mission.

387. Actions of Forces in the Battle Area
a. Combat outposts assume responsibility for maintaining contact

with the enemy once the general outpost has withdrawn through their
positions. The combat outposts adjust long-range fires upon the
enemy and attempt to cause his early deployment. Once the combat
outpost has been driven in by the enemy's attack, it moves to pre-
selected locations.

b. Forces in strong points of the battle area engage the enemy at
maximum effective range. Initially, long-range fires are delivered
on the enemy; as lie continues to advance within range of other
weapons, the volume of fire is increased. If the attack is not dis-
rupted by the close defensive fires and the enemy prepares to assault
the position, final protective fires are delivered. Commanders may
reinforce these final protective fires with the fires of additional
weapons. Adjacent units may be moved to supplementary positions
from which they can deliver additional fires upon the flanks of the
enemy.

388. Actions of the Reserve in Position Defense
a. If the enemy penetrates the battle area, the commander uses his

reserve or other forces to limit the penetration. Once the penetra-
tion has been sloned or stopped, the commander launches a counter-
attack to destroy forces in the area and to restore the lost ground.

b. All available combat and comnbat support forces of the defenders
may be used to participate in the counterattacks. Plans must be suffi-
ciently flexible to permit the reserves of front-line battalion task forces
to participate in the counterattack.

c. Forces in strong points of the battle area which are not heavily
engaged may be moved to supplementary positions from which they
call deliver fires upon the flanks of the penetration. These forces
may conduct limited-objective attacks to seal off the enemy force in
the penetration.
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d. Once the enemy force has been destroyed or ejected, the reserve
may return to its original positions or may occupy and defend the
regained ground.

e. The reserve may be used to conduct limited-objective attacks to
the front of the FEBA to destroy or disrupt the enemy as lie forms
for the attack.

f. The reserve may be used to reinforce a threatened strong point
in the battle area.

g. If a strong enemy attack penetrates the battle area, and counter-
attacks are unsuccessful, the reserve may be used to cover the with-
drawal of troops in the battle area.

Section V. PERIMETER DEFENSE

389. General
a. The perimeter defense is a variation of mobile or position de-

fense in which units are disposed to meet an attack from any direc-
tion. The purpose of the perimeter defense is self-protection; it is
normally conducted by armor units acting independently or when
separated from friendly forces, as a temporary measure to protect
themselves while preparing for some other action.

b. In perimeter defense, it is not absolutely necessary to either hold
critical terrain or destroy the enemy force; therefore, the commander
is permitted maximum freedom of action. Usually the situation will
allow minimum time for reorganization prior to disposition of forces.
Similarly, the time element will permit less detailed planning and
less preparation of positions by small armor units. Therefore, the
techniques of perimeter defense should be included in unit standing
operating procedures.

390. Distribution of Forces in the Perimeter Defense
a. General. The functions of forces in the perimeter defense are,

in general, the same as for the mobile and position defense. Forces
are established to provide early warning of enemy approach; to pre-
vent surprise; to slow, stop, and contain the enemy attacks; and to
destroy the enemy force or eject it from the position (fig. 112).

b. SecwLuity Forces. Security forces are disposed on the exterior of
the perimeter with the mission of preventing surprise by providing
early warning of enemy approach. The frontage assigned to the
security force is much greater than in the position or mobile defense,
and must be covered with the minimum force; therefore the security
force will have little depth. Because of the wide frontages, the secu-
rity force is assigned a screening mission rather than a covering force
mission.
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c. Strong Points. Forces in strong points are used to slow, stop,
and contain the enemy attacking force. Strong points are established
on defensible terrain which will provide tactical advantage and from
which maximum fire can be delivered upon the enemy. Strong points
are established in an irregular pattern on the outer edge of the per-
imeter.

d. Striking Force. The striking force of the perimeter defense has
the same mission as the striking force of the mobile defense and the
reserve of the position defense. The striking force must be prepared
to attack forward of, within, or to the rear of the strong points. The
striking force normally is located near the center of the perimeter and
must be prepared to occupy a strong point, to block enemy penetra-
tions. or to cover the withdrawal of forces from a strong point.

391. Organization of the Perimeter Defense
a. General. The commander normally assigns areas of responsi-

bility to the subordinate units by the use of boundaries. He assigns a
smaller sector to the subordinate unit oriented toward the most likely
direction of enemy attack, and may assign as much as half of the per-
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imeter to a subordinate unit that is oriented away from the anticipated
direction of enemy attack.

b. Security Force. Each unit assigned a sector of the perimeter
defense establishes a security force. The distance at which the secu-
rity force operates in front of the strong points will depend upon the
enemy and terrain. Coordination is effected between units by the
designation of limiting points. The scout platoon may be employed
intact under battalion control within the security echelon at a point
designated by the battalion commander, or it may be attached by sec-
tion to the companies occupying the perimeter.

c. Strong Points. Tile mininmum force necessary to accomplish
the nmission of slowing, stopping, and containing the enemy is assigned
to the strong points. The intervals between strong points must be
secured. Supporting fires are planned to cover the intervals between
units. The organization of forces in the strong points is the same as
in mobile defense.

d. Striking Force. The striking force should be as strong as pos-
sible. Its task organization should produce the maximum combat
power and is determined after a consideration of the factors of METT
(mission, enemy, terrain and weather, and troops available). Counter-
attack plans are developed to cover the areas of likely penetration by
the enemy. Plans are also developed for the defense of critical ter-
rain in the sector, and for covering the withdrawal of forces from the
strong points.

392. Conduct of the Perimeter Defense
During conduct of the perimeter defense, actions by the security

force, forces on the strong points, and the striking force are essentially
the same as the actions of similar elements as discussed iln paraglaphs
367 through 388.

Section VI. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DEFENSE

393. Defense of a River Line-General
The fundamentals of defense of a river line are basically the same

as those discussed in paragraph 50. A river line may be defended
from either the near or far side, depending on the capabilities of the
troops and the plans of the higher commander. Either mobile or
position defense may be employed; the mobile defense is best suited
for small armor units. A small armor unit seldom is employed alone
to defend a river line; when so used, it should be appropriately rein-
forced. When a battalion task force is assigned the mission of defend-
ing a river line, either alone or as part of a larger force, the commander
should accomplish the following; regardless of the type of defense
employed:
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a. Establish reconnaissance patrols along both banks, using the
scout platoon and any attached armored cavalry elements. These
units should tie in their actions with security elements of any larger
command which might be operating across the river. If possible,
these elements delay the enemy's approach to the river.

b. Hold back the greater part of the task force in a concealed
position.

c. Use engineer units to prepare fords and bridges for destruction,
and to demolish those not being used by units operating on the far
bank. Routes of approach are prepared to attack positions and to
possible objectives. Minefields are installed. and all possible obstacles
are constrlceted. Fire rafts, floating mines, and like items are prepared
for use against enemy assault bridges. If no engineers are available,
this work must be done by other troops.

d. Insure that all boats, ferries, and other craft along both banlks
of the river within the assigned sector, except those needed for local
security, are located and destroyed. All buildings on the far bank
which might furnish the enemy with material for bridge construc-
tion are burned or otherwise destroyed.

e. Cover, with security detachments, all bridges and fords that are
not destroyed. When the units on the far bank are driven in. these
crossings are demolished. A responsible officer is stationed at each
crossing. He constantly checks to make sure the prepared demolition
charges are ready, and detonates them either on specific orders from
higher headquarters or in accordance with prior instructions, which
must prescribe exact conditions under which the bridge is to be de-
stroyed by the officer on his own initiative. Units with elements re-
maiining across the river should have representatives at the bridge
site to keep the officer in charge informed of their locations.

f. Use reconnaissance elements driven back across the river to re-
inforce and extend patrols on the near bank. Units that have been
cutoff by a rapidly advancing enemy may be withdrawn by heli-
copter, boat, or armored personnel carriers. They should destroy any
vehicles they cannot evacuate.

394. Mobile Defense of a River Line
a. Strong points are organized across the entire sector and along

the river line, covering the most likely crossing sites. No attempt is
made to hold the river line itself in force. Troops manning this
strong point system are predominantly armored infantry or armored
cavalry, with some tanks for direct support. Their positions are
selected to provide good observation and fields of fire over the river.
They should change positions at intervals, maintaining dunmvmy in-
stallations at their former sites to confuse the enemy. Patrols operat-
ing between these strong points must not follow any routine schedule
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with which the enemy can become familiar. Forces on strong points
should lose no chance to surprise the enemy. Small hostile patrols
observed crossing the river may be allowed to land; they then are
ambushed and disposed of as quietly as possible. If the enemy at-
tempts to cross in strength, forces on the strong points request artil-
lery support and resist stubbornly in order to make him reveal the
direction of his main effort.

b. Particular stress is laid upon striking the hostile forces with a
strong counterattack while they are astride the river. The striking
force should include most of the tank units available; it is not com-
mitted until the location of the enemy's main crossing effort is deter-
mined. The striking force counterattacks as in any other defensive
operation, moving in swiftly to entrap and destroy those enelmy ele-
ments which have succeeded in crossing the river. The counterattack
must strike before the hostile bridgehead can be expanded sufficiently
to protect the crossing site from direct fire and before an effective
antitank defense is organized. The first enemy forces to cross prob-
ably will include engineers, who will attempt to install hastily mine-
fields around the bridgehead perimeter; artillery air bursts are an
effective means of preventing the establislient of such obstacles.

395. Position Defense of a River Line
Armor units seldom will employ position defense to defend a river

line. If this type defense is considered appropriate after a considera-
tion of the factors of METT, techniques described in paragraphs 379
through 388 and in F1M 7-10 and FM 7-40 will be employed.

396. Use of Tanks in River Line Defense
a. Tanks in Direct-Fire Support of River Line Defense. When

tanks are used to occupy strong points on the river line position, they
fire on crossing troops. For this mission, tanks are placed in mutually
supporting, hull-defilade positions at likely crossing sites. Only the
necessary number of tanks should be employed on the river line; the
bulk of the tanks should be included in the striking force or reserve.

b. Tanks Acting Alone in River Line Defense. Tank units are
seldom employed alone to defend a river line. They should be re-
inforced with armored infantry, engineers, and artillery whenever
possible.

397. Defense of Wooded Areas
a. Defense in woods is, in some respect, similar to defense in towns

(par. 401) because of the short fields of fire and limited observation.
Small-caliber fires are closely coordinated, antipersolnel mines are
used, patrolling is constant, local security groups are used extensively,
and routes are prepared for the rapid shifting of reserves.
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b. Distances and intervals between individuals and units are re-
duced. Reserve units are positioned to counterattack infiltrating
groups.

c. Those machineguns not in use on the forward edge of the battle
area are sited well forward to limit penetrations and to protect the
flanks of forward elements. Their crews prepare supplementary
positions. Fire lanes are cut, through which bands of machinegun
fire are laid down along the front and flanks of organized areas.
Mortars are emplaced in openings in the woods, or openings are cut
to make firing possible. Where possible, fires are registered before
contact. Supporting artillery and mortars cover avenues of approach
with concentrations that can be fired without observation. Dug-in
tanks may be used effectively if snfflcient fields of fire can be cleared.

d. Patrolling is constant to the front and flanks and within the
position. Local security groups are equipped with means of rapid
communication, including radios, to give immediate warnilng of hostile
advance. Successful defense depends upon vigilance, constant sur-
veillance of hostile movements, close defensive fires, close combat, rapid
counterattack, and the mopping up of groups that infiltrate the
position.

e. After a consideration of the factors of METT, with particular
emphasis on the size and density of the wooded area to be defended, a
commander of a small armor unit may establish his battle area in front
of, at the forward edge of, within, or in rear of tie woods. In making
his decision, he sllould consider the following advantages and dis-
advantages of these locations:

(1) Defense in front of woods.
(a) The defender escapes fire delivered against the edge of the

woods.
(b) Reserves can remain concealed.
(c) Tile enemy must make separate attacks against the battle

area and the woods.
(d) The position facilitates counterattack.
(e) The position facilitates close artillery support.
(f) The defender has little concealment for the forward edge

of his battle area.
(g) There are few natural obstacles against meclhanized attack.

(2) Defense at forward edge of woods.
(a.) Good fields of fire are available.
(b) Effective defensive fires can be delivered.
(c) Reserves can remain concealed.
(d) The battle area becomes a well-defined target.
(e) The movement of reserves in counterattack is restricted.

(3) Defense within woods.
(a) The woods become an obstacle to the attacker.
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(b) Operation of hostile tanks is difficult.
(e) Problems of coordination and control for the attacker are

increased.
(d) Reserves can remain concealed.
(e) Observation and fields of fire are restricted.
(f) The movement of reserves in counterattack is restricted.

(4) Defense in rear of woods.
(a) The woods become an obstacle to the attacker.
(b) The defender is in position to cover exits from the woods

with observed and coordinated fire.
(c) The attacker can use the woods to conceal his movements,

and thereby is in a position to effect surprise.
f. Numerous small reserve units may be placed througllhout and

closely behind the battle area to repel, by prompt local countertbrusts,
any hostile forces that may succeed in passing through the FEIBA.
Small tank units may be of great value for this purpose if areas for
their conlmitment have been carefully recoommitered and prepaIed. In
heavy woods, too much reliance cannot be placed on organized counter-
attacks, because of restricted maneuver room. Lateral routes behind
the front must be reconnoitered and improved to permit shifting of
counterattack forces and other reserves.

g. Should the enemy succeed in penetrating a battle area in forests
or swamps, those units that have not been dislodged must protect their
flanks and stand their ground. Forces on individual strong points
must provide for all-round defense and must hold their positions until
counterattacks by reserves have restored the situation.

398. Defense of a Defile-General
In the defense of a defile, care must be taken to prevent massing of

troops and equipment and to protect against air attack and atomic
weapons. Basic defense fundamentals are used by armor units when
defending a defile.

399. Defense at a Defile
a, Flank oj the Defile. The bulk of the defending forces are placed

on high ground to the flanks which commland the defile. If the terrain
permits the movement of tanks to high ground overlooking the defile,
they may render effective direct-fire support. If the enemy forces
are composed of trained mountain troops, the flanks cannot be consid-
ered completely secure.

b. Other Defile Defenses. Artillery fire, demolitions, mines, barriers,
and chemical weapons are employed within the defile to delay the
enemy advance. While in the defile, the enemy is a lucrative target
for air attack and atomic weapons.
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400. Defense in Rear of a Defile
a. Characteristics of the Position. Conducting the defense in rear

of a defile provides maneuver room for armor units to attack enemy
forces coming through the defile. The position imay be a series of
strong points, arranged in a concave line opening toward the exit and
with the flanks resting on obstacles. The distance from the strong
points to the defile exit is such that collveging fire can be brought upon
the attacker before and during his movelment from the defile.

b. Action of the Reserve. A tank-heavy reserve is withheld to be
used as a mobile striking force. Enemy forces which succeed in emerg-
ing from the defile are taken under fire by the strong points, canalized,
and then hit by the reserve. Maximum delay and disorganization is
effected within and in front of the defile.

401. Defense of a Built-Up Area-General
A built-up area is an obstacle primarily because it canalizes and im-

pedes anl attacking force. The use of a built-up area as an obstacle de-
penlds on its size, its location, and the piotectiol it offers. Inflammallble
ilaterial gives little protection and may become a hazard to the de-
fender. Buildings of masonry can be developed into well-fortified
defensive positions or islands of resistance. A built-up area that can
be easily avoided has little defensive value. To be useful it must be
located to force the enemy to make a direct attack or a time-consumilng
maneuver (FM 31-50). Defending armor units should be infantry-
heavy in this situation.

402. Selection of Positions in Defense of a Built-Up Area
a. The defense of a built-up area, is comparable to the defense of

any battle area. The organization of a built-up area is influenced
by the characteristics of such all area, which include-

(1) Limited observation for the attacker and the defender.
(2) Reduced fields of fire and reduced effectiveness of indirect

fire.
(3) Restricted commlunicatiol.
(4) Increased cover and conceanlment for troops and weapons.
(5) Numerous obstacles, which limit maneuver of troops and

tanks.
b. A defense completely within a town or city should be organized

around key features whose retention preserves the integrity of the
defense and permits the defenders to move readily.

e. The forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) is placed well
forward in the town. This prevents the enemy from entering the
outskirts aid massing his troops and direct-fire weapons under that
protection. The FEBA must not be along a clearly defined line on
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which the attacker can mass supporting fires. 7When the FEBA is
inside the town, all approaches to the built-up area and the edge
itself are occupied by security elements. They provide observation,
give warning, and adjust supporting fires.

403. Distribution of Troops in Defense of a Built-Up Area
a. Cities and I'owtns. The frontage and depth assigned to units

defending a built-up area are less than normal. An infantry-heavy
battalion task force on the FEBA in a city or town inight have a
frontage of four to eight city block (average block being 200 yards).
The amount assigned depends on the defensive strength of the lo-
cality. The depth of the defensive area is from three to six city
blocks. The FEBA is generally located along streets. Boundaries
are placed along streets that are perpendicular to the FE13A. They
extend to streets parallel to the FI13A. Each unit is assigned a
clearly defined area of responsibility and is organlized as a self-
sustained unit. These units are mutually supporting and capable of
all-round defense. To provide fields of fire, open areas within the
town are defended from the near side. Reserves orgallize positions
across the rear part of the assigned area. These add depth to the
position and give flankk protection.

b. Villages. The FEBA may be outside the village, in whicl case
a normal defensive area is organized. The FEBA may be witllin the
village, if the village offers adequate advantages for defense, in which
case the defense reseml)les that of a town or city. When terrain
features dominate the village, they a re secured.

404. Use of Organic and Supporting Weapons in Defense of
a Built-Up Area

a. Units prepare for speedy movement of supporting weapons to
alternate and supplementary positions. Such preparations include
cutting passages through buildings. When fields of fire are short
withlliln the built-up area, machinegsns may be used singly. These
weapons are sited to place flanking fire on streets and to provide in-
terlocking bands of fire across the front anld flanks of the area. Ma-
chineguns assigned close defensive missions are emplaced at or near
g(round level, covering avenues of approach. AMachineguns tow ard tihe
rear may provide long-range fires from upper stories of well-con-
structed buildings.

b. If mortars cannot be fired by battery, they can be divided into
sections, with one squad in direct support of each front-line company.

G. Tanks cover intersections, barricades, open streets, parks, and
other areas along which enemy armor can approach. When enemy
armor is not a great threat, tanks may engage targets of opportunity.
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In built-up areas, the maneuver of tanks is usually restricted. For
that reason, the positions assigned to tanks are unusually important.

405. Fire-Support Plan for Defense of a Built-Up Area
If the FEBA is along a street, the fires of automatic weapons are

coordinated on the street. Barriciades for machineguns are con-
structed in entrances to buildings or other places far enough from
street intersections to be out of the line of fire directed down the ap-
proaches. Concentrations are planned to cover hostile assembly areas
and approaches, to limit penetrations, and to support counterattacks.
Barrages cover such approaches as streets, open areas, and areas of
light construction.

406. Defense at Night and During Periods of Poor Visibility
a. General. The basic fundamentals involved in night defense by

armor units ire the same as for daylight defense. At night, greater
emphasis must be placed on security measures to prevent surprise and
on the use of obstacles and prearranged fires to break up an enemy
assault.

b. Planning. Plans for defense must provide for actions to be
taken against enemy infiltration, guerilla action, and airborne attack.
MWhen the mobile defense is being used, infiltration between strong
points must be prevented. Strong points must also be prepared for
all-round defense. Defensive fires are planned to cover avenues of
hostile approach and areas within the defensive area.

c. Security. Timely warning of an enemy attack must be provided
by listening posts and patrols. Electronic devices, minefields, obsta-
cles, and illlllmination are used to give such warning. Infantry must
provide close-in security for tanks positioned in forward defensive
areas.

407. Conduct of Defense at Night
a. Fire Control. Positive fire control and fire discipline are neces-

sary to prevent premature firing. Predetermined data, such as range
cards, many be used. Tanks should be moved into positions where
armored thrusts are most likely.

b. Counterattacks. Aggressive patrolling and other security de-
vices must keep the enemy accurately located. If an enemy force
infiltrates or breaks through the defense, it may be desirable to
counterattack before daybreak in order to capitalize on the defender's
knowledge of the terrain. A night counterattack by a tank-heavy
force can be very effective if battlefield illumination, preplanned fires,
and terrain are properly used. The counterattack inust be bold and
aggressive. If it fails, the next action is to block the penetration.
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408.- Defense Against Airborne Attack
a. General. Airborne attacks are delivered against undefended or

lightly defended areas. The speed of air movement permits such
attacks to strike deep in the rear and allows the selection of objectives
within a large area. To successfully defend against airborne attack,
the defender must know the capabilities and limitations of airborne
troops. This knowledge is imparted by training in airborne equip-
ment and methods. The airborne force can be expected to have initial
numerical superiority, but the defending force is initially much
stronger in heavy supporting weapons. The defender must capitalize
on this advantalge by conducting a mobile defense characterized by
rapid, coordinated counterattacks. By doing this, lie can prevent the
airborne force from accomplishing its mission, and will pave the way
for its ultimate destruction.

b. Reconnaissance for Defense Against Airborne Attack. Upon
receiving orders directing the preparation of a defense against air-
borne attack, the conlmander immediately reconnoiters the area he is
to defend. During his reconnaissance lie determines the probable
landing areas and likely objectives of the airborne force. He makes
phlns both for setting up a warning system aund for moving his forces
to counterattack.

c. Warning System for Airborne Defense. A small portion of the
unit should be employed as a warninlg force, to insure prompt dissetmi-
nation of information concerning the location and strength of the
attacking force. Observation posts and mobile patrols, equipped with
radio and other means for giving alarms, should occupy dominant
terrain features and travel selected roltes to insure complete coverage
of the sector of responsibility.

d. Defensive Measures Against Airborne Attack. Defensive ineas-
ures against airborne attack include erection of obstacles, such as poles
or stakes, and laying of mines, in probable landing areas. Positions
ale prepared for defense of these areas. Obstacles are prepared on
routes out of probable landing areas. Bridges are prepared for
demolition, with the demolition switches located at a distance from
the bridge itself. Everytillng possible is done to reduce the advantage
given the attacker by his initial numerical superiority.

e. Conduct of the Defense Against Airborne Attack. Successful
defense against an airborne attack depends upon the coordination of
the defender and the speed with which he is able to initiate defensive
action. When the commander of a defending unit receives an alert
from his higher headquarters, lie should require his troops to prepare
for action on a moment's notice. Vehicles should be manned, ammil-
nition loaded, and communicatio n facilities checked. After tile comn-
mander has made sure that his unit is ready for action, he should
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insure that observation posts and hther positions are manned on a
rotation basis so that troops get as much rest, as possible. If an air-
borne landing is made, the alarm will normally be given by the unit's
warning force, or by higher headquarters if the landing is made out-
side the unit's area of responsibility. Of immediate concern to the
commander is the exact location of the attackers. He must determine
this through information supplied by his warning force, or through
additional reconnaissance. Any additional troops sent out to obtain
information of the enemy must be careful not to allow the attackers
to destroy or capture them. As soon as the commander has deter-
mined the position.of the airborne attackers, he must immediately
move to strike them with the full weight of his forces. The unit's
mission will be to destroy or contain the enemy if possible. If it can-
not do this, it impedes the enemy's progress by defensive action,
including counterattacks. Immediate action is essential to keep the
airborne force from receiving reinforcement and improving its posi-
tion. The defenders must insure that plans are made to assemble a
force large enough to destroy the airborne enemy, by a coordinated
attack, before it can become effective.

409. Defense Against Guerilla Action andi Infiltration
a. General. The term guerilla warfare is used loosely to describe

all kinds of irregular warfare. It is generally associated with broad
movements that may be described as-

(1) A people's war or revolution against existing authority.
(2) A war conducted by irregular forces, in conjunction with

regularly organized forces, as a phase of normal operations.
(3) Operations, generally of short duration, conducted by de-

tached regular forces in the enermy's rear areas.
An area confronted with a serious guerilla menace is as much a combat
area as the front lines. Commanders and troops in such an area must
maintain the same alert and aggressive attitude as front-line troops,
since guerilla action is often directed at lines of supply and communi-
cation.

b. Defensive Action.
(1) Defense against guerilla attack. All troops must be trained

to repel guerilla attacks and to destroy the attackers. Seldom
will it be possible to divert combat forces for protection of
rear areas, Armor ulits must make plans for ground and
aerial reconnaissance of rear areas, mutual assistance by
adjacent units, defense of installation perimeters, and armed
escorts.

(2) Prevention of infiltration. Measules to prevent infiltration
are extensive counterreconnaissance, combat patrolling, and
ambushing by front-line units; the use of dogs; battlefield
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illllminiation; and the systematic search of captured terrail.
Barbed wire, trip flares, minefields, and other antipersonnel
obstacles and wanling devices may be installed along possible
routes through friendly lines. Once an infiltrator has pene-
trated to a rear area, lie operates as a guerilla.

410. Defense Against Air Attack
a. General. Air defense by armor units includes all measures de-

signed to nullify or reduce the effectiveness of an attack by hostile
aircraft or guided missiles (pars. 195 and 196). Security against
hostile air attack is maintained by air warning systems, concealnellt,
dispersion, and fire.

b. Air Warning System. Air attack alerts are given by radio, siren,
flares, whistles, or hand or flag signals, depending on the situation.
Air alert sentries are on duty in every vehicle during a imarch. Air
alert observation posts are established in bivouacs and assembly areas.
Sectors of observation usually are assigned by higher headquarters.
If the small armor unit is acting alone, it observes in all directions.
Personnel are trained in the recognition of both friendly and enemy
aircraft.

c. Concealment. Natural concealment is used whenever possible;
camouflage is used to supplement it when necessary. When within
range of hostile artillery, the entire unit must not be crowded into a
limited area of natural conceahllnent, such as a small isolated woods;
that merely provides the enemy with a profitable target. Groves,
orchards, hedgerows, and shadows of buildings should be used for pro-
tection against observation. Every effort is made to fit vehicles into
the natural lines of the terrain. Vehicles parked in shadows must be
moved as the shadows shift. Tracks made by vehicles moving into a
new area must be brushed out or camouflaged.

dE. Dispersion. Dispersion is achieved by increasing the distances
and intervals between individual vehicles and by distributing the unit
in snmall groups. Dispersion is employed on the march, during halts,
and in bivouacs, assembly areas, and attack positions. If possible,
dispersion is increased when the unit actually is under air attack.
While advancing in open country, an armor unit that is attacked by
enemy aircraft may disperse off the road and continue its advance,
the individual vehicles taking evasive action. Such action requires
expert driving and complete control. If vehicles cannot leave the
road, they continue to advance on the road while firing at the attacking
aircraft. This may be taught as an SOI' battle formation.

411. Use of Vehicular Antiaircraft Weapons in Defense Against
Air Attack

The organic antiaircraft weapon of small armor units is the caliber
.50 machinegun.
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a. During a march, all antiaircraft weapons are kept manned, uln-
covered, and ready for instant action. Platoons or separate vehicles
are assigned zones of fire. In bivouacs or assembly areas, certain
guns are trained on points where low-flying planes are likely to appear,
such as the top of a nearby tree line.

b. No aircraft will be fired upon unless they attack or the higher
unit commander gives the order to fire. Frequently, planes flying fast
and high do not observe ground troops. To fire at them merely at-
tracts their attention without probability of damaging them.

c. When the order is given, or when low-flying aircraft attack the
unit, all automatic weapons (except submachineguns or carbines)
which can be employed effectively are fired at the attacking aircraft.

d. Against fast-flying aircraft, it is best to have all guns fire at
maximum elevation in the direction from which the aircraft is making
its approach. This method forces the aircraft to fly through a curtain
of fire and results in a greater probability of hits than does aimed
fire. Against slow-flying aircraft, gunlelrs may obtain the best results
by employing aimed fire techniqules.

e. The above procedures should be covered in the unit SOP.
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CHAPTER 10

RETROGRADE MOVEMENTS

Section I. GENERAL
412. General

A retrograde movement is any movement away from the enemy. It
may be forced or may be voluntary. A retrograde movement may be
further'classified as a delaying action, a withdrawal from action, or a
retirement. EIach of these actions involves movement to avoid de-
cisive combat, with the enemy, is conducted to trade space for time,
and requires the sacrifice of terrain. In avoiding the enemy, the
movement may be to the rear or laterally. Lateral movements (side-
slipping) on occasion are employed by elements of the security force
to gain favorable terrain for further delaying action, and by units in
the forward defensive area in the mobile defense when one strong
point merges with another under enemy pressure. Regardless of tilhe
direction of movement, retrograde actions by small armor units are
conducted in accordance with the techniques explained below.

413. Purpose of Retrograde Movements
Retrograde movements are made for one or more of the following

reasons:
a. To disengage from combat.
b. To avoid comlbat under undesirable conditions.
c. To draw the enemy into an unfavorable situation.
d. To gain time without fighting a decisive engagement.
e. To place friendly forces in a more favorable position with rela-

tion to other friendly forces.
f. To permit the employment of a portion of the command else-

where.

414. Types of Retrograde Movements
a. D)elaying Action. A delaying action is a retrograde movement in

which space is traded for time and in which the delaying force inflicts
maximum punishment on the enemy without becoming decisively in-
volved in combat.

b. IVithldrawal From Action. A withdrawal from action is an
operation in which all or part of a deployed force disengages from
the enemy in order to reach a position from which it can initiate some
other action.
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c. Retirezment. A retirement is an operation in which a force avoids
engagement under the existing situation by moving away from the
enemy without direct pressure.

d. Combination of 7Type.. Within a large command which is in
contact with the enemy, a combination of these types of retrograde
movements usually is necessary. Adjacent units may employ different
types simultaneously, or one type may develop into another during
the course of the action. For instance, a retirement may be preceded
by a withdrawal from action or may be covered by a force executing
a delaying action.

415. Leadership in Retrograde Movements
Retrograde movements require constant control and supervision by

commanders. Such movements often have a detrimental effect on the
psychological outlook of the average soldier: to counteract this effect,
the purpose of the retrograde action should be thoroughly explained.
Leaders must show confidence, enthusiasm, and initiative in the
prompt execution of orders.

Section II. DELAYING ACTION

416. General
In a delaying action, the force conducting the action occupies a

series of delaying positions. From each position, it takes the enemy
under fire at maximum effective range, and intensifies its fires as the
enemy moves forward, to slow his advance. Sometimes limited-objec-
tive counterattacks are made forward of the position to further delay
the enemy. When the force conducting the action has delayed the
enemy as much as it can without becoming decisively engaged, it
makes an orderly withdrawal to a position to the rear and repeats
the operation. Usually the force colducting tie action will be ordered
to hold the enemy forward of a specific line for a specified length of
time. Plans for and conduct of the action must ensure that this mis-
sion is accomplished.

417. Types of Delaying Positions
a. Successive Positions. Small armor units normally delay on suc-

cessive positions (fig. 113). The delaying effort of the entire force
is concentrated on one position at a time.

b. Alternate Positions. If the force conducting the action is as-
signed a relatively narrow zone, it may delay on alternate positions.
The force is divided into two elements. One occupies the first delay-
ing position, the other occupies the second. When the forward ele-
ment withdraws, it leapfrogs the other and moves back to the next
position. Use of alternate positions allows more time for organizing
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and preparing positions and gives more opportunity for rest, main-
tenance, and resupply. However, it will seldom be practical for
armor units to delay from alternate positions.

418. Fundamentals of Delaying Action
Fundamentals which must be considered in planning and conduct-

ing delaying action are-
a. Centralize Control and Decentralize Action. A delaying action

is conducted on a wide front. It consists of a series of independent
unit actions, in which each commander must be permitted freedom
of action in engaging the enemy. However, the movements of all
units must be closely controlled by the higher commander. This will
insure that the enemy does not bypass or envelop elements of the
delaying force, nor make a penetration which would prevent the
successful accomplishment of the delaying mission.

b. Make Maxrimum Use of Terrain. Delaying forces must make
maximum use of all terrain from which delay can be obtained. De-
laying positions should be located on terrain features which dominate
likely avenues of enemy approach.

c. Force the Enermy to Deploy and Maneuver. The enemy should
be engaged with all weapons, at maximum effective range. This will
slow, his progress by causing him to deploy, to develop the situation,
and to maneuver in an attempt to drive the delaying force from its
position.

d. Make Maxirmnum Use of Obstacles. Natural and artificial ob-
stacles are used to the maximum to delay and canalize the enemy,
and to provide security to the flanks of the delaying force.

e. Maintain Contact With the Enemy. Continuous reconnais-
sauce must be conducted to establish and maintain contact with the
enemy.

f. Avoid Decisive Engagement. Each delaying position is held
only long enough to cause the enemy to deploy, to develop the situa-
tion, and to maneuver to attack the position. The delaying force
must withdraw to the next delaying position before becoming de-
cisively engaged; if it does not, it may fail to accomplish its mission.

419. Distribution of Forces in Delaying Action
a. General. Delaying positions are not organized in great depth.

Firepower is forward, with the bulk of the force concentrated at
likely avenues of approach. The force conducting the delay is
divided into two major echelons-the delaying force and the reserve.
The reserve is normally established at battalion level and higher;
units smaller than battalion usually do not have a reserve.

b. Delaying Force. The delaying force is the element that oc-
cupies each successive delaying position. The mission of the delay-
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ing force is to slow the enemy advance by delivering long-rarnge direct
and indirect fires.

c. Reserve. The reserve should be centrally located to permit its
employment at any point within the area of operations.

d. 7'aski Organization. Both the delaying force and the reserve
should be composed of both tanks and armored infantry. The ratio
of tanks to armored infantry will vary with each situation. If the
enemy force is heavy ill armor, the delaying force needs more tanks
than when the enemy force is largely made up of infantry. If the
terrain favors the maneuver of tanks in offensive action, the reserve
can properly contain more tanks than when the terrain is so rough
that tanks would have difficulty in maneuvering. Basically, the de-
laying force should be capable of delivering an ample amomunt of long-
range direct fire; at the same time, the reserve should be a highly
mobile, responsive unit for local offensive action.

420. Command Post in Delaying Action
The command post is normally centrally located on the delaying

position behind the one occupied by the delaying force. The com-
mand post should move to the next delaying position as soon as
possible after a decision has been made to withdraw. It should be
located on terrain that favors voice radio communication. The com-
mand group normally stays well forward with the delaying force.

421. Combat Support of Delaying Action
Artillery, engineers, and Army aviation will habitually be em-

ployed in delalying actions. These forces may be either attached to
or in direct support of tank and armored infantry units. In addition,
tactical air support normally will be available, and is requested and
controlled the same as in defense.

a. Artillery. The fires of artillery and organic weapons must be
integrated and coordinated. Primary consideration is given to long-
range and massed fires forward of the delaying positions; however,
plans also include close fire support of movements to successive posi-
tions. When the frontage is so great that supporting fires cannot be
massed along the entire front, they are concentrated on the most
likely avenues of enemy approach.

b. Engineers. In delaying actions, engineers operate much as they
do in defense. Their general duties include-

(1) Participatingin denial operations.
(2) Delaying the enemy by destroying bridges and railroads,

blocking roads, and erecting barriers.
(3) Engaging in combat as infantry when required.
(4) Improving roads and bridges to assist the withdrawal of the

delaying force.
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Supporting engineers are usually held under the control of the com-
mainder of the force conducting the action. This centralization of
control ensures maximum effort on priority missions, such as creating
major obstacles. For a detailed discussion of the employment of engi-
neers, see FM 5-134.

c. Army Aircraft. Army aircraft should be used to the maximum
during delaying action. They perform nerial reconnaissance, pro-
vide liaison, and relay information.

d. Use of Atomic Weapo.ns and CI/P. The small armor unit com-
mander generally will not be involved directly in the plamnning for
employment of atomic weapons and CBR. However, he is vitally
concerned with the effects that friendly employment of these weapons
may have on the actions of his unit in a retrograde action as well as
the protective measures his unit must take when the enemy has such
a capability. Additionally, his employment of long-range organic
fires may be considerably restricted in atomic operations. For ex-
ample, improper use of long-range fires might establish his own posi-
tion as a potential enemy atomic target, or he might alert the enemy
formation to its own situation as an atomic target.

422. Reconnaissance and Selection of Delaying Positions
a. Higher headquarters assigns the armor unit a zone in which to

conduct delay. Higher headquarters also specifies the general area
of the first delaying position, the general lines on which successive
positions are to be established, and the length of time that delay is
required. A reconnaissance to select, successive delaying positions
must be made as early as possible (fig. 114). Likely avenues of ap-
proach are located, and plans are made to deny their use to the enemy:
In selecting delaying positions, the commander considers the same
factors as those considered in selection of any defensive position, and
in addition selects routes suitable for withdrawal and lateral move-
ment.

6. Intermediate delaying positions are selected between the delay-
ing positions specified by higher headquarters (fig. 115). These
positions should be on dominating terrain which, when occupied, pro-
vides control of likely avenues of enemy approach. If the area of
operations has sufficient depth, successive delaying positions should be
far enough apart to force the enemy to reorganize, renew his advance,
and deploy and maneuver for anll attack at each position.

423. Security in Delaying Action
Because of the nature of delaying action, the flanks of a delaying

force are extremely vulnerable. If friendly troops are on the flanks,
coordination with these troops is essential. Obstacles-such as rivers,
mountains, thick woods, or rugged terrain--should be used to secure
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LINE OF CONTACT WITH THE ENEMY - INITIAL DELAYING POSITION

SECOND DELAYING POSITION
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THIS RIVER LINE UNTIL A DESIGNATED TIME

Figure 114. Selection of delaying positions in delaying action.
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open flanks. Continuous reconnaissance, both ground and air, should
be conducted to the front and flanks throughout the delaying opera-
tion. Maximum use is made of observation posts during the day and
of listening posts at night. An aggressive enemy will make every
effort to infiltrate sizable forces around and behind delaying positions,
particularly during the hours of darkness. Routes of withdrawal
must therefore be continuously reconnoitered.

424. Control Measures in Delaying Action
Control measures normally used in delaying action include bound-

aries, contact points, phase lines, check points, and routes of with-
drawal.

a. Boundaries between units are assigned so that terrain features
which control fire and observation in one zone, as well as any avenues
of approach into that zone, are within the area of responsibility of
one unit. Boundaries extend forward to the limit of the effective
range of organic weapons and rearward through the next delaying
position. If desired, they may be extended through the final delaying
position.

b. Phase Lines are used to designate the general location of succes-
sive delaying positions by the division commander. At combat com-
mand and lower levels, actual delaying positions are designated rather
than phase lines.

c. R/outes of Withdrawal are designated to control movements of
both combat forces and supporting elements.

425. Employment of Fires in Delaying Action
The fire-support plan of an armor unit engaged in a delaying action

should cover three types of fires-normal defensive fires, with partic-
ular emphasis on long-range fire on advancing enemy formations;
fires in support of counterattack by the reserve or other elements of
the force; and fires to be employed in the withdrawal. Details of all
preplanned fires should be made known to the lowest possible echelon.

a. Defensive Fires. Long-range fires are normally provided by
supporting artillery and tactical aircraft. They are adjusted by any
person capable of observing the target, including observers in aircraft.
Mortars open fire as soon as the enemy comes within effective range.
The closer the enemy comes, the more fire is placed upon hinm.

b, Fires 2'0o Support a C'ounterattack. Preplanned fires to support
a counterattack must cover critical terrain features both in front of
and within the delaying positions. They should cover all likely ave-
nues of eellly approach, and probable routes and objectives of a
counterattacking force.

c. Fires To Cover the Withdrawal. Fires to cover the withdrawal
should include the routes of advance available to the enemy. They
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-help to cover the noises of forces withdrawing and to deceive the enemy
as to the amount of artillery that has withdrawn.

426. Use of Obstacles in Delaying Action
Every effort is made to strengthen delaying positions by engineer

and pioneer work. Natural obstacles are improved. Artificial obsta-
cles are placed to break up the enemy's attack formations, delay him,
restrict his maneuver, and hold him in areas covered by intense defen-
sive fires, particularly those of automatic weapons and main tank guns.
Obstacles should be concealed from enemy observation and should be-
covered by fire to prevent their neutralization. Artificial obstacles
may include abatis, craters, barbed wire, and the destruction of bridges.
Authority to destroy bridges within the unit zone must be obtained
from bigher headquarters. Mines are best employed to deny likely
avenues of approach for enemy armlor or to calnalize enemy forces into
areas which are favorable for the employment of fires and of the re-
serve. Nuisance minefields may be used; however, authority to install
them must be obtained from higher headquarters, and their locations
must be recorded and reported as directed by FM 20-32. Too much re-
liance must not be placed on obstacles, man-made or natural; no
ground is considered impassable to a well-trained, determined, and
resourceful enemy. The enemy may attempt to gain surprise by
attacking over ground considered impassable.

427. Occupation of a Delaying Position
a. Delaying Force. In general, the occupation of a delaying posi-

tion is similar to the occupation of a strongpoint in the mobile defense.
Most of the firepower is oriented toward the enemy; however, a por-
tion of the unit must provide protection to the flanks and rear. Tank
elements of the delaying force are located to cover likely avenues of
hostile armor and mechanized approach and to deliver long-range
direct fires. Armored infantry elements are placed where they can
protect and support the tanks and cover portions of the zone not cov-
ered by other fires. Whenever possible, fires of machinegun and other
automatic weapons are interlocked. Each elemrent of the delaying
force must be able to move quickly to its assigned route of withdrawal.

b. Reserve. The position selected for the reserve should be far
enough behind the delaying position that enemy fires which might
hinder the movement of the delaying force will not affect the reserve.
It should have access to a good road net. It should be so located that
the reserve can block any enemy penetration of the delaying position.

428. Employment of the Reserve in Delaying Action
a. Counterattacks. If it appears that the fires of the delaying force

cannot slow the enemy as much as is necessary, the reserve (or uncom-
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mitted elements of the delaying-force) may counterattack forward of
the delaying position. Counterattacks by the reserve (fig. 116) are
made against limited objectives. Such attacks must be thoroughly
preplanned and coordinated with the delaying force. Every effort
should be made to obtain surprise. The counterattack should be di-
rected against an enemy flank. It is often possible to draw tie enemy
into a trap; the withdrawal of the delaying force is planned to draw
the enemy force along a prearranged axis favorable to employment of
the reserve. Offensive action by the reserve is conducted as discussed
in chapter 8.

b. Blocking of Penetrations. If the enemy force should penetrate
the delaying position prior to the designated time of withdrawal or
before the delaying elements have been able to withdraw, the reserve
may be committed behind the position. Plans for such a contingency
should provide for maneuver and fire support. Piecemeal commit-
ment of the reserve must be avoided.

c. Fire Support For or Reinforcement of Elemnents of the Delaying
Force. The reserve commander must be prepared to move to positions
from which direct fire can be delivered to support the delaying force.
Occasionally the reserve may even be committed to reinforce an ele-
ment on a particularly critical position. Such a mission should be
temporary; if it is required for an extended period of time, a new
reserve should be constituted if possible.

d. Attack To Assist in the Withdrawal of Elements of the Delaying
Force. The reserve must be prepared to conduct counterattacks to
assist in the withdrawal of elements of the delaying force which have
become heavily engaged. These attacks are preferably directed
against the flank of the enemy. They are intended to cause the enemy
to devote his entire attention to his own defense, thereby permitting
the heavily engaged unit to withdraw. Under such circumstances the
reserve may, after withdrawal of the element of the delaying force,
become part or all of the delaying force while another element takes
over the mission of the reserve.

429. Withdrawal in Delaying Action
The decision as to the exact time to withdraw to the next delaying

position is dependent upon many factors-strength and composition
of the attacking force, status of adjacent units, strength of the position;
condition of the delaying force, and the amount of delay required in
the mission. The withdrawal must be commenced while the delaying
force still has freedom of movement.

a. Routes of Withdrawal. A battalion commander selects a route
of withdrawal within each company zone. These routes are used for
movement of logistical support, combat support, reserve units, and
the battalion command post and trains, in addition to serving as
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routes of withdrawal for combat elements. Enemy action will occa-
sionally make it impossible to use the primary preplanned routes of
withdrawal; alternate routes must therefore be included in the plan.
Companies must insure that routes of withdrawal within their zones
are protected and kept open. Although priorities for use of these
routes are assigned by the battalion commander, companies may use
them freely in the actual conduct of the delaying action. Main high.
ways should not be used for withdrawals unless necessary, as these
routes will generally receive heavy enemy artillery fire and attacks by
enemy aircraft.

b. Withdrawal of the Delaying Force. The delaying force does not
withdraw all at one time. Elements withdraw on order, according to
prearranged plans, or when withdrawal is made necessary by the
action of the enemy. Normally, elements which are least engaged with
the enemy withdraw first. The remainder of the delaying force then
employs fire and movement to withdraw, supported by fires of the
elements previously withdrawn,, artillery, mortars, and tactical air.
Contact with the enemy is maintained. Delay is continuous, between
as well as on delaying positions. If the situation permits the effective
use of tanks, they are retained with the delaying force throughout the
withdrawal. At night or in withdrawals over very restrictive terrain,
most of the tanks may be withdrawn first so that they will be in
position to provide covering fire for armored infantry elements during
their withdrawal. Heavily engaged units may require assistance to
disengage from the enemy; such assistance may be given in the form
of a counterattack ty the reserve. Units withdraw only after ap-
proval by, or at the direction of, the next higher commander. This
commander must be kept fully informed of the situation so that he can
order withdrawals before unrits become too heavily engaged. If com-
munication with the higher headquarters is temporarily disrupted,
subordinate commanders must use their best judgment. They must
attempt to insure that they withdraw soon enough that their units will
not be overrun, but not so early as to endanger the mission and the
security of other units. A subordinate commander who is out of con-
tact with higher headquarters must do everything possible to
reestablish comnuniceation. If forced to withdraw before contact
is regained, he must inform higher and adjacent units of his actions
by the fastest means available.

c. itihdrawalwl of the Reserve. If no immediate commitment is
anticipated, the reserve may be the first element withdrawn to the next
position. This will insure that it does not interfere with the delaying
units and that it is not prematurely engaged. If the reserve is not
withdrawln first, it may be retained in a centrally located position
from which it supports by fire the withdrawal of the delaying force.
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d. Withdrawal of ilMortars and Artillery. Mortars and artillery
displace by echelon so that they can furnish continuous fire support.

430. Logistical Considerations in Delaying Action
a. The battalion S4 must keep fully informed as to the location of

all combat elements and must exercise rigid control over the move-
ments of supply and ma intenance elements so that they do not interfere
with the combat elements. As the delaying force withdraws, service
elements must be moved to the rear as early as possible.

b. Although it is desirable to keep each unit's supplies completely
mobile, it may become necessary to preposition certain supplies on
successive delaying positions or along routes of withdrawal. In the
delaying action, requirements for anmnmition, demolitions, barbed
wire, and other barrier supplies norrnally increase. A decision to
preposition supplies is based on supply requirements, the distance to
supporting supply agencies, and the amount of transportation
available.

c. Maintenance support during a delaying action consists of minor
repair work only. Disabled vehicles are evacuated to battalion vehicle
collecting points. Vehicles and equipment which cannot be evacuated
are destroyed.

d. For detailed discussion of logistical support for this type of
operation, see FI 17-50.

Section III. WITHDRAWAL FROM ACTION

431. General
a. A withdrawal from action is classified as either a daylight or

a night withdrawal. In either type, a security force maintains con-
tact with the enemy to prevent a rapid enemy advance, to deceive the
enemy, and to provide for security.

b. The decision to withdraw at night must be made sufficiently in ad-
vance to permit planning and coordination, and in time for subordi-
nate units to conduct a reconnaissance.

c. The disengagement of withdrawing forces is conducted in the
same manner as the withdrawal from a delaying position in the con-
duct of a delaying action (par. 429).

432. Daylight Withdrawal From Action
a. Successful daylight withdrawals from action depend on speed,

control, and effective employment of a security force.
b. A daylight withdrawal can best be made on terrain which limits

enemy observation and which permits use of cover and concealment for
assembly and movement of forces. Weather conditions which limit
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enemy ground and air observation provide an advantage to the with-
drawing force.

c. Control may be a serious problem in a daylight withdrawal, be-
cause it is necessary to move rapidly with great dispersion when effec-
tive enemy observation of the movement is possible.

d. Armor units frequently initiate witlhdrawal through offensive
action. Limited-objective attacks are made to divert the enemy's ef-
forts. Smoke, increased artillery support, and tactical air should be
employed to assist in the withdrawal.

e. Units not engaged with the enemy are the first to withdraw.
When all units have broken contact with the enemy, they withdraw
rapidly under protection of the security force.

433. Night Withdrawal From Action
a. Successful night withdrawal from action depends primarily upon

deception, secrecy, and control. Darkness limits hostile air and ground
observation, and this must be exploited. The intention to withdraw
is concealed by continuing normal activities, including aggressive
patrolling.

b. A night withdrawal normally is slower than a daylight with-
drawal.

c. Effective movement control measures will offset, to some degree,
the difficulty caused by loss of visual contact.

d. Troops left in contact use whatever deceptive measures are avail-
able to create the impression that a much larger force is on the posi-
tion. Such deceptive measures includes firing artillery, moving tanks
so that their engines can be heard, and keeping up the normal sounds
usually associated with a completely manned position.

e. Withdrawing units move simultaneously if possible. Formations
are closer than in a daylight withdrawal, and movements are conducted
with greater emphasis on secrecy and security.

f. The security force withdraws at a prescribed time or on order.

434. Planning for a Withdrawal From Action
a. Location of the New Position or Assenmbly Area. The new area

should be within friendly lines and must be designated early enough to
permit reconnaissance of the area. When an armor unit is operating as
part of a larger command, the higher headquarters will designate the
new position. HIowever, the armor unit must select the exact location
of its subordinate units.

b. Provisions for Preparation and Occupation of the New Position.
These provisions should include necessary defensive measures, disposi-
tions of trains, and guides for units moving into the area.

c. Zones or Routes of Withdrawal. A battalion task force usually
will be assigned a zone of withdrawal. The boundaries of the zone
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will extend back to include the new position. If more than one unit
of the higher command is using routes in the zone of the task force,
the higher headquarters may assign a route to the task force. The task
force commander usually assigns routes to his subordinate units. If
routes are available, lie may assign a separate one to each unit, to speed
the withdrawal. The commander must exercise strict control and
supervision of the withdrawal, in order to maintain the schedule
prescribed. If the withdrawal includes passage through friendly
front-line units, close coordination with these units must be made.
Plans should include provisions for guides from the unit being passed
through, liaison, and recognition signals. Designated routes must be
reconnoitered to insure that they are adequate and well marked.

d. Security. The commander may designate one or more elements
as a security force, or he may utilize elements of each front-line unit
for this purpose. It is desirable that all elements of the security
force be controlled by one commander. The strength of the security
force depends primarily on-

(1) The number of troops available.
(2) The degree of enemy activity.
(3) The amount of front to be covered.

The security force normally conducts a delaying action. The length
of time that the force remains in contact with the enemy depends upon
the unit's mission. If the unit is moving to a defensive position to
the rear, the security force remains in contact with the enemy until
the new position is occupied. When the withdrawal is part of a
retirement, the security. force remains in contact with the enemy until
the main body forms march columns. The security force may then act
as the rear guard.

e. Time Schedule. Higher headquarters normally designates the
time of withdrawal. A schedule must then be prepared to cover the
entire movement. The security force must not withdraw until the
main body has completely broken contact with the enemy. .Mortars
and attached or supporting artillery must withdraw by echelon, so
that they can provide fire support for the security force. The time
schedule must be followed exactly.

f. Priority of Withd'rawal. As a general rule, supply and service
units, and headquarters elements not needed for tactical control, are
withdrawn first, followed by the reserve or uncommitted units. Then
front line units are withdrawl, beginning with the least heavily en-
gaged. The security force is the last element to withdraw.

435. Logistics in Withdrawal From Action
For discussion of logistical support during a withdrawal from

action, see'F l17-50.
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Section IV. RETIREMENT

436. General
A retirement may be made following a withdrawal from action or

when no actual contact with tile enemy has been made. Small armor
units usually participate in a retirement as part of a larger force.

437. Small Armor Units in the Retirement
As part of a larger force conducting a retirement, an armor unit

may be directed to march to a designated objective or assembly area;
or the armor unit may furnish all or part of the flank guard, rear
guard, or covering force for the higher command.

438. Logistics in Retirement
For discussion of logistical support during a retirement, see FM

17-50.
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CHAPTER 11

SPECIAL OPERATIONS

Section 1. ARMOR UNITS OPERATING WITH INFANTRY UNITS

439. General
When a small armor unit is operating as part of a force which is

predominantly infantry, the same basic fundamentals of tactical em-
ployment apply as when it is operating as part of an armor force.
Some differences in the application of these fundamentals are made
necessary by differences in organization, equipment, and technique
of operations between armor and infantry.

a. Mission. The missions assigned armor units operating with in-
fantry should make maximum use of the combat characteristics of the
armor unit-armor-protected firepower, mobility, shock action, and
extensive and flexible communication. Armor units can best be used
on missions in which surprise, fire and maneuver, concentration of
effort, and retention of the initiative are particularly important.

b. Command. The tactical unity of an armor unit operating with
infantry should be retained at the highest level possible. The dissipa-
tion of armor power through the attachment of elements of a small
armor unit to several infantry units prevents maximum utilization of
the capabilities of armor.

c. Employment. Whenever possible, armor units attached to in-
fantry units should be used as the nucleus of a mobile combined-arms
team or should be used to provide armor reinforcement to an infantry
unit. These forces should be employed on missions of penetration or
envelopment of a decisive objective.

d. Coordination. Coordination is the timing, the mutual action, and
the control which enable a team of combined arms to strike the enemy
and destroy him. The capabilities and function of each unit com-
prising an armor-infantry force should be carefully considered. This
coordination is attained by thorough planning. establishment of ade-
quate communication and liaison, and the wholehearted cooperation
of each member of the force.

e. Signal Communication. Communication between armor and in-
fantry units is complicated by differences in organic signal equipment.
When units of the armored division, or armored cavalry units not
organic to the infantry division, are operating with infantry, it often
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is necessary for the armor and infantry units to exchange FMI radio
equipment in order to establish the necessary communication.

440. Combat Support in Armor-Infantry Operations
Combat support units organic to infantry differ in organization,

equipment, and capabilities from those normally found in support
of major armor operations. These differences include lack of armor
protection in both the engineers and artillery, less cross-comllntr mo-
bility in combat support elements, and less capability for providing
ordnance maintenance support over extended periods.

441. Logistical Support in. Armor-Infantry Operations
The logistical support agencies organic to infantry are not or-

ganized or equipped to support major armor attachrments for extended
periods. lionwever, the commander of the infantry unit to which an
armor unit is attached is responsible for its logistical support. Logis-
tical personnel of both units must work together to insure that this
support is adequate. Plans should be made before the attachment
takes place, if possible. The commander of the armor unit must
constantly check on his logistical support. He should request addi-
tional support or recommend changes in the logistical plan or pro-
cedure if necessary. See FM 17-50.

Section II. ARMOR-AIRBORNE LINK-UP

442. General
a. For a detailed discussion of airborne operations, see FM 57-20

and FM 57-30.
b. Airborne operations are classified according to their purpose-

independent type, raid type, special type, or early link-up type.
Armor is most frequently employed in the early link-up type. The
early link-up operation is made after airborne forces are delivered
into the rear of, or to the flank of, an enemy position. The success
of such an operation depends upon a successful attack by other forces
(the link-up force) to make an early link-up with the airborne forces
(the airhead force). These operations require careful and detailed
planning to insure maximum coordination between the two forces.
Armor units are well adapted to perform link-mp missions. An armor
attack to an airhead area is executed as a normal offensive operation,
except for the necessary coordination and support plans.

443. Combined Planning for Armor-Airborne Link-Up Oper-
ations

a. General. A combined armor-airborne operation normally is
planned and directed at corps level or higher; however, detailed coor-
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dination and plans are made between the armor and airborne units
involved in the operation. Command and staff liaison between units
is essential throughout the planning and execution phases. The goal
is to make-the link-up as quickly as possible and to prevent casualties
to our own troops from friendly fires. Small armor unit commanders
will be particularly concerned with coordination of the following:

(1) Link-up points.
(2) Fire coordination line.
(3) Communication plan.
(4) Actions following link-up.

b. Link-Up Points. To avoid confusion and possible attack on
friendly forces, link-up points are established. These are points at
which physical contact is to be made between the airhead force and the
link-up force. The number and location of link-up points should be
established early in the planning phase. These points should be
limited in number, since they must be manned by detachments of the
airhead force. Whenever possible, these points should be located at
the junction of the airhead recomlaissance and security line and the
axis of advance of the link-up force. They should be easily recog-
nizable. Personnel occupying the link-up point, as well as personal
of the leading element of the link-up force, must be thoroughly ac-
quainted with measures for identification and plans for rapid move-
ment of the link-up force into the airhead area. Alternate link-up
points are designated; these are normally located at the airhead line
woithin the axis of advance of the link-up force. These alternate
link-up points will be used if the airhead is under attack and the air-
head reconnaissance and security line has been forced back (fig. 117).

c. Fire Coordination Line. The fire coordination line is established
to coordinate the fires delivered by both the link-up force and the air-
head force, to prevent losses from fire by friendly forces. This
line is intended to regulate both flat-trajectory and high-angle fire,
as well as close tactical air support strikes. It should be established
along terrain features that are clearly recognizable from the ground
and from the air. It should be as close to the airhead as practical,
in order to allow maximum latitude to the fire-support agencies of
the link-up force. Plahns should permit units in the airhead to fire
outside the fire coordination line until a specified time, which is
based on the expected progress of the link-up force. After this time,
units in the airhead should deliver fire outside of the line only after
coordination with the link-up force. The link-up force should not
fire on the airhead side of the line at any time without coordinating
with units in the airhead.

d. Commnunication Plan. The communication plan must include
the channels for radio communication between the airhead and link-up
forces. It must prescribe identification procedures to be used during
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the day and at night, to include both primary and alternate means.
High-performance and Army aircraft can be used to give signals or
otherwise to extend communication. Visual signals such as flares or
panels may be used during daylight, and flashlights or infrared de-
vices may be employed during darkness.

e. Actions Following Link-Up. When the link-up is effected, the
link-up force may remain within the airhead and assist in its defense,
or may pass through and continue the attack. If the link-up force
is to remain within the airhead, it is important that a single com-
mander be designated for all forces within the airhead. Plans must
be made for the link-up force to be coordinated into the defense of
the airhead, or for the airhead force to assist the link-up force to pass
through the airhead, as quickly as possible. After the link-up is made,
the airhead area presents a lucrative target for the employment of
enemy tactical atomic weapons. For this reason, objectives for the
link-up force should be outside the airhead if possible.

444. Logistical Support Plan for Armor-Airborne Link-Up
Operations

The logistical support plan for the armor forces is similar to that
employed in any deep penetration or exploitation mission. Because
the initial airborne assault includes supplies and equipment for only
through the airhead, as quickly as possible. After the link-up is made,
48 to 72 hours of operation, the airborne trains may accompany the
armor trains in the overland attack, or the armor trains may include
additional vehicles and supplies for the airborne forces.

Section III. JUNGLE OPERATIONS

445. General
Jungle combat involves operations in trdpical areas largely over-

grown with dense vegetation. Offensive operations in such an area
require a high degree of leadership and individual initiative to meet
the problems imposed by difficult terrain and hot, humid weather.
These difficulties may be overcome by proper acclimatization, thorough
training, and careful planning. For details of operation in jungles,
see FM 72-20.

446. Effect of Jungle
a. The jungle affects operations by restricting observation, limiting

movement, restricting communication, and providing concealment
from air and ground observation. Because of these factors, the situa-
tion is usually obscure. It is hard to maintain contact and control.
Narrower frontages than normal are assigned to attacking forces,
and interval and distance between units and individuals are reduced.
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The use of supporting fires is restricted. The effects of the limited
observation can be partially overcome by an increased use of patrols,
liaison parties, conmmllunication facilities, and observation posts.

b. Jungle areas seldom have good roads. The road net usually
consists of a few roads on the edge of the jungle and narrow, winding
trails in the interior. The movement of amnor units is generally
limited to roads, beaches, and grass- or brush-covered fields. The
cross-country movement of armored vehicles in dense jungle is almost
impossible unless routes have been previously prepared. Sometimes
armored vehicles can operate in an area of tree-covered hills.

c. Radio range is greatly reduced because of the screening effect
of dense vegetation and steep slopes. The effectiveness of radio
depends upon the radio's location and the atmospheric conditions.
In a slow-moving attack, wire is the most satisfactory means of
communication. Wire teams move with the assault echelon to provide
conmunication to the rear. Increased reliance is placed on dismounted
messengers.

d. The jungle gives ideal concealment for offensive operations.
This permits dismounted infantry to advance to assault positions
close to the enemy. However, concealing foliage also permits ambush
and infiltration attacks, and requires increased security.
I e. Certain effects of particular interest to armor should be consid-
ered in atomic warfare in jungles: shielding by thick vegetation,
severe obstacles created by blowdown, and difficulty in accurately
locating suitable atomic targets.

447. Offensive Operations in Jungles
a. The principles of offensive combat apply to offensive operations

in jungles. However, the enervating climate, restricted observation,
limited mobility, restricted communication, and concealment compli-
cate maneuver and require a specialized application of these principles.
Resourceful leadership, proper training, and suitable equipument will
convert natural difficulties into relative advantages.

b. Jungle combat is essentially a fight by small dismounted infantry
units which operate extremely close to the enemy. Often a tank
platoon may be attached to an assault rifle company to reduce enemy
automatic weapons by close-range fires. In close terrain, dismounted
troops and tanks move together at the same rate of speed. On trails,
dismounted troops generally precede the tanks at about 25 to 50 yards,
depending on the terrain and enemy resistance. At times the terrain
may restrict deployment to the vicinity of the trail and may limit
operations to a one-tank front. Tanks must be closely protected by
patrols that reconnoiter for routes of advance, antitank guns, and
antitank obstacles. Riflemen are designated to protect the flanks and
rear of each tank. When the tanks are engaged, riflemen deploy
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behind them to cover them from protected positions. Riflemen can-
not stay close to tanks which are receiving enemy fire. At times,
close terrain makes it necessary for a tank commander to expose
himself from the turret in order to locate targets and maintain
contact with near by tanks.

c. Sometimes the terrain makes it impossible for tanks to take
part in the assault. In this case the tanks may support the attack
with overhead and flanking fire. A tank forward observer may go
with the assault company to call for supporting fires.

448. Coordination in Jungle Operations
Close coordination between tank and infantry leaders is essential.

In some cases, special radio equipment helps this coordination. The
external interphone is also used for communication between the tank
crew and accomlpanying infantry. Information as to objective, routes,
and antitank resistance is reported by the infantry. In some instances
it may be necessary for tank commanders to move forward on foot
to observe targets pointed out by the infantry.

449. Defense in Jungles
a. In light jungles, the principles of defense in woods generally

apply. Consideration is given to adjoining areas that may contain
dense jungle, and to possible hidden obstacles. Thorough and continu-
ous ground reconnaissance is necessary, because the observation of
security elements is restricted and aerial reconnaissance is often
ineffective. Long-range fires can seldom be employed.

b. In a dense jungle, troops are disposed along the forward
edge of the battle area with minimum intervals between foxholes
and no gaps between units. Security elements consist of small groups,
dug in for all-round defense, to cover trails and other approaches to
the position, delay the enemy, and wvarn of his approach.

c. In the jungle, as in densely wooded areas and in mountain opera-
tions, battalions and smaller units often operate independently. When
operating alone, units are prepared to defend against an enemy attack
from any direction.

450. Maintenance in Jungle Operations
In jungles, maintenance is a serious problem. Almost all materiel

is subject to the action of either rust or fungi, because of the normally
hot, humid weather. As a rule, all metal surfaces should be kept
coated with oil; radios and other electrical equipment should be
fungiproofed. All materiel must be frequently inspected and cleaned.
In hot, humid climates, all weapons require light or special preserva-
tive lubricating oil. In salt-water atmosphere, medium preservative
lubricating oil should be used.
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Section IV. GUERILLA WARFARE

451. General
a. For detailed discussion of operations against guerilla forces, see

FM] 31-15; for guerilla warfare operations, see Fil 31 21.
b. Guerillas and irregular forces normally operate as independent

or semi-independent groups. They may be political refugees, malcon-
tents, specialists in subversive activity, or bands of former regulars,
dispersed in the course of conflict and evading capture. The extent
of their activities depends on the quality of leadership, their supplies
and communication facilities, and the geography of the area. The
principal purposes of their actions are to prevent the movement of
supplies and troops, to disrupt communication, and to cause a diversion
of forces from the main battle area by persistent harassment and
sabotage.

c. Guerilla activity may be in the form of either small nuisance
raids or large-scale attacks on key installations, supply dumps, or
troop units. It is usually most effective when directed and coordinated
by the enemy's high command against targets of strategic importance.
Normally, individual members of the group disperse before and im-
mediately after al attack. Every effort is made to achieve surprise
and to have superiority in numbers at the time and place of attack. It
is essential, from the guerillas' point of view, that the attack be made
under circumstances which permit them to break off the engagement at
will and to avoid prolonged combat.

452. Effect of Guerilla Activity Against Armor Units
The operations of hostile guerillas can affect armor units by-
a. Forcing the use of armor units in an organized campaign against

the guerillas.
b. Causing armor units to be used in passive defense and occasional

direct attack against guerillas who may operate behind friendly lines.
c. Forcing dissipation of armor units in a defense of their elements

while operating on exploitation or pursuit missions.

453. Antiguerilla Operations
a. Armor units are normally committed against guerilla forces as

in any offensive action. Hlowever, special emphasis must be placed on
rapid movement to the area of contemplated attack and gaining all the
surprise possible. Maximuml effort is made to surround the guerilla
forces. I)During movement, security is obtained by advance, flank, and
rear guards, and by reconnaissance patrols and observers. When intel-
ligence reports indicate that contact is imminent, the security forces
are increased. When contact is gained and the main body engaged, se-
curity of the flanks and rear becomes imperative. Reconnaissance ele-
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ments should be used for reconnaissance and security missions during
all phases of operations where the road net is adequate. Dismounted
troops are used in areas that are impassable to motorized or armored
elements.

6. Armor units must act with speed and aggressiveness in operations
against guerillas. The objective is to encircle them and close their
escape routes, then destroy them. Cautious movement, or thorough
search of the area, gives the guerillas time to react or escape. The
guerilla force should be encircled before it is attacked, if possible.
This is particularly true of actions begun late in the day; it is usually
better to concentrate on completing the encirclement than to launch
an attack that cannot be completed before dark. Efforts to encircle
the guerillas are continued into the night if necessary; in any event,
contact is maintained to keep them from escaping. It is most im-
portant to gain surprise in actions against guerillas, since one of
their normal characteristics is quick reaction to any development.
Once a guerilla force is engaged, contact must be maintained; if it
cannot be encircled, it is pursued and destroyed.

454. Operations Against Organized Guerilla Positions
In the event guerillas choose to organize strong defenses of their

operational bases, attacks against such bases may be planned and
executed in the same manner as attacks against strong enemy posi-
tions. However, in such conventionl style attacks, careful considera-
tion should be given to the influence of rugged, broken terrain on the
operational capabilities of armor units.

Section V. DESERT OPERATIONS

455. General
a. For detailed discussion of desert operations, see FM 31-25.
b. Special training and conditioning and a high degree of self-

discipline are essential for desert operations. All deserts have certain
characteristics -lack of water, absence of vegetation, large areas of
sand, extreme temperature ranges, and brilliant sunlight. The ter-
rain in deserts is not necessarily flat and level. There are hills,
depressions, sand dunes, rocks, shale, and salt marshes, as well as
great expanses of sand. However, these terrain features usually
present, at most, only local obstacles to movement.

456. Camouflage in Desert Operations
The lack of vegetation in the desert makes concealment of men and

equipment difficult. Artificial means of camouflage are extensively
employed, including protective painting for all vehicles. Units carry
camouflage equipment and material on all movements. Maximum use
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is made of shadows in broken ground, dried-out stream beds (wadies),
and sand dune areas.

457. Mobility in Desert Operations
As a rule it is easy to move in desert areas; therefore, the force

that has the greater mobility is the more effective. Armor units are
well suited for desert fighting. Movements are normally made for
long distances, and speed of execution is essential. Maintaining di-
rection during movements is difficult because of the absence of roads,
trails, and landmarks. Navigational aids and dead reckoning are
used to maintain direction.

458. Surprise in Desert Operations
Visibility is often poor in the desert, because of the absence of high

ground for observation and the presence of blowing dust. Surprise
is facilitated by use of aln aggressive counterrecomnnaissance screen,
by speed of movement, and by deception. Dummy positions, decoy
movements, and the operation of false radio nets aid in deception.
In open areas, a force call conceal its movements by moving at night
or during dust storms. The glare of the sun, especially when it is
low oil the horizon, reduces visibility toward the sun; an attacker may
be able to gain surprise by moving with the sun at his back.

459. Security in Desert Operations
Because of the lack of natural obstacles in the desert, all-round

protection is necessary at all times. Units must be prepared to fight
in any direction. Reconnaissance must extend for greater distances
than normal. Once battle is joined, reconnaissance is intensified to
prevent surprise envelopments. The lack of natural concealment
increases the dlifficulty of security against enemy air action. Dis-
persion and camouflage are used as passive means of defense against
air attack, and active defensive measures are employed to the fullest
extent. Since it'is virtually impossible to conceal logistical instal-
lations from either ground or air observation, their security is best
obtained through dispersion and through deception as to the nature
of the installation. Increased emphasis must be placed on active de-
fense of supply columns and logistical installations from ground
attack.

460. Tactics in Desert Operations
In desert combat, emphasis is placed on maneuver because flanks

are most accessible. Desert terrain favors envelopments and deep
turning movements. Wide movements around an enemy flank can
often be made without detection. Mobile forces can quickly exploit
any weaknesses or mistakes of the enemy.
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461. Logistical Support of Desert Operations
a. The nature of the terrain usually requires increased dispersion

within trains areas and greater distances between logistical installa-
tions. Supply convoys must be carefully controlled, since the lack
of established routes and landmarks makes it difficult for them to
maintain direction.

b. The increased distances between logistical installations, and the
vulnerability of supply convoys, may make it desirable to effect re-
supply by air.

Section VI. MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS

462. General
a. For a detailed discussion of mountain operations, see FM 70-10.
6. Mountainous terrain generally limits the use of armored vehicles

to roads and trails. Small areas may be found where armored vehicles
can get off roads and fight across country, but these areas usually are
few in number and may be mined. Many times a small amount of
engineer work will permit tanks to move to advantageous firing
positions in the roughest types of terrain, thereby gaining tactical
surprise. The normal mission of tanks in mountain operations is to
furnish support either by direct fire, by counterattack, or by..anti-.
tank defense.

c. Adequate logistical support for armor units engaged in moun-
tain operations is extremely difficult. Roads are usually few in
number and require a great deal of maintenance. It is often neces-
sary to use helicopters to effect resupply.

d. Mountainous terrain presents many communication problems.
Radio communication, particularly on FM sets, may be affected by
high ground between stations. It is difficult to lay field wire. Radio
communication must be improved through the use of relay and re-
transmission stations. Ultra-short-wave equipment, if available, is
more effective in mountains than other types.

463. Conduct of the Mountain Attack
a. In mountainous terrain, an armor attack must be planned in

minute detail. The nature of the terrain may permit tanks to support
attacking infantry with relatively long range direct fire. This requires
excellent radio communication and thorough coordination between the
infantry and tank units.

6. Key terrain features are primary objectives. Attacks along low
ground are usually costly because the defender has excellent observa-
tion. The route of an attacking force normally will be along ridge
lines or on other elevated terrain. On such terrain, the attacking force
in many cases will gain tactical surprise. A great deal of engineer
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work may be required in order to place tanks on high ground where
they can closely support the attack. It may be necessary to build a
trail from low ground to the attack position. When mountainous ter-
rain contains corridors which are favorable to the attack and which
permit employment of armor, armor may attack down the corridors
while infantry units attack along the ridge lines.

o. Available roads and trails must be kept in as good repair as
possible, to permit the movement of armor. Tank dozers and bridging
material must be kept well forward.

d. No more armored vehicles should be taken forward than are re-
quired for immediate operation. Having uncommitted armored ve-
hicles in forward areas causes unnecessary damage to roads and may
create traffic hazards for resupply vehicles.

e. If decisive armor action becomes possible, the armor forces are
committed in mass, closely supported by artillery and engineers. Ob-
jectives are usually critical points on the hostile routes of supply and
withdrawal, the capture of which would isolate the enemy forward
position.

Section VII. OPERATIONS IN DEEP SNOW AND
EXTREME COLD

464. General
a. For detailed discussion of operations in extreme cold, see FM

31-71.
b. Troops require special clothing and heated shelters. Equipment

and supplies that would be damaged by freezing are protected against
the cold. Weapons and vehicles are winterized with special lubricants.
Wheeled vehicles may be used on established roads in rear areas. Full-
track vehicles with low ground pressures are used for movement over
snow-covered or muddy terrain. Movement on icy slopes requires spe-
cial grousers fitted on the tracks.

c. All movement is slow; this frequently limits the depth of combat
missions. Careful reconnaissance by patrols on skis, snowshoes, or
light over-snow vehicles precedes movement of units. Reconnaissance
reports include information on snow depth and ice thickness. Short-
range weather forecasts are important in planning movement.

d. Armor units advancing across country avoid heavy woods and
deep drifts, taking advantage of wind-swept ridges where snow cover
is thinnest. Thickly frozen lakes and rivers, instead of being obstacles,
are good routes for movement.

e. The short periods of daylight, and the difficulty of concealing
movement in snow-covered terrain, cause an increase in night move-
ments, which are frequently aided by clear atmosphere and bright
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moonlight. Deep snow provides concealment, but increases the diffi-
culty of orientation on the terrain. Long movements require the use
of navigational aids.

Section VIII. RAIDS
465. General

A raid is an attack to accomplish a specific purpose within an enemy
position, with no intention of holding the territory invaded. Raids
may be executed within or beyond supporting distance of the parent
unit, either in daylight or in darkness. When the area to be raided
is beyond supporting distance, the raiding party operates as a separate
force.

a. Purposes. Raids may be made to capture prisoners; to capture
or destroy specific enemy materiel; to obtain detailed information of
hostile units, dispositions, locations, strength, works, intentions, or
methods of defense; or to harass the enemy and disrupt his plans.

b. Characteristics. The raiding force always withdraws after it
accomplishes its mission. Unless carefully planned and executed, the
withdrawal is the most difficult part of the operation. Security is
vital, because normally the raiding force penetrates the enemy posi-
tion and is vulnerable to attack from all directions. Raids are planned
and executed much like other attacks, but surprise and speed of execu-
tion are of greater importance.

466. Types of Raids
a. A dismounted raid normally is made at night and does not ad-

vance beyond supporting distance of the parent unit. This type of
raid is made when units are in close contact with the enemy and it is
desired to capture prisoners, to destroy specific enemy installations or
materiel, or to secure information. It has a definite nuisance value,
and often delays enemy planning.

b. A mounted raid is normally conducted by tanks and armored
infantry and frequently advances beyond supporting distance of the
parent unit. Mounted raids may be made to destroy specific enemy
installations or materiel, to capture specific types of equipment, to free
friendly personnel in enemy prisoner-of-war camps, and to disrupt
the enemy's supply lines.

467. Selection of Raid Objective
The raid objective may be prescribed by the higher commander, or

it may be left to the discretion of the commander of the raiding force.
Where possible, the area selected for the raid is one that is lightly
defended. The raid objective should be as close as possible to friendly
front lines.
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468. Time of Raid
Before a raid, time must be allowed for reconnaissance, planning,

registration of supporting fires, and rehearsals. Raids are preferably
carried out at dawn or twilight, or in fog or other conditions of low
visibility, to limit enemy observation and yet give enough light for
close combat. Successful raids can be made in broad daylight or in
complete darkness. Daylight raids require heavy supporting fire and
the use of smoke to blind enemy observation.

469. Route of Advance and Withdrawal for Raid
a. In daylight raids, covered routes of approach are used; the raid

is begun from the last covered position. Under conditions of reduced
visibility, when surprise through stealth is possible, advance and
flank security detachments precede the raiding force. They prevent
premature discovery of the raid by destroying outguards with silent
weapons.

b. The withdrawal may be made over the same route used for the
advance, but it is usually made over another route. Routes of with-
drawal should avoid the suspected location of enemy defensive fires.
Road intersections and other prominent landmarks are avoided. Se-
curity detachments and protective fires are used to keep the routes of
withdrawal open.

470. Rallying Points for Raids
Rallying points are locations at which units assemble when they have

become separated during a raid or have completed their missions and
are ready to withdraw. A rallying point is designated near the
objective, and a series of rallying points may be prescribed along the
routes of advance and withdrawal. A rallying point within friendly
lines is usually prescribed to assemble materiel, prisoners, and infor-
mation gathered in the raid.

471. Logistical Considerations in Raids
In planning logistical support of a raiding party, special considera-

tion must be given to the fact that the raiding party may be isolated
or required to fight its way back to firendly lines. Factors governing
the amount of logistical support accompanying a raiding party in-
clude the type and number of vehicles, type and number of weapons,
movement distance, length of time the raiding party will operate in
enemy territory, and expected enemy resistance. Plans should be
made to resupply the raiders by air if necessary.
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Section IX. AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS

472. General
a. An amphibious operation is a landing made from ships or craft to

achieve an objective on land.
b. Amphibious doctrine is set forth in FAI 100 5, field manuals of

the 60-series, FM 17 34, and pertinent Department of the Navy publi-
cations. For explanation of Navy and special terms used in amphibi-
ous warfare, see SR 320-5-1 and AR 320-1.

473. Scope of Amphibious Operations
An amphibious operation includes isolation and preparation of the

objective area for the landing and operations of the forces involved
in the overseas movement, assault, support, and consolidation. It is a
joint operation when the assigned forces are composed of elements of
more than one service.

474. Role of Armor in Amphibious Operations
a. An amphibious assault is normally an infantry division opera-

tion. The armored division, because of its heavy vehicles and equip-
ment, is not normally used in an amphibious assault. However, in
certain situations the early landing of large armor formations may
be desirable in order to effect early link-up with airborne forces or
to seize critical terrain dominating the landing area. Once ashore,
the tactical employment of armor is as in land warfare.

b. In large-scale amphibious operations, a beachhead may be se-
cured by infantry, then an armored division or a combat command
may be landed in order to add its firepower, mobility, and shock ac-
tion in further operations.

c. An armored infantry battalion, less carriers, may be used in the
assault landing. Its employment in such a situation is similar to that
of a battalion landing team of an infantry division. Its carriers
should be brought ashore as soon as possible so that it can resume
operations as armored infantry.

d. Armored cavalry may be employed on reconnaissance and screen-
ing missions subsequent to the assault landing. Armored cavalry
may be landed between major elements of a widely separated landing
force to maintain contact between such elements or to seize lightly
defended objectives.

475. Amphibious Training of Armor Units
a. Armor units are trained to land in three ways-directly from

landing ships onto the beach, in preloaded landing craft from LSD,
and by swimming tanks ashore with the aid of flotation devices.
Armor personnel becomes familiar with these methods during the
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shore-based training phase. During afloat training the most appro-
priate method is emphasized.

b. In addition to the amphibious training common to all type units,
the following individual training is.conducted.

(1) Preparation- of armored vehicles--for loading.
(2) Preparation of armored vehicles for deep-water fording.
(3) Ship-to-shore movement.
(4) Beach obstacle reduction and passage.
(5) Preparation of vehicles and equipment for preloading in

landing craft.
(6) Maintenance of preloaded vehicles and equipment.
(7) Embarking and debarking vehicles.
(8) Operation and service of vehicles after landing.
(9) Emergency repairs to deep-water fording and flotation

equipment.
(10) Installing and jettisoning flotation devices.
(11) Firing while vehicles are waterborne.
(12) Rules of the road.
(13) Ship-to-shore movement control means while using flotation

devices.
(14) Approach to the beach and surf estimation.
(15) Operation in surf.
(16) Wading vehicles ashore with and without guides.

c. Afloat training consists of two elements, elementary and advanced
afloat training.

(1) Each ship and embarked armor unit conducts debarkation
drills, followed by elementary ship-to-shore exercises which
emphasize formations, control, and communication proce-
dures.

(2) Advanced afloat training normally includes a ship-to-shore
exercise and full-scale landing of all elements of the (joint)
amphibious task force.

Section X. HELICOPTER-BORNE OPERATIONS

476. General
a. Utility or transport-type helicopters are normally used in heli-

copter-borne operations performed in conjunction with armor combat
actions. The scope of the mission, the number of troops, or the sup-
ply tonnages to be airlifted will determine the number and type of
helicopters used for the mission. The loading capacities and detailed
descriptions of Army utility and transport helicopters are contained
in TM 57-210 and Department of the Army Flight Handbooks for
the various type helicopter.
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b. Light and medium transport helicopter companies are organic
to Army transport aviation battalions at field army level. These
units may be kept under operational control of the field army, or they
may be attached to or put in support of subordinate units. Division
is normally the lowest echelon that exercises operational control over
Army transport aviation units. However, circumstances may make
it desirable to pass operational control down to combat command or,
in rare cases, even to battalion level. Army transport aviation is
charged with the mission of short-haul air transport to expedite and
facilitate tactical and logistical operations in the combat zone. Tac-
tical troop transport in conjunction with armor operations usually
involves the air movement of small units on limited-objective type
missions closely coordinated with armor ground action.

c. A limited number of utility and light transport helicopters are
organic to the armored and infantry divisions. The aviation company
of the armored division contains both utility and light transport heli-
copters within its transport platoon. These helicopters, six light
transport and eight utility, provide the armored division with an
immediately available means for short-haul transport. The small
armor unit can expect to use organic helicopters for normal tactical
troop transport missions. and limited emergency aerial resupply and
medical evacuation. Usually it is only when the scope of the heli-
copter-borne mission involves a battalion or larger armor element
that Army transport aviation from the field army will be employed
in support of the division.

477. Typical Armor Helicopter-Borne Operations
a. River and Obstacle Crossings. To a great extent, time delays and

combat losses of personnel and equipment can be eliminated by em-
ploying helicopters in support of river- or obstacle-crossing opera-
tions. . Armor infantry elements may be helicopter-lifted to positions
beyond an obstacle so as to outflank and seize enemy defensive posi-
tions and key terrain features. A coordinated helicopter-borne oper-
ation of this type denies the enemy the capability of defending the
crossing site or of placing observed fires on that location, thus facili-
tating the installation of bridging equipment and subsequent move-
ment of armor. Helicopter-borne operations must be supported by
fire. In addition, personnel must be left behind to move armored
personnel carriers forward in the subsequent link-up.

b. Flanking Operations. Enemy roadblocks and other delaying or
defensive positions are usually emplaced so as to canalize an attack
onto terrain of the defender's choosing-locations that are covered
by intensive fire. By employing helicopter-borne armored infantry
or armored cavalry elements, the armor unit can assault enemy block-
ing positions, or other lightly defended locations, from the rear. This
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type of helicopter-borne operation must be closely coordinated with
ground action in order to fully exploit the initial successes gained by
vertical envelopment.

c. Pursuit. Armor in the pursuit can maintain or rapidly regain
contact with the enemy by using helicopter-borne combat elements.
Maximum use of key terrain features is mandatory if the enemy force
is to be blocked until the pursuing armor can overtake and destroy it.

d. Deployment of Reconnaissance Elements. When armored
cavalry units are augmented with transport helicopters, they can
operate effectively over larger areas with fewer men. Armored
cavalry elements can be moved and landed as desired to reconnoiter
specific areas as well as intervals between positions. When providing
flank security for armor, the helicopter-lifted security elements make
frequent landings at blocking positions and other critical terrain fea-
tures. Observation aircraft or reconnaissance helicopters may be used
to precede the helicopters to assist in selecting landing sites.

e. Logistical Operations. Army transport helicopters provide a
lift capability that contributes to greater logistical mobility. The
employment of utility and transport-type helicopters in the logistical
support role can supplement existing surface lines of communication
or, for special operations, replace them entirely. Normally, all means
of transportation are used in providing logistical support in order
to obtain speed, reliability, and flexibility. A requirement for the
employment of organic or attached transport helicopters in the logis-
tical support role may result from-

(1) Inadequate surface routes of communication, particularly be-
tween major supply installations and using units.

(2) Enemy interdiction or severance of surface lines of com-
munication.

(3) Terrain obstacles or restrictions which prohibit or seriously
limit the use of surface transportation.

(4) The advance of friendly units exceeding the capability of
surface transportation to keep theml supplied.

(5) Isolation of friendly forces.
(6) The requirement for greater speed and flexibility in the

movement of personnel and materiel.

478. Channels Used To Obtain Helicopter Transport Support
a. The G3 exercises general staff supervision and control over the

allocation of both organic and attached Army aviation by direct co-
ordination with the Division Aviation Officer.

b. Requests for helicopter transport support should be submitted
as far in advance as possible. Emergency requests are processed
through the same channels as routine requests. However, emergency
requests normally are oral rather than written, and their handling is
more expeditious than that of routine requests.
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o: Requests for transport helicopter support are processed through
the normal chain of command for approval or disapproval.

479. Contents of Requests for Helicopter Support
a. A request for transport helicopter support includes, as a mini-

mum-
(1) Type of mission.
(2) Number of personnel and amount of equipment that are

desired to be airlifted, and/or types and quantities of supplies
desired with dates and times they will be needed.

(3) Exact location (map coordinates) and brief description of
loading and landing areas.

(4) Any requirement for evacuation of casualties, materiel, or
personnel from the unit(s) receiving the supplies or partici-
pating in the tactical troop transport.

b. Wlhen required the following information will also be furnished:
(1) Terrain characteristics which may interfere with the ap-

proach or exit flight pattern or the identification of landing
strips or landing zones.

(2) Terrain characteristics that may serve as check points.
(3) Size and direction of the long axis of the loading zone, land-

ing zone, or landing strip.
(4) Reference to prearranged signal plan for communication

between the aircraft and the ground units, to include mutual
recognition and control measures.

(5) Any essential information pertaining to fire-support co-
ordination.

c. The form and means of transmission of requests for transport
aviation support, and the information to be included, should be in the
SOP of every armor unit.

480. Planning Procedures for Helicopter-Borne Operations
a. The detailed planning for helicopter-borne operations is normally

done at division or higher level. HI-owever, the combat support flight
sections that are attached to the combat commands and the armored
cavalry squadron are available to assist the staffs of small units in the
detailed planning and execution of various helicopter-tUorne opera-
tions. The following factors are considered in plannming for a heli-
copter-borne mission:

(1) Analysis of the weather and terrain.
(2) Enemy situation and capabilities.
(3) Situation of friendly ground forces.
(4) Status and composition of the available forces.
(5) Logistical support available.
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b. Plans for Army transport helicopter employment are developed
in the following sequence:

(1) The ground tactical plan, including a determination of the
strength and composition of forces required and the develop-
ment of a logistical plan to support the tactical plan.

(2) The landing plan, which indicates the sequence, time, and
place of arrival of troops or materiel.

(3) The air movement plan, based on the landing plan.
(4) The loading plan, based on the air movement plan.

c. Simplicity is the guiding principle in the preparation of air
transport operational plans.

d. Staffs of participating or planning conmmands plan concurrently
to insure coordination and to reduce planning time.

481. Effect of Weather on Helicopter-Borne Operations
Helicopter-borne operations may have to be delayed or postponed

due to adverse weather conditions. Some of the weather factors that
may cause a delay or postponement are-wind velocity, ceiling heights,
visibility, and extreme temperature changes. The division aviation
officer, as a special staff officer, will evaluate all known factors and
advise as to whether acceptable weather conditions exist to insure
full scale participation by the transport helicopters for a proposed
operation.

482. Terrain Considerations in Helicopter-Borne Operations
a. The terrain in the objective or landing area is analyzed to

determine-
(1) Potential landing areas and strips (day or night).
(2) Areas offering cover and concealment.
(3) Obstacles to landing and ground movement.
(4) The location of enemy observation points or potential obser-

vation points that overlook objective areas.
(5) Critical terrain features.
(6) The existence of enemy fortifications.
(7) The fields of fire of located enemy weapons.
(8) Routes from potential landing areas or strips to the tactical

ground objectives.
(9) Landmarks.

b. After the objective area is analyzed, the terrain lying between
the loading and objective areas is analyzed to determine--

(1) Terrain features that can be used for defiladed flight routes.
(2) Road nets, rail nets, and power and telephone lines.
(3) Location of landmarks that would help define the flight route.
(4) Vegetation that might-provide concealment during movement

and landing.
(5) Location of emergency landing sites.
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483. Fire Support of Helicopter-Borne Operations
The armor commander plans fires to be delivered to neutralize enemy

forces within the objective or landing area as well as those to be de-
livered during and after any assault by helicopter-borne air elements.
He must coordinate fire support closely while planning, because opera-
tions within the objective area may be decentralized and communica-
tion difficult to maintain. In addition to fires in support of the opera-
tion, the armor commander should develop plans for fires to clear and
isolate the approach and return routes of the transport helicopters.
Fires planned within and near the flight corridors are carefully
coordinated during air movement to avoid casualties to friendly
elements.

484. Landing Plan for Helicopter-Borne Operations-General
The landing plan is based upon the plan of maneuver or the logisti-

cal support mission. This plan indicates the sequence, time, and place
of arrival of troops and/or materiel in the objective area and the con-
trol measures to be used. The order in which units are landed, time
of landing, and final landing sites selected are specified upon receipt of
recommendations from the aviation staff officer and the helicopter
transport unit commander. Alternate plans are provided in the event
it becomes necessary to alter or abandon the preferred landing plan.
Unless conditions dictate otherwise, it is planned to land units within
the objective area in as short a time as possible; the same principle
applies to logistical support missions.

485. Selection of Helicopter Landing Zones
a. Landing zones directly on the objective may be selected, if the

terrain and enemy situation permit. Otherwise, they are as close to
the objective as practicable in order to gain surprise and still protect
the transported force during unloading.

b. Desirable landing zone characteristics include-
(1) Ease of identification from the air under expected conditions

of visibility.
(2) Cover and concealment close to the landing zones.
(3) Relative freedom from obstacles.
(4) Nearness to dominating terrain, covered routes or approaches

to the objective, good road nets, afnd terrain favorable for
defense against armored attack.

a. The transported force commander may require initial assault ele-
ments to secure landing zones for the subsequent landing of the balance
of the helicopter-borne force. The size of the landing zone security
element is determined by the size of the zone, its location, and the
threat of enemy intervention.
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486. Considerations in Selection of Helicopter Landing Zones
a. When possible, landing areas are selected in open, flat terrain,

without trees, large bushes, and rocks. The landing zone, the flight
approach, and the exit should be hidden from enemy surveillance when
practicable: Dusty areas are avoided whehever possible to prevent dis-
closure of helicopter activities.

b. Each transport helicopter requires an area about 150 feet in
diameter in which to land, provided there are no major obstructions to
flight. Helicopters must avoid areas which might produce dead air
space or high wind turbulence. The ground where the helicopter
landing gear touches should be level, and clear of boulders and holes,
to facilitate takeoff and landing.

c. Approaches to and exits from the landing area should be large
enough to accommodate the flight group. In any case, the sequence or
composition of flights and groups will be determined by the capacity
of either the landing area or loading area, whichever is smaller. Land-
ing areas should be alined into the prevailing wind with no obstruction
at either end which would require the aircraft to swerve while on final
approach or initial takeoff.

d. Ground elevation, temperature, humidity, and barometric pres-
sure play an important part in the ability of the helicopter to hover,
land, and takeoff. With an increase in elevation, there is a consequent
decrease in density of atmosphere. When the atmosphere is denser,
more weight can be lifted and better control of the helicopter can be
maintained. Therefore, ground elevation, in addition to the other
factors mentioned, must be considered in landing area selection.

e. Helicopters are capable of delivering either troops or supplies
without touching the ground. This procedure is always used in deliv-
ering externally slung cargo. Troops or internal cargo may be de-
livered from a hovering position by use of ropes or rope ladders, or by
lowering the hoist. This procedure may be necessary when no suitable
landing area is available.

487. Marking the Helicopter Landing Zone
The markings used to designate a landing zone for helicopters differ

from those used to indicate a landing strip for fixed wing aircraft
or a drop zone for air-delivered supply. Four panels of Panel Set
AP-50 are used to make a hollow square which indicates where the
landing gear of the helicopter should touch the ground. One panel
is used to point in the direction the aircraft should land. In addition
to the touch-down marking, an identification code symbol should be
displayed. In an emergency, any material contrasting in color to the
ground may be used. The velocity and direction of the wind can be
indicated by a smoke grenade or by fastening a long, narrow piece of
cloth on a stick and holding it high in the air. This procedure pro-
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vides a perspective for the pilot so that he can more accurately judge
distances. The marking system for a helicopter landing zone (fig.
118) is identical to that used within the armored division to mark com-
imalfd post helicopter landing and pickup points.

2 .CDIRECTION OF WIND

__H SMOKE
, <GRENADE

IDENTIFICATION
SYMBOL

Figure 118. Marking of helicopter landing area.

488. Air Movement Plan for Helicopter-Borne Operation
The air movement plan consists of a flight plan, a flight diagram,

and movement control information. Details of the landing plan are
incorporated in the air movement plan. The actual preparation of the
air movement plan is normally accomplished by the transport aviation
unit commander and the division Army aviation staff section.

489. Loading Plan for Helicopter-Borne Operation
The amount of detail required in the loading plan is in direct propor-

tion to the size and composition of the helicopter-transported force,
the experience of participating personnel, the availability of suitable
loading areas, and the complexity of the air movement plan upon
which the loading plan is based. Routine loading instructions should
be included in armor unit SOPs.
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CHAPTER 12'

ARMOR TRAINING

490. Training Responsibility
a. The commander of an armor unit is responsible for all aspects of

the training of his unit. This responsibility not only embraces the
field of tactics and operations but also includes staff training and the
establishment of a responsive chain of command.

b. Training responsibilities must be clearly fixed; subordinates at
all echelons are held fully accountable for the conduct of training and
the performance of their units. This is the keystone of a successful
training program, will produce maximum efficiency, and is required
for success in combat. This fundamental policy must be established
early in a unit's training cycle and must become habitual.

c. Commanders must identify, early in the training cycle, those
individuals who are capable of filling positions of leadership and comn-
mand in order that maximum advantage can be taken of their potential
abilities. It is equally important to identify quickly those individuals
who are incapable of assuming enlarged responsibilities.

d. At the appropriate time in the training cycle, small-unit leaders
must be permitted to plan and conduct small-unit training problems
with a minimum of supervision by higher commanders. This is
essential in the development of combat leaders and must be imple-
mented early in the training cycle in an effort to develop an aggressive,
self-reliant spirit in the small-unit leader. The probability of isola-
tion of the small unit on the atomic battlefield emphasizes the need
for well-trained combat leaders and troops, and requires a highly
developed capability to operate under mission-type orders with a
minimum of guidance and impetus from above.

491. Training Objectives
Training of armor individuals, units, and combined-arms forma-

tions must be oriented toward developing, to the maximum, the
characteristics of mobility, firepower, and shock action. To achieve
this objective, effective balanced training in the tactical, technical,
and logistical aspects of armor operations is essential. Throughout
the training cycle, the proper relationship must be maintained between
all three categories of training. The overemplhasis of one category,
to the neglect of another, nullifies the effect of other training toward
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developing the overall combat effectiveness of an armor unit. Rela-
tive emphasis on the three categories changes, depending on the type
unit and the time phase of training under consideration. In purely
combat type units, the greater proportion of training effort is devoted
to tactical type training, but with sufficient instruction and practice
to insure proficiency in technical subjects and logistical procedures.
Formalized instruction and practices prescribed in Army training
programs should be presented in sequence and should be augmented
by concurrent and integrated training to obtain an appropriate balance
throughout the training cycle.

492. Training Essential To Achieve Basic Objectives
To achieve the basic training objectives set forth above, the follow-

ing general subject areas must, receive continuing emphasis at all
echelons. This emphasis of training may require repetition or re-
training when appropriate, or scheduling of integrated and concurrent
training.

a. Traiznivg Essential to Mobility.
(1) Tactical marches and combat formations to develop and

maintain the hlighest possible degree of proficiency.
(2). Maintenance of materiel of all technical.services to insure

that all equipment is in combat readiness.
(3) Driver training, emphasizing driver and crew maintenance,

techniques of cross-country driving, and the avoidance of
overtaxing vehicle capabilities.

(4) Logistic responsibilities of all individuals and commanders
to insure that the required supplies are on hand at the right
time and in the right quantities, and are not wasted; practice
in air and ground resupply techniques.

(5) Map and aerial photo reading and terrain appreciation di-
rected toward map usage, with emphasis on cross-country
navigation and the ability of the leader to direct or control
the movement of tactical formations across country; keeping
continuously oriented with respect to the map, the ground,
and the location of friendly and enemy forces. An appre-
ciation of terrain from map inspection and from observation
while in movement must be acquired.

(6) Passage and/or reduction of obstacles, to include operations
in contaminated areas and pioneering and demolitions train-
ing. This phase of training is most important to recon-
naissance-type units.

(7) Fundamental understanding of Army aviation and its place
in armor operations.

(8) Prearranged deployments and immediate action procedures
of small units (for the most common types of combat situa-
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tions) to insure maintenance of the initiative.through imme-
diate and violent reaction in meeting engagements.

(9) Perfection of cqmmunication procedures and techniques
through instruction and practice to insure coordination and
control.

(10) Training in night operations to insure a capability for move-
ment on the atomic battlefield.

b. Training Essential to Firepower.
(1) Range practice to develop proficiency in the use of individual

and vehicular weapons.
(2) Field firing exercises to develop unit combat firing pro-

ficiency.
(3) Set-type small-unit deployments to develop maximum fire on

the enemy in minimum time.
(4) Gun and turret maintenance.
(5) Ranging, sighting, and tracking exercises performed at every

opportunity, especially during field exercises, maneuvers and
tests.

c. Training Essential to Stock Action.
(1) Combined-arms exercises which demonstrate and apply tech-

niques of the coordinated action required to develop the max-
imum combat power of a mobile combined-arms team with
close air and atomic fire support.

(2) Indoctrination of personnel in the spirit of the offense and
maintaining the initiative.

(3) Logistical training aimed at procedures and techniques neces-
sary to support sustained offensive action. Maximum train-
ing in resupply under cover of darkness and over extended
areas of operation.

(4) Maintenanice training which insures that the maximum of
materiel will always be available in a combat-ready condition.

(5) Control and coordinaution procedures which serve to focus the
unit's combat power and supporting fires at the decisive place
and time.

493. Training Phases
The training phase within the production cycle for an armor unit

is normally 36 weeks in length and subdivided as follows:
a. Basic combat training (8 weeks).
b. Advanced individual training (8 weeks).
G. Basic unit training (10 weeks).

(1) Section training.
(2) Platoon training.
(3) Company training.
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d. Advanced unit training (5 weeks).
(1) Battalion tactical training (3 weeks).
(2) Combatcommandtacticaltraining (1week).
(3) Division tactical training (1 week).

e. Field exercises and maneuvers (5 weeks).

494. Specialist Training
a. General. The training of enlisted specialists, particularly in

the fields of communication and vehicle maintenance, constitutes one
of the armor commander's most important training responsibilities.
Specialist training, the foundation of which is laid during the ad-
vanced individual phase of the enlisted man's training, must be care-
fully planned and closely supervised. The three basic methods em-
ployed to accomplish specialist training are service schools, unit
schools, and on-the-job training. Suggested methods and procedures
for training individuals in their military occupational specialties are
included in all Army training programs pertinent to armor units.

b. Service School Specialist Training.-Specialists requiring school
trairiing should be trained at established service schools if the maxi-
mum results are to be obtained within a limited time. Those indi-
viduals unable to attend service schools, due to limited allocation
of quotas or for other causes, will be unit-trained in allied specialties
until such time as attendance at the appropriate service school is
feasible. When a portion of certain specialists are to be school
trained, commanders will insure that personnel to attend serivice schools
are phased from the unit in such a manner that, upon their return, they
may be used to train other personnel of a like MOS within the unit.
Guidance for the training of other individuals of this category is
contained in Army subject schedules for MOS training.

c. Unit Schools. Guidance for the unit training of specialists can
be found in Army subject schedules for MOS training. However, be-
cause of limitations of qualified instructors, equipment, and facilities, it
may not be possible to conduct this training effectively within the
unit. If qualified specialists cannot be obtained, it will be necessary
to send selected individuals to local specialist schools or to attach
them for training to other installations having the required training
capability.

d; NOS Subject Schedules. MOS subject schedules are published
as a guide to the instructor in the preparation of lesson plans and in
the scheduling of periods of instruction. The subject schedules in-
clude recommendations on the subject matter to be presented and the
references to be used. The manner of presentation is left to the
resourcefulness and judgment of the instructor, since success in train-
ing depends largely upon his preparation and presentation. MOS
subject schedules have been prepared by all technical services, as well
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as the combat arms, covering specialist training in their particular
fields of interest. MOS subject schedules written by teclhnical services
can and should be used to train specialists within armor units.

495. Tactical Training
a. In all tactical training, commanders must continually stress the

offensive action of platoons, companies, and battalions. Tactical and
technical proficiency and, in turn, confidence come from good instruc-
tion and intelligently directed practice.

b. A sound program for developing combat-effective units can be
implemented by first establishing a practical training program for
officers and key noncommissioned officers. A logical and orderly
program insures a standardization of doctrine and training methods.
Sand-table exercise can be used initially to demonstrate tactical prin-
ciples. These can be followed by small unit tactical demonstrations
run by specially trained groups.

c. Theoretical instruction and demonstrations should be followed
by exercises which emphasize the tactical principles learned. Army
training tests may be used as a basis for these tactical exercises. Use
of the Army training test will also tend to standardize training
objectives and assist units in preparing for the tests which culminate
the various unit training phases. Mistakes and errors in judgment
may be expected initially, but commanders at all echelons must be
prepared to advise their subordinates in order to make certain that
all combat leaders develop a thorough professional background in
troop-leading procedures and techniques. The mission-type order, a
necessity in armor operations, is effective only when given to a sub-
ordinate who is thoroughly familiar with his job and thoroughly
trained in the techniques necessary for accomplishing his various
duties. Tactical exercises can be prepared by the first or second eche-
lon above the unit expected to execute the problem, and all exercises
should be set in the framework of the command two echelons above the
unit executing the problem. This procedure should not preclude
commanders from allowing their subordinate units, on occasion, to
prepare and run their own tactical exercises.

d. At the conclusion of all exercises, a critique must be held to
present errors and emphasize positive methods for correcting errors
noted. It is not sufficient in the initial training stages for commanders
to merely state the errors made by subordinates. To be effective,
each statement of error must be backed by a positive method or
methods for correction.

e. Throughout the tactical training phases, emphasis should be
placed on the integration of effort of all elements of the combined-
arms team, to include tanks, armored infantry, artillery, and engineers.
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496. Concurrent and integrated Training Techniques
In order to insure that every available training minute is utilized,

commanders must make full use of concurrent and integrated training
techniques.

a. Concurrent training may be defined as that training which is
conducted simultaneously with other subjects when permitted by the
scheduling of the principal subject; for example, personnel not actu-
ally firing the main tank gun during a gunnery exercise can be receiv-
ing training in other subjects behind the firing line. In this case, the
concurrent training need not be related to the subject of tank gunnery;
the only requirement is that the principal subject be one in which all
trainees cannot participate during the entire scheduled period. Proper
use of concurrent training results in the maximum amount of training
being given during the availablk training time. Concurrent training
can also be used by major units to reduce training programs to an
absolute minimum and still include all essential subjects.

b. Integrated training is that training wherein an individual or
unit, while training in a principal subject, is required to train in or
react to one or more additional situations which repeat training given
previously-for example, a gas attack on an armored column during a
road march, the use of communication facilities during a march or
tactical exercise, or the injection of an aggressor prisoner with docu-
ments into a tactical problem. Integrated training is the commander's
main technique for insuring repetition during training. Tactical ex-
ercises must integrate basic military techniques presented previously
so that, through repetition, military skills become automatic and can be
used as tools in the accomplishment of tactical objectives.

497. Guides for Preparing a Battalion Training Program
a. The battalion training phase begins when all the battalion

units' have completed their basic unit training. During battalion
training, all units function in the battalion team. Throughout the
earlier phases of training, the efficiency of the battalion staff and head-
quarters sections are developed by on-the-job training and by actual
operations; this training enables them to assume their responsibilities
during the battalion phase. Command post exercises are important
in this development.

b. Battalion programs are based on a specific training objective
which is usually contained in a detailed training directive from higher
headquarters.

c. In any battalion training program, sufficient time is allotted to
permit each phase of the training to be executed carefully, completely,
and in logical sequence. Time is allotted for correction of deficiencies.
rehabilitation of personnel, maintenance of equipment and facilities,
and inspections. An adequate amount of open time must be allotted
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to the commander to be used as his individual situation requires. 'Con-
stant effort is made to acclimate the troops to living in the field. From
the beginning of any training program, the procedures employed
should be the same as those which are employed in combat.

d. As soon as training in basic platoon formations has been com-
pleted, elements of the battalion should be trained to operate as part
of a combined-arms team. During field exercises, the battalion should
be reinforced in varying degrees with other armor units, engineers,
and supporting artillery. These detachments should be varied from
problem to problem to enable each commander in the division to become
familiar with the operational methods of other unit commanders.

e. The following are applicable references for the efficient and
successful training of an armor unit.

(1) Appropriate unit TOE.
(2) Appropriate Army training programs, Army subject sched-

ules, and Army training tests. See DA Pam 310-3.
(3) The 17-series field manuals, FM 21-5, FMI 21-6, FM 21-8,

and other appropriate field manuals and training circulars.
(4) Appropriate technical manuals and technical bulletins.
(5) Appropriate tables of allowances, especially TA 23-100 for

training ammunition.
(6) DA Pam 108-1.
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APPENDIX I

REFERENCES

FM 3-5 Tactics and Technique of Chemical, Biological,
and Radiological Warfare.

FM 5-20 Camouflage, Basic Principles.
FM 5-36 Route Reconnaissance and Classification.
FM 5-134 The Armored Engineer Battalion.
FM 6-20 Artillery Tactics and Technique.
FM 6-40 Field Artillery Gunnery.
FM 6-50 4.2-inch Mortar M30.
FM 7-10 Rifle Company, Infantry Division Battle Group.
FM 7-40 Infantry Division'Battle Group.
FM 10-63 Handling of Deceased Personnel in Theaters of

Operations.
FM 16-5 The Chaplain.
FM 17-12 Tank Gunnery.
FM 17-20 Armored Infantry Units-Platoon, Compniany,

and Battalion.
FM 17-33 Tank Units-Platoon, Company, and Battalion.
FM 17-34 Amhllibious Tank and Tractor Battalions.
FM 17-35 Armored Cavalry Units, Armored-aln Infantry

Divisions.
FM 17-50 Armor Logistics.
FM 17-70 Signal Communication in the Armored Division.
FM 17-79 Tank, 90-mm Gun, M48.
FM 17-80 Tanks, 76-mm Gun, M41 and M41A1.
FM 17-100 The Armored Division.
FM 19-25 Military Police Traffic Control.
FM 19-40 Handling Prisoners of War.
FM 19-90 The Provost Marshal.
FM 20-32 Employment of Land Mines.
FM 20-100 Army Aviation.
FM 21-5 Military Training.
FM 21-6 Techniques of Military Instruction.
FM 21-30 Military Symbols.
FM 2140 Defense Against CBR Attack.
FM 2141 Soldier's Manual for Defense Against CBR At-

tack.
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FM 22-100 Command and Leadership for the Small Unit
Leader.

FM 23-92 4.2-inch Mortar' M2.
FM 25-10 Motor Transportation, Operations.
FM 30-5 Combat Intelligence (U).
FM 30-7 Combat Intelligence; Regiment, Combat Com-

mand, and Smaller Units.
FM 31-5 Landing Operations on Hostile Shores (U).
FM 31-15 Operations Against Airborne Attack, Guerilla

Action, and Infiltration.
FM 31-21 Guerilla Warfare.
FM 31-25 Desert Operations.
FM 31-50 Combat in Fortified Areas and Towns.
FM, 31-60 River-Crossing Operations.
FM 31-71 Operations in the Arctic.
FM 57-20 Airborne Techniques for Divisional Units.
FM 57-30 Airborne Operations.
FM 60-5 Amphibious Operations; Battalion in Assault

Landings.
FM 60-10 Amphibious Operations; Regiment in Assault

Landings (U).
FM 60-30 Amphibious Operations; Embarkation and Ship

Loading (Unit Loading Officer).
FM 70-10 Mountain Operations.
FM 72-20 Jungle Operations.
'FM 100-5 Field Service Regulations; Operations.
FM 100-10 Field Service Regulations; Administration.
FM 100-31 Tactical Use of Atomic Weapons (U).
FM 101-1 The GI Manual.
FM 101-5 Staff Organization and Procedure.
FM 101-10 Staff Officer's Field Manual: Organization, Tech-

nical and Logistical Data.
FM 101-31 Staff Officer's Field Manual: Atomic Weapons

Employment (U).
DA Pam 320-1 Dictionary of United States Military Terms for

Joint Usage.
AR 643-55 Disposition of Personal Effects; Military Opera-

tions.
DA Pam 108-1 Index of Army Motion Pictures, Television Re-

cordings, and Filmstrips.
DA Pam 310- Military Publications Index (as applicable).

series
DA Pam 39-1 The Tactical Use of Atomic Weapons; Unclassi-

fied Military Effects.
DA Pam 39-3 The Effects of Nuclear Weapons.
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SR 320-5-1 Dictionary of United States Army Terms.
SR 525-45-1 Command Report.
TM 3-220 Decontamination.
TM 9-718B 90-mm Gun Tank M48.
TM 9-730 76-mm Gun Tanks M41 (T41E1) and T41E2.
TM 9-738 Tank Recovery Vehicles M32 series.
TM 9-775 Tracked Landing Vehicle Mk 4 (LVT(4)),

Tracked Landing Vehicles (Armored) Mk 4
(LVT(A) (4)) and Mk 5 (LT(A)(5)).

TM 9-2800-1 Military Vehicles (Ordnance Corps Responsibil-
ity).

TM 9-7012 90-mm Gun Tanks M48 and M48A1.
TM 9-7014 Operation and Organizational Maintenance: 120-

mm Gun Tank T43E1.
TM 9-7402 Operations and Organizational Maintenance: Me-

dium Tank Recovery Vehicle M74.
TM 9-7426 Tank Mounting Earth Moving Bulldozer M6.
TM 9-8012 1/4-ton 4 x 4 Utility Truck M38.
TM 9-8014 1/4ton 4 x 4 Utility Truck M38A1 and 1/4-ton 4 x 4

Front Line Ambulance AM170.
TM 9-8022 21/½-ton 6 x 6 Cargo Trucks M34, etc.
TM 9-8024 21/2-ton 6 x 6 Cargo Trucks M135, etc.
TM 9-8028 5-ton 6 x 6 Cargo Trucks M41, etc.
TM 9-8030 3/4-ton 4 x 4 Trucks.
TM 57-210 Air Movement of Troops and Equipment.
TC-3-2 Radiological Surveys.
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APPENDIX II

COMMANDER'S CHECKLISTS

ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION

ATTACK

DEFENSE

DELAYING ACTION
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COMMANDER'S CHECKLIST
FOR ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION

(The following checklist for the commander's estimate of the situation
should be used as a guide only. Portions which do not apply should
be disregarded)

1. MISSION.
a. What is my mission?
b. Do I need additional inf ormation ?

2. SITUATION AND COURSES OF ACTION.
a. Considerations.

(1) Weather. Does the weather affect my mission ?
Does the weather affect the enemy ?
If so, how ?

(2) Terrain. Is there sufficient maneuver room for my
tanks and/or other armored vehicles ?

Are there areas within my planned zone
of action that will not support my
tanks and/or other armored vehicles?

I-low do the critical terrain features af-
fect my mission ?

What obstacles are within my planned
zone of action that will affect the
accomplishment of my mission ?
(Streams, steep banks, woods, etc.)

(3) Enemy situation. Where is the enemy ?
What type troops does he have?

(Armor, infantry, antitank weapons,
etc.)

What is his strength, and what reinforce-
ments are available to him ?

What are his peculiarities and weak-
nesses?

(4) My situation. What troops are available ?
What supporting fires are available ?
What is the condition of my vehicles and

equipment?
What is my supply situation? (Amnmu-

nition, gasoline, rations, etc.)
b. Enemy capabilities.

(1) What can the enemy do to interfere with or prevent the
accomplishmlent of my mission ?
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(2) If I were in Ihis position, what would I do?
(3) Can lie do ally of the following? If so, where, when, how,

and in what strength ?
Attack -------- ................... YES NO
Counterattack --------------------- YES NO
Defend -_..... ---_------------ YES NTO

c. Courses of action open to me.
(1) Will each of these accomplish my mission ?

Organization for Combat Plan. of Mllaneuer
Plan A
Plan B
Plan C

3. CONSIDERATION OF EACH OF THE ABOVE PLANS IN
VIEW OF THE ENEMY'S CAPABILITIES.

a. Which plan has the best chance of success against the enemy's
foremost capability ?

b. Which plan has the best chance of success against the enemy's
secondary capability ?

c. Which plan has the best chance of success against the enemy's
other capabilities ?

4. SELECTION OF THE BEST PLAN AFTER CONSIDERA-
TION OF ALL THE FACTORS.

Most Moderately Least
favorable favorable favorable

course or e urse

TERRAIN AND WEATHER

ENEMY SITUATION

OWN SITUATION

ENEMY CAPABILITIES

UTILIZATION OF OWN FORCES

5. DECISION. My plan is:
Who ------ - - -------------- ?
W hat ------- ----- ----- ----- ------------------ ?
W hen -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_-- - - ?
Where _--------------------------------------- ?
Ilow __-_---------------------.2............. ?
WVhy -- ?--------------
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COMMIANDER'S CHECKLIST
FOR THE ATTACK

1. What is my mission?
2. What forces are available to me to accomplish it? What are

their characteristics, and how can I use these characteristics to
the best advantage?

3. How much time is available to me and my subordinates to ac-
complish planning, reconnaissance, and the issuanmce of oi'ders?

4. What supporting units are available to me? What are their
characteristics, and how can I exploit these characteristics in the
accomplishment of my mission ?

5. What of the terrain? The enemy ? The weather?
6. What general plan of maneuver do I want to use?
7. How can I best use all of my supporting elements?
8. What control measures will I employ during the attack? Axes

of advance? Boundaries? Phase lines? Successive objectives?
9. Are the tasks assigned to subordinate units within their

capabilities ?
10. Have I assigned clear, concise, understandable missions to sub-

ordinate units? Do they facilitate the accomplishment of the
overall mission?

11. Have I coordinated the effort of my unit with adjacent or other
affected units ?

12. Does my plan require unnecessary concentration of forces that
may attract severe enemy countermeasures ?

13. Does my plan allow for adequate initiative on the part of
subordinates?

14. Have I assigned objectives that will result in the accomplish-
ment of the overall mission?

15. Have I assigned unnecessary intermediate objectives?
16. Have I employed forces in the base of fire that could be better

employed in the manleuver and assault?
17. I-ave I unnecessarily depleted my attacking force through the

assignment of too many forces for security, reconnaissance, base
of fire, or reserves ?

18. Have I weighted the main attack?
19. Is my plan based on the most accurate information of the terrain

and enemy that is available ?
20. Can my plan be logistically supported?
21. Does my plan favor surprise? Employ tanks in mass? Call

for speed ?
22. Have I considered "time and space" factors from the assembly

area to the line of departure ?
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23. I-lave I included provisions for the elimination, breaclinig, or
crossing of obstacles that might be encountered ?

24. Does my plan include provisions for the next step in the opera-
tion ? For partial success? For failure ?

25. Does my plan cover the consolidation, reorganization, and se-
curity of the objective when taken?

26. Have I included provisions for security to the flanks during the
attack ?

27. Have I made maximum use of my forward air controller, artillery
and engineer representatives, tank unit commander, armored in-
fantry unit commander, reconnaissance unit commander, mortar
platoon leader, and staff in planning, checking, and completing
the details of my plan? Have I requested their recommendations?

COMMANDER'S CHECKLIST
FOR THE DEFENSE

1. What is my mission ?
2. What forces are available to me to accomplish it? What are their

characteristics, and how can I use these dlaracteristics to best
advantage?

3. How much time is available to me and my subordinates to accom-
plish planning, reconnaissance, and the issuance of orders?

4. What supporting units are available to me? What are their char-
acteristics, and how can I exploit these characteristics in the acconm-
plishment of my mission ?

5. What of the terrain? The enemy? The weather? What is the
best defensive terrain within my assigned sector?

6. Do these positions provide cover, fields of fire, routes of wvithdrawal,
and observation ?

7. What use can I make of obstacles-natural or manmade?-Will
they impede the striking force?

8. Do these obstacles tend to canalize the enemy into areas of my
choosing?

9. What alternate or successive defensive positions are available?
10. Does my plan of defense make maximum use of the mobility and

offensive capability of my force ?
11. Does my plan make maximum use of supporting fires? Are

these plans known to all key subordinates?
12. Is my communication adequate to support my plan ?
13. Are my instructions to subordinates clear, concise, and thoroughly

understood? Are the missions I have assigned within the capa-
bilities of my subordinate units ?
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14. Have I coordinated with adjacent units?
15. Have the plans of the forces on the FEBA and the striking force

(reserve) been coordinated?
16. Is my logistical plan adequate to support the operation ?
17. Have I included withdrawal instructions in my plan ?
18. Have I made adequate provisions for reconnaissance and obser-

vation?
19. Does my plan include plans to secure my force at all times?
20. Does my plan include provisions for the next step in the operation?

For partial success? For failure?
21. Have I made maximum use of my forward air controller, artillery

and engineer representatives, tank unit commander, armored in-
fantry unit commander, reconnaissance unit commandei', mortar
platoon leader, and staff in planning, checking, and completing the
details of my plan? Have I requested their recommendations?

COMMANDER'S CHECKLIST
FOR DELAYING ACTION

1. That is my mission?
2. What forces are available to me to accomplish it? What are their

characteristics, and how can I use these characteristics to best
advantage?

3. How much time is available to me and my subordinates to accom-
plish planning, reconnaissance, and the issuance of orders?

4. What supporting units are available to me ? What are their char-
acteristics, and how can I exploit these characteristics in the ac-
complishnment of my mission?

5. What of the terrain? The enemy? The weather?
6. In my assigned sector, what is the best terrain on which to delay?
7. IIave I assigned sectors of responsibility to subordinate units?
8. Do I need additional delaying positions between the specified de-

layinrg positions?
9. Does my plan provide for firepower well forward and capable of

delivering long-range direct fires on the advancing enemy?
10. Does my fire-support plan include arrangements for long-range

fires, close-in fires, fires to support the counterattack, and fires to
support the withdrawal?

11. Does my plan call for an early and adequate reconnaissance of
subsequent delaying positions and routes thereto?

12. Does my plan provide adequate provisions for reconnaissance and
security, especially in the areas not otherwise covered or occupied?
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13. Does my plan provide for continuous contact with the enemy?
For delay between as well as on defensive positions? For liaison
and contact with adjacent units ?

14. Does my plan call for delay by fire and movement?
15. Have I made adequate plans for the execution of the withdrawal

phase
16. Have I made adequate provision for control of units during the

withdrawal ?
17. Have I established my command post and logistical installations

to the rear so they won't be overrun or impede the withdrawal.
18. Do all members of my command know why this delaying action is

necessary ?
19. Does my plan call for the withdrawal of the least heavily engaged

element first?
20. Have I made adequate provisions for a night withdrawal?
21- Does my fire-support plan include fires to cover the noise of with-

drawal ?
22. Are my plans adequate for the occupation of subsequent delaying

positions?
23. Is my logistical plan adequate and flexible enough to support the

operation ?
24. Have I made maximum use of my forward air controller, artillery

and engineer representatives, tank unit commander, armored in-
fantry unit commander, reconnaissance unit commander, mortar
platoon leader, and staff in planning, checking, and completing
the details of my plan ? Have I requested their recommendations ?
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APPENDIX III

ORDERS AND REPORTS

FORM NO. 1_______________ SPOT REPORT
FORM NO. 2 __.-__________ SHELLING REPORT
EXANMPLE NO. 1 -------- _ ORAL ATTACK ORDER
EXAMPLE NO. 2_ . ....___ MARCH ORDER
EXAMPLE NO. -3 ------- MARCH TABLE
EXAMPLE NO. 4 -- _------ BATTALION ATTACK ORDER
EXAMPLE NO. 5_ .-- . ..... BATTALION DELAY ORDER
EXAMPLE NO. 6 -_.------ BATTALION DEFENSE ORDER
EXAMPLE NO. 7 ........_ - UNIT SOP

Form No. 1. SPOT REPORT

The spot report form is an abbreviated, prearranged message outline
for reporting enemy information which is of sufficient importance to
warrant immediate transmission. It is especially adapted to use by
small unit patrols or observation posts. The spot report form may
have an assigned code name if it is to be transmitted by radio. Its
items are:

ALFA -Report number,
BRAVO -What observed and how many?
CHARLIE -Where was enemy observed (coordinates)?
DELTA --When? Time and date enemy observed.
ECHO -Doing what? If moving, give direction and speed.
FOXTROT-By whom observed.
GOLF -By whom reported.

This report is transmitted immediately by the fastest means avail-
able, and in abbreviated form. Two examples are given below.

ALFA -No. 2. ALFA -No. 3.
BRAVO -2 Tk Plat. BRAVO -6 men, 2 MG.
CHARLIE -165295. CHARLIE -146246.
DELTA -140800. DELTA -140830.
ECHO -SW 15 MPH. ECHO -Digging in.
FOXTROT-Patrol Bravo. FOXTROT-Patrol Bravo,
GOLF -Patrol Bravo. GOLF -Petit 2.
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Form No. 2. SHELLING REPORT
SHELREP (MORTREP) (BOMREP) (TOXREP) (State which)

A. FROM (Unit; use current call sign or code name)
B. POSITION OF OBSERVER (Map reference preferred; encode if this dis-

closes location of a headquarters or important
observation post)

C. GRID OR MAGNETIC (State which) Omit f
BEARING/AZIMUTH IN aircraft
DEGREES OR MILS OF (State which)
FLASH OR SOUND OR (State which)
GROOVE OF SHELL

D. TIME FROM
E. TIME TO
F. AREA SHELLED (MORTARED) (BOMBED) (CONTAMINATED)

(Map reference in clear)
G. NUMBER AND NATURE OF GUNS, MOR-

TARS, AIRCRAFT, OR OTHER METHODS May be
OF DELIVERY omitted for

H. NATURE OF FIRE, (REGISTRATION, aircraft
BOMBARDMENT, HARASSMENT, etc.)

I. NUMBER AND TYPE OF SHELLS (BOMBS) (TOXIC AGENTS)
J. TIME OF FLASH TO BANG Omit for

aircraft

K. DAMAGE Optional;
may include
both effects
and casualties
in the case of
toxic attack

This report is transmitted by whatever means are available and in
abbreviated form. An example is given below.

ALFA -OSCAR PAPA 2.
BRAVO -497632.
CHARLIE -GRID AZIMUTH FLASH 1245 MILS.
DELTA -0945.
ECHO -1012.
FOXTROT-482647.
GOLF -1 UNKNOVWN.
HOTEL -REGISTRATION.
INDIA -30 UNKNOWN.
JULIETT -4 SECONDS.
KILO -NEGLIGIBLE.
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Example No. 1. ORAL ORDER FOR COMPANY ATTACK

NOTE: The oral order is issued to all leaders, including the artillery'
forward observer. Paragraph numbers and letters are
omitted when the order is issued orally.

1. SITUATION.
a. Enemy forces. Elements Aggressor 3d Rifle Div dug in along

that ridge. Aggressor 35th Mecz Div located Vic ERFURT
could reinforce units now in contact three hours after start of
movement.

b. Friendly forces. Task Force 1/32 attacks 0600 tomorrow, seizes
high ground at 234433, Co A and B abreast, Co A on the left;
continues attack to northeast to seize high ground Vic 294545.
Normal artillery and mortar support.

o. Attachments and detachments. 1st Plat, Co D, 1st Armd Rifle
Bn, 46th Inf, is attached to this company.

2. MISSION. This company attacks 0600 tomorrow through 1st Bat
Gp, Ist Inf, seizes Hill 358 (here) ; continues attack, seizes Hill
312 (there), Hill 357 (there), and Hill 363 (there) on order.

3. EXECUTION.
a. Concept of operation. This operation will be an attack through

1st Bat Gp, 1st Inf, with 1st and 2d Tk Plat abreast, to seize
Hill 358, followed by a rapid advance to the northeast to seize
Hill 363.

b. 1st Tk Plat. Attack on the right.
c. 1st Plat, Co D, 1st Armd Rifle Bn, 46th Itf. Follow 1st Tk Plat.
d. 2d Tk Plat. Attack on the left.
e. 3d Tk Plat. Follow 2d Tk FPlat.
f. Coordinating instructions.

(1) Route of march to attack position. See battalion strip map.
(2) Order of march to attack position: 1st Tk Plat, 2d Tk Plat,

Hq Tk Sec, Armd Rifle Plat, 3d Tk Plat, Maint Sec.
(3) IP at 056377; leading element crosses at 0435 hours.
(4) Rate of march: 15 MPH.
(5) Attack position: Vic 154333.
(6) EEI: Report identification of enemy mechanized units.

4. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS.
a. Resupply. On order.
b. Bn Aid Station. Vic 154232.
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5. COMMAND AND. SIGNAL.
a. Signal.

(1) Armd Rifle Plat leaders' radios to net with tanks on tank
company frequency.

(2) Emergency signal to lift supporting fires: red star cluster.
b. Command. I will be with the 2nd Tk Plat initially.

Are there any questions ?
The time is n)w 1645.

Example No. 2. MARCH ORDER

CLASSIFICATION

(No change from oral orders)

COPY Nr
1st Med Tk Bn (Patton), 37th Armor
HALSBACH (607798) GERMANY
001600 Oct 19-
FI 367

OpnO 12
Map: GERMANY, 1: 100,000, AUGS BURG.
Task Orgn: No change.
1. SITUATION.

a. Enemy forces. Current ISUM.
b. Friendly forces. CCA moves 20 Oct on multiple routes to Assy

area west of AUGSBURG.
c. Attachments and detachments. No change.

2. MISSION. 1st Med Tk Bn (Patton), 37th Armor, moves 100800
Oct from Pres Loc via routes RED, BLUE, and GREEN to Assy
area Vic DINKELSCHERBEN (179563).

3. EXECUTION.
a. Concept of operation. Movement will be executed in column of

companies. Scout Plat will precede column and mark route.
Annex A (M1-arch Table).

b. Co A. Lead column. Provide Adv Gd.

CLASSIFICATION

c. Co B. Follow Co A.
d. Co C. Follow CoB. .
e. Co D. Follow Co C. Provide rear Gd.
f. Hq Co (-). Follow Co D.
g. Scout Plat. Precede column by 45 min. Mark route and provide

traffic control at IP, RP, and each check point.
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h. Coordinating instructions.
(1) Annex A (March Table).
(2) Routes.

(a) RED. IP (RR at PU630793); PEUTENHAUSEN
(PU649769); AICHACH (PU576697); AUTOBAI-IN
(PU532623).

(b) GREEN. AUTOBAHN (PU532623); AUTTOBAHN
TURN-OFF (PU185633).

(c) BLUE. AUTOB3AHN TURN-OFF (PU185633);
DINKELSCHERBEN (PU179563).

(3) Strip maps will be issued by this Hq for each Veh.
(4) Halts, security, reporting: SOP

4. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS.
a. Co Tn will accompany parent unit.
b. Refueling Veh on march: SOP.
c. Noon meal will be served after closing in new Assy area.

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL.
a. Signal. SOI. Index 1-10 in effect.
b. Cormmand. CP moves with IIq Co.

Acknowledge.
BRITE
LTCOL

CLASSIFICATION

Annexes: A (Marclh Table)
B (New Psn: Assy Area)

Distribution: A
OFFICIAL:
s/Smart

SMART, S3

CLASSIFICATION
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Example N, 3. MARCH TABLE CLASSIFICATION Copy Nr 3
Ist Med Tk Bn (Potlon), 37th Armor
HALSBACH (PU607798) GERMANY
091600 Oct 19__
RT 337

Anne- A (March Table) to Opn O 12
MopF GERMANY, 1'100,000, AUGS8URG

1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

Morch Control of Movement

EarliestMum-t oti.. Route Role Type LoTcaion of Total Cle.ae
her 9u (MPH) Colm Length Criti Poin Mileoe ATrival Remarks

(Min) Time

I Co A To IP 12 Open 7 Min IP ----. - 0800 0807 Notes I & 2

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point I 8 mi 0840 0847

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point 2 13.5 mi 0908 0915

Green 15 Open 5 Min Check Point 3 35.5 mi 1036 1041

Blue 12 Open 7 Min RP 40.5 mi 1101 1108

2 Co B To IP 12 Open 7 Min IP . ..... 0809 0816 Notes & 2

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point I 8 mi 0849 0856

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point 2 13.5 mi 0917 0924

Green 15 Open 5 Min Check Point 3 35.5 mi 1043 1048

Blue 12 Open 7'Min RP 40.5 mi 1110 1117

3 Co C To I 12 Open 7 Min IP _..? . 0818 0825 Notes I &2

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point 1 8 mi 0858 0905

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point 2 13.5 mi 0926 0933

Green IS Open S Min Check Point 3 35.5 mi 1050 1055

Blue 12 Open 7 Min RP 40.5 mi 1119 1126

4 Co D To IP 12 Open 7 Min IP ...... 0827 0834 Notes I & 2

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point 1 8 mi 0907 0914

Red 12 Open 7 Min Check Point 2 13.5 mi 0935 0942

Green 15 Open 5 Min CheckPoint 3 35.5 mi 1057 1102

Blue 12 Open 7 Min RP 40.5 mi 1128 1135

5 Hq Co To IP 12 Open 29 Min IP .._-_- 0836 0905 Notes I & 2
Red 12 Open 29 Min Check Point 1 8 mi 0916 0945

Red 12 Open 29 Min Check Point 2 13.5 mi 0944 1028

Green 15 Open 23 Min Check Point 3 35.5 mi 1104 1127

Blue 12 Open 29 Min RP 40.5 mi 1137 1206 Nrl145Holt

NOTES: 1. IP-RR Crossing (Pl636793j
Check Point I-AICHACH (PU576697)
Check Point 2-AUTO8AHN (PU532623)
Check Point 3-AUTOBAHN TURN-OFF (PU856633)
RP-DINKELSCHERBEN (P0179563)

2. 15 Min Halts at 0945 and 1145.

ACKNOWLEDGE, BRITE
DISTR: A LT COL

OFFICIAL:

/s/ Smart

SMART

S3

CLASSIFICATION

Example No. 3. March table.
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Example No. 4. Battalion operation order-attack.
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(1in change fra oral orders)

Copy Nr 3
2d Med led n (Patton), 35th Amo r (IF 2/35)
047365, GERISy
I00930 OCt 19 _
SO NM

Opno 29

Map. GR1F.lY, 1,50,00, WhLTEiIAUlN and 0OE sheets.

Task Organiza tion,

Team A 1 B

(Capt Walker, COnd) (Capt Bakert Cmdg)

CoMA (-3d Plat)., d Med Tk Bn Co B, 2d Med Tk Bn (Patton),
(Patto), 35th Armor 35th Arwor

CO D (-lt Piat.), 1st ARd Rifle lot Plat, Co D. lot 1 rni Rifle
Bn, 41st Ino Bnn, 1it inf

Team C TIF Control

(Capt larSt, og) SCout Flat
Mortar Plat

CO C, Ist RAnd Rifle Bn, 41st Inf
3d Plat, Co A, 2d ed Tk Ba

(Patton). 35th Armor

. SITUiiTION·

a. t forces.
(1) Blemeons Aggressor 3d Rifle Div opposing 1st Bat OF, Ist Inf.
(2) Aggrelsor 35th IlCo Dlv Vic EFI3T coUld reinforce 3d Rifle Dlv three hours after start of

movement.

C attacks through 1tt Rat p. Ist Inf, IF 1/41 and TF 2/35 abreast, IF 1/41 on the right.
selRes Oh A and B, continues attack to seize Obj C and D.

) t HoW Bn (15D-nm) (SP). 3d Arty, DS CCB.
(3)Annea A Fire Suort plan.

c. Attachonts and Ytack ents.
(1) Attachents. Task organization.
(2) Detachin ts. Co C and D attached to 1st IAd Rifle n,. 41st Inf.

2. MISSION. This task force attack. 110 Oct through 1st Bat Op, 1st Infm seizes Ob) Al continues
attack to seize Obi Ci prepares to continue attack to northeast.

3. EXECUTION.

a. Concept of oration. This operation w111 be a penPtration in zone of ist Inf, Teams A and B
abreast, to seize Obj A, Obj C. Annex A, File-SFuppot Plan.

. Tea A. Attack along asslgr d axis, seize Ob CATi continue attack, seize Obi hAT and FOX on

A. FI 3. Attack along assigon d .ax, seize Obi PIGI continue attack, seize Obij 3 and OG on

d. Team C. FOlIo Te., Al be prepared to reinforce or take over misslon of either leading team.
. cout lat. Establish and naint.ln contact betnen IF 1/41 and Team B.

fI. ortar Flat. GS I folio Tean B.
t. COordinaotin instruc ions.r,) RoUte of arch to Akt Psn, Annex S. Strip Map.

(2) Order of march Assy area to Atk Psn Scout Flat. Tea A Tea, m T Cnmand dp, Ieam C,
Mortar Plat. C Tn.

R3) Rate of manrh 15 SH.
(4) elI Report identity of enemy units.

4. ADMIISTRA IOII AO I LOISTICS.

(1) C Tn remain in Ath Psn, noe o n order.
(2) Fid Tn to CCB Tn prior to 110600 Oct.

b n aid statlo Vin O 154323.

5. CAOUND AO I ITL.

9. S3inoa.
(I) Indee 1-5, l.
(2) Listenln silenc until crossing LD.
(3) E .ergency Slgnal to lift supporting fires: red star cluster.

b. Comd. CPremain prewnt location, m:ve on order.

Acknowledge.

Aoneexes A--Flre-Support Plan (Omltted).
B--Strip Map (Omitted).

Dist lubtioan x.

OFFICIAL;
/s/ -ung

/JnVlMPle No. 4-CoWti lsoed.
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Exranlplc No. 5. Battalion operation.l order-delay.
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wpy o&
3d Ad Rifle On. 46th nfl (IF 2/46)
0100 (180759). GEOMJY
02100 op 19
Bl 062

OpoG 20

Pp .ERAY LISO5DGD 5IOSlONF aind UdLI.IQITADr sheets.

Task Organ.za etl

Tea, A ea B8

(C Pt Kelly, CO9g) (Capt Rlchards, * g)

Co A, 2d AoVd Rlflr sn, 46th int CO aB 2 Arnd Rlfle BOn. Uth In!
l.t plIt, Co O. ist ted Tk in lot plat, Co , ist e d Tk Wn

Tean C TP Control

(Capt Mattson, Gdg) lrt P lat

Co Cc 2d A~d A otA 1nfPOrtar Fiat
Co D (-let plat), 1stx *d 1T Bn

(Pattn ), 328 Arivr

. IlTATION.

P. IneeN fortes. ieents lgressor 6vt Rifle tl opposing lt Bat OCP, o s Ino.
bI. Frendl foces.

(1) 201st and 22d li DIV withdrow 021D0 p to n, doDensive p2ostlon$s st of SREU Riser.
(2) Od co-ere stdyasal soI 201S inO Din; TP 2/46 and 2/6 dbreast. T1 2/36 On the soot

otnduics dlaylng acrion holding Aggessor nast Or PhasI LLe . sLLIE until 0220G ep.
(3) td er sit draol 212th IAI Dit i-n docts deloyn action in nt.

(5) Anix A, Fire-Spport pln.

Gp. ,st I n o holdg resor eas Phase Lin- ILLII until

then.. cnd at delayi.. iso inoon . oldngA res IPr eas o has Lin LLI until
05220 S to pe-it st' oat OPt tnt Into to Pr .. ee defeine pos1t1on -. t of S )

A. T P.. fTearn Al

il o Iu% PIl.,. "I.0i.1 , .tbi.h and I.i~ n n TF / 6.

'(2) pos aIn delay beteey Inaont l ry linr fa firsirst ydeing polstion.

(3 po. psa o first yoni1o I]d stb is -A and oainebin ton tasi tit. TP rr36.

(1) I-

:~i. otar P~tt. c Fl
a 2Re roa C upon topetion 0 passage throg firt delayg., posLtan.

()ValeCt and ocrpy prosirton in rear of first delaying Position.
(12) pre-sIe to ponterant ack a..ere i ntttn 000

(2) All ullt report locI lon hoer ly o th haLo hour by chei point. Anne 0. Cietk Point
ver lay.

(2) stdran-l to siutessine dolyi·ng pos·tions i order.

4. ivlllltsfAlIO itO LdGIIICS.

(2) Pd Tn to CC on hy O2AD SP.
0. A 506.A

(2) Lstning sIlec til Iifted on,

Lt CII

Aonexst A--pire-vippot> plan (Onittd).

Dlstrlbutions P

OPPICIALt

VGlos

'Examplc No. 5-Conptti led.
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PHASE LINE OKLAHOMA

(PL KANSAS

VP i o / I 44

Examr ple No. (. Butttlio)nl IpeCrtlion orrlcr-BLOobile defe))Se.
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Example No. 7. UNIT STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE
Battalion

301st Armored Division
(Place of Issue)
(Date of Preparation)

STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE

1. GENERAL.
a. Purpose and scope. This standing operating procedure (SOP)

standardizes normal operational procedures within the-
Battalion.

b. Revision. Recommendations for changes or revision will be sub-
mitted to the battalion S3 when appropriate.

c. Unit procedure. Unit commanders are responsible that all
officers and key NCOs of their units become familiar with the contents
of this SOP.
2. INTEI,LIGENCE.

a. Patrols.
(1) All patrols will be coordinated through the battalion staff.
(£) Night patrol routes will be reported to S2 by 1700 daily.
(3) Whenever possible, patrols will be briefed by S2 prior to

departure.
(4) Patrols will report to battalion S2 for interrogation im-

mediately upon their return.
(5) No individual who has received specialized training in atomic

warfare or who possesses detailed knowledge of preparation for such
operations will be utilized on patrols behind the enemy lines.

b. Reconaissance and observation.
(1) Ol's. Location and sector of responsibility of all OPs will

be reported to S2 as established.
(2) Atomic target information. All combat information collect-

ing agencies will emphasize the importance of reporting information
concerning possible atomic targets by the fastest available means.

(3) Enemy atomic attack. All indications of possible enemy
atomic attack will be reported immediately. These may include (but
are not limited to):

(a) Appearance of special types of aircraft, weapons, or instru-
ments.

(b) Use of special types of protective clothing or equipment.
(c) Adoption of special precautions, inclnding restrictions en-

forced on troops or civilians in enemy zone (e. g., heavily guarded
areas or strict civilian control).

(d) Unusual and heavily guarded movements in rear areas.
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(e) Creation of wide gaps in formations, or withdrawals of
front-line units.

(f) Sudden cessation of enemy activity in front-line areas.
(g) Entire front-line unit seeking cover (personnel in tanks

buttoning tip or personnel covering foxholes with ponchos or other
opaque material).

(it) Special training or instructions given to enemy troops re-
vealed by PW interrogation or other means.

(i) Possible registrations of very heavy artillery with air
bursts.

(j) Enemy use of smoke on his own front-line units.
(4) Resulits of friendly atomic attack. Results of friendly atomic

attack will be reported immediately (or as soon as the informaltioll be-
conles available), including:

(a) Enemy effectiveness in the area after detonation.
(b) Obstacles to own movement, including residual radioac-

tivity and intensities.
c. lmeasures for handling enemy prisoners of war and captured

documents and materiel.
(1) Enemy prisoners of war.

(a) Commanders will stress the intelligence value of POIN.
(b) All POW will be disarmed, searched, segregated, silenced,

and evacuated as soon as possible to the POW collecting point (or aid
station in case of wounded). Special security measures 'will be taken
with regard to enemy political personnel.

(c) All enemy prisoners of wvar will be treated according to the
provisions of FM 19-40 and FM 27-10.

(2) Documents.
(a) All captured documents, except those indicated in (b) be-

low, Awill be forwarded to battalion S2 without delay. Documents
will be tagged to show:

1. Who found it (name, grade, and organization).
2. Where it was found (exact location).
3. WVhen it was found (time and date).
4. The conditions under which it was found (e. g., loose on the

ground, on a body, or on a POW).
(b) Units capturing installations containing quantities of docu-

ments will place such installations under guard and report their lo-
cation and the circumstances to S2.

(e) Documents found on POW will be carried by prisoner's
escort to designated collecting point. See paragraph 5id(1).

(d) Technical documents found with captured equipment will
be kept under guard with equipment.

(3) Enemy dead. Enemv dead will be searched only by recovery
and disposition and S2 personnel, and such other individuals as are
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designated by company commanders. Documents found on enemy
dead will be forwarlded to S2 by the fastest available meanls.

(4) Materiel. All unit commanders are responsible that captured
enemy materiel in their areas of responsibility is:

(a) Properly safeguarded. Name plates, serial numbers, or
other identification marks will be left on captured materiel and will
not be appropriated by individuals as souvenirs.

(6b) Reported to S2 immediately.
d. Escapees and evadees.

(1) Allied escapees and evadees will be evacuated to battalion
S2 as rapidly as possible.

(2) Subordinate units will limit questioning to an absolute mini-
mum on matters of immediate tactical importance. Under no circum-
stances will an attempt be made to determine what covert assistance
was received.

e. Clandestine agents, guerillas, partisan forces, and undergrournd
organizations. Personnel of these activities coming under battalion
control will be kept under guard, segregated from all other prisoners,
and immediately reported to S2 for disposition. Interrogation by sub-
ordinate commanders will be limited to matters of immediate tactical
importance.

f. Counterintelligence.
(1) Security information.

(a) Written combat orders, marked overlays, and maps show-
ing division and combat command dispositions will not go below
battalion. Those showing battalion dispositions will not go below
company.

(b) Patrols moving into enemy territory will be inspected by
an officer prior to departure for any material that would give informa-
tion to the enemy in the event of capture.

(c) Provisions will be made for the destruction of classified
material in event of its imminent capture.

(d) Unit commanders and their designated representatives are
authorized to grant permission to send information in the clear; they
will ensure that this information cannot be acted upon by the enemy
in time to affect the mission.

(e) The compromise of countersigns, codes, or other classified
matter will be reported to S2 by the fastest available means.

(2) Countersign. Countersigns will be changed and distributed
daily at 1200.

(3) Camouflage, dispersion, and light discipline. Unit com-
manders will ensure that camouflage, dispersion, and light discipline
are properly maintained at all times. Camouflage of medical installa-
tions and vehicles will be handled according to special directive issued
by division G4.
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g. Reports and distriblution.
(1) Report all enemy information to battalion S2 by the fastest

means available, including the essentials: what, where, and when.
(2) Report of enemy atomic attack will be by prearranged

FlASII message. (See SOI.)
(3) Enemy action to exploit the effects of atomic attack wvill be

reported by the fastest means available. See paragraph 3e(1)(g)
1-4.

(4) Information pertaining to capture and disposition being
made of enemy prisoners of war, enemy civilians, documents, and
material, relating to atomic warfare, w\-ill be forwarded as all emer-
gency message to battalion S2. (See SOI.)

(5) ShelReps, Morttleps, and BomReps will be submitted to
battalion S2 by fastest means available.
3. OPERATIONS.

a. Flank contact. Responsibility is from left to right; however,
this does not relieve commanders of the responsibility of ensuring that
contact is nmaintained to both flanks.

b. Antiaircraft defense. No fire will be directed against enemy air-
craft by elements of this battalion, unless under actual attack.

c. I)efense against atomic attack. Unless specifically directed
otherwise, it will be habitlually assumed that the enemy has the capa-
bility of employing atomic weapons tactically. The following de-
fensive measures will apply:

(1) Conduct feeding and other administrative functions so that
a inimiljum number of personnel are out of protective cover.

(2) Insure that personnel, vehicles, and equipment not otherwise
protected are camouflaged, dug in, and/or smndbagged as rapidly as
the tactical situation permlits. The following criteria for protection
are established.

(a) Two-man foxhole. The two-man foxhole will be 3 feet
wide by 6 feet long. The depth will depend on the height of the occu-
pants, providing a two-foot clearance between the back of a crouched
man a!nd ground level.

(b) Prone shelter. The prone shelter will be 2 feet wide by 2
feet deep and as long as required for the occupant.

(c) When terrain and soil conditions permit, vehicles may be
parked over the top of foxholes or prone shelters for additional pro-
tection.

(d) Additional details for construction of protective shelters
are given in FM 5-15.

(3) In areas likely to be contaminated with nuclear radiation
(e. g., after an atomic explosion), operate unit radiac instrulments.
If situation permits, areas of residual radiation wvill be posted with
markers.
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(4) Maintain maximum dispersion at all times: minimum of
75-100 yards between vehicles.

(5) Firmly secure equipment inside and outside of vehicles at
all times.

(6) Keep radio antennas tied down whenever possible.
(7) Require wearing of tank helmets by all crew members when-

ever in tanks; steel helmets will be worn when riding in other vehicles.
(8) Require that brooms be carried by all vehicles for use in hasty

field decontamination.
(9) Actions immediately following enemy atomic attack.

(a) Individual. Establish contact with superior.
(b) Units.

1. Take positive measures to reestablish the chain of com-
mand.

2. Report any elements out of contact.
3. Reestablish communication with subordinate elements.
4. After a surface burst:

(a) Employ maximum shielding immediately.
(b) Prepare for early move.
(c) Displace only on order of this headquarters.
(d) Field decontaminate, if necessary.

5. Avoid entry into areas 50 r/hr or greater. Prevent cumu-
lative dose over 50 r/day or 150 r/week.

6. Make flash reports (par. 3e(1) (g)).
(10) The following protective measures may be utilized as cir-

cumstances allow, during movement out of radioactive fallout or out
of an area of residual radioactivity.

(a) All armored.vellicles will button up. Other vehicles will
raise windows and windshields and install side curtains and tail covers.
No action should be taken which might delay the movement of the unit
out of the danger area.

(b) All troops will brush themselves off and will sweep away
all dust on the vehicles at periodic intervals.

(c) All vehicles will be washed either by running them through
streams or with buckets and brooms.

(d) Personnel will cover all exposed parts of the body and will
wash themselves off as soon as possible.

(e) Individual items of equipment such as rifles, sidearms, etc.,
will be covered to prevent contamination by fallout.

(f) Unless otherwise directed, individuals will eat only opera-
tional type packaged rations and drink only canteen water.

(g) Troops will wear gas masks to avoid inhalation of radio-
active dust.

(11) When a unit is not on the move and a surface or subsurface
burst is detonated upwind from its position, the burst will be reported,
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giving azimuth to burst. No movement will be undertaken without
explicit orders from this headquarters. When movement is ordered,
direction of movement will be specified by this headquarters.

(12) After warning of an impending atomic attack, or of friendly
use of atomic weapons near the unit's position, the following measllres
wvill be taken as the situation will permit:

(a) Require personnel to remain in their tanks or armored per-
sonnel carriers.

(b) Require all hatches to be closed and locked.
(c) Require individuals to put on gas masks if the burst is to

be surface or subsurface.
(d ) Position tanks in defilade.
(e) Face tanks toward ground zero, turrets traversed away

from ground zero.
(f) Prohibit personnel from looking out of vision devices to-

ward the burst.
d. :lUarch data.

(1) The battalion will normally march as a march serial, and
companies as marchl units.

(2) Daylight marches.
(a) Distance: 100 yards road space per vehicle, or as pre-

scribed (in no instance will vehicles close to less than 50 yards).
(b) Maximnum speed: tracked vgehicles 20 Ml'H, others 25 MP H.
(c) Time intervals: one minute between companies.
(d) Vehicles will not double the column, except that vehicles

rejoining the column may move to their proper place during a halt.
(3) Night marches.

(a) With lights, sanie as daylight marches.
(b) With blackout lights.

1. Distance: visual contact, not to exceed 50 yards.
P. Maximum speed: all vehicles, 15 IPH.

(4) Halts.
(a) Scheduled halts.

1. A 15-minute halt will be scheduled one hour and 45 minutes
after the head of the leading unit crosses the IP, and a
15-minute halt every hour and 45 minutes thereafter.

2. All march units halt at the designated timne and vehicles
maintain proper distance; they do not close on the pre-
ceding march unit.

3. See paragraph 4a(5) for information on halts for refuel-
ing and meals.

4. Vehicles rejoining the colllmn may move to their proper
place in the column during the halt.

5. Vehicles will pull off the road, on shoulders if practicable;
traffic guards will be posted to keep personnel off the
road and to assist in keeping through traffic moving.
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(b) Unscheduled halts. At unscheduled halts, commanders
will determine the cause of the halt, and take action to resume the
march.

(5) Liaison. Each unit will maintain liaison with the preceding
unit throughout the march.

e. Reports.
(1) The following information will be reported at once:

(a) Time of crossing LD.
(b) Time of crossing IP or phase line.
(c) Change of plan of operations.
(d) Contact or loss of contact with friendly or enemy troops.
(e) Time objective seized.
(f) New location of CP and time of opening.
(g) 'Enemy atomic attack, to include:

1. Method of delivery and type of weapon.
2. Location of ground zero, and direction and distance from

reporting unit.
3. Effect on personnel, materiel, and combat effectiveness of

reporting unit.
(h) Enemy CBR attack, to include type and location.
(i) Initiation and completion of installation of minlefields.

(2) When operating in an area of known or suspected residual
nuclear radiation contamination, each company will operate its radiae
instruments. A report of intensity and location will be submitted
along with unit SitReps or whenever there is an appreciable change
in intensity, whichever is sooner. Negative reports will be made unless
specific instructions to the contrary are issued.

(3) Subordinate units will submit situation reports every hour
on the hour. Negative reports will be submitted.
4. LOGISTICS.

a. Supply.
(1) Class I.

(a) The ration cycle begins with supper.
(b) Ration requests will be submitted 72 hours in advance of

the day that rations will be drawn. Each organic and attached unit
will submit a request to the battalion S4 at the time daily rations
are drawn.

(c) Reserves of rations to be maintained by each unit are pre-
scribed as follows:

1. Each vehicle: a mlinimuml of three operational rations
(small-detachllent or individual combat-type) for each
vehicle member.

£. Each unit kitchen: a minimum of two-thirds of an opera-
tional B ration per man.
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(d) Water and food items not in hermetically sealed containers
will not be used after a contaminating atomic explosion until cleared
by unit CBRP personnel. WaTtel in canteens, five-gallon cans, and
trailers, if these containers are sealed, is considered safe. Only un-
opened canned rations will be considered safe.

(2) Class II and IV.
(a) Companies will submit requisitions, and items to be ex-

changed, to the battalion S4.
(b) Chemical, Engineer, and Quartermaster class II and IV

will be issued only in emergency during actual combat.
(3) Class III. Provided on call to companies by battalion.
(4) Class V. Comlpanies maintain basic loads. Reference,

memorandllm, this headquarters, subject: "Basic loads" (omitted).
(5) Supply on the march.

(a) liesupply of fuel and lubricants will be effected during
prescribed fuel halts.

(b) Two fuel and lubricant trucks will be habitually attached
to each tank company, and one or more trucks as required to each
reconnaissance troop or armored rifle company.

(c) Empty fuel and lubricant trucks will replenish their loads
at designated resupply points.

(d) Feeding during the march.
1. Feeding halts will coincide with refueling halts whenever

possible.
2. The noon meal will be a sandwich-type meal or a combat-

type ration meal issued at breakfast. Breakfast and
supper will be hot meals served in bivouac areas.

b. Evacuation of disabled vehicles.
(1) Upon receipt of a warning order for a march, unit vehicles

which cannot be repaired prior to movement will be evacuated to the
battalion maintenance platoon. If time does not permit evacuation,
or if vehicles cannmot be moved, their location and condition will be
reported to the battalion maintenance officer.

(2) Vehicles disabled on a malrch will be moved to the side of the
road to prevent interference with the remainder of the column. Com-
pany maintenance and battalion maintenance will in turn attempt
repair. If repair cannot be effected, battalion will prescribe the
manner of further evacuation.

(3) Vehicle evacuation during combat operations.
(a) In fast-moving offensive operations, units will evacuate

disabled vehicles to the axis of advance.
(b) In slow-moving offensive operations or during defensive

operations, units will evacuate disabled vehicles to vehicle collecting
points.
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(4) At least two men will remain with each damaged but repair-
able tracked vehicle, and one man with each damaged but repairable
wheeled vehicle, until relieved by competent authority (i. e., battalion
commander, battalion maintenance officer).

(5) Vehicles damaged or destroyed by atomic attack will be
evacuated under the control of the battalion maintenance officer. Units
will report without delay to the battalion maintenance officer the
following:

(a) Location of damaged or destroyed vehicles.
(b) Number and type of vehicles.
(c) Extent of physical damage.
(d) Level of contamination.

c. Medical support.
(1) Each tank company will be supported by a medical aid-

evacuation team consisting of the following:
(a) One 1/-ton truck equipped with litter racks.
(b) One litter bearer-driver.
(c) One company aidman.

(2) Each reconnaissance troop will be supported by a medical
aid-evacuation team consisting of the following:

(a) One l/4-ton truck equipped with litter racks.
(6b) One litter bearer-driver.
(c) One company aidman for each rifle and scout platoon.

(3) Each armored rifle company will be supported by a medical
aid-evacuation team consisting of the following:

(a) One 1/4-ton truck equipped with litter racks.
(b) One company aidman-driver.
(c) One company aidman for each rifle platoon.

(4) Combat troops will not accompany casualties to aid stations,
unless so ordered.

(5) Evacuation of casualties while the unit is on the march will be
to the medical facility prescribed by the battalion surgeon.

(6) Records of the amount of nuclear radiation received by indi-
viduals will be kept on an individual basis. Unit personnel sections
will maintain a record, by individual, of the total dose received and
the date received. Personnel will be evacuated when the tolerance
dose has been reached or exceeded, as directed by this headquarters.

d. Trarsportation.
(1) Company baggage trucks will be habitually kept in battalion

field trains.
(2) Each detached company will take with it, in addition to TOE

authorized allowances, four resupply trucks from the battalion support
platoon. These trucks will be loaded with ammunition, fuel, and
lubricants; loads will be tailored to fit the tactical situation.
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(3) EJmpty supply vehicles returning to the rear will be utilized
for evacuation of salvage and captured enemy lnateriel.

e. Reports. Each unit attached to this battalion, and organic units
of the battalion returning to battalion control from detached status,
will submit, within two hours after attachment or return to battalion
control, a vehicle status report. The report will reflect organic and
attached vehicles but not detached vehicles.

5. PERSONNEL.
a. Strength records and reports.

(1) Strength information for the unit personnel daily summlary
will be submitted to SI daily, as of 1800, by 1830. When a unit is de-
tached, an information copy of the unit personnel daily summary
will be submitted to the unit to which attached, in addition to the
normal report required by this headquarters.

(2) Company and detachment commanders will sublllit necessary
morning report data to the battalion SI as soon as possible after close
of the morning report day.

(3) Reports of casualties and nonrbattle losses will be submitted
to this headquarters as soon as they occur, with the following individ-
ual casualty information submitted whenever the tactical situation
will permit:

(a) Name, grade, se rvice nnlllb)er, amnd organization.
(b) MOS.
(e) Date and place where casualty occurred.
(d) Circumstances.
(e) If ICIA, cause of death.
(/) Name, grade, and service numllber of witness and known

friends.
(4) In event of all atomic attack, submit a unit report of casual-

ties, indicating number and type sustained, to this headquarters by tilhe
fastest mealns available.

b. Replacements.
(1) Companies will report rellacement requirements by MOS

and grade to the battalion S1 by 1830 daily.
(2) Upon receipt of replacement personnel, unllit commanders

ensure that a tactical orientation is given to all new or returnee
replacements; an inspection of all individual clothing and equipment
will be conducted to ensure combat serviceability and completeness.
New replacements will be indoctrinated in company policy and will
be made personally acquainted with unit members and leaders.

e. Law and order.
(1) Report serious incidents without delay, including a brief

resume m-ith principals involved, description of incident, personnel
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casualties, material damage, and action being taken to restore law and
order.

(2) Personnel delivered for confinement will be under guard, with
personal effects, and with a written confinement request signed by a
commissioned officer.

d. Enemy plisoners of war.
(1) POWT will be delivered under armed guard to the designated

collecting point with all personal effects; objects of potential intelli-
gence value will be taken from prisoners and placed in custody of
the armed guard for immediate turn-in upon arrival at the collecting
point. See paragrlph 2c(l) (b).

(2) Enemy prisoners will not be fed or allowed to smoke or
drink prior to their first interrogation unless the interrogation is
delayed beyond .a reasonable period. Wounded, sick, or injured
POW will be cleared through the battalion aid station for possible
medical evacuation as determined by the battalion surgeon.

e. Morale.
(1) Mail will be delivered with class I supplies. Outgoing mail

will be censored and forwarded through APO channels without delay.
(2) Commanders will give wide publicity to the time and place of

religious activities, and will encourage attendance at services.
(3) Recommendations for awards and decorations will be sub-

mitted as soon after the incident as possible, giving a description of
the incident, witnesses to the action, time and place where the action
occurred, and award or decoration recommended. The battalion
personnel section will prepare the recommendation for the unit com-
nlander's signature.

f. Recovery and disposition.
(1) The battalion SI is designated the unit recovery and dispo-

sition officer.
(2) Fr iendly and enemy dead, together with tlheir personal effects,

will be evacuated to the battalion collecting point, generally in the
vicinity of the battalion aid station.

(3) Emergency burials will be made only with the approval of
this headquarters. Wben such emergency burials are authorized, the
coordinates of the temporary grave sites, and the name, grade, service
number, and organization of deceased (if known), will be submitted
to the battalion 61 without delay.

(4) In the event of atomic warfare, where residual radiation is
detected upon the remains, units will report such cases and await
special instructions from the Unit S1 for handling contaminated
remains prior to evacuation.

g. Personnel procedures.
(1) Recommendations for promotion or battlefield appointment

will be submitted informally to the S1.
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(2) Recommendations for enlisted promotions to grades E5
through E7 (inclusive) will be informally submitted to this head-
quarters for final preparation and appropriate action.

h. Quarteoring. When a unit is required to furnish a quartering
party, the unit commander will select an officer or noncommnissioned
officer familiar with the security, billeting, and vehicular facility re-
quirements. This officer or NCO will report to the S1 for instructions.
Composition of company quartering parties will not exceed four
persons and one '4-ton truck.
6. COMMAND AND SIGNAL.

a. Orders.
(1) Warning orders will be issued for all movements and opera-

tions.
(2) The use of oral and fragimentary orders within the battalidn

will be normal.
b. Comlnunication.

(1) Instructions contalined in the Signal Annex to the Division
Standing Operating Procedure and the Standing Signal Instructions
will be adhered to by this headquarters.

(2) The battalion communication officer will prepare and dis-
tribute SOI extracts to all commanders and staff ollicers, including
platoon leaders, within the battalion and attached units.

(3) Battalion axis of conmunication will be directed in the
battalion operation order.

(4) Report loss or compromise of SSI, SOT, and SOI extracts to
battalion headquarters by the fastest means available.

(5) Whllen a centralized message center is not operated, messages
sent and received by stairff sections will normally be handled directly
with the facility. A centralized message center will be established
when the situation permits, in order to centralize encrypting, decrypt-
ing, message accounting, and message delivery. All mesages sent
and received by staff sections will be recorded in unit journals.

(6) Two messenger runs will be scheduled daily to companies and
attached units.

(7) The commlunication officer will be responsible for panel
displays for air-gropmmmd communlll ication and for air message drop and
pickup areas.

LADDI) El
Lt Colonel
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APPENDIX IV

THE 4.2-INCH MORTAR PLATOON OF THE ARMORED
DIVISION ARMOR BATTALION AND ARMORED
INFANTRY BATTALION

Section I. GENERAL
1. Introduction

This appendix discusses the general composition, missions, capa-
bilities, and tactical enmployment of the 4.2-inch mortar platoon which
is organic to the headquarters company of the arlored division armor
battalion and the arlored infantry battalion.

2. Mission and Capabilities
a. Alission. The mortar platoon has the nfission of furn isling close

and continuous indirect fire in support of its parent battalion.
b. C6apabilities.

(1) Delivery of high explosive anumn ition on area or point
targets.

(2) Delivery of smoke on area targets.
(3) Battlefield illumination.
(4) Delivery of chemical munitions on area targets.
(5) Target marking for other MweapoIns.

3. Organization
a. The 4.2-inch mortar platoon in general is operationally self-suf-

ficient, but is dependent on its parent company and battalion for lo-
gistical and administrative support and, partially, for security.

b. The platoon headquarters consists of a platoon leader mounted in
a 'A-ton truck, three forward observer teams mounted in 1/4-ton trucks,
and a fire direction center (FDC) mounted in an armored personnel
carrier. Each vehicle has commuuication facilities.

c. Each of the four mortars is mounted in an armored full-track
mortar carrier which ha:s communication facilities.

4. Characteristics
a. M]obility. The platoon is 100 percent mobile.
b. Armlor Protection. The FDC and the four mortar squads are

mounted in carriers hichll provide all-round armor protection against
small-arms fire and shell fragments, and limited protection against
the effects of atomic and CBIR weapons when all hatches are closed.
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When the main top hbatch of the mortar carrier is open to permit on-
vehicle firing of the mortar, the gun crew is exposed overhead. The
main top hatch and ramp should be kept closed except when firing.

c. Firepowoer. The 4.2-inch mortar is a high-angle indirect-fire
weapon capable of delivering high explosive and chemical ammunition
at a high rate of fire at ranges from 9,50 to 6,000 yards (maximum
range for WP is 5,050 yards). In addition, each carrier mounts a
caliber .50 maclhinegun,l and the platoon headquarters is equipped
with two 3.5-inch rocket launchers for close-in protection of the
platoon.

d. Flexibility. The platoon possesses adequate tactical flexibility
through its complete mobility and its capability of firing the weapon
from a vehicular mount with minimum delay. The platoon is pri-
marily intended to be used as a single firing unit; however, squads may
be detached for independent missions for limited periods of time. The
capabilities of a detached squad are somewhat limited.

e. Communication. The platoon is assigned a command net FM.
All vehicles of the platoon are equipped with radios which are included
as stations in this net. The platoon also ,has wire communication
equipment for control of the firing battery when in position. See
figure 119 for details. These multiple means of communication, cou-
pled with its mobility and flexibility, make the platoon highly re-
sponsive to command.

sop A oP Ao,

MMOROT

/\OP

4.2 IN MORT SOD 4.2 IN MORT SOD 4.2 IN MORT SOD 4.2 IN MORT SOD

O TELEPHONE TA4312/PT NOTE: MORTAR PLATOON LEADER USES HIS AUXILIARY RE-
* TELEPHONE TA-I/fl CEIVER TO MONITOR HIS BATTALION COMMAND NET FM.

31 CONTROL GROUP AN/GPLATOON FORWARD OBSERVERS USE THEIR AUXILIARY RE.
-ROU AN/O CEIVER OR RADIO SET AN/PRC-6 TO MONITOR THE COMMAND

- WIRE CIRCUITS NET OF THE SUPPORT UNIT,
RADIO NETS

Fi gure 11l. 4.2-inch mortar platoon COmmuIn icationl.
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f. Logistical Support. Administrative and logistical support must
be provided by the patent organization. Continued operation of the
platoon depends on tilely resupply of ammunition, fuel, and lubri-
cants.

5. Fundamentals of Employment
a. General. The employment of the mortar platoon is based on its

speed of operation and movement and its constant readiness to pro-
vide fire support. Firing normally is conducted from the on-carrier
position. The platoon leader places himself where he can best control
his platoon. -le is often with the battalion commander or command
gl'roup. In addition, he may control leading elements of the platoon
during displacement, conduct reconnaissance, or visit the supported
company teams for purposes of coordination.

b. Control. The platoon normally operates under battalion con-
trol and furnishes general support to the line companies or company
teams. It is usually kept together under the control of the platoon
leader and not attached to a team; however, a priority of fires may be
assigned to a specific team in order to weight that team's effort.

c. Concentration of Effort. The entire platoon normally fires one
mission at a time. However, the platoon has a capability of firing
two missions concurrently.

d. MIovement. The platoon displaces "by section" (half at a time)
or as a unit. It may displace one squad at a time if maximum fire
support is of great importance.

e. Security. The platoon position is normally included within, or

placed in proximity to, the position of a larger combat unit, to provide
security. It has limited capacity for providing its own security, and
call only picket its vehicles if it is to maintain maximum effectiveness
in the conduct of fire.

6. Fire Requests
The platoon's forward observer (FO) teams operate with the line

companies. These teams formulate and forward fire requests, and
adjust fires. Mortar fires may also be adjusted by artillery FOs. In
addition, all officers and key NCOs of the battalion must be able to
call for and adjust fires in case FO teams are not available. The
procedures for requesting, coordinating, anid adjusting fires are the
same as for artillery fires (FM 6-40 and FM 6 50).

7. Liaison
a. The platoon leader maintains liaison with the battalion com-

mander by personal contact or by radio, using the battalion command
net.
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b. Liaison with the line companies or company teams is provided
by the forward observers, who use the mortar platoon comlmand net
for contact with the platoon position.

8. Conduct of Fire
Fire is conducted in accordance with the principles outlined in FM

23-92.

9. Position Characteristics
The platoon position includes the four squad firing positions and

the platoon command post, as shown in figure 120. The primary re-
quirement of the platoon position is that it be situated so the mortars
can execute their fire mission. In the selection of platoon positions,
consideration should always begiven to the availability of other types
of supporting fires, and to the mobility of the platoon. The position
should have as many of the following characteristics as possible:

a. Permit maximum coverage of the area of operation of the sllp-
ported unit.

b. Provide concealment, defilade, and relatively level vehicle posi-
tions.

c. .Permit vehicles to enter through concealed and covered ap-
proaches; this facilitates occupation of the position and ammllunitio
resupply.

d. Facilitate communication with the supported unit and the bat-
talion command post.

e. Provide firm soil to support the mortar carriers.
f. Take advantage of security provided by other units.
g. Avoid interference with other units.
A. Take advantage of routes for displacement.
i. Provide adequate area for dispersion.
j. Provide adequate area for, and routes to, alternate and supple-

mentary positions.
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Section II. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT

10. Tactical Marches
a. Platoon Position. The platoon position in a tactical march is

prescribed in the battalion march order. The position of the platoon
is decided upon after an analysis of its mission. When the march is
toward the enemy and when contact is probable, the platoon usually
is assigned a position to the rear of the leading company team. - When
the battalion is marching on more than one route, the platoon is as-
signed a position behind the leading team on the route along which
the bulk of mortar support is desired. When the battalion is march-
ing in a direction other than toward the enemy, the platoon is assigned
a position from which it can best furnish supporting fires to the bulk
of the battalion should enemy action occur. When a requirement for
supporting fires arises, the platoon doubles the column if necessary to
reach a position from which the desired fires can be delivered.

b. Forward Observer Teams. FO teams accompany line com-
panies or company teams as specified in the battalion march order.
The FO should normally accompany the company team commander.
Commanders of supported company teams are responsible for pro-
viding armored vehicle transportation, as required, for mortar platoon
FOs.

11. Assembly Areas
In an assembly area, the mortar platoon should occupy a position

that can be used without change for a firing position. The position
should permit firing in all directions. The mortars are laid in the
most likely direction of enemy attack. Wire communication nor-
mally is installed between the FDC and the mortars.

12. Attack
a. Position. The platoon position is indicated in the battalion

operation order. The platoon leader recommends a position after
making a personal reconnaissance and coordinating with the battalion
S3 and the artillery liaison officer. The position should afford cover
and concealment and should be located convenient to a route over
which resupply vehicles can travel. The position must permit the
furnishing of maximum fire support to the unit or units to be sup-
ported; if possible, it should permit firing in support of all attacking
elements of the battalion. The position is located well forward to
permit maximum utilization of the range of the mortar.

b. Forward Observers. FO teams accompany supported com-
panies and company teams.

c. Plan of Supporting Fires. Prior to the operation, the platoon
leader makes recommendations to the S3 with regard to preparatory
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and supporting fires. These should be coordilated with team coil-
manders and the artillery liaison officer. Suitable targets are crew-
served weapons, point or smnall-area targets protected from effective
flnt-trajectory fire, reverse slopes and defiladed areas, and areas to be
smoked.

d. Fires During the Attack. Fires may be prearranged or de-
livered on targets of opportunity. Prearranged fires are delivered
as scheduled or on call. Forwarld observers should be alert to en-
gage targets of opportunity. Priority of fires normally is specified
prior to the attack.

e. Movement. Plans for displacement are made prior to tile at-
tack. The platoon leader keeps the platoon well forward and notifies
the S3 when movement is necessary. If the platoon cannot displace
as a whole, two squads are displaced, accompanied by necessary FDC
personilel. When these squads are ready to fire, they take over the
firing mission while the rest of the platoon moves forward to the new
position. If maxinmlll continuous fire support must be provided
during the time that movement is necessary, tie platoon may dis-
place one squad at a time. Displacements should be completed
quickly so that nmaximum fire can be resumed as soon as possible.

f. Action Upon Capture of the Objective. Additional supporting
fires are planned and coordinated for defense of the objective and
for continuation of the attack. Necessary resupply is accomplished
at this time.

13. Mobile Defense
a. Position. Tile platoon position is selected in accordance with

the considerations listed in paragraph 9.
b. Plan of Supportinvq Fires. Concentrations for long-range fires,

close defensive fires, and fires within tihe defensive area, and barrages
for final-protective fires, are preplanned and are included in the fire-
support plan. Fires must be planned to support friendly counter-
attacks.

c. Division of the Platoon. The platoon normally is not divided
physically except for tile purpose of providing continuous fire sup-
port during displacement (par. 12e).

d. Employment. Employment of tllhe mortar platoon in the mobile
defense is similar to that in the offense. The platoon should be kept
intact, positioned so that it, is calpable of supporting any element of
the battalion. If the width of tile battalion area makes it impossible
for the platoon to effectively support all battalion elements, it, may be
ilnitially positioned to support elements in the most critical area.
Tile platoon must be prepared to move to preselected positions any-
where within the battalion area. Preplanned fires should include
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interdiction and close-in protective fires, and fires in support of the
striking force.

14. Retrograde
a. Positiolns. Positions are reconnoitered prior to the operation.

They are echeloned in depth.
b. Plan of Supporting Fires. Barrages and concentrations are

preplanned in depth.
c. Movement. Routes for displacement are preplanned. Displace-

ment is conducted as outlined in paragraph 12e.
d. Employmnent. The platoon is normally positioned immediately

behind the initial delaying position. The fires of the platoon should
engage advancing enemy columns at maximum ranges. Close-in fires,
fires in support of the reserve, and fires in support of the withdrawal
should be preplanned and integ rated into the fire-support plan. When
a withdrawal is made, the bulk of the platoon should be in position
behind the new delaying position prior to the withdrawal of the
delaying force. The remainder of the platoon withdraws with or
immediately ahead of the delaying force.

Section III. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SPECIAL
OPERATIONS

15. General
In such operations as attack in towns, attack of a fortified area,

defense against airborne attack, or other somewhat specialized coin-
bat actions, the factors peculiar to the operation must be considered
in the assignment of mission, decentralization of control, and posi-
tioning of the platoon.

16. River-Crossing Operations
The mortar carrier can "swim" fairly gentle streams with velocities

of not more than four miles per hour. Because of the weight of the
loaded carrier, laborious preparations are necessary before it can
cross a stream in this manner. However, an urgent need for fire
support from positions oil the far bank may make it necessary to
swim carriers across a stream. Such an operation may be accom-
plished as follows-

a. Preparation of Carriers. The loaded weight of each carrier must
be reduced to approximately 21 tons (approximate weight combat-
loaded is 231/4 tons). This is done by removing nonessential equip-
ment and reducing the number of personnel. At least half the crew,
the mortar and the equipment necessary for its operation, essential
communication equipment, and half the basic load should be left oni
the carrier. The remaining squad personnel cross in the FDC carrier.
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If possible, one or more carriers off-load on the far bank to ferry across
additional amlmunition. Mortars may be fired from ground mounts
during this ferrying operation.

b. Control Personnel. The platoon leader crosses in the FDC
carrier. The platoon sergeant remains on the near bank with the
wheeled vehicles and any equipmlelt left behind.

c. Forward Observers. Forward observers cross in armored per-
sonnel carriers of supported armored infantry. The wheeled vehicles
of the FO teams should be moved across by bridge, ferry, or deep-
water fording kits as soon as possible.

d. Plannirig of Supporting Fires. Supporting fires are planned
as for other attacks.

e. Moveiment. The movement must be carefuly planned and should
be executed with a minimum of delay. The platoon may move as a
unit, by "sections," or by squads. Arrangements must be made to
get the platoon's trailers across as soon as possible. Usually, general-
purpose vehicles of battalion will be designated to tow the trailers
across when a bridge or ferry is available. See appendix V; most of
the information contained therein applies equally to stream crossings
by armored mortar carriers.

f. Reslupply. If the platoon requires resupply of ammunition
before supply routes are established across: the stream, it mnaytbe
necessary to employ helicopters or armored personnel carriers to
deliver the ammunition.

17. Night Operations
Night operations require careful coordination of prearranged fires.

Increased importance is given to supporting fires which can be laid
on predesignated targets at night. The illuminating capability of the
4.2-inch mortar round is roughly the same as that of the light artillery
round.
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APPENDIX V

EMPLOYMENT OF ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS
IN HASTY RIVER-CROSSING OPERATIONS

Section I. GENERAL

1. Purpose
This appendix is a guide for armor commanders in the use of the

armored personnel carrier in a hasty river-crossing operation. It
includes the technical information necessary for the vehicle's safe
employment in such crossings. To ensure clarity and understanding,
the following definitions are provided for certain terms which are
peculiar to water operation and are used within this appendix.

a. Stream Velocity. Rate of flow of the current of the stream, in
miles per hour.

b. Bow. The forward part of the armored personnel carrier.
c. Port. The left side of the armored personnel carrier.
d. Starboard. The right side of the armored personnel carrier.
e. Freeboard. The distance from the waterline to the deck when

the vehicle is in the water.

2. Precrossing Considerations
Upon reaching a water obstacle, the armor unit commander, in

order to minimize delay, follows a definite sequence or check list prior
to employing his armored personnel carriers. This sequence is-

a. Determine the velocity of the stream and its characteristics.
b. Determine bank conditions at the entrance to the stream.
c. Select landing points on the far shore and determine bank condi-

tions at these points.
d. Insure that the carriers are properly checked prior to entering

the water and upon leaving the water.

3. Stream Velocity
The maximum stream velocity in which the carrier can be safely

operated depends on such factors as the choppiness of the water, the
amount of debris or ice in the water, and the maximum acceptable
downstream drift distance. When the rate of flow is greater than
six miles per hour, particular attention must be given to drift distance,
balance of load, entry into the water, and ability of drivels. A simple
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way to determine the stream velocity is to use a floating device over a
measured distance. Measure a distance of at least 100 feet along the
near river bank. D)esignate the upstream end as point A and the
downstream end as point B. At point A, throw into the stream any
object that will float, such as a piece of wood or cork. Using a stop-
watch or the second hand of a regular watch, determine the time it
takes the floating object to move from point A to point B (fig. 121).
For example, if it takes 20 seconds for the object to float 100 feet, the
rate of flow of the stream is five feet per second. This figure in feet
per second must then be converted to miles per hour. This is ac-
complished by using the conversion chart shown in figure 122. From
the proper number nader the feet per second column, read horizontally
left to the ailes per hour columnt. This is the stream velocity. At

;Tct lr r;e i

_ _T A L~C-- ~ POINT B

Figure 121. Float timing device over a measured distanIce.
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least two tests should be made with floating objects, the average time
being used to determine the rate of flow in feet per second. The tests
should be made in the fastest water that may be crossed by the carriers.

4. Stream Characteristics
a. Changes in VTelocity. A sluggishi stream or river may become a

torrent in a few hours or even minutes as a result of sudden heavy
rainfall. This is more likely to happen in tropical and arid regions,
but can occur anywhere. Stream velocities must be checked at fre-
quent intervals to provide warning of such changes.

b. Channels. Velocities may vary in different parts of a stream.
The rate of flow is usually slowest near the shore and fastest in the
main channel. Drivers and commanders of armored personnel
carriers must be alert when moving into a channel from quiet water,
to keep the carriers from going out of control and being swept down-
stream.

c. Debris. Fast-moving streams often carry large quantities of
logs, brush, and other debris. In cold climates, chunks of ice may be
floating in a stream. Debris is a serious hazard to the armored person-
nel carrier; a single piece can foul a track and put the carrier out of
control.

5. Bank Conditions
Poor banks can often be improved by use of pioneer tools or dozers.

Corduroying (laying logs) can be employed to improve entrances into
the water. Steel tracks provide better traction than do rubber track
pads. Since armored infantry units have no organic boats, it is
seldom possible to do anything about banks on the far side of the
stream except to use binoculars to select the best available exits.

6. Slope of Entrances and Exits
a. Gently sloping entrances and exits are desirable. However, even

on the most gradual slopes, the armored personnel carrier must enter
the water slowly (approximately two miles per hour) in order to avoid
a large bow wave. W ihell descending steep banks, the vehicle will tend
to dive unless the approach is slow enough to allow the bow to float.

b. The most common way to express slope is in percent (fig. 123).
Thus, a 1 percent slope rises or descends 1 unit in a horizontal distance
of 100 units; a 10 percent slope rises or descends 10 feet in 100 feet, or
10 yards in 100 yards, etc. Tle formula for percent slope is:

VERTICAL DISTANCE
HORIZONTAL DISTANCEX 100 =SLOPE IN PERCENT
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jI 100 FT HORIZONTAL DISTANCE >;

Figurc 123. Expression of percent slope.

7. Bank and Soil Table

Type soil Entrance percent slope Exit percent slope Remarks

MUD 10-20% (slick 10-20% (maxi- On exit the
mud, rubber mum) carrier de-
track pads). posits water

20-40% (dry mud, on bank;
steel track). therefore,

all mud is
slick.

DRY LOOSE DIRT 40-60% 40% (maximum)

DRY LOOSE SANDI) 40-60% 40% (maximum)

DRY SOFT LOAM 40-60% 40% (maximum)
WITH VEGETA-
TION

SIIALE ROCK 40% 40% (maximum)
OVER SAND

GRAVEL D RY-40-60% 40% (maximum)
WET-40%

(WET WEATHER REDUCES THE PERCENT FIGURES SHOWN IN THE TABLE)

8. Determining Landing Point on Far Shore
a. The bow of the armored personnel carrier is always pointed

directly across the stream, perpendicular to the river current. The
driver must not buck the current. The only time this rule does not
hold true is when the speed of the carrier, in water, is twice the speed
of the current. Thel, the bow of the carrier may be pointed into
the current; an angle of not more than 30 ° in the direction of the flow
is acceptable. When the speed of the current and the speed of the
carrier are the same, the carrier drifts one foot downstream for each
foot it moves forward. When the speed of the current is twice that
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of the carrier, the carrier moves two feet downstream for each foot
it moves forward.

b. A simple formula for determining the point of landing on the
far shore is:

DISTANCE ACROSS I)ISTANCE OF DOWN-
STEA vELOCIT THE STREAM = STREA AI)DRIFT IN

SPEED OF CARRIER (II'I) IN FEET FEIIX l'F~llT F1OEET

For example, a carrier traveling at 4 miles per hour in a stream that
has a velocitv of 4 miles per hour and is 100 feet across will land
100 feet downstream from the point where it entered the water (fig.
124).

DOWN STREAM DRIFT
1000'

(FAR SHORE) I 0WE0
EXIT

DIRECTION OF CURRENT °

SPEED OF CURRENT 4.*/o
(4 MPH)

r .

ENTRANCE

{NEAR SHORE) (BOWOF M59 HEADED STRAIGHT ACROSS STREAM)

Figure 12}4. Iolnstr'eom drift in a strea)I crossilf/.

c. The maximum water speed of the armored personnel carrier is
considered to be 4.3 miles per hour. When it is traveling at 4.3 miles
per hour in water, the speedometer reading will be 12 miles per hour.

9. Determining Formation and Priority of Crossing

a. The most important factors in determining the formation and
priority for stream crossings are the mission, the number of entrances
and exits, and the number of armored personnel carriers to cross.
For example, if the mission requires an armored infantry unit to cross
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in one move, and there are sufficient entrances and exits, the best for-
mation is an echelon-echelon left if the stream flows left to right,
echelon right if the stream flows right to left. The carrier farthest
downstrenn moves out first, followed by the one next farthest down-
stream, and so on; the carrier farthest upstream moves out last. Use
of this formation insures that upstream vehicles do not drift into
vehicles downstream.

b. If the mission is one of ferrying, the greatest danger is that of
collision. A collision may occur in one of three situations-the meet-
ing sitlation, the passing situation, and the overtaking situation.

c. When two carriers approach each other hlead on, each should turn
to the starboard (right) and pass the other vehicle on its port (left)
side. The turn should be started soon enough for each driver to be
sure of what the other intends to do.

d. When one carrier overtakes another (this is not normal, but
may happen when one vehicle is having trouble), it may pass the
slower vehicle on either side, provided there is ample space. How-
ever, the vehicle being overtaken has the right-of-way. The passing
vehicle should cross the wake of the overtaken vehicle at an angle of
at least 450 and should be sure to provide ample passing space.

Section II. ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER CHECKLISTS

10. General
Each armored infantry commander must insure that his unit has an

SOP for utilization of its armored personnel carriers in water opera-
tions. This SOP should include checklists covering actions to be taken
at various stages of such operations.

11. Check Prior to Entering the Water
a. Check the drain plugs (under the front hull).
b. Raise and lock the end ramp.
c. Start and operate the bilge pump. If necessary, take on water

(about 100 gallons) to permit a check of the operation of the pumnp.
d. Extend the trim vaule, which is located on the top front of the

carrier. This trim vane serves only to trim the velhicle; it hals no al)pre-
ciable effect upon handling of the vehicle in the water.

e. Close and secure all hatches and doors.
f. Check for proper load distribution. Maximumn total load is 3,100

pounds (M59). All cargo must be secure so it will not shift.
g. The commander's cupola may be kept open except in rough water

(depending on the tactical situation).

12. Check While Afloat
a. The hand throttle should be set at approximately 2,500 RPM.

The hand throttle is used in order to prevent the possibility of sudden
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deceleration if the driver's foot should slip from the accelerator. Sud-
den deceleration may cause the vehicle to pitch forward, submerging
the bow.

b. All turns in the water are made tile same as on land.
c. Freeboard is checked continually (a freeboard of less than 13

inches is dangerous).
d. Maximuml water speed is 4.3 miles per hour (at this speed, the

speedometer reading will be 12 miles per hour).
e. Normally, the shift lever should be positioned in LOW RANGE-

DRIVE.

13. Check Upon Leaving the Water
a. Approach the land squarely.
b. Move the shift lever to LOW RANGE-HILLY.
e. Approach the land at a reduced speed (approximately two miles

per hour.
d. When out of the water, retract the trim vane.
e. Continue to operate the bilge pump after leaving the water until

all the water is pumped out.

Section Iii. PERSONNEL SAFETY

14. Life Preservers
It is difficult to evacuate the armored personnel carrier while wearing

a kapok vest-type life preserver. Whenever available, the inflatable
belt-type life preserver should be worn. This is especially true for the
driver and vehicle commander, since it is especially difficult to exit
through the cupola wheln wearing a kapok preserver. When only the
kapok vest-type preserver is available, it should be slung over one
shoulder until the batch is cleared.

15. Discharging Passengers
If the armored persollllel carrier cannot climb out of the stream on

the far bank, it should be backed up to the bank, the ramp lowered,
and personnel discharged.
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*FM 17-1
C1

FIELD MANUAL

ARMOR OPERATIONS, SMALL UNITS

FM 17-1 HEADQUARTERS
DEPARTMENT OF THE. ARMY

CHANGES No. 1 WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 10 December 1959

FM 17-1, 23 August 1957, is changed as follows:
Substitute the term nuclear for the term "atomic" through-

out this manual.
Substitute the term nonnuclear for the term "nonatomic"

throughout this manual.
Substitute the term plan for the term "scheme" throughout

this manual.
Substitute the term road movement graph for the term

"march graph" throughout this manual.
Substitute the term road movement table for the term "march

table" throughout this manual.

2. Scope

b. Small armor units *** as armor units. The following are
current titles and designations of Armor units.
TOE No. Titles' Designation*

7-25D ARMORED DIVISION INFANTRY Armored Rifle Battalions,
BATTALION _Infantry

7-27D RIFLE COMPANY, ARMORED DI- Company_, _Armored
VISION INFANTRY BATTALION Rifle Battalion, _Infantry

17-25D ARMORED DIVISION ARMOR -Medium Tank Battalion
BATTALION, 90MM (Patton), _Armor

17-65D INFANTRY DIVISION ARMOR _Medium Tank Battalion
BATTALION, 90MM (Patton), Armor

17-45D ARMORED DIVISION CAVALRY -Reconnaissance Squadron,
SQUADRON _Cavalry

17-85D INFANTRY DIVISION CAVALRY _Reconnaissance Squadron,
SQUADRON _Cavalry

17-51D ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT Armored Cavalry
17-55D ARMORED CAVALRY SQUADRON, _Reconnaissance Squadron,

ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT _Armored Cavalry

-These changes supersede DA Training Circular 17-2, 14 May 1958.
*The title is used when making ageneral reference to the type unit; the designation is used

in referring to a specific unit.
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TOE No. Tittles Designati.on
17-27D MEDIUM TANK COMPANY, Company_, _Medium

ARMORED DIVISION ARMOR Tank Battalion (Patton), _
BATTALION, 90MM Armor

OR Troop_, _Reconnaissance
TANK TROOP, ARMORED Squadron, _Armored
CAVALRY SQUADRON Cavalry

OR
MEDIUM TANK COMPANY,
INFANTRY DIVISION ARMOR
BATTALION, 90 MM

OR
MEDIUM TANK COMPANY,
ARMOR BATTALION, 90MM

17-57D ARMORED CAVALRY TROOP, Troop_, _Reconnaissance
ARMORED DIVISION CAVALRY Squadron, _Cavalry
SQUADRON Troop , _Reconnaissance

OR Squadron, _Armored
ARMORED CAVALRY TROOP, Cavalry
ARMORED CAVALRY SQUADRON

OR
ARMORED CAVALRY TROOP,
INFANTRY DIVISION CAVALRY
SQUADRON

17-77D AIRBORNE DIVISION CAVALRY Troop (Reconnaissance)
TROOP (Airborne), _Cavalry

c. (Added) Throughout this manual, where the word battalion
appears in a general sense (battalion commander, battalion staff,
battalion trains), it is to be considered as applying equally to
the armored cavalry squadron. Likewise, a general reference to
company applies equally to the armored cavalry troop.

4. Definition of Armor
(Superseded)

Armor is a fighting combined arms team consisting of tanks,
armored infantry, armored artillery, armored engineers, and
armored reconnaissance/security units, supported on the battle-
field by Army aviation, a flexible and rapid communication net-
work, and a mobile logistics system, all trained and equipped for
mounted ground combat. Armor is in fact the full expression
of the philosophy of flexible organization, armor-protected fire-
power, mobility, shock action, and teamwork.

5. The General Role of Armor
(Superseded)

The role of armor is the conduct of highly mobile ground war-
fare, primarily offensive in nature, and characterized by a pre-
dominance of mounted combat. This role is performed by the

*The title is used when making a general reference to the type unit: the designation is used
in referring to a speeific unit.
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armored division, armored cavalry regiment, separate armor
groups and battalions, and the armor elements of infantry and
airborne divisions.

6. Role of the Armor Battalion
a. The medium-gun battalion of the armored division, armored

group, and the separate armor battalion can be effectively used
against both dismounted forces and armor formations. The bat-
talion is * * * timely logistical support.

c. (Added) The missions and the doctrine for employment of
the heavy-gun battalion are similar to those of the medium-gun
armor battalion. Although the heavy-gun tank, by reason of
greater armor protection and gun-ammunition capabilities, is
better suited to fight enemy armor than is the medium-gun tank,
it should not be considered primarily as an antitank or defensive
weapon. In addition to the missions normally assigned to any
armor battalion, the heavy gun battalion may be assigned mis-
sions which make maximum use of the capabilities of its tanks,
such as long-range fires delivered in the defense or retrograde
operations, tank-gun fire in support of a river-crossing operation,
or tank-gun fire employed in an attack of a fortified area.

7. Role of the Armor Battalion, 120-MM
(Rescinded)

11. Basic Missions of Armor

b. (Superseded) Armor may be employed in all types of ground
combat, either independently or as part of a larger force. Armor
is especially suited to a nuclear environment because its armor
protection shields personnel completely from thermal effects and
attenuates significantly the effects of blast and radiation. Armor
can maneuver and fight when other troops are dug in or must
avoid contaminated areas. Armor's inherent characteristics of
mobility, armor protection, flexibility, shock action, and respon-
siveness to command endow armor with the optimum capability
for successfully accomplishing the following missions:

(1) Deep penetration and wide envelopment. Large armor
formations, having battlefield mobility and the ability to
maneuver in whole or by element and controlling tre-
mendous nuclear and nonnuclear fire support, provide
forces with power and momentum for deep penetrations
and wide envelopment. In the enemy's rear areas these
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forces attain great freedom of action as they maneuver
to seize decision objectives, disrupt communication, de-
stroy command posts, missile sites, artillery, and troop
reserves, and capture or destroy supplies.

(2) Ezploitation. Armor has the fighting power to create its
own opportunities for exploitation as well as provide the
higher commander with a destructive force he can use
to exploit rapidly the successes of other formations. For
example, the armored division, as part of the corps fight-
ing team, may be used by the corps commander to expand
the successes of infantry or the effects of nuclear prepa-
ratibns. Objectives appropriate for the armored division
are those decisive ones beyond the reach of foot troops
which will ensure successful accomplishment of the corps
or field army mission. Armor/airborne link-up opera-
tions may best utilize the abilities of each force in cer-
tain of these situations.

(3) Mobile defense. Armor is ideally suited to conduct a
mobile defense over extended frontages. Since it is
designed primarily for offensive action, however, it is
best employed in defensive operations as the highly
mobile counterattack or striking force of a higher com-
mand. The armored division, alone or in conjunction
with nuclear weapons, provides the corps and army
commander with a powerful reserve to be employed in
destroying enemy attacking forces. The armor unit's
capability to move, live, and fight on the nuclear battle-
field permits its employment in compressing or canaliz-
ing enemy forces into suitable dispositions for destruc-
tion by attack with nuclear weapons.

(4) Destruction of enemy armored formations. Destruction
of enemy armor is essential to successful ground combat
and is a continuing requirement in all offensive and
defensive operations. The tank is our primary armor-
defeating weapon.

(5) Reconnaissance/security. As the range of weapojs is
extended, as the battlefield becomes less populated,:and
as units are more widely dispersed, the need for recon-
naissance and counterreconnaissance becomes more
acute. Armored cavalry units provide reconnaissance
for the higher commander by ground and aerial means,
or a combination of both. Reconnaissance, counter-
reconnaissance, and security missions demand highly
mobile forces with a ground combat capability. In addi-
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tion to detecting enemy forces and providing warning,
these forces must destroy enemy elements within their
capabilities. In characteristics of armor units provide
the higher commander with forces well suited to conduct
covering, probing, screening, and rear area security
operations and to act as advance, flank, or rear guards.
Armor units are uniquely suited for antiairborne and
antiguerilla operations.

(6) Close support of infantry. This mission is most fre-
quently fulfilled by the armor battalions of the infantry
division and the armor group. Whether employed as
units or as tank elements detached to infantry battle
groups, armor battalions greatly increase the firepower
and mobility of the infantry attack and defense and
provide a powerful armor-defeating capability.

(7) Economy of force. Armored cavalry and armor groups
are excellently organized and equipped to perform
economy of force missions, thus permitting a commander
to maneuver the preponderance of his forces to another
area for a decisive blow. Armored cavalry is eminently
suited for employment in areas not requiring the fight-
ing power of the armored division.

c. (Rescinded.)

13. Capabilities of Armor
(Rescinded)

16. Organization for Combat In Nuclear Warfare

a. (Superseded) A residual radiation hazard exists in the
vicinity of ground zero for most nuclear bursts. Armored vehicles
provide a degree of protection from residual radiation effects and
permit considerable flexibility in executing tactical operations.

17. Planning and Control in Nuclear Warfare
Commanders and staff officers of small armor units may often

be directly associated with the planning for and control of the
employment of tactical nuclear weapons. The direct effect * *
includes the following:
* * * * $ * *

18. Conduct of the Attack in Nuclear Warfare
a. During the conduct * * * by battalion-size units.

* * * * $ * *
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(2) Whenever possible, these battalion objectives will be lo-
cated to maintain the desirable dispersion distance of
6,000 yards between centers or 4,000 yards between
perimeters.

43. Terrain and Weather
a. Terrain and weather * * * operations of armor. This dimin-

ishing of effectiveness may be largely negated, however, by the
element of surprise that is achieved by employment of armor in
an area not considered by the enemy to be a logical avenue of
armor approach. An armor unit * * * mobile armor operations.

45. General
Armor battalions and * * * armored cavalry regiment. Condi-

tions affecting task organization are related to the following:
a. (Added) Tank or Tank-heavy Task Organization.

(1) Good tank terrain-open, few obstacles.
(2) Few or no built-up areas.
(3) Strong enemy armor opposition.
(4) Desert operations.
(5) Speed and shock action desired.
(6) Pursuit operations.

b. (Added) Armored Infantry or Armored-Infantry-heavy
Task Organization.

(1) Restricted visibility.
(2) Many built-up areas and natural obstacles.
(3) Strong enemy antitank defense.
(4) Zones to clear.
(5) Built-up areas to clear.
(6) Mountain operations.

c. (Added) Balanced Task Organization.
(1) Enemy situation vague-movement to contact.
(2) Equal requirement for tanks and armored infantry.
(3) Wide front.

48. Command of Battalion Task Forces and Company Teams
a. General. Normally, a tank-heavy * * * the team commander.

A commander may, if the situation dictates, designate a qualified
battalion staff officer to command the team.
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49. Use of Reserves or Unengaged Forces

d. (Added) Some of the nuclear weapons allocated to an armor
unit may be held in reserve, thereby freeing the commander of
the need to maintain units in reserve.

53. Selection of Command Post Locations

f. (Added) Dispersion. As a guide, battalion-level command
posts should be at least 4,000 to 6,000 yards apart.

65. Army Aviation Support
(Superseded)

a. The armored division and the armored cavalry regiment
have an organic aviation company. This company will habitually
provide aviation support at battalion task force and armored
cavalry troop level. The present armor group headquarters does
not have organic aircraft; however, each of the separate bat-
talions allocated to the group has one light observation aircraft.
Additional aviation support for the armor group may be provided
by the corps aviation company. (See FM 1-100.)

b. When aircraft are operating from dispersed locations, main-
tenance personnel from the aviation company will accompany the
aircraft to maintain and service them and, depending on the
number of aircraft, provide refueling facilities at a landing site
near the combat command command post.

c. Organic aviation of armor is employed to-
(1) Extend the range of reconnaissance.
(2) Verify information.
(3) Provide security by furnishing timely information to

commanders.
(4) Assist in control and communication of supported units.
(5) Establish and maintain radio contact with both ground

and air tactical units. Aircraft are equipped with FM
and UHF radios.

(6) Provide courier and messenger service.
(7) Provide flights for command liaison and reconnaissance.
(8) Provide limited aerial supply and emergency evacuation

of personnel casualties. (See FM 17-50.)
(9) Provide transport for small combat forces and their

equipment.
(10) Provide aerial surveillance utilizing photographic and

electronic devices.
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d. The inherent flexibility of Army aviation units permits a
system of allocations in support of armor units in combat. A
combat support section, with fixed and/or rotary wing aircraft
attached, supports major combat elements of the division for
specific missions or periods of time. Changes to the aviation sup-
port mission may be made quickly and smoothly as the need arises.

e. All requests for support by organic and nonorganic Army
aircraft are processed through command channels.

66. Employment of Tactical Nuclear Weapons
(Superseded)

Armor units may employ tactical nuclear weapons. The de-
cision to employ nuclear weapons is normally delegated to the
commander to whom the weapons have been allocated. Plans for
employing nuclear weapons are integrated into the plan of
maneuver to insure the most efficient utilization of available com-
bat power. Troop safety measures and other limiting require-
ments will be in unit SOP's or as indicated by the guidance of the
commander employing the weapons. For a discussion of nuclear
weapons employment, see FM 101-31.

67. Employment of Chemical Agents
(Superseded)

a. Armor is capable of employing toxic chemical agents under
conditions of nuclear or nonnuclear warfare to-

(1) Create casualties among enemy personnel without creat-
ing undesirable obstacles.

(2) Attack targets when troop safety requirements prevent
use of nuclear weapons.

(3) Cause casualties to personnel in a target complex without
causing significant damage to materiel and facilities that
friendly forces wish to capture intact.

(4) Cause casualties among personnel who are in fortifica-
tions and well dug-in positions.

(5) Increase casualties on the "fringe," or periphery, of
nuclear strike areas.

b. Flame is primarily used against enemy strongpoints, while
smoke is used to blind, conceal, or signal.

c. Requests for employment of chemical agents are made
through artillery request channels consistent with current guid-
ance. See FM 3-5, FM 100-5, and TM 3-200 for further discus-
sion of the employment of chemical agents to support combat
operations.
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78. Battalion Adjutant (S1)

s. (Rescinded)

79. Battalion Intelligence Officer (S2)

c. (Superseded) Produces and presents intelligence to the com-
mander, staff, and subordinate, higher, and adjacent head-
quarters.

d. (Superseded) Plans, recommends, and supervises troop
counterintelligence measures for the command.

e. (Superseded) Prepares the intelligence collection plan of the
battalion.

f. (Superseded) Maintains the enemy situation map and in-
sures that items of intelligence information are recorded in the
unit journal.

g. (Superseded) Prepares intelligence portion of operational
situation report, SOP's, and operation orders.

h. (Superseded) Coordinates and supervises the establishment
and operations of observation posts within the battalion area.

i. (Superseded) In conjunction with S3, plans, supervises, and
briefs all reconnaissance patrols; debriefs all reconnaissance and
combat patrols; and prepares and disseminates patrol reports.

j. (Superseded) Examines captured enemy personnel, includ-
ing civilians (hostile and friendly), documents, and materiel for
immediate tactical value, and expedites the sending of captured
personnel, documents, and materiel to higher headquarters.

k. (Added) Prepares and presents the intelligence estimate.
1. (Added) Prepares aerial reconnaissance and surveillance

plans.
m. (Added) Procures and distributes maps and aerial photo-

graphs for the battalion.
n. (Added) Coordinates radiological survey operations, main-

tains radiological fallout situation map, and interprets and dis-
seminates radiological survey data.

o. (Added) Records and disseminates enemy chemical and
biological warfare information.

p. (Added) Obtains and disseminates weather information.

87. Commander Headquarters Company
The headquarters company * * * the command post. In this
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capacity he is responsible for the organization, security, and move-
ment of the command post under the direct staff supervision of
the battalion S1.

97. Reports

a.1 (Added) Flash Report. A flash report is an immediate
report of the utmost urgency. It is usually concerned with enemy
activity, such as an onemy air, armor, CBR, or nuclear attack
which poses an immediate threat to the command or a part of it.
Flash reports receive the highest priority of all transmissions,
and usually will be disseminated immediately and evaluated and
interpreted later.

b. (Superseded) Spot Report. A spot report is an abbreviated
intelligence report used to transmit information or intelligence
data which are of sufficient importance to warrant immediate
dissemination. They are used when any delay in dissemination
could be detrimental to friendly forces.

k. (Added) Casualty and Nonbattle Loss Reports. All per-
sonnel in a combat theater of operations whose services are lost to
their organization, permanently or temporarily, because of death,
wound or injury, or because they are missing or have been
captured, are reported to the next higher administrative head-
quarters in accordance with the provisions of AR 600-66. In the
armor battalion these reports are submitted to the battalion S1
in accordance with the battalion SOP.

1. (Added) Nuclear Burst Report. To react effectively to nu-
clear weapon attacks commanders must have sufficient data upon
which to base decisions. Unit SOP's will prescribe a nuclear
burst report requiring the following minimum data: reporting
unit, time of burst, type of burst (air, surface or subsurface),
location of observer, azimuth and distance from observer to
ground zero, and observed effects. The unit SOP will prescribe
what size unit will render the report.

118. Tank Weapons

c. Tank Machineguns. Each tank is * * * of an objective.

122. Crew-Served Weapons

d. Individual Weapons. Personnel of armor * * of individual
weapons. These include pistols, submachine guns, automatic rifles,
and rifles. In addition grenades * * * primary combat role.
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142. General
a. Reconnaissance is a * * * the enemy's resources. There are

three classifications of reconnaissance-lose, extended, and deep.

143. Close Reconnaissance
(Superseded)

Close reconnaissance is the directed effort to gather informa-
tion in the area of current tactical operations up to the depth
of the division area of influence. It is made immediately before
and during battle by units in contact with the enemy. Close recon-
naissance is normally directed toward determining the location,
composition, and disposition of enemy troops in contact, including
local reserves immediately in rear of the line of contact.

144. Extended Reconnaissance
(Superseded)

Extended reconnaissance is the directed effort to gather infor-
mation in the area of current tactical operations from the far
limit of close reconnaissance to the depth of the corps area of
influence. It is normally performed within supporting distance
of the weapons system and other combat units. Extended recon-
naissance is normally directed toward determining the location,
composition, and disposition of enemy reserve forces and support-
ing troops that can influence the local action.

145. Deep Reconnaissance
(Superseded)

Deep reconnaissance is the directed effort to gather informa-
tion in the area of current and projected operations beyond the
limit of extended reconnaissance. It may extend to the depth of
the army area of influence, depending on the nature of projected
operations and enemy activities.

146. Reconnaissance Agencies

c. (Superseded) Army aviation units are equipped for aerial
observation, photographic, and electronic surveillance missions.
When employed in support of armor units, Army aviation can
supplement ground reconnaissance and surveillance operations.

176. Rear Area Security

d. Army aviation should be utilized to the maximum. Plans
should be * * * units in contact.
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CHAPTER 6

INDIVIDUAL AND UNIT PROTECTIVE MEASURES
(Superseded)

Section I. GENERAL

180. Purpose
This chapter is concerned with individual and unit protective

measures and damage control operations common to all armor units.
Included are measures employed to reduce the probability of de-
tection; measures to minimize the effects of enemy nuclear, chemi-
cal, artillery, mortar, and air-delivered weapons; and procedures
for conducting damage control operations in the event the enemy
uses mass destruction weapons. In addition, many of these meas-
ures apply when nuclear weapons are employed in close support of
friendly armor units.

181. Definitions
a. Active Protective Measures. Active protective measures in-

clude all positive means taken to engage, destroy, or neutralize the
enemy forces, his weapons, and his intelligence efforts.

b. Passive Protective Measures. Passive protective measures
are those taken before, during, and after an action to prevent
detection or to minimize the effect of enemy attack.

c. Chemical Weapons. The term chemical weapons, as used in
this chapter, refers to toxic chemical agents and does not include
nontoxic agents such as flame and smoke.

d. Nuclear Weapons. The term nuclear weapons, as used in this
chapter, refers to all weapons that result in a nuclear explosion,
regardless of delivery means.

e. CBR Monitoring and Survey. See paragraph 194.
f. Damage Control. Measures taken prior to, during, and after

a mass destruction attack or natural disaster to minimize the
effects thereof.

Section II. PROTECTIVE MEASURES IN NUCLEAR WARFARE

182. General
Nuclear detonations have three primary effects: blast, thermal

radiation, (heat), and nuclear radiation. Blast injuries are caused
by collapsing buildings and flying debris. Blast damage to ma-
teriel is primarily due to the violent displacement of the materiel
by the shock wave. Thermal radiation casualties are caused by
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burns resulting from flash heat. Nuclear radiation casualties re-
sult from damage to or destruction of living body tissue. For
additional unclassified information on the effects of nuclear
explosions, see DA Pam 39-1. For classified information on troop
safety, refer to FM 101-31. For additional information on re-
sidual radiation, refer to DATC 101-1.

183. General Protective Measures
a. Training. The nuclear weapon, although a tremendously

destructive military device, is not a weapon against which there
is no defense. This fact must be firmly established early in the
training of any unit. The more each soldier knows about what
the weapon can and cannot do, the more effective he will be on
the nuclear battlefield and the greater will be his chances for
survival. Training must stress the interrelated importance of
discipline, camouflage, cover, concealment, dispersion, and imme-
diate reaction for battlefield survival. Consult FM 21-40 for de-
tails of small unit procedures and FM 21-41 for details on indi-
vidual protective measures under nuclear warfare conditions.
Field exercises should always include application of unit and
individual protective measures. The fact must be emphasized that
armor units because of their equipment and method of operation
are much better suited for the nuclear battlefield than any other
combat unit. All personnel must be fully aware that the imme-
diate effects of a nuclear explosion may last for as long as 90
seconds, while the residual or delayed effects may last for days.

b. Unit Standing Operating Procedure. Conditions prevailing
on the nuclear battlefield will require that many individual pro-
tective measures be performed without detailed direction. The
SOP of each armor unit must include procedures to be followed
in connection with friendly and enemy employment of nuclear
weapons. The SOP should include provisions for a warning sys-
tem to be used in the event of friendly or enemy weapons employ-
ment, routine procedures for protection of equipment and per-
sonnel, use of radios, and certain specified reports. The measures
prescribed by the unit SOP should be rehearsed at every
opportunity.

184. Concealment As a Protective Measure
a. General. Concealment consists of anything that prevents

personnel or equipment from being seen by the enemy, but which
provides little or no protection.

b. Camouflage. Camouflage includes all meaures taken to mis-
lead the enemy by concealment and deception. Successful camou-
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flage depends on the proper selection of position, the discipline of
the personnel involved, and the proper use of natural material and
artificial construction. FM 5-20 contains specific procedures and
techniques of camouflage.

c. Night Operations. An effective way to obtain concealment is
to conduct movements and tactical operations during hours of
darkness or very limited visibility. Difficulties encountered in
night operations can be minimized through adequate training,
planning, and supervision.

185. Mobility As a Protective Measure
The mobility of armor units provides an extremely effective

means of passive protection. This mobility makes the armor unit
a fleeting target which is capable of rapid movement from widely
dispersed areas, brief concentration, and subsequent rapid dis-
persal. Their mobility permits armor units to move quickly
through or out of an area of radioactive or chemical contamina-
tion. Retention of mobility is essential to successful armor opera-
tions, and no other protective measures should be employed that
would seriously restrict the movement of armor units.

186. Paotection Afforded by Armored Vehicles
a. General. Armored vehicles provide a significant degree of

protection to personnel against the effects of a nuclear explosion.
b. Tanks. A tank provides excellent protection for personnel

within it. The protection provided is roughly equivalent to that
provided by a four-foot-deep foxhole with overhead cover. When
located close to ground zero, the tank may be thrown or rolled
along the ground by the tremendous blast effect of the explosion.
The SOP must require that all unnecessary items, such as empty
shell casings or ration boxes, be removed from the vehicle and
that all necessary items be well secured within the vehicle. Tank
crewmembers under threat of nuclear attack remain within their
tank, habitually wear helmets, and keep all hatches securely
locked. When its hatches are locked, the tank gives complete pro-
tection against the thermal (heat) effect of the explosion. To
prevent external fires, all combustible material should be removed
from the outside of the tank and from its vicinity. The tank pro-
vides excellent protection against nuclear radiation. The degree
of this protection depends on the yield of the weapon, the height
of burst, and the distance from the vehicle to the point of detona-
tion. Precise determination of the degree of this protection in any
given case may be made by a specially trained nuclear weapons
employment officer or by reference to FM 101-31.
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c. A morcd Personnrl Carriers. Armored personnel carriers
nrovide some protection against the effects of nuclear explosions
for personnel within the vehicle, though not as much as a tank.
There should be no loose material or equipment in the vehicle
which might fly around and cause injuries, and all personnel in
the vehicle should wear helmets. The protection against thermal
effects is generally the same as that afforded by the tank (b
above), and the same considerations apply. Personnel within an
armored personnel carrier and under threat of nuclear attack
should remain in the vehicle, leaving it only when necessary or
when better protection, at least the equivalent of a four-foot
revetted foxhole with overhead cover, is immediately available.

187. Protective Measures for Dismounted Personnel
It cannot be assumed that all personnel of an armor unit will at

all times have the protection of an armored vehicle. For this
reason, it is essential that all members of an armor unit be well
trained in protective measures that can be used if they are dis-
mounted.

a. Protection Against Blast. The immediate reflex reaction of
a person caught in the open at the time of a nuclear explosion
should be to hit the ground. Shallow ditches or even slight folds
in the ground provide some protection against flying debris (figs.
30 and 31). Individual emplacements, such as foxholes or prone
shelters, offer better protection. If time and the tactical situation
permit, the most effective individual shelter, with the exception of
a tank, is a well constructed 2-man foxhole with overhead cover.
This shelter should be dug in firm ground, revetted, and kept
free of loose objects. The overhead cover should be as substantial
as possible, should be flush with the surface of the earth to
prevent its being blown off, and should include about four inches
of earth.

b. Protection Against Thermal Radiation (Heat). The thermal
effects of a nuclear explosion are emitted instantaneously in all
directions at the speed of light. Thermal casualties result from
burns on bare skin and to a lesser extent through clothing. Per-
sonnel caught in the open at the time of the explosion will be
immediately exposed to this effect and will be unable to react
rapidly enough to avoid it; however, any shadow-producing object
or terrain feature provides protection against thermal radiation.
Unit SOP's must require that personnel reduce to the minimum
the amount of bare skin exposed when in the open. Shirts and
jackets should be worn with sleeves rolled down, and gloves should
be worn whenever practical. Personnel must be trained never to
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Figure 30. (Superseded) A person caught in the open at the time of a
ncleear explosion should immnediately hit the grouled.

look intentionally at the fireball of an explosion, since their eyes
may be injured.

Armored vehicles and shelters having overhead cover afford
excellent protection from thermal effects. Placing a shelter half
over an otherwise open trench or foxhole gives effective protection.
No highly combustible item should be used for overhead cover.

c. Protection Against Nuclear Radiation. Nuclear radiation is
the effect about which the average soldier is least informed and
therefore fears the most. Protection from nuclear radiation may
be obtained by placing dense material between the radiation
source and the individual. It has been determined that 11/, inches
of steel or 71/2 inches of earth will reduce initial nuclear radia-
tion by 50 percent. To be effective, shielding must be on all sides.
Thus, 3 inches of steel in the hull and turret of a tank, or 15
inches of earth, will reduce the initial nuclear radiation to one-
fourth of the unprotected intensity. Initial nuclear radiation is
emitted at the same time and velocity as thermal radiation, but to
a shorter range. Initial nuclear radiation is that which is emitted
from the fireball at the time of the explosion, and from the cloud
for about 90 seconds after the burst, until the cloud is too high
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Figure 31. (Superseded) Slight folds in the ground provide significant
protection to prone personnel.

Figure 32. Rescinded.

for the radiation to reach the ground. Initial nuclear radiation
must not be confused with residual radiation, which occurs in the
form of fallout in areas downwind from the target area or as
neutron induced radiation in the immediate vicinity of ground
zero.) Personnel in the open within range of this effect at the
time of explosion cannot act quickly enough to avoid all of the
initial nuclear radiation. A tank or a 4-foot-deep foxhole with
adequate overhead cover provides the best available protection
against this effect. The armored personnel carrier and other
shelters discussed above also provide a degree of protection
against this hazard.

d. Protection Against Fallout. A surface or subsurface nuclear
explosion causes the additional radioactive hazard of fallout. Such
explosions lift tremendous quantities of earth particles into the
nuclear cloud formed at the time of detonation. This material is
highly radioactive and particles are carried downwind and even-
tually fall back to earth. Such particles are known as fallout, and
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the lingering hazards from fallout may cover many square miles.
The presence and intensity of residual radiation is determined
by radiological monitoring and survey, procedures for which
must be specified in unit SOP's based on DATC 101-1. If the
tactical situation permits, an effective protective measure is
prompt movement out of the area before fallout begins or as soon
as possible after it has been detected. In some situations it is
better to remain in the area and take maximum individual and
unit protective measures. Once residual radiation has been de-
tected, the unit remains in its present location and reports the
presence of radioactivity to the next higher headquarters, which
may direct movement out of the area. If it is necessary to remain
in the fallout area, the protective measures against the other
effects previously discussed will be effective against fallout.
Armored vehicles must be completely buttoned up with the crews
remaining inside. Shelters should have overhead cover. The
period of time a unit may remain in the contaminated area de-
pends on the degree of risk acceptable to the commander, the
intensity of the radiation, and the protection available to the
personnel. In any event, the amount of time spent away from
cover should be kept to the minimum. The radioactive dust that
collects on top of shelters and vehicles should be brushed away
at intervals, and complete decontamination should be accomplished
at the first opportunity. The protective mask prevents breathing
and swallowing of radioactive particles, and is utilized when dust
is so concentrated as to make breathing difficult.

188. Unit Protection Against Nuclear Weapons
a. General. A unit's protection is no more effective than the

collective protective measures taken by its individuals; The fund-
amental purpose of both individual and unit protective measures
is to maintain the combat efficiency of the unit. The number of
protective measures an armor unit can take depends on the tacti-
cal situation. There are, however, certain measures that can be
taken in almost any situation.

b. Smoke. The use of smoke materially decreases the thermal
effects of either a friendly close-support weapon or a possible
enemy nuclear attack. This protective use of smoke would be
appropriate during a period of unavoidable concentration of
troops, such as a deliberate river crossing or passage through a
defile. A dense fog, heavy snow, or rain provide similar protection.

c. Dispersion. Dispersion is an excellent protective measure,
primarily because it makes target acquisition more difficult and
the target less attractive. If the tactical situation and the size
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and characeristics of the available area permit, approximately
4,000 yards should be maintained between perimeters of adjacent
battalions, or 6,000 yards between their centers of mass (fig. 33).
These distances will permit dispersion of up to 1,500 yards be-
tween companies within the battalion and ensure that one nuclear
weapon with an effects radius of 1,500 yards (100-KT yield
weapon based on data taken from DA Pam 39-1) will not destroy
a major part of a battalion. These desirable dispersal distances
should be considered in the assignment of assembly areas, axes
of attack, objectives, and defensive positions. Armor units can-
not disperse so much that they will be tactically ineffective. The
terrain, or the enemy capability or willingness to mass and main-
tain a certain force in a given area, may require more concen-
trated dispositions in order to accomplish the mission.

d. Position Selection. Within the restrictions imposed by the
tactical situation, unit positions should be selected on terrain that
provides natural shielding from nuclear weapons effects. Per-
sonnel casualties resulting from secondary blast effects are more
likely in built-up areas than in open country.

Figure 33. (Superseded) Desirable dispersal distances.
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189. Unit Protective Procedures Against Nuclear Weapons
The unit protective procedures described below should be rou-

tine within armor units. When these procedures are employed
to protect against possible effects of a friendly nuclear attack,
care must be taken not to make them so obvious that the enemy
will be warned.

a. Whenever it is possible to determine the direction from the
unit's position to the point where nuclear explosion will occur, as
would be possible when friendly weapons are to be used, vehicles
should be placed to take advantage of cover offered by the terrain.

b. Whenever possible, just prior to the friendly employment of
nuclear weapons, tank turrets are rotated so that the main gun
is facing away from the blast (fig. 34). This will prevent damage
to the fire control equipment.

c. Tools and light equipment, such as those used by kitchen and
maintenance personnel, should be secured to reduce the missile
hazard within the area.

d. Special instruments for determining the intensity of residual
radiation should be maintained in an operative condition, and

Figure 34. (Superseded) Vehicles utilize protection offered by the terrain
or heavier vehicles.
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sufficient personnel should be trained in their use. During periods
when the unit is subject to fallout or radiological agent attack,
the dose-rate meters should be used to take readings of intensities
and determine the presence of radioactivity. Unit SOP's must
establish frequency and reporting procedures.

e. Such activities as feeding, resupply, maintenance, training,
and recreation should be staggered so that a minimum number of
personnel are out of cover at any given time.

Section III. PROTECTION AGAINST CHEMICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL ATTACK

190. General
Armor units must train their personnel to apply protective

measures against toxic chemical and biological attack. Unit
SOP's should include actions to be taken in the event of such
attacks. Protective measures include provisions for an adequate
warning system; use of individual and unit protective equipment;
provision of facilities for prompt decontamination of individuals,
equipment, and supplies; and prompt treatment of casualties.
For additional information pertaining to defense against toxic
chemical or biological agents, see FM 3-5, FM 21-40, and FM
21-41.

191. Protective Equipment and Shelters Against Chemical Attack
a. The individual's primary protection against toxic chemical

attack is his protective mask. The mask provides protection
against concentrations of toxic gas, biological agents, aerosols,
and inhalation of radioactive material.

b. The tank crew is provided with a three-man gas particulate
filter unit (fig. 35). This filter unit consists of an air purifier
which supplies a generous amount of purified air to three hose
connections to which three individual tank protective masks with
canisters are attached. See TM 3-430. These individual masks,
which may be detached from the air purifier when crew members
leave the tank, give the same protection as the individual protec-
tive mask. Two filter units may be installed in each tank, one
in the turret and one in the driver's compartment. Each indi-
vidual mask is equipped with a built-in microphone which con-
nects to the vehicle intercom system.

e. Only in rare instances do armor units construct or use pro-
tective gasproof shelters. Instead, they take advantage of their
mobility to avoid or rapidly pass through areas of contamination.
Personnel decontamination stations may be established if the
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Figure 35. (Superseded) Filter unit, gas particulate, tank, three-man.

situation permits. In these stations, provisions are made for
showers, an exchange of personnel equipment, and the issue of
new or laundered clothing.

192. Biological Attack

Definite information on the employment of biological agents
by the enemy is disseminated from higher headquarters, but each
armor unit must be alert to the danger and promptly report the
unusual occurrence of diseases. The best local defense against
biological warfare is strict enforcement of all preventive medical
and sanitation measures and high standards of personal hygiene.

Section IV. CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL
MONITORING AND SURVEY OPERATIONS

193. General
a. Armor units will frequently be required to perform CBR

monitoring or be given the mission of conducting CBR survey
operations.

b. For additional information on CBR monitoring and survey
operations, see DATC 101-1, December 1958, and FM 21-40.
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c. Each unit SOP will contain specific guidance in the conduct
of CBR monitoring and survey operations.

194. Definitions
a. CBR Monitoring. The process of determining the presence

of and, when possible, the amount of chemical, biological, or
radiological contamination in an area. It may include any com-
bination of the following:

(1) Chemical monitoring. The detection of toxic chemical
agents, generally by the use of a chemical agent detector
kit.

(2) Biological monitoring. The sampling of biological agents
using sampling kits when available.

(3) Radiological monitoring. The use by a person (monitor)
of radiac instruments to detect and measure radiation.

b. CBR Survey. A systematic organized use of survey parties
to determine the location, extent, and, as applicable, dose rate or
CBR contamination in specific locations or throughout an area.

(1) Chemical survey. A systematic organized use of survey
parties to determine the location and limits of an area
known or suspected to be contaminated by chemical
agents.

(2) Biological survey. Same as chemical survey except search
is for biological agents.

(3) Radiological survey. A systematic organized use of sur.
vey parties to determine the location and dose rate of
radiation in specific locations or throughout an area.

c. Survey Party. A survey party normally consists of a moni-
tor and an assistant. A survey may be made by personnel mounted
in a vehicle or aircraft or dismounted as required by the type
of contamination. The assistant may drive or operate the radio.

d. Control Party. A control party is a group of individuals
which coordinates the efforts of two or more survey parties under
its control and reports CBR data to the appropriate higher eche-
lon, RADC (radiological center), or CBRS (chemical, biological,
radiological section).

e. Survey Team. A survey team consists of a control party and
two or more survey parties.

195. Employment of Armor Unit Survey Operations
When the armor unit is assigned a survey mission, the size and

composition of a survey team'is based on a consideration of the
number of personnel from the unit that can be diverted from
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the primary mission; the applicable equipment on hand; the area
to be surveyed; and the information desired. CBR protection must
be afforded the survey personnel. The cumulative dose of radia-
tion acquired by individuals must also be considered. Personnel
must not be permitted to exceed dosages specified by current com-
mand guidance.

196. Reporting CBR Data
a. Information gathered while conducting CBR monitoring

operations should be forwarded through command channels.
b. Survey information may be reported directly to the division

RADC or CBRS, or through command channels depending on the
type of survey being conducted.

Section V. DAMAGE CONTROL OPERATIONS

196.1 General
a. Damage control consists of measures taken prior to, during,

and after a mass destruction attack or natural disaster to mini-
mize the effects thereof.

b. In forward areas these measures are directed primarily to-
ward minimizing interference with tactical operations and the
loss of combat power.

c. Damage control activities are a command responsibility, and
the commander at each echelon is responsible for damage control
training and effective implementation of damage control plans. In
the discharge of this responsibility, all measures and means at a
commander's disposal must be directed toward accomplishment of
the tactical mission, and at the same time must minimize the
possibility of losses of personnel and materiel of the command to
an enemy mass destruction attack.

196.2 Damage Control Measures
a. Damage Control Measures Prior to an Operation.

(1) Damage control organizations and procedures must be
established in workable damage control SOP's.

(2) Units and individuals must be thoroughly trained in the
use of passive protective measures against an enemy
nuclear attack. These measures are discussed in para-
graphs 182 through 192.

(3) Damage control training in conformance with estab-
lished SOP's must be integrated with all phases of tacti-
cal training.
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(4) During the planning of an operation, commanders should
visualize all foreseeable aspects of the impending opera-
tion. This visualization should include anticipatory plan-
ning of what tactical and damage control actions can be
taken in the event his unit or element thereof is sub-
jected to an enemy mass destruction attack.

b. Damage Control Measures During an Operation. Protective
measures discussed in paragraphs 182 through 192 are imple-
mented by all individuals and units, as appropriate to the tactical
situation.

c. Damage Control Measures After an Enemy Mass Destruc-
tion Attack.

(1) By the affected unit.
(a) Individuals and units must immediately take protec-

tive measures, such as taking the best available cover
and donning protective clothing and equipment, so as
to minimize the delayed effects of the weapon.

(b) All operative communication facilities must be used
to report expeditiously the situation and condition of
the affected unit to the next higher effective head-
quarters.

(2) By all units observing the mass destruction attack.
(a) Every effort must be directed toward continuance of

the assigned tactical mission. A report of the obser-
vation of the attack should be made to the next higher
effective headquarters using procedures established by
the unit SOP. Necessary communication security
measures must be exercised when making this report.

(b) Commanders of units unaffected by the mass destruc-
tion attack should anticipate a possible change in the
tactical mission to reduce reaction time when a change
of mission is received.

(3) By the nezt higher headquarters of unit subjected to a
mass destruction attack.

(a) Receives reports from subordinate units concerning
the enemy mass destruction attack, determines the ex-
tent of damage and the effect on the command with
regard to the units' ability to continue assigned
missions.

(b) Issues necessary orders for continuing assigned tacti-
cal mission. This may require altering the disposition
and missions of the remaining combat effective sub-
ordinate units.
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(c) Takes necessary action to restore the combat effective-
ness of units subjected to the enemy mass destruction
attack by employing a damage control organization
in the affected areas. Appropriate missions for this
damage control organization are to-

1. Determine and report the effectiveness of elements of
the unit subjected to the mass destruction attack.

2. Assume control of disorganized personnel and ele-
ments of the affected unit.

S. Restore communication within affected unit and from
affected unit to next higher headquarters.

4. Release combat effective elements to control of next
higher headquarters.

5. Evacuate personnel casualties to appropriate medical
installations.

6. Evacuate vehicles and major items of equipment to
appropriate vehicle and equipment collecting points.

7. Perform decontamination, using the means available.

196.3 Decontamination Measures
a. Radiological Decontamination. Radiological decontamina-

tion measures are unit and individual measures that are taken to
reduce the dose rate resulting from fallout. They may include-

(1) Brushing or sweeping off clothing and equipment. If
possible, a complete change of clothing should be issued
and the old laundered.

(2) Bathing as soon as possible.
(3) Turning over the soil in the immediate area of foxholes,

vehicles, and occupied installations. This buries the fine
fallout particles and reduces intensity to a lower level.

(4) Hosing or washing equipment and vehicles with soap
or detergents at the earliest opportunity.

b. Decontamination of Vehicles after Toxic Chemical Attack.
A contaminated armored vehicle will continue its mission until the
tactical situation permits first-echelon decontamination by the
crew. For very light contamination, exposure to the weather may
be sufficient for decontamination if time permits. Decontamina-
tion of the interior of the vehicle may be accomplished by the use
of forced hot air or wiping with rags. Other expedients are pro-
tective ointment (on small critical areas) and solvents with high
flash points, such as kerosene, fuel oil, and diesel oil; when such
expedients are used, they must be washed off or otherwise re-
moved before damage occurs to sensitive materiel. To decon-
taminate the outside of a vehicle, vehicle crews or specially trained
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Figure 46. (Superseded) Assembly area plan for a battalion-8ize armor
unit.
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personnel may scrub the entire vehicle with hot soapy water or
apply the bleach slurry or DANC method. Fast emergency de-
contamination of the tracks and undercarriage of vehicles may be
accomplished by preparing a "wallow" some 100 yards in length,
wide enough to accommodate the vehicle, and deep enough to con-
tain approximately 8 inches of water to which no less than 1,000
pounds of super tropical bleach has been added. To prevent exces-
sive corrosion after a vehicle has been driven through such a
"wallow," the undercarriage and tracks should be thoroughly
flushed with water. Third-echelon decontamination is performed
at decontamination points in maintenance areas by vehicle crews
and power-driven decontaminating apparatus. For additional
information pertaining to decontamination and further explana-
tion of the above methods, see TM 3-220 and FM 21-40.

196.4 Damage Control Reference
For detailed information concerning a provisional damage con-

trol organization and damage control planning and operations,
see FM 17-50.

245. Assembly Area for Attack
An assembly area * * * for the attack. It is desirable to locate

the assembly area out of range of enemy light artillery fire.
Armor units must * * * the assembly area. Such movements are
usually made in multiple columns. The attack order may be issued
in the assembly area and cross-reinforcing of subordinate units
completed. Attached units are * * of the following:

250. Axis of Advance

b. When an armor * * * of the axis. This method is preferable
to either the route of advance or direction of attack since it pro-
vides more freedom of maneuver. The axis of advance is also
less restrictive than boundaries unless the boundaries define a
very wide zone.

253. Boundary Line
A boundary line * * * capable of controlling. Boundaries should

be easily identified. Boundaries may also be used in conjunction
with axes to define control and responsibility clearly in areas
where confusion may occur, such as in a passage of lines, in de-
files, on restricted terrain, or in an objective area. Boundaries
should be employed only when the extent of control implied by
their use is required.
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256. Contact Point

c. Contact points are * * * operation order overlay. Each is
shown as a circle with a line drawn through it and a number
placed outside the circle as follows: V3.

265. Air Support During the Attack
(Superseded)

a. Army Aviation. See paragraph 65.
b. Tactical Air. See paragraph 59.

267. Use of Chemical Agents in the Attack
(Superseded)

a. Toxic Chemical Agents. The probable effects of toxic chemi-
cal agents must be carefully estimated. Toxic agents must not be
permitted to interfere with the operations of the attacking force
and adjacent units. Careful consideration must be given to the
plan of maneuver, the direction and velocity of the wind, atmos-
pheric conditions, and the types and amount of agents and muni-
tions available (par. 67).

b. Smoke. Skillfully used, smoke can be of great assistance to
attacking armor; poorly planned or careless use of smoke may be
a hindrance. Artillery and mortars are the principal source of
smoke. Smoke may be used to-

(1) Blind crews of enemy tanks and antitank guns (fig. 65).
(2) Blind crews and observers of antitank guided missiles.
(3) Disorganize enemy attacks.
(4) Indicate targets and mark front lines for supporting air-

craft.
(5) Blind hostile observation (fig. 66).
(6) Screen mine clearing operations.
(7) Screen movement of tanks and infantry (fig. 67).
(8) Screen reorganization.
(9) Screen the escape of crews from disabled vehicles.

(10) Isolate enemy areas.
(11) Separate attacking enemy elements from their support-

ing fires.

271. Types of Formations for Attack
(Superseded)

An armor unit may attack in column or line or some variation
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of these two formations. A unit is in column formation when one
major subordinate unit is followed by all major subordinate units
regardless of the formation adopted by each major subordinate
unit. A unit is in line when all major subordinate units are on
line regardless of the formation adopted by each major sub-
ordinate unit. A common variation of the line formation is any
formation with two or more major subordinate units attacking
abreast followed by one or more remaining units. Other varia-
tions of line and column formations are the echelon right or left
and wedge, which are adopted only at company team level and
below.

a. A formation with all subordinate units in column (figs. 68
and 69) provides maximum control, adds depth to the attack and
permits the unit to be deployed quickly to either flank. This for-
mation facilitates retention of the initiative, since the following
units can move quickly through or around the leading unit to
maintain the momentum of the attack.

b. A formation with all subordinate units on line (figs. 70 and
71) permits employment of maximum firepower forward.

c. In a formation with two or more units abreast and the re-
maining units following, firepower forward is reduced in compari-
son to the line formation, but depth, flexibility, flank security, and
control are improved. For example, a battalion task force ad-
vancing with two company teams abreast and two teams following
is easier to control and has more maneuverability than when all
four of its teams are advancing abreast.

d. An echelon formation permits rapid application of firepower
to both the front and the echeloned flanks.

e. A wedge formation permits application of fire to the front
and both flanks, and provides a good degree of flank security.

273. Issuance of Operation Order for Attack

d. (Superseded) It is highly desirable for the platoon leader
to issue his order at a vantage point on the battlefield so that he
can orient his subordinates by pointing out important terrain
features. Frequently, however, time will permit only a map recon-
naissance, and the order must then be issued in the assembly
area or other preselected location, or en route to the attack
position.

287. Tanks and Armored Infantry Attack on One Axis

c. Tanks With Mounted Armored Infantry.
(1) The attack of * * * enemy antitank fire. While the
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Figure 69. (Superseded) Typical variation of the column formation,
battalion.

armored personnel carrier provides protection from small arms
fire and shell fragments, it is not a tank and must not be used as
such.
* $ * $ * * $

297. Organization of the Exploiting Force

f. Command Post. The command post * * * conduct of opera-
tions. In order to insure radio communication under unfavorable
conditions, it may be necessary to place radio relay elements near
the tail of the column.

299. Factors Affecting Speed of Exploitation

i. (Added) Logistics. Consideration must be given to the ability
of the exploiting force to resupply and maintain its equipment.

300. Security in the Exploitation

c. (Superseded) Security at the Halt. When the column is
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Figure 70. (Superseded) Line formation, battalion.

halted, local security measures must be taken. Elements should
dispose themselves ready for instant action in any direction. Com-
mands must immediately move to the head of their units to deter-
mine the reason for unexplained halts.

315. Plan of Maneuver for Night Attack

d Formations. A company usually crosses the line of depar-
ture in a line formation with the platoons in column. Intervals
between companies * * * the leading units.
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Figure 71. (Superseded) Typical variation of the line formation, battalion.

g. (Superseded) Phase Lines. To retain control and to prevent
the assault echelon from being endangered by friendly fire, the
commander establishes a phase line, both beyond and to the flanks
of the objective, beyond which troops do not go. This phase line
should follow terrain features that are recognizable at night.
Protective fires delivered just beyond this phase line will isolate
the objective.

318. Actions on the Objective in a Night Attack
Security elements are * * * the captured position. If they must

go beyond the established phase line their movements are care-
fully coordinated with the protective fires of artillery and mortars.
Prior to daylight * * * defend the position.

Figure 89. Rescinded.

323. Attack of a Built-Up Area-General
(Superseded)

Armor units bypass built-up areas if practicable; however, it
is impossible to avoid all villages and towns. Combat in built-up
areas is characterized by close fighting, restricted maneuver, re-
stricted observation and fields of fire, and difficult control and
coordination. As a result, combat in such areas consists of a
series of small-unit actions. For details of combat in towns, see
FM 31-50.
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a. When it is known that a built-up\area is defended, a co-
ordinated attack is launched. The attacking force may be com-
posed of an armored-infantry-heavy direct-assault force and a
tank-heavy enveloping force (fig. 88). Both forces are supported
by coordinated fires.

b. The enveloping force has the following mission:
(1) Prevent the escape of the enemy.
(2) Prevent reinforcements from entering the town.
(3) Provide direct-fire support for the direct-assault force.
(4) Protect the direct-assault force from counterattack.

324. Characteristics of City Fighting Favorable to the Defender
(Superseded)

a. A well organized and determined enemy force located within
the confines of a built-up area can hold off a superior attacking
force for long periods of time. Strongly constructed cities give
the defender a decided advantage over the attacker in that each
building or group of buildings is a potential fort. By additional
construction, use of barricades, boobytrapping of areas within the
buildings, and other means available to the defender, the build-
ings selected for defense become veritable fortresses.

b. The defender can select positions that maintain observation
and fires on the approaches into the city. The attacker must then
eliminate these positions so that the observation and direct fires
on the approaches to be used by the attacker are eliminated.

c. The defender has a choice of buildings to defend. These
buildings also provide cover and concealment. The attacker must
then determine which buildings are being defended and which are
not. Adequate underground cover is usually available to the
defender so that he has some protection against aerial and artil-
lery bombardment.

d. Streets and alleys allow movement and constitute ready-made
fire lanes and killing zones. Streets and alleys can easily be blocked
by the use of mines, boobytraps, barricades, and other obstacles.
The attacking troops, by the very nature of the area through
which the attack must be conducted, will find their movement
restricted and canalized.

e. The attacker will be limited in the employment of indirect-
fire support weapons because of restricted observation in the area,
and the nearness of his own troops to enemy targets. Employment
of direct-fire weapons is subject to limited fields of fire.
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325. Characteristics of City Fighting Favorable to the Attacker
(Superseded)

a. The attacker has the advantage of maneuver in isolating the
city to be seized. Once the isolation of the city has been com-
pleted, the attacker is in a position either to press the attack on
the city itself or to contain it and force the defender eventually to
capitulate.

b. Once the city has been isolated, the attacker may select his
point of entry into the city itself. The attack may be conducted
against the city from any direction or directions.

c. The attacker may be able to obtain a detailed plan of the city
(fig. 94) to use in planning the attack. Defectors or civilians
who have lived in the city will be able to provide additional infor-
mation to the attacker.

d. The attacker may be able to bypass strongly defended build-
ings within the city by going under them, utilizing cellars, sewers,
subways, or other underground passages. Other strongly held de-
fensive positions may be bypassed by attacking over the roofs of
the buildings.

326. Building Arrangement in Built-Up Areas
(Superseded)

The construction pattern or building arrangement of a typical
city is one of the considerations in establishing the tactical pro-
cedures and techniques for this type of operation. Building ar-
rangements are usually classified into three different categories.

a. On the outskirts or suburbs are normally found isolated
houses or small groups of houses surrounded by small plots of
land, gardens, farms, fields, or vacant lots. When this part of
the city is attacked, the houses will be treated as inferior pillboxes
or individual emplacements, and the plan of attack will be no
different from that utilized in an attack over normal terrain
where an occasional fortification is encountered.

b. The second type of building arrangement usually found is
in the residential district, an intermediate area, where there are
more closely spaced detached or semidetached houses, flanked
by streets on one side and by gardens or grassy plots on the other.
The general layout of such an area may or may not follow some
geometrical pattern. The type of attack to be used in this inter-
mediate area may vary and will depend upon the density of the
buildings. A modified form of street fighting will probably be
used, but basic techniques will remain the same.
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c. The center, of the built-up area is usually the business section
and will almost always consist of buildings of block-type construc-
tion, with little or no space between buildings except for an
occasional park, street, or alley. This type of construction will
require fighting from building to building and block to block. This
is the portion of the built-up area where basic differences in
techniques are required.

327. Plan of Attack
(Superseded)

Plans for the attack and seizure of a well defended city must be
based on a detailed study of the city as well as the enemy dis-
positions within, and around the city. The attack plan contains
three phases: in the first phase the city is isolated; in the second
phase a foothold is gained on the near edge of the city; and in the
third phase the area is systematically reduced.

328. Conduct of the Attack
(Superseded)

a. Phase I. Phase I is the isolation of the city and the seizure
of terrain features that dominate the approaches into the city.
The attacker secures positions outside the built-up area from
which to support the entrance into the city itself. The tactics and
techniques for this phase of the operation do not differ from those
employed in an attack against other well organized enemy
positions.

b. Phase 11. Phase II is the advance of the attacking forces to
the edge of the built-up area and seizure of a foothold. It should
insure the elimination of the defender's ground observation and
direct fires on the approaches into the built-up area. The attacker
uses the foothold area to reorganize, decentralize control, and dis-
place weapons to firing positions from which the continuation of
the attack can be supported. The initial penetration is made on
a narrow front with tanks leading. All available supporting fires
are concentrated at the point selected for entry. Assaulting forces
can expect to encounter barricades, antitank mines and obstacles,
and effective antitank fire. These obstacles can be minimized if
the initial assault is conducted with maximum speed, capitalizing
on the concentrated organic and supporting fires and the psycho-
logical effect of massed armor. The probabilities of success are
increased if the assault is launched from an unexpected direction
and preferably in the early morning just before first light, dur-
ing other periods of limited visibility, or under the cover of smoke.
In order to effect the penetration on a narrow front, a column
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formation is normally employed in the initial assault. The use
of a column formation does not imply that all elements of the
assaulting force should be in column. A variety of column for-
mations may be employed by a commander conducting the assault.
For example, a battalion task force may employ a task force
column with each of its company teams in line, wedge, or echelon.
These formations tend to shorten the length of the task force
column, thus reducing the time necessary to move the column
into the built-up area. Regardless of the formation employed,
the leading elements of the assaulting force should use a forma-
tion which facilitates the delivery of maximum fire on the point
of penetration. Engineers, mechanized flamethrowers, and mine-
detection or mine-detonating tanks or vehicles (if available)
should be included in the assaulting force. Artillery air bursts
are placed over the point selected for entry to prevent the enemy
from manning crew-served or individual antitank weapons. The
armored infantry remain mounted and are carried as close to the
objective as possible. In the attack of a strongly defended area,
the armored infantry will usually have to dismount to assist in
the assault of the outer defense and to provide close-in protection
for the tanks. Designated fire teams or squads may be assigned
to work with a particular tank. Direct communication between
the rifle squad or fire team leader and the tank commander is
maintained by visual signals and external interphone. When
operating dismounted, the armored infantry should remain to the
rear of their assigned tanks to avoid masking their fires and to
protect themselves from fires directed at the tanks. The armored
infantrymen working with each tank point out targets to the
tank commander that he cannot observe. The armored infantry
are prepared to deliver fire on targets the tanks cannot engage
and to protect the tanks from short-range individual antitank
weapons. When it is necessary for the dismounted armored in-
fantry to maneuver to engage or destroy resistance holding up
the advance, the tanks support the armored infantry by fire, mov-
ing forward as soon as possible. The armored personnel carriers
follow as closely as possible the advance of the tanks and dis-
mounted armored infantry. When possible, the fires of vehicular
machineguns augment the other fires of the assault or are used
to cover critical areas on the flanks of the assaulting force.
When the buildings on the periphery of a town are heavily forti-
fied, the techniques for the attack of a fortified area may have to
be employed (pars. 320-322).

c. Phase III. Phase III varies from a systematic block by block,
house by house reduction of the built-up area to a rapid advance
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through the town with clearance of specific critical areas and
strategic buildings. Phase III begins without pause after the com-
pletion of phase II. Clearance and seizure techniques are depend-
ent upon the mission, size of the town, construction and building
arrangement, and enemy dispositions and strength. Factors
governing the selection and execution of the techniques are-

(1) When the built-up area is exceedingly large and heavily
fortified, or when the mission requires a complete clear-
ance of enemy forces, a methodical house by house, block
by block clearance operation is performed. The area is
divided into company team zones of responsibility. Each
subordinate unit must clear its zone completely so as to
leave no enemy in rear of the attacking troops. The pro-
cedures of street fighting in Phase III are conducted in
the same manner as described in FM 31-50.

(2) When the built-up area is small or lightly defended,
the attacking force should attempt to drive through or
into the town as rapidly as possible. Tanks lead the
column, closely followed and supported by armored in-
fantry. Except when an advance is made on a wide
street, it will rarely be possible to effectively employ
more than three tanks at the head of the column. The
leading tanks are followed by a mounted armored rifle
platoon, followed by the other section of the tank platoon.
The automatic weapons of the tanks and the vehicular
machineguns of the carriers are fired continuously and
are concentrated on the windows and rooftops of build-
ings. The armored infantry remain mounted in their
carriers until forced to dismount to protect the tanks
from individual or longer-range antitank weapons. The
armored infantry may dismount to assist in the removal
of obstacles or barricades which have halted the advance
of the tanks. When required to dismount to secure the
tanks from fire being received from buildings, a rifle
squad moves along each side of the street, keeping ap-
proximately abreast of the lead tanks. Depending upon
the resistance being encountered, the squad may chal-
lenge every doorway or ground floor window by throw-
ing in hand grenades and spraying the interior with
small arms fire. Selected men in each squad should be
assigned the mission of locating and engaging targets in
the upper floor windows and rooftops of the building
on the opposite side of the street. The leading tanks
meanwhile continue to fire at suspected enemy locations
farther down the street. When resistance is heavy, each
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alley or side street presents an ideal fire lane for enemy
high-velocity tank or antitank fire, and should be crossed
with caution. The armored infantry observe down alleys
and side streets prior to the tanks crossing and emplace
light machineguns on each corner, covering or firing in
both directions. When a serious antitank threat to the
column's flank exists, a tank section and a rifle squad
with its carrier from the lead company team may be
dropped off at each intersection along the route. If these
forces are to remain in position until the entire force
has passed, the following company team assumes the
lead in the advance when the original lead company team
has been depleted (fig. 95); otherwise the following
company teams may relieve these forces, permitting
them to continue the advance with their company team.

329. Control Measures
(Superseded)

The conduct of combat in built-up areas requires the adoption
of specific control measures, with which all personnel must be
familiar. Such measures include-

a. Boundaries. In the built-up area in which the clearing opera-
tions are being conducted, boundaries are habitually located in
the center of the block, both sides of the street being assigned to
one unit.

b. Objectives. Objectives are specific and limited. The assign-
ment as objectives of major road intersections, principal build-
ings, or other readily identifiable physical features facilitates con-
trol. The numbering of the buildings along the route of attack
simplifies the assignment of objectives and reporting. When as-
signing a street as an objective, always designate the near side as
the objective. If the far side of the street is assigned, it will be
necessary to hold buildings on both sides of the street to secure
the objective. Units promptly report their seizure of objectives
and continue the attack on order of the next higher commander.

c. Frontages, Formations, and Zones of Action.
(1) Attacking battalions will normally be assigned relatively

narrow zones of action. The frontages assigned will be
dependent on enemy strength, the size of the buildings,
and the resistance anticipated. Normally, a battalion or
task force will be assigned a frontage of from three to
six blocks, which in turn will permit the assignment of
a frontage to the attacking companies or company teams
of one to two blocks. Frontages assigned subordinate
units must be commensurate with their capabilities.
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(2) Formations, although influenced by frontages and zones
of action, must provide for reserves or an unengaged
force. These forces should be well forward so that they
can be employed to add momentum to the attack, exploit
success, repel counterattacks, and protect the flanks and
rear against enemy action.

d. Phase Lines. Phase lines may be employed to further control
by regulating the advance of attacking forces and delineating
where, in the visualization of the commander, the command is
expected to pass from one phase of the assault to another. Since
phase lines are less restrictive than objectives, they provide for
the rapid exploitation of success without halting. Principal
streets, rivers, trolley lines, and railroad lines are appropriate for
use as phase lines.

e. Check Points. Street corners, buildings, railway crossings,
bridges, or any easily identifiable feature may be designated as
check or contact points.

329.1 Missions of Armored Infantry in Street Fighting
(Added)

The missions of the armored infantry element of a combined-
arms force engaged in the attack of a built-up area include:

a. Location of targets for engagement by tank weapons.
b. Neutralization and destruction of enemy antitank weapons.
e. Assault and reduction of positions, and clearance of build-

ings under the covering fire of tanks.
d. Protection of tanks against individual antitank measures.
e. Security and defense of the area once cleared.

329.2 Mission of Tanks in Street Fighting
(Added)

Typical tank missions in the attack of a built-up area include:
a. Neutralization of enemy positions by machinegun fire to

allow the armored infantry to rush them and close with the
enemy.

b. Destruction of enemy strongpoints by tank fire. The tank
commander employs appropriate ammunition to breach walls and
kill or drive out the enemy. The tanks first fire into the ground
floor of a defended building, forcing defenders either into base-
ments, where armored infantry can attack them, or into upper
stories, where tank fire can destroy them.

c. Destruction of barricades across streets.
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d. Forcing of entry for infantry into buildings when doorways
are blocked by debris, obstacles, or enemy fire.

e. Taking under fire any other targets indicated by the armored
infantry (fig. 90).

f. Establishment of roadblocks and barricades.

329.3 Employment of Attached and Supporting Units
(Added)

a. Tanks.
(1) Streets and alleys constitute ready-made fire lanes and

killing zones. Vehicular traffic is greatly restricted and
canalized and is subject to ambush and close-range fire.
Tanks are at a further disadvantage because their main
guns cannot be depressed or elevated sufficiently to fire
into the basements or upper floors of buildings at close
range.

(2) When a platoon of tanks forms part of a company team,
one section advances with the leading armored infantry.
The other section supports by overhead and flank main
gun and machinegun fire (fig. 91). At least a squad of
armored infantry should remain with the tanks to
furnish local security.

(3) Tanks employ high explosive ammunition against street
barricades. Steeples, tall chimneys, and other structures
likely to contain enemy artillery observers are promptly
destroyed. Crew members must be alert to detect pill-
boxes built into houses along the street. Tanks should
not halt or move slowly close beside buildings not held
by friendly troops, because enemy troops might drop
explosives or inflammables upon them. All bridges and
overpasses should be checked for mines and for weight-
carrying capacity. Boobytraps of all varieties are to be
expected. Tanks should not move singly, and specific
riflemen should be charged with protection of specific
tanks.

(4) Moving tanks keep fairly close to buildings on either
side of the street held by friendly troops, covering the
opposite side and firing at anything suspicious (fig. 92).
If the street is narrow and resistance is determined, tank
commanders may button up, but this is avoided when-
ever possible. All tank crew members are alert to de-
tect signals from the infantry details in the houses to
each flank. Tank commanders keep their personal
weapons and hand grenades ready for close-in defense.
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The platoon leader is on the alert for ambushes or at-
tacks from the rear (fig. 93).

b. Artillery. The artillery is employed under centralized con-
trol in its normal role of close support. During Phase III, the
effectiveness of artillery fires will be reduced because of restricted
observation and proximity of friendly and enemy troops. The
artillery employed during this phase should be capable of firing
high-angle fire so that it will clear the taller buildings. Time fire
and proximity fuze fire are effective aaginst enemy on rooftops
and exposed enemy personnel behind barricades. The 105-mm
and 155-mm self-propelled howitzers are effective as direct-fire
weapons in support of the attacking troops, but are vulnerable
to enemy antitank fire.

c. Mortars. 4.2-inch mortars and 81-mm mortars are usually
employed in general support of their parent unit. Mortars firing
high explosive shells with point detonating fuzes are useful
against rooftop targets. Use of delay fuze settings will permit
projectiles to penetrate roofs and destroy the enemy inside build-
ings. These weapons may be used to provide smoke screens to
cover the advance of assault elements across streets, parks, yards,
and other open areas as well as being used in their normal role.

d. Engineers. Attached or supporting engineers should be well
forward and will frequently operate under the control of the
attacking battalion or task force. When used as part of an assault
team, they are attached to the team. The normal mission of the
engineers is to remove mines, clear barricades and debris, and
execute demolitions.

e. Nuclear Weapons. Nuclear weapons are not likely to be used
in conjunction with a ground attack on a built-up area, except
possibly on a large city. The progress of the ground attack would
be seriously hampered by the effects of a nuclear explosion.

329.4 Communication
(Added)

Radio communication during Phase III may be adversely
affected by steel girders and other obstructions within the built-up
area. Wire communication will assume greater importance than
in other types of offensive operations. Foot messengers will fre-
quently be the most reliable means of communication. Visual and
pyrotechnic signals may be used by smaller units to indicate the
need for fire, the shifting and lifting of fires, and to announce the
seizure of a building or group of buildings. Armored personnel
carriers may be used to provide mobile, protected communication
centers.
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329.5 Logistics
(Added)

a. Evacuation of Wounded. Evacuation of wounded from roof-
tops and upper stories of buildings may require additional litter
bearers and the use of special evacuation equipment. Plans should
include plans for marking buildings that contain wounded per-
sonnel.

b. Resupply of Ammunition. Large quantities of ammunition
are consumed in this type of operation. Therefore, ammunition
supply points should be well forward, and mobile supply points
may be required down to team level. Consideration should be
given to the use of armored personnel carriers to resupply the
assault echelons.

340. Employment of Armored infantry in River Crossing
Armored infantry is ideally suited for hasty river crossings due

to the amphibious characteristics of the armored personnel carrier
(fig. 100) and the ability of dismounted armored infantry to be
air-lifted. Armored infantry helicopterborne operations are dis-
cussed in chapter 11. For a detailed* * * is discussed below.
* * * * * * *

341. Employment of Tanks in the Attack of a River Line
a. General. (Superseded) Tanks usually participate in an at-

tack of a river line as part of a combined arms team. The tanks
are used to support the crossing of the armored infantry by direct
fire until a satisfactory bridgehead has been established on the far
bank.
*#S * * * * * *

c. Movement into Bridgehead. As soon as the armored infantry
have gained a foothold on the far bank tank elements should be
ferried across by the engineers to aid in enlarging the bridgehead
and defending it against hostile armor.

360. Strengthening the Defensive Position
Strengthening of the * * * in the strong points. Protective,

defensive and phony minefields may be installed. Protective mine-
fields may be installed, upon authority of the company com-
mander, to the front and flanks of the strongpoints to provide
security. Phony minefields may be used as gaps by the striking
force. Time permitting, and upon authority of the combat com-
mand commander, defensive minefields may be installed to add
strength to each strongpoint. Each minefield must be properly
marked and recorded.
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364. Fire Planning in Defense
, - * * * * * *

e. Final Protective Fires. Final protective fires * * * forward
defensive area. Such fires normally consist of individual weapons
firing a heavy volume of fire along their principal direction of
fire or into their sectors of fire, depending upon type of weapon.
Machineguns fire along their final protective lines, and mortar
and artillery barrages are delivered on areas as planned. Tanks
within the strongpoint engage targets of opportunity.
* * * * * *

367. General

d. (Added) Normally, the division is the smallest element to
execute the mobile defense, because of the requirement for retain-
ing a powerful striking force capable of delivering a decisive blow
against the enemy; however, units smaller than the division,
usually on independent or semiindependent missions, may fre-
quently employ the techniques of mobile defense.

368. Distribution of Forces in the Mobile Defense
- * * * * * *

e. Small Armor Units. (Rescinded)

369. Organization and Functions of the Security Force, Mobile
Defense

. , * .z * *

b. Covering Force.
(1) When the armored division is executing a mobile defense

as a part of the corps, the division covering force will
normally be located on a line occupied by the general out-
post of the adjacent infantry divisions. This will be from
6,000 to 12,000 yards forward of the forward edge of
the battle area. When the division is executing a mobile
defense independently, the division covering force may
be located from 5 to 15 miles forward of the forward
edge of the battle area. The mission of * * * other sup-
porting elements.

370. Battalion Task Force As Part of a Fixing Force-General
The battalion task force commander bases his plan of defense

upon the counterattack plans developed by higher headquarters
and the employment of his troops to stop, slow, destroys and repel
and disorganize enemy attacks, and to canalize the eneniy into-an
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area suitable for attack by the striking force. This may be * * *
combination of both. The plan of defense must take into con-
sideration the use of the battalion task force as part of a striking
force for higher headquarters; this may require an attack in
another sector. The plan of defense should also take into con-
sideration the plan employed by the battalion task force com-
mander to deny critical terrain within his defense area. The
battalion task * * * can be launched.

371. Organization of the Battalion Task Force Sector As Part of
Fixing Force

· * * * * * *

f. To preserve security * * * forward defensive area. The as-
sembly areas are located well forward taking maximum advan-
tage of the terrain as a protection against nuclear weapons. The
assembly areas * * * to assigned positions.

373. Battalion Task Force As a Striking Force or As Part of a Larger
Striking Force

a. General. When the armored division is conducting the mobile
defense, a battalion task force given a striking force mission will
normally be employed as part of a combat command. When the
combat command on an independent mission is utilizing the tech-
niques of the mobile defense, a battalion task force may comprise
the entire striking force. The striking force * * * the defensive
area.

b. Battalion Task Force as Part of the Division's Striking
Force. Based upon the division commander's guidance on the di-
vision plan of defense, the combat command commander will de-
velop the striking force's counterattack plans, and develop task
organizations for each battalion task force within the striking
force. In this connection * * * should be considered.

375. Actions by the Covering Force in Mobile Defense

e. (Superseded) The covering force continues to delay and in-
flict casualties upon the enemy until it withdraws through the
FEBA. Prior to the Withdrawal through friendly forces, liaison
is established to expedite the movement. Upon withdrawal
through friendly forces, the covering force moves to conduct
another mission or to a preselected position (fig. 108).
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382. Organization and Function of the Security Force, Position
Defense

a. Covering Force. The covering force normally operates from
5 to 15 miles in front of the FEBA. The size and * * * in para-
graph 375.
* * * * * * *

424. Control Measures in Delaying Action

b. (Superseded) Phase lines and check points may be employed
to control and coordinate rate of movement. The designation of
phase lines and check points facilitates reporting by subordinate
units and the issuance of orders by higher headquarters. In the
absence of good natural obstacles, the commander may desig-
nate phase lines rather than actual delaying positions.
· * * * * *

429. Withdrawal in Delaying Action

b. Withdrawal of the Delaying Force. The delaying force * **
of the enemy. The decision as to whether to withdraw the most
heavily or least heavily engaged units first is a difficult one. To
withdraw the most heavily engaged units first from the area of
greatest enemy pressure may subject the entire command to en-
circlement and destruction. To withdraw the least heavily en-
gaged unit first may result in loss of all or a major part of the
most heavily engaged units. The decision must be based on deter-
mining which plan best preserves the integrity of the force and
which best contributes to the overall accomplishment of the
mission. Contact with the * * * their best judgment. A sub-
ordinate commander * * * fastest means available.

444. Logistical Support Plan for Armor-Airborne Link-Up Opera-
tions

(Superseded)

The logistical support plan for the armor forces is similar to
that employed in any deep penetration or exploitation mission.
Because the initial airborne assault includes supplies and equip-
ment for only 48 to 72 hours of operation, the airborne support
elements may accompany the armor trains in the overland attack,
or the armor trains may include additional vehicles and supplies
for the airborne forces.
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476. General
a. Utility or transport-type * * * for the mission. The loading

capacities and detailed descriptions of Army utility and trans-
port helicopters are contained in Department of the Army Flight
Handbooks for the various types of helicopters.

b. Light and medium transport helicopter companies are or-
ganic to the field army. These units may * * * armor ground
action.

c. A limited number * * * and infantry divisions. The aviation
company of the armored division contains both utility and light
transport helicopters within its general support platoon. These
helicopters provide the armored division with an immediately
available means for short-haul transport. The small armor * * *
and medical evacuation. When the scope of a helicopterborne
mission exceeds the capability of the division aviation company
additional Army air transport must be obtained from higher head-
quarters.

APPENDIX IV
THE 4.2-INCH MORTAR PLATOON OF THE ARMORED

DIVISION ARMOR BATTALION AND ARMORED
INFANTRY BATTALION

4. Characteristics

e. Firepower. The 4.2-inch mortar is a high-angle indirect-fire
weapon capable of delivering high explosive and chemical ammu-
nition at a high rate of fire at ranges from 1,270 to 6,000 yards
(maximum range for WP is 5,050 yards). In addition, each * * *
of the platoon.
* * * * * * *

APPENDIX V
EMPLOYMENT OF ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS

IN HASTY RIVER-CROSSING OPERATIONS
9. Determining Formation and Priority of Crossing

a. The most important * * * carriers to cross. For example, if
the mission requires an armored infantry unit to cross in one
move, and there are sufficient entrances and exits, the best for-
mation is a line.

11. Check Prior To Entering Water

c. (Superseded) Start and operate the bilge pump. If neces-
sary, take on water (about 5 gallons) to permit a check of the
operation of the pump.
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Figure 120. (Superseded) Patoon iring position.

FigAGOre 1. (Superseded) Platoon firing position.
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APPENDIX VI (Added)

EMPLOYMENT OF THE 18-INCH, TANK-MOUNTED
SEARCHLIGHT IN BATTLEFIELD ILLUMINATION

Section I. GENERAL

1. Purpose
This appendix is a guide for commanders and staffs of all eche-

lons for the employment of the 18-inch tank-mounted searchlight
in battlefield illumination.

2. Description
The searchlight, 18-inch, shuttered, incandescent-light type,

2,500 watt, with brackets for tank mounting, is a commercial
18-inch searchlight modified to include a shutter and shutter hous-
ing and shock absorbent mounts. The mounting bracket is a
universal type, adaptable for use on the gun mantlet of any cur-
rent tank. Electrical power is obtained from the tank electrical
system through a turret outlet circuit employing one switch for
the light bulb and the shutter simultaneously. The power require-
ment for the light is such that the main enegine or auxiliary -en-
erator must be operated continuously when the searchlight is in
use. The light has adjustments for boresighting with the main
gun. The mounted searchlight does not interfere with the
mechanical functioning of the armament of the tank, although
the use of the light will limit the direction of fire of the tank
weapons when a light mission is being executed.

3. Mission
To provide fighting light for the conduct of ground operations

at night.

4. Characteristics
a. Direct Illumination. Direct illumination gives maximum

illumination (fig. 125). The intensity of illumination on the
ground decreases gradually as the range from the searchlight in-
creases. Minute atmospheric particles reflect the beam and reduce
the ability of the observer to see the target area. This effect may
be reduced by positioning the observer to the flank of the light.
When an observer is close to the searchlight, direct observation
into the light source may dazzle him and cause temporary night
blindness. An enemy observer so located will find it difficult to
estimate the range to the searchlight; however, if he is equipped
with optical rangefinders the range may be determined with
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reasonable accuracy. When the light is extinguished, the shutter
closes, thereby eliminating afterglow and any opportunity for
an enemy observer to locate the light as the intensity of the beam
decreases. Objects silhouetted between an observer and the light
beam are clearly visible to a range of several hundred yards.

b. Indirect Illumination (Artificial Moonlight). Indirect il-
lumination gives diffused, low-intensity illumination in the target
area.

c. Beam Brightness. The searchlight delivers 3,500,000 candle-
power in the center of the beam at zero range. Maximum beam
width is approximately 150 mils.

5. Capabilities
Note. Distances given in this paragraph are approximate.

a. Direct Illumination. With direct illumination, the 18-inch
searchlight is capable of giving sufficient light to allow unaided
visual detection of truck- and tank-sized targets at 1,000 yards,
and their identification at 800 yards. Use of the six-power vision
devices organic to the tank allows detection of large targets to
a range of 1,200 yards. Infantry and dug-in positions can be
detected with the naked eye at 300 to 500 yards. Binoculars and
vision devices extend the range at which these objects may be
detected to 800 yards. Since targets in the directly illuminated
area approach daytime visibility, the ability to deliver aimed fire
is greatly increased.

b. Indirect Illumination. Within effective range of the search-
light, indirect illumination is capable of producing sufficient light
to facilitate the movement of troops and construction work.

6. Limitations
The use of tank-mounted searchlight illumination will be af-

fected by atmospheric conditions, amount of natural light, other
artificial illumination, terrain, vegetation, and capability of the
power supply to operate for sustained periods of time.

a. Atmospheric Conditions. On clear, moonless nights, tank-
mounted searchlights will be effective to their maximum range.
Rain, haze, mist,' smoke, and fog decrease effective observation.
The glow created by these elements around the source of light
reveals the tank position. Snow- or frost-covered ground in-
creases the effectiveness of the light and augments the blinding
effect on the enemy; however, it also tends to increase night blind-
ness among friendly troops if light is used indiscriminately.

b. Full Moon. On a clear night with a full moon, the contrast
between targets and their background is increased, and the rela-
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tive effectiveness of the searchlight is reduced. Any blinding effect
of the light is also reduced.

c. Terrain. The effectiveness of illumination in the target area
is affected by the reflectivity of the illuminated surfaces. In ter-
rain having a relatively great amount of light absorption, such
as rough ground and wooded areas, the amount of reflected light
is small; however, the ability to detect targets is greater because
of the attendant reduction in reflected light and glare. In terrain
having great reflectivity, such as grassy fields, wet ground, or
snow, the area that can be illuminated effectively is larger owing
to the greater amount of reflected light; however, because of the
resultant glare, the ability to detect targets is less.

d. Shadows. Under intense searchlight illumination, shadows
cast by heavy vegetation or other dense objects provide conceal-
ment for the enemy. This effect may be reduced by use of multiple
lights beamed into the target area from different angles.

e. Effects of Other Forms of Illumination. Artificial moonlight
of one-quarter moon intensity does not reduce the value of the
tank-mounted searchlight; however, intense artificial light, such
as that produced by pyrotechnics, burning gasoline, and direct
illumination by 60-inch searchlights, does reduce the effectiveness
of the 18-inch searchlight.

f. Vulnerability. The searchlight and its external wiring are
vulnerable to high explosive shells.

g. Effect on Vision. Searchlights may impair night vision of
friendly troops in the area of operation.

h. Enemy Fire. The use of the searchlight exposes the carrier
tank to enemy fire unless evasive action is taken. At ranges up to
1,500 yards, the risk of destruction of the carrier tank is con-
siderable if the searchlight remains on long enough to enable
enemy tanks and antitank weapons to fire.

Section II. METHODS OF EMPLOYMENT

7. Tactical Considerations
The following apply to the employment of tank-mounted search-

lights during all operations..
a. Advance Planning. In addition to normal planning for night

operations, commanders must:
(1) Reconnoiter for primary and alternate light positions,

and for primary and alternate routes for ingress and
egress.

(2) Make an illumination plan and ensure its integration
into the fire support plan of the organization.
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(3) Assure the provision of an adequate communication net-
work.

b. Control. Control of the tank-mounted searchlights will be
vested in the commander having direct control of the operation.

c. Support. Other methods of artificial illumination should be
used in coordinated support of tank-mounted searchlights in
order to provide maximum flexibility and effectiveness of opera-
tions.

8. Direct Illumination
a. Advantages.

(1) Enables illumination of an objective during the assault
phase of a night attack.

(2) Permits adjustment and observation of direct and in-
direct fire within the effective range of the searchlight.

(3) Reduces expenditure of ammunition because of ability to
observe fire missions.

(4) Provides direction-of-movement indicators for friendly
troops.

(5) Facilitates evacuation, resupply, construction, and in-
stallation of minefields.

(6) Assists in marking targets for air support missions.
(7) Increases morale and confidence of friendly troops.
(8) Increases ability to detect enemy infiltration.
(9) Canalizes infiltrating enemy or attacking forces into less

desirable avenues of approach.
(10) Harasses enemy troops.
(11) Provides a cloak of darkness behind the light beam in

which movement of troops and vehicles is concealed (fig.
126).

b. Disadvantages. In addition to the limitations listed in para-
graph 6, use of direct illumination has the following specific dis-
advantages:

(1) Requires extreme care in positioning of carrier tanks to
avoid silhouetting friendly troops and to obtain illumina-
tion in the desired area without creating deep shadows
that will benefit enemy concealment.

(2) Requires an uninterrupted line of sight from the light
source to the target area.

(3) Reveals the general location of the light source from all
directions.
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(4) Requires strict control to prevent loss of surprise by in-
discriminate or accidental exposure of light.

9. Indirect Illumination
a. Advantages. Facilitates movement of troops and vehicles,

construction work, minefield operations, evacuation, resupply,
patrolling, and maintenance of wire communication.

b. Disadvantages.
(1) Under some conditions, limits use of carrier tank

weapons.
(2) Limits effective range of the light because of low

intensity.
(3) Fails to provide sufficient light for aiming weapons with

conventional sights.
(4) Facilitates enemy movement.

10. Use of Single or Interconnecting Beams
A single beam or an intersection of two or more such beams

may be used to-
a. Assist in marking targets or objectives (fig. 127).
b. Aid in -deception.
c. Orient aircraft and illuminate landing areas.

11. Rear Areas
Tank-mounted searchlights may be used for general illumina-

tion of rear areas to facilitate movement and work; however, to
relegate the carrier tank to such a role will deprive tactical units
of the firepower and armor protection of a combat vehicle (fig.
128).

12. Carrier Tank Positions
a. General. The tactical employment of tank-mounted search-

lights is facilitated by daylight reconnaissance and selection of
carrier tank positions. The reconnaissance should include azi-
muths and elevations to prominent points and target areas. Car-
rier tank positions should be located as accurately as time and
facilities permit. Final selection of positions should take into
account the location of vital friendly installations that could be
damaged by enemy action directed at the searchlight.

b. Direct Illumination. In addition to the foregoing, the follow-
ing conditions are desirable:

(1) Maximum of 1,500 yards between the searchlight tank
and the area to be illuminated.
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Figure 127. (Added) Intersecting beams marking a target.

Figure 128. (Added) The use of 18-inch searchlights in the general
illumination role to facilitate bridge construction work.

(2) Maximum defilade compatible with the direct-illumina-
tion mission.

(3) A position on high ground to afford maximum range and
flexibility and to avoid silhouetting friendly troops lo-
cated along or near the axis of the beam.

c. Indirect Illumination. In addition to the general remarks
in a above, the position should be in defilade. Maximum distance
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should be taken between searchlight and mask that will still per-
mit accomplishment of the primary mission.

13. Command
The commander of tanks mounting searchlights will receive

and transmit orders through normal channels. When committed
to supporting or reinforcing roles, this commander will act as a
technical advisor to the commander of the supported unit. The
operation of the tank-mounted searchlights, number to be em-
ployed, and siting of carrier tanks are the responsibility of this
commander.

14. Tank-Mounted Searchlights in the Offense
a. General. Tank-mounted searchlights are best employed in

the following offensive roles:
(1) In the initiation and continuation of an exploitation.
(2) In a night attack against a hastily organized position.
(3) In a night penetration, as part of the assault wave, to

conceal the movement of accompanying tanks and in-
fantry in the cloak of darkness between the light beam
and the objective.

(4) In a night envelopment, as part of the base of fire, to
illuminate the objective.

(5) In orientation of friendly troops. This can be accom-
plished by illuminating a portion of the objective, ter-
rain features leading to the objective, or terrain features
between the line of departure and the objective. The
light beam itself may be used as a guide line, boundary,
or line of departure. (Friendly troops should avoid mov-
ing within the brightest portion of the beam, but should
skirt the edge of the beam in order to obtain maximum
concealment.)

b. Methods of Employment. Tank-mounted searchlights can be
employed in any of the three following methods of attack:

(1) Tanks supporting by fire only. When the terrain dictates
the use of tanks in the "support by fire only" method,
the carrier tanks will, whenever possible, be dispersed
throughout the supporting position (fig. 129). This per-
mits the best means of illuminating the target. The
commander's tank should be located so as to provide
maximum control of the lights. Illumination should not
take place until called for by the commander of the
maneuvering forces, and it should be employed for suffi-
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cient time to allow friendly fires to neutralize enemy
fires and obtain fire superiority prior to the final assault
on the objective. As the assault force moves onto the
objective, great care must be taken by the operators
of the lights to avoid silhouetting friendly assaulting
elements. Close coordination between the maneuvering
force commander and the commander of the tank-
mounted searchlights will be necessary to ensure proper
use of searchlights. Each searchlight should be laid as
accurately as possible on its target area prior to illumi-
nation, so that when lighted it will achieve immediate
maximum illumination and psychological effect without
loss of surprise. Plans for reorganization on the objec-
tive must include plans for alternate means of illumina-
tion, shifting of lights, and illumination in event of
counterattack. Plans also should be made to iluminate
the flanks of the new position to aid in covering avenues
of approach and areas used by enemy counterattacking
forces attempting to outflank the new positions. Care
must be taken to avoid creating shadow areas favorable
to enemy counterattacking forces.

(2) Tanks and infantry on the same axis (fig. 130). When
employed in a night attack with infantry and armor on
the same axis, the tank-mounted searchlights will be
located in the attack formation in much the same posi-

Figure 129. (Added) Use of tanks with searchlights in the "supporting
by fire only" role.
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tions that would be assigned in a nonilluminated attack.
Whenever possible, the line formation should be used
with the tank-mounted searchlights spaced equidistant
throughout the formation, with the searchlight com-
mander's tank in the center of the line. The lighting-up
line should be selected to allow for continuous illumina-
tion of the objective during the progress of the attack.
When the attack calls for heavy fire from tanks, the
lighting-up line may be located at the maximum range
of light. The lighting-up line may be closer to the objec-
tive (at a range of 800 yards or less) when the attack
plan is principally based on using machinegun fire from
the tanks. A shorter range will also add to the surprise
and phychological effects. The success of the operation
will depend to a great extent on the ability of the com-
mander to employ his lights to the greatest advantage
possible. Larger-sized searchlights providing artificial
moonlight may be used to permit the attacking force to
approach the objective with minimum revelation of the
size of the attacking force. Carrier tanks should accom-
pany the infantry assault element onto the objective. Car-
rier tanks may then provide continuous illumination, at
the same time using to advantage the shock action char-
acteristic of armor and minimizing the possibility of
silhouetting friendly infantry elements. In actions
where the carrier tanks are forced to halt at the edge of
an objective, the flank tanks normally will be the only
ones to continue illumination, and their beams will be
directed parallel to and only high enough above the
ground to prevent silhouetting the friendly infantry
elements. This will provide enough diffused light to
enable the infantry to clean out the enemy remaining on
the objective. An emergency target for the tank main
gun, such as a machinegun or antitank gun, will receive
immediate priority over the illuminating mission. Nor-
mally, tank-mounted searchlights will maintain illumina-
tion until the objective is taken. Extinguishing of
searchlights will cause night blindness unless an alter-
nate light source is provided. Plans for reorganization
of the position will include the order to extinguish or
shift lights, as well as provision for illumination in event
of counterattack by the enemy. Positions on the objec-
tive must be reconnoitered and occupied rapidly. Alter-
nate and supplementary positions must be selected as
soon as possible.
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Figure 130. (Added) Use of the searchlight when tanks and infantry are
employed on the same axis.

(3) Tanks and infantry on two converging axes. Whenever
possible, carrier tanks will approach to within 800 yards
or less of the objective before illuminating. At this
range enemy troops, in addition to being revealed by the
illumination of the lights, are silhouetted with respect to
friendly infantry troops. This provides friendly infan-
try with excellent targets for aimed fire. Even though
the enemy may expect an infantry attack from some
other direction than that of the attacking tanks, the
blinding effect of the lights may be sufficiently effective
to prevent enemy observation. Friendly infantry may
attack from any direction outside the searchlight beam
and still benefit from the cloak of darkness. The infantry
must close rapidly with the enemy, securing the position
as quickly as possible, in order to reduce the illumina-
tion time. Tanks and infantry should coordinate their
advance in order to arrive on the objective at the proper
time. Plans for reorganization will be the same as those
required for other methods of illuminated night attacks.

c. Special Offensive Considerations. The following factors
should be considered in planning searchlight-illuminated attacks:

(1) Advancing troops should remain on the edge of the beam
or just outside it so that they may take advantage of
stray light and still remain undetected.

(2) At ranges of less than 1,000 yards, the light beam
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should be so positioned that an enemy observer must
look across or through it. Friendly troops, when advanc-
ing, should remain on the side of the beam away from
the enemy.

(3) It will often be advantageous to flicker the light to im-
pair enemy vision and confuse the enemy as to its exact
location. In order to make illumination of the target
area effective, constant light must be available long
enough to permit adjacent tanks to fire. The use of two
or more searchlights alternately illuminating the area
will reduce vulnerability to enemy fire and at the same
time provide constant illumination of the target area.

(4) It is difficult to maintain searchlights on targets while
carrier tanks are moving over rough terrain. At the
same time, tank-mounted searchlights accompanying a
maneuvering force may disclose the route of advance if
searchlights are continuously left on. Therefore, when-
ever the terrain and enemy situation permit, tanks with
searchlights should advance by bounds. Illumination
should be accomplished while tanks are stationary;
searchlights should be extinguished when tanks are
moving.

15. Tank-Mounted Searchlights in the Defense
a. General. The searchlight is used to cover likely avenues of

approach and provide illumination for night counterattacks.
Proper use of searchlights in coordination with listening posts
provides an additional aid to surveillance and assists in gaining
tactical surprise over approaching enemy troops.

b. Planning. Preparation for the defense employing 18-inch
searchlights requires the same planning and coordination that
precede any other defensive action. Planning will include these
additional considerations:

(1) Coordination of the 18-inch searchlights with other
illumination means.

(2) Position areas for tank-mounted searchlights.
(3) Control measures to prevent premature illumination

and disclosure of friendly positions.
(4) Alternate means of communication for coordinating

lights with infantry fires.

c. Employment.
(1) Normally, a tank-mounted searchlight unit will employ

the same tactics as a standard tank unit of the same size
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defending the same area. Requirements for clear fields
for illumination are similar to requirements of direct-
fire weapons for clear lines of sight to the target area.
The commander will select areas and assign priorities
for illumination. Searchlights will be laid on selected
areas to provide instantaneous illumination on order.
Selected areas will be given code designations. Requests
for illumination will be made by code designation, thus
reducing the time required to put the lights in action.
Illumination data will be incorporated into the range
card for each tank in the defense area positions.

(2) Lights will be turned on only:
(a) When searchlights will influence the action by pro-

viding illumination for aimed fire.
(b) When the enemy has accurately located the position,

and darkness no longer provides security.

(3) Searchlights may be extinguished when in imminent
danger of being destroyed or extinguished by close-in
small arms fire or when the final protective line has been
penetrated by the enemy. In either case, the decision
to extinguish lights will normally remain with the com-
mander of the defending unit.

(4) Efforts will be made, by using deception and by firing,
to direct the enemy into areas where searchlights can be
used to illuminate him and thus facilitate his destruc-
tion by aimed fire of infantry and tanks. By being en-
gaged at maximum effective range, the enemy's attack
may be retarded. Special attention should be given to
fringe areas of the beam since the enemy, while avoiding
direct illumination, may attempt to use the low-level
illumination on the edge of the beam to facilitate his
advance. The enemy, as a result of his desire to avoid
illumination, may be canalized into selected areas best
suited to defense by our forces or into ambushes or
minefields.

(5) No attempt should be made to illuminate areas more
than 1,500 yards from the carrier position.

(6) Effective fire is best obtained by having one tank engage
the target with its searchlight while another tank en-
gages the target with the main armament or coaxial
gun. The firing and illuminating roles will frequently
be exchanged to decrease exposure of the illuminating
tanks to counterfire.
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(7) Tank-mounted searchlights are integrated into the co-
ordinated fire plan so as to obtain maximum effective-
ness of fires.

(8) Steady illumination is to be avoided since it permits the
enemy to adjust fires against the carrier tank positions.
The alternating periods of light and darkness obtained
by flicker illumination serve to confuse the enemy.

(9) Tank-mounted searchlights in the mobile defense will be
used primarily to reveal the enemy at maximum effective
light range. Accordingly, areas or points of illumina-
tion will be picked at the maximum range of the light,
approximately 1,000 yards, and guns and lights will be
prelaid on these target areas. When strongpoints are
within 2,500 to 3,000 yards of each other, coordination
will be established so that tank-mounted searchlights
of one position can assist adjacent strongpoints in
illuminating areas between positions (fig. 131).

(10) Until the entire defensive position is committed to action,
the minimum number of lights necessary to accomplish
the defense mission will be used to prevent revealing
the size of the defensive force.

(11) Flexibility in the defense is assisted by placing tank-
mounted searchlights in position to support friendly
counterattacking forces (fig. 132).

Figure 131. (Added) 18-inch searchlights illuminating area between
strongpoints.
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Section III. COUNTERMEASURES

16. Enemy Smokescreens
If maintained around the carrier tank position or directly in

front of enemy positions, enemy smokescreens will nullify the
effects of searchlights. Well selected alternate positions will per-
mit carrier tanks to move from primary positions and continue
their illumination mission with little interruption. Wide lateral
spacing of carrier tank positions will necessitate the expenditure
by the enemy of a great amount of smoke on tank-mounted search-
lights.

17. Enemy Searchlights
The use of searchlights or pyrotechnics by the enemy will in-

crease the area of illumination but will minimize our advantage
of one-sided illumination.

18. Enemy Counterlights
Enemy counterlights turned directly on friendly lights will

nullify observation of observers in the vicinity of friendly lights.

19. Attack by Artillery and Other Ground Weapons
Direct or indirect fire can be adjusted on searchlights by enemy

troops'not blinded by the beams. Initial range estimation with
observation from two points is sufficiently accurate to warrant an
artillery mission without prior adjustment. Without such obser-
vation, initial range estimation is difficult. Tank guns and other
flat-trajectory weapons positioned to fire directly at the carrier
tank position can achieve more rapid adjustment than indirect
fire by artillery.

20. Infiltration
Enemy infiltrators may extinguish lights by assaulting the

carrier tank. Daring infiltrators can damage the light by use of
grenades at very close range. Friendly infantry should provide
close-in protection against infiltration.

APPENDIX VII (Added)
EMPLOYMENT OF THE SHORT RANGE AND

MEDIUM RANGE GROUND RADARS

Section I. SHORT RANGE GROUND RADAR

1. General
The short range ground radar organic to small armor units
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provides ground-to-ground electronic surveillance and increases
the parent unit's capability to perform combat surveillance.

2. Employment
The ground radar team may be employed in all types of tactical

operations. Whenever employed, the following general character-
istics of ground radar niust be considered:

a. The radar is a line-of-sight device and as such will not detect
targets that are masked by hills, buildings, and thick foliage.

b. The radar must be located in areas relatively free of close
ground clutter, such as trees, bushes, or buildings. This clutter
tends to distort the radar beam pattern and will result in inaccu-
rate range, azimuth, and elevation data.

c. The ability of the operator to detect, locate, and identify
targets increases as the operator gains experience.

d. The radar should be operated at irregular intervals to pro-
vide some security from detection and subsequent jamming by the
enemy.

e. The radar set must be oriented in azimuth and located on the
map before the operator is capable of pin-pointing targets geo-
graphically.

3. Missions
Surveillance and reconnaissance missions assigned to armor

units do not normally indicate to unit commanders how to accom-
plish the task. The short range radar is one means which the
commander can employ as part of his overall security and sur-
veillance effort. Missions assigned the ground radar team will
include the type of radar surveillance to be conducted (scan,
search, or monitor), time that each type will be employed, area to
be covered, and how and when information is to be reported.

4. Control

In the tank company, the ground radar team will usually oper-
ate under company control as part of the security section. In the
armored rifle company and armored cavalry troop the ground
radar will usually be placed under control of the platoon best
suited to perform the particular surveillance mission requiring
the device.

5. Radar Site

The radar site is decided upon after an analysis of the mission
and consideration of the capabilities of the set. The tactical con-
siderations in selecting a site for the radar are identical with
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those considered in choosing a position for a crew-served weapon
or other fire support means. The radar site should-

(1) Permit maximum radar coverage of the area to be
scanned, searched, or monitored.

(2) Provide concealment for the team vehicle.
(3) Facilitate communication with the company command

post.
(4) Take advantage of security provided by other units. (If

possible, a position should be selected within a well
established defense perimeter.)

(5) Avoid interference with other units.
(6) Take advantage of routes for displacement.

6. Defense

In defensive situations, the radar may be used to monitor enemy
avenues of approach into the company position, to scan critical
terrain features, or to provide surveillance coverage of the gaps
between friendly units. It should be employed as far forward as
possible in order to utilize the maximum range of the set. During
daylight and periods of good visibility the radar may be employed
to supplement visual observation or maximum range search mis-
sions or may be assigned to monitor a particularly dangerous
enemy avenue of approach. During periods of reduced visibility
the radar may be used to supplement the company security effort.
Patrol plans must be closely coordinated with plans for employ-
ment of the radar to enable the radar operators to distinguish
between movement of friendly elements and enemy infiltration of
personnel or vehicles. The employment of the short range radar
is also integrated into the surveillance plan of the parent battalion
in order that it may complement the use of the battalion medium
range radar.

7. Retrograde

The radar may be used in retrograde operations to assist in
providing security for withdrawing elements of the company. In
this connection, a series of radar positions must be reconnoitered
and designated, as well as the method of displacement, prior to
the operation.

8. Offense

The radar may be used in offensive operations'to assist in pro-
viding flank security and to scan beyond the line of contact or
the limits of advance of leading elements. During the reorganiza-
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tion and consolidation of the objective, the radar may be used to
assist in preventing a surprise counterattack by scanning enemy
avenues of approach.

9. Reporting Information
Ground radar surveillance reporting procedures should be in-

corporated in unit SOP's. Depending on specific requirements,
positive and negative information obtained by the radar may be
reported by the operator at prescribed intervals or upon comple-
tion of the mission. The operator will transmit the information
by using coordinates of the activity located and will state what
he determines the target to be, i.e., dismounted personnel, wheeled
vehicles, or tracked vehicles. Regardless of the reporting tech-
nique employed, the operator submits reports directly to the com-
pany CP when the team is operating under company control or to
the platoon leader of the platoon to which the team is attached.

Section II. MEDIUM RANGE GROUND RADAR

10. General
The medium range ground radar organic to the armor battalion,

armored infantry battalion, and armored cavalry squadron pro-
vides medium range ground-to-ground battle area surveillance
coverage for its parent unit.

11. Tactical Employment
a. Control. The ground radar section of the tank and armored

infantry battalions will usually operate under battalion control in
a general support role. However, in certain situations, the sec-
tion may be attached to combat elements of the battalions. When
the section remains in the scout platoon, it will be employed under
the platoon leader.

b. Security. For purposes of security, the radar position is nor-
mally included within or is placed in proximity to the position of
a combat unit. In the event that terrain conditions demand a
location for the radar which is isolated or not in proximity to a
combat unit, it will be necessary to assign personnel to provide
security for the radar section.

c. Radar Position. The primary requirement for effective em-
ployment of the medium range radar is that it be situated for
line-of-sight operation. This characteristic of the radar set dic-
tates that it be located to permit scan or search of an area rela-
tively free of potential ground clutter (terrain obstacles, wooded
areas, etc.). The radar position is decided upon after an analysis
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of the mission and consideration of the capabilities of the set. The
location and employment of the medium range radar will be
coordinated with the employment of the short range ground radar.
The position should-

(1) Permit maximum radar coverage of the area to be
scanned, searched, or monitored.

(2) Provide concealment of the section vehicle.
(3) Facilitate communication with the battalion command

post.
(4) Take advantage of security provided by other units.
(5) Avoid interference with other units.
(6) Take advantage of routes for displacement.

d. Movement to Position. The battalion S2, after coordinating
with the battalion S3, will designate the general location for the
radar position and will prescribe the area of coverage. The sec-
tion leader will select a specific position after making a personal
reconnaissance. The radar set can be vehicular transported, air-
lifted, or man packed into the desired location.

e. Missions. When operating directly under battalion control,
missions will, to a large extent, stem from requirements in the
battalion surveillance plan. The mission will include the type of
radar surveillance to be conducted (scan, search, or monitor),
time that each type will be employed, area to be covered, and'how
and when information is to be reported.

f. Employment in Defense. In defensive situations, the radar
may be used to monitor the main enemy avenues of approach, to
scan critical terrain features, or to provide surveillance coverage
of the gaps between strongpoints. It may be used at night or in
periods of reduced visibility to supplement the battalion security
effort by detecting infiltration movement of enemy personnel or
vehicles. Employment may be at combat output locations or
within the battle position.

g. Employment in Retrograde Operations. The radar may be
used in retrograde operations to assist in providing security for
withdrawing elements of the battalion. In this connection, a
series of radar positions must be reconnoitered and designated, as
well as the method for displacement, prior to the operation. Sub-
ject to the availability of adequate positions, the radar is normally
positioned immediately behind the initial delaying position to per-
mit as early detection of the advancing enemy as possible.

h. Employment in the Offense. The radar may be used in offen-
sive operations to assist in providing flank security and to scan
beyond the line of contact or the limits of advance of leading
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elements. Terrain permitting, the radar is positioned well for-
ward to allow scanning the objective prior to and during an attack
to detect any movement by the enemy which might indicate re-
inforcement or a change in disposition. During the reorganiza-
tion and consolidation of the objective, the radar may be used to
assist in preventing a surprise counterattack by scanning enemy
avenues of approach.

i. Reporting Information. In the advance planning for the use
of ground radar surveillance, reporting procedures are estab-
lished. Depending on specific requirements, positive and negative
information obtained by the radar may be reported by the oper-
ators at prescribed intervals or upon completion of the mission.
Regardless of the reporting technique employed, the operators
submit reports to the battalion S2 when the section is operating
under battalion control or to the unit commander of the unit to
which the section is attached.

APPENDIX VIII
BATTLE DRILL

(Added)

Section I. GENERAL

1. Purpose
The purpose of battle drill is to provide a series of preplanned

maneuvers by which small tank, armored infantry, and armored
cavalry units can be thoroughly trained, and which serve to ac-
celerate combat action, optimize teamwork, and reduce to a mini-
mum the orders necessary to employ small units effectively under
fire. This appendix should be used in conjunction with FM 17-35,
FM 17-33, FM 17-20, and FM 21-60.

2. Training, General
a. Battle drill includes single-situation tactical exercises for

squads, sections, and platoons. The purpose of battle drill train-
ing is to practice movements in combat formations, changes in
formations and actions in specific combat situations. Battle drill
includes the movement toward and assault of specific objectives,
and necessary defensive movements. The objective may be a ter-
rain feature, a dummy position, or a position manned by Aggres-
sor troops. Blank ammunition may be used as the unit progresses
through training. Live ammunition may be used when the unit
has become proficient in its training. Prescribed safety precau-
tions must be observed when ammunition is used.
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b. Stress should be placed on tank-infantry coordination and
cooperation during battle drill training. All armor personnel
should realize that ultimately their participation in combat will
be as part of a team of combined arms, with tanks and armored
infantry as the nucleus. Stress should also be placed on the pro-
tection that tanks receive from the armored infantry.

3. Scope of Training
Battle drill training requires instruction and continuing prac-

tice in the following areas:

a. Tank Platoon.
(1) Crew drill.
(2) Mounted combat formations.
(3) Arm and hand signals, flag signals, and other visual

signals as may be prescribed by unit SOP's.
(4) Armored infantry dismounted formations.
(5) Armored infantry mounted formations.
(6) Tank and armored infantry integrated formations.

b. Armored Infantry Platoon.
(1) Crew drill.
(2) Dismounted combat formations.
(3) Mounted combat formations.
(4) Arm and hand signals, flag signals, and other visual

signals as may be prescribed by unit SOP's.
(5) Tank unit mounted combat formations.
(6) Tank and armored infantry integrated formations.

c. Armored Cavalry Platoon,
(1) Crew drill.
(2) Dismounted combat formations.
(3) Mounted combat formations.
(4) Arm and hand signals, flag signals, and other visual

signals as may be prescribed by unit SOP's.
(5) Tank platoon mounted formations.
(6) Armored infantry dismounted formations.
(7) Armored infantry mounted formations.
(8) Tank and armored infantry integrated formations.

4. Training Techniques
a. Preliminary to training in mounted drills, it is desirable to

instruct unit and vehicle commanders by the use of models such
as numbered match boxes or similar devices. Extensive lectures
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ECHELON LEFT

COLUMN

ECHELON RIGHT

Nate. The direction in which the
signaler faces, front or roar,

WEDGE does not alter the signal.

Figure 133. (Added) Flag signals for mounted for'mations.
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on battle drill are to be avoided. Reducing the time to be spent
in explanation does not eliminate the necessity for adequate
instructor preparation.

b. Battle drill does not solve all battle problems, and it should
be emphasized in instruction that rigid adherence to set maneuver
patterns is to be avoided. Battle drill should serve as a guide to
provide a nearly automatic initial maneuver reaction to a given
combat stimulus, which subsequently is modified to conform to
the tactical situation. The rapid, forceful, and automatic re-
action which is the object of battle drill will often provide the
measure of tactical advantage and initiative necessary to success
in combat.

c. All training in battle drill should be conducted at a fairly
fast tempo. Interest is sustained by sustained activity and
changes in formation and pace.

d. Training should provide for platoon-size units to become
proficient in battle drill. Proficiency can be maintained only by
continuous practice. Practice in battle drill should be habitually
integrated into other training as appropriate.

5. Visual Signals
a. Flag Signals. Flag kits containing red, green, and yellow

flags, are standard on equipment material. Certain signals have
been standardized in FM 21-60. Additional signals may be de-
vised in which the flags are used singly or in combination. Flag
signals to control mounted formations are shown in figure 133.
In these signals, colors of the flags have no significance. The
preparatory command consists of the display of the flags; the
command of execution is the withdrawal of the flags from display.

b. Arm and Hand Signals. Arm and hand signals used in battle
drill are as prescribed in FM 21-60.

c. Other Signals. Other visual signals and sound signals may
be used.

Section II. BATTLE DRILL-TANK UNITS

6. General
Battle drill for tank units is based on training in the adoption

of combat formations as described in FM 17-33. Combat forma-
tions consist of two basic types: line and column. The echelon
and wedge formations are variations of the two basic types. Ap-
plication of a given formation is predicated on the factors of
METT (mission, enemy situation, terrain and weather, troops
available). Selection of a formation must be guided by the facts
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that the objective should be assaulted by as large a force as
possible and that the formation must have sufficient depth to
maintain the momentum of the attack. It must be borne in mind
that a combat formation is not rigid. Ground, cover, and con-
cealment govern the position of each tank. Unit commanders
position themselves in the formation where they can best con-
trol the operation.

7. Combat Formations
For characteristics, use, and illustrations of tank unit combat

formations, see FM 17-33.

8. Conduct of Battle Drill
a. The conduct of battle drill is based upon a tank unit's having

been thoroughly trained in such matters as vehicle driving, gun-
nery, crew drill, march techniques, and combat formations.

b. Training in combat formations and battle drill requires
adherence to the following principles:

(1) Use proper combat distances and intervals between
vehicles as prescribed in unit SOP's.

(2) Do not form perfect lines or columns; apply some ir-
regularity in all formations.

(3) Movements should be executed with speed and precision
consistent with safe driving.

(4) Rapid action is desirable with frequent changes of
formation.

(5) All means of communicating commands should be prac-
ticed, including radio, flags, and arm and hand signals.

(6) The order of tanks within formations may be varied.
This should be done to reduce a tendency toward rigidity
that is inherent in this type of training. Training should
emphasize the flexibility of armor employment.

(7) Tanks should, in the final phases of battle drill training,
practice buttoned-up operations.

9. Tactical Situation Training
Having attained proficiency in the execution of the combat for-

mations described in FM 17-33, tank unit battle drill should be
conducted in single-situation tactical exercises (par. 2, this app.).
The tank unit should be given a variety of situations and required,
by using formations and signals learned in combat formations,
to accomplish a specific mission. The tank unit should be battle
drilled in the following tactical situations:
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a. Approach Mlarch. The platoon moves along a selected cross
country route in a formation best suited to cope with any situa-
tion encountered. Speed and tactical integrity are emphasized.

b. Covering Force. The platoon, acting as a covering force for
the company, applies the techniques used in an advance to con-
tact. Movement must be as fast as the situation will permit. Com-
pany and platoon bounds can be used (par. 169).

c. Attack Without Delay. The platoon moving in any extended
formation launches an attack in a direction towards an objective
likely to be defended by hostile elements. An attack order might
be approximately this: PLATOON ATTACK (2D SECTION
COVER). OBJECTIVE, THOSE WOODS 500 YARDS, RIGHT
FRONT. The platoon should react promptly by moving in an
aggressive manner toward the objective. When situation and
terrain dictate, one section may be assigned overwatching fire
and should take suitable positions and bring its guns to bear on
the objective.

d. Hasty Defense. The command should be DEFEND IN
PLACE or MOVE TO EDGE OF TREE LINE, DEFEND, or
other variations depending on terrain. Moving as necessary and
keeping, if possible, their frontal armor toward the enemy, tanks
bring armament to bear on the enemy as quickly as possible.

e. Delay. This is an open formation, the sections of the platoon
being withdrawn alternately, each section overwatching from a
suitable position the withdrawal of the other.

f. Air Defense. Tanks with no cover should, under air attack,
make sure that adequate distances and intervals are taken and
defend themselves by machinegun fire. If cover or concealment
is available nearby and hostile aircraft are sighted and have not
yet moved to attack, the platoon should move to cover or conceal-
ment using open formation.

g. Lager. The platoon leader places his own tank and com-
mands LAGER; tanks arrange themselves in a perimeter defense
formation, taking normal interval, which can be adjusted later
according to terrain and visibility. This formation is not suit-
able when it is part of a company lager, for then the platoon only
occupies a part of the company perimeter.

h. Block and Withdraw. The tank platoon needs a drill which
will permit it to withdraw in good order when it is placed under
sudden antitank fire coming from a point which it cannot overrun
immediately. A suitable command under this circumstance is
BLOCK AND WITHDRAW: SECOND SECTION BLOCK,
FIRST SECTION WITHDRAW. On this command the second
section takes up a firing position and places fire on the enemy.
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The first section withdraws under cover of the overwatching fire
of the second section. The first section upon reaching a suitable
firing position covers the withdrawal of the second section.

10. Combined Arms Training
a. Normal combat operations will require the tank unit to be

employed in a team with infantry elements. To that end, per-
sonnel of a tank unit are required to be thoroughly conversant
with battle drill, mounted and dismounted, for armored infantry
units (pars. 11-23). When the tank unit is proficient in the train-
ing prescribed in paragraph 9, this appendix, combined arms
battle drill training for the tank-armored infantry team should
be initiated.

b. Typical mounted formations for the tank-armored infantry
team are discussed in FM 17-33.

Section III. BATTLE DRILL-ARMORED INFANTRY UNITS,
MOUNTED

11. General
Like the tank unit battle drill, battle drill for mounted armored

infantry units consists of training in the adoption of appropriate
combat formations as discussed in FM 17-20. Mounted forma-
tions are obviously preferred to dismounted formations and are
used whenever possible. They are used during the movement from
the assembly area (or attack position) to the line of departure
and as far beyond as the tactical situation permits. Formations
are flexible and may correspond to those used by a supported tank
unit.

12. Combat Formations
For the characteristics, use and graphic illustrations of infan-

try unit combat formations, see FM 17-20.

13. Conduct of Battle Drill
a. The conduct of mounted battle drill is based upon an armored

infantry unit having been thoroughly trained in armored per-
sonnel carrier crew drill and combat formations. Armored per-
sonnel carrier drivers must be fully qualified in the handling of
their vehicles in cross country operations.

b. Training in combat formations requires adherence to the
following principles:

(1) Use proper combat distances and intervals between
vehicles as prescribed in unit SOP's.
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(2) Do not form perfect lines or columns; apply some irregu-
larity in all formations.

(3) Movement should be executed with speed and precision
consistent with safe driving.

(4) Rapid action is desirable with frequent changes of
formation.

(5) All means of communicating commands should be prac-
ticed, including radio, flags, and arm and hand signals.

(6) The order of personnel carriers within formations may
be varied.

14. Tactical Situation Training
For infantry battle drill training in tactical situations, see

paragraphs 16 through 19, this appendix.

15. Combined Arms Training
a. Employment of armored infantry elements with tanks as a

team will be normal in combat. Infantry personnel must be
familiar with the tank unit drill as discussed in paragraphs 6
through 10, this appendix. When the armored infantry unit is
proficient in both mounted and dismounted battle drill, it should
conduct the battle drill as part of the tank-infantry team.

b. Typical mounted formations for the tank-armored infantry
team are discussed in FM 17-33.

Section IV. BATTLE DRILL-ARMORED INFANTRY, DISMOUNTED

16. General
a. Battle drill for dismounted armored infantry units is de-

signed to train the armored infantry in efficient tactical employ-
ment when they are required to dismount from their carriers and
fight on foot. Battle drill for dismounted armored infantry calls
for training in dismounted combat formations and the adoption
of appropriate formations in tactical situations. Normally dis-
mounted combat formations are required in the vicinity of the
objective. Up until the time the enemy situation demands it,
however, armored infantry will ride their carriers. Dismounted
armored infantry formations are similar to mounted formations.
In going from a mounted formation to a dismounted formation,
the mounted formation, should correspond to the anticipated dis-
mounted formation.

b. As soon as armored infantry are dismounted, carriers are
moved to the nearest covered position and prepare to move for-
ward on signal when the infantry are ready to continue the
mounted advance.
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17. Combat Formations
For discussion and illustrations of dismounted infantry

(armored infantry) formations, see FM 17-20. FM 7-20 may
be used as a supplemental reference; however, where discrepancies
between the two manuals exist, FM 17-20 will govern for armored
infantry units.

18. Conduct of Battle Drill
a. The conduct of battle drill for dismounted armored infantry

requires adequate training in weaponry, crew drill, and basic
tactical principles of fire and maneuver.

b. Training in battle drill for dismounted armored infantry
adheres to the following principles:

(1) Distances between personnel laterally and in depth will
vary according to the situation (see FM 17-20 and FM
7-10).

(2) Execution of commands is rapid, and changes in forma-
tion are frequent and executed on the double.

(3) Except in the simulated assault of an objective, rifles
are carried at port arms. In the assault, weapons are
carried to deliver assault fire.

(4) Formations should not be perfectly alined but should
contain some irregularity.

(5) All means of communication are practiced. In dis-
mounted battle drill, in addition to other means, whistle
signals may be used.

(6) Having attained proficiency in dismounted combat for-
mations, armored infantry conduct battle drill training
in single-situation tactical exercises as follows:

(a) Approach march. Practice should be conducted in the
use of a squad as a covering force for the remainder
of the platoon, the squad moving as directed by the
platoon leader.

(b) Covering force. In this drill, the platoon acts as a
covering force for the company. The platoon operates
dismounted, probably on a 2-squad front, in mass or
by bounds speedily.

(c) Attack without delay. This drill should be practiced
continuously by the platoon. The proper command
is FIGHT ON FOOT ACTION RIGHT FRONT (or
LEFT, etc.). The subsequent movements of the pla-
toon should be controlled by the use of hand signals;
squads should be moved rapidly into action, simulated
firing commenced, and the attack pressed with vigor.
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(d) Hasty defense. In many cases, an adequate emergency
defense may be effected by a simple command of
FIGHT ON FOOT, followed by signal to deploy and
commence firing.

(e) Delaying action. Squads should be brought back one
or two at a time, and a new line built up behind
the initial one. Squads on the new line cover the with-
drawal of elements on the forward line. If the ter-
rain and the enemy situation dictate, the most heavily
engaged units may be withdrawn last from each suc-
cessive position.

(f) Air defense.
1. When the platoon is dismounted, and an air threat

has been reported, cover being available close by, the
platoon leader may command AIR DEFENSE,
COVER, RIGHT (LEFT). At this command, per-
sonnel take advantage of any available cover and
concealment.

2. When the platoon is moving dismounted and is sub-
jected to air attack, individuals take the best avail-
able cover and concealment.

(g) Artillery fire. Armored infantrymen must be thor-
oughly trained to continue movement when subjected
to artillery fire. The best dismounted action against
artillery fire is to continue in the original direction of
movement.

19. Combined Arms Training
See paragraphs 20 through 23, this appendix.

Section V. BATTLE DRILL-TANK-INFANTRY TEAM

20. General
Normal combat employment of armor units calls for the forma-

tion of tank-armored infantry teams. According to the tactical
requirement, the team may be either tank heavy or armored in-
fantry heavy or balanced. In any case, proficiency in battle drill
will also assist in developing teamwork, mutual respect, and
efficiency.

21. Conduct of Battle Drill
Battle drill for the tank-infantry team uses the combat forma-

tions discussed in the preceding sections and is based on the prin-
ciples stated in paragraphs 8, 13, 15, and 18, this appendix. For
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the combined arms battle drill, the additional following principles
also govern-

a. Armored infantry ride their carriers as far as the tactical
situation permits.

b. Speed of advance is regulated on dismounted armored
infantry.

e. Radio communication between tanks and armored infantry
assumes greater importance, especially when the tanks are but-
toned up.

22. Combat Formations
a. General. For employment of tanks and armored infantry

in the attack (pars. 286-289).
b. Infantry Mounted. In open terrain, it will most often be

desirable to have the infantry attack mounted in armored per-
sonnel carriers following the tanks. The command is ATTACK
FORMATION (DIRECTION), TANKS UP, INFANTRY
MOUNTED.

(1) The commander may prescribe the formation to be taken
by the tanks and by the infantry, or he may leave the
formation of the attached element to be prescribed by its
commander. He may also prescribe the distance by
which the infantry will follow the tanks or direct them
to follow by bounds. He will locate himself in a posi-
tion where he can best influence the action.

(2) The infantry will, at a predesignated line (probably just
short of or on the objective), rapidly dismount and fight
on foot to mop up enemy resistance.

c. Infantry Dismounted. In close terrain it will most often be
desirable to have the infantry attack dismounted.

(1) To have the tanks lead, the commander of the team com-
mands, ATTACK FORMATION (DIRECTION),
TANKS UP, INFANTRY FIGHT ON FOOT. This for-
mation is usually taken when moving on broken terrain
which precludes rapid movement by the tanks. The
tanks attempt to destroy all enemy encountered, but the
infantry is available to the tank commander to be sent
through small patches of very close terrain or into ter-
rain which tanks cannot penetrate. On arrival on the
objective, infantry mop up enemy resistance, establish
outposts, and assist in organization of the ground. The
armored infantry should be taught to use the fastest
and most convenient means available to designate targets
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for tanks. They may designate targets by pointing; by
firing smoke grenades, streamers, flares, or tracers; or
by using the radio or external tank interphone.

(2) To have infantry lead, command ATTACK FORMA-
TION (DIRECTION), INFANTRY UP, INFANTRY
FIGHT ON FOOT. This formation is usually taken in
close terrain severely limiting tank visibility or when
visibility is otherwise limited. Each infantry squad pro-
ceeds generally in a line formation, and, whenever op-
posed by enemy fire, instantly signals up a tank to reduce
the source.

(3) To have the tanks and infantry move abreast, command-
ATTACK FORMATION (DIRECTION), LINE, IN-
FANTRY ON RIGHT (LEFT), INFANTRY FIGHT
ON FOOT. This formation is useful in moving across
terrain part of which is good open tank country, and
part is not (e.g., woods). Tanks will not limit their
rate of advance to that of the infantry, unless close
mutual support is imperative because of nature of enemy
resistance-e.g., because of enemy mines and infantry
antitank weapons. As an alternative, it may prove de-
sirable to have an infantry squad attached to each tank,
or a tank attached to each infantry squad, so that those
elements may operate very closely together. This forma-
tion is one normally to be taken only when a limited
objective is to be assaulted, the terrain is very close, and
enemy resistance is persistent.

(4) Sometimes it is necessary to divide the infantry and tank
elements and attack an objective from more than one
direction. Sample commands are, INFANTRY EN-
VELOP RIGHT (LEFT), (TANKS COVER), and
TANKS ENVELOP LEFT (RIGHT), (INFANTRY
COVER).

23. Tactical Situation Training
Situations are developed according to availability of local train-

ing areas. Terrain board exercises should be devised where
maneuver areas are not available.

Section VI. BATTLE DRILL-ARMORED CAVALRY UNITS

24. General
Armored cavalry units do not adapt to stylized combat forma-

tions as readily as do tank and armored infantry units; however,
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battle drill for armored cavalry units is desirable for obtaining
the objectives stated in paragraph 1, this appendix.

25. Conduct of Battle Drill
a. Battle drill for armored cavalry units requires training in

crew drill, weaponry, march techniques, and driving. The scout
section should be well-grounded in scouting, patrolling, and tech-
niques of observation. The rifle squad should be well schooled in

.dismounted battle drill (pars. 16-19).
b. Battle drill training for the armored cavalry platoon ad-

heres to the same principles as those of the tank and armored
infantry units (pars. 6-15).

26. Combat Formations
Suitable combat formations for the armored cavalry platoon

are shown in figures 134 through 143. Armored cavalry troops
may also use combat formations corresponding to those of tank
units as described in FM 17-33.

27. Tactical Situation Training
Battle drill for armored cavalry units is based on the following

missions: route reconnaissance, attack without delay, hasty de-
fense, delay, air defense, and securing a critical terrain feature.

28. Route Reconnaissance
In the accomplishment of route reconnaissance missions, the

Y formation and its variants are applicable (figs. 138-140).

29. Attack Without Delay
The platoon leader may launch an attack from any formation,

four examples of which are described below. (In each example,
the support squad goes into fire position, and the squad leader
reports at once to the platoon leader for fire instructions.

a. Command: (PLATOON) ATTACK, TANKS AND RIFLES
ENVELOP RIGHT (LEFT), SCOUTS COVER (fig. 141).

b. Command: (PLATOON) ATTACK, TANKS ENVELOP
RIGHT (LEFT), RIFLES COVER.

c. Command: (PLATOON) ATTACK; RIFLES ENVELOP
LEFT (RIGHT), TANKS COVER. In both b and c above, the
two scout squads halt and observe, and each scout squad leader
requests instructions. The platoon leader may order these squads,
together or individually, to either:

(1) Act as reconnaissance and guide for the maneuvering
force.
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Figure 134. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon, normal column formnation.
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Figure 186. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon, column formation,

SCOUTS FRONT AND REAR.
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Figure 137. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon, T formation.

(2) Join the base of fire.
(3) Protect an exposed flank by observation and fire.

d. Command: (PLATOON) FRONTAL ATTACK, RIFLES
(TANKS) UP, (RIFLES AND TANKS ABREAST). The T
formation is taken and modified as required (fig. 142).
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Figure 138. (Added) Armnoed cavalry platoon, Y formnnation.

30. Hasty Defense
a. The command should be TEE FORMATION, DEFEND IN

PLACE or TEE FORMATION, ON THAT HILL, DEFEND.
After the initial formation is taken, the platoon leader makes
adjustments as required. The support squad goes into position
quickly.
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Figure 139. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon, variation of the Y
formation for reconnaissance on two routes.

b. From column formation, the command is DEFEND IN
PLACE, ACTION LEFT (RIGHT). On this command:

(1) Tanks place immediate fire in the enemy direction.
(2) The rifle squad fights on foot, action left (right), and

goes into fire position. Armored personnel carrier cali-
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Figure 140. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon, variation of the Y
formation for reconnaissance on two routes.

ber .50 machinegun is manned by the driver after posi-
tioning the carrier in defilade.

(3) The support squad and scout squads go into fire posi-
tion and immediately engage enemy targets.

31. Lager
See figure 143.
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Figure 141. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon attack, TANKS AND
RIFLES ENVELOP RIGHT, SCOUTS COVER.
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Figure 142. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon, FRONTAL ATTACK,
RIFLES UP.
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Figure 143. (Added) Armored cavalry platoon lager.
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FM 17-1
C2

FIELD MANUAL

ARMOR OPERATIONS, SMALL UNITS

FM 17-1 HEADQUARTERS,
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

CHANGES No. 2 WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 2 September 1960

FM 17-1, 23 August 1957, is changed as follows:

CHAPTER 6
INDIVIDUAL AND UNIT PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Section V. DAMAGE CONTROL OPERATIONS (C 1)
(RESCINDED)
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CHAPTER 6.1
AREA DAMAGE CONTROL

(ADDED)

Section I. GENERAL

196.1. Purpose
This chapter sets forth the measures and means taken to

minimize the effects of a mass destruction attack or natural
disaster. The measures discussed herein, when appropriately
modified, are applicable to the squadrons of the armored cavalry
regiment and battalions of the armor group, as well as battalions
of the armored division.

196.2. General
a. In the division, rear area damage control is directed pri-

marily toward minimizing the impairment of division adminis-
trative support and toward aiding in reestablishing administrative
support. See FM 17-100.

b. In forward areas, damage control is directed toward min-
imizing interference with tactical operations and minimizing the
loss of personnel and materiel.

c. Area damage control is a command responsibility and the
commander at each echelon is responsible for planning, training,
and implementing area damage control measures.

Section II. AREA DAMAGE CONTROL MEASURES

196.3. Area Damage Control Measures Taken
Before an Operation

a. Area damage control organizations and procedures must
be established in area damage control SOP's.

b. Units and individuals must be thoroughly trained in the
use of protective measures designed to minimize the effects of
an enemy nuclear attack. These measures are discussed in
chapter 6.

c. Area damage control training in conformance with estab-
lished SOP's must be integrated with all phases of tactical train-
ing.
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d. During the planning of an operation, commanders should
mentally estimate all foreseeable aspects of the impending opera-
tion. This visualization should include planning of what area
damage control measures can be taken in the event the unit or
its elements are subjected to an enemy mass destruction attack,
or natural disaster.

196.4. Area Damage Control Measures Taken
During an Operation

a. The massing of troops and units should be avoided except
when essential to accomplishing the mission and then only for
a minimum period of time.

b. Adequate dispersion between units and within units is
maintained.

c. When units are on the move, every effort is exerted to keep
them moving. Fleeting targets are relatively poor nuclear targets.

d. When units are not on the move, individual vehicle move-
ment is minimized. Essential movement is restricted to periods
of poor visibility, preferably during hours of darkness.

e. Units do not remain stationary for prolonged periods.
f. Effective use of aerial and ground reconnaissance means is

practiced.
g. Maximum use is made of cover and concealment.
h. The commander and his staff continually review their dis-

positions and actions to be taken if the unit is subjected to a
mass destruction attack.

196.5. Area Damage Control Measures Taken After
an Enemy Mass Destruction Attack

a. The Affected Unit.
(1) Individuals and units immediately adopt protective

measures, such as taking the best available cover, and
don protective clothing and equipment to minimize the
residual effects of the weapon.

(2) All operative communication facilities expeditiously
report the situation and condition of the affected unit
to the next higher effective headquarters.

b. All Units Observing the Mass Destruction Attack.
(1) Every effort is directed toward continuance of the as-

signed mission. A report of the observation of the attack
should be submitted to the next higher effective head-
quarters using procedures as established by the unit
SOP.
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(2) In addition, the commanders of units unaffected by
the attack should anticipate a possible change in mission
to counter the attack's effects on the plan of the next
higher headquarters. This reduces reaction time when
a change of mission is received.

c. Next Higher Headquarters of Unit Subjected to a Mass
Destruction Attack.

(1) Receives reports from subordinate units concerning the
enemy attack, determines the extent of damage as early
as possible, and assesses the effect on the command of
the unit's ability to continue its assigned mission.

(2) Issues necessary orders to continue the assigned mission.
This may require altering the disposition and missions
of the remaining effective subordinate units.

(3) As early as feasible, acts to restore the effectiveness
of the unit subjected to the attack. If necessary, an
area damage control organization will be employed in
the affected area. Appropriate functions for the organ-
ization performing area damage control operations are:

(a) Determine and report the effectiveness of elements
of the unit subjected to the attack.

(b) Assume control of disorganized personnel and ele-
ments of the affected unit.

(c) Restore communication within the affected unit and
from the affected unit to its next higher headquarters.

(d) Release effective elements to the control of the next
higher headquarters.

(e) Evacuate personnel casualties to appropriate medical
installations.

(f) Evacuate vehicles and major items of equipment to
appropriate vehicle and equipment collecting points.

(g) Perform decontamination.

196.6. Decontamination Measures
a. Radiologicat Decontamination. Radiological decontamination

measures are unit and individual measures taken to reduce the
dose rate resulting from fallout. They include:

(1) Brushing or sweeping off clothing and equipment. If
possible, a complete change of clothing should be issued
and the old laundered.

(2) Bathing as soon as possible.
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(3) Turning over the soil in the immediate area of foxholes,
vehicles, and occupied installations. This buries the fine
fallout particles and reduces intensity.

(4) Hosing or washing equipment and vehicles with soap
or other detergents at the earliest opportunity.

b. Decontamination of Vehicles After Toxic Chemical Attack.
A contaminated armored vehicle will continue its mission until
the tactical situation permits first-echelon decontamination. For
very light contamination, exposure to the weather may be enough
for decontamination if time permits. Decontamination of the
interior of the vehicle may be accomplished by the use of forced
hot air or wiping with rags. For detailed information pertaining
to decontamination of vehicles and equipment, see TM 3-220
and FM 21-40.

Section Ili. ORGANIZATION OF PROVISIONAL AREA
DAMAGE CONTROL UNITS

196.7. General
Units subjected to a mass destruction attack or natural dis-

aster use all means necessary to reestablish unit effectiveness
as rapidly as possible. In circumstances where assistance is re-
quired from sources outside the unit, other units may be required
to assist when the situation permits. Armored cavalry units are
suitable for the conduct of area damage control operations. In
situations where it is not feasible to employ TOE units in area
damage control operations, provisional area damage control
units can be organized and employed.

196.8. Provisional Area Damage Control Teams
a. General. Area damage control teams are usually established

by unit SOP. These teams must be capable of taking decisive and
coordinated action in area damage control operations when TOE
units cannot be employed.

b. Control and Assessment Team (CAT). In the armored divi-
sion, each combat battalion headquarters establishes a control
and assessment team. A type combat battalion control and assess-
ment team with personnel, major items of equipment, and a
statement of functions is shown in figure 35.1.

c. Battalion Rescue Squad. Each combat battalion headquarters
establishes a battalion rescue squad. This squad will be assembled
on order and attached to a control and assessment team for area
damage control operations. A type combat battalion rescue squad
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1 BN EXEC OFF
I DRIVER

1 COMMUNICATION I RADIOLOGICAL I GENERAL 1 LOGISTICS
DETACHMENT CHIEF MONITORING MEDICAL STAFF

2 RADIO MECHANICS AND SURVEY OFFICER OFFICER
OFFICER 1 AMBULANCE 1 NCO SUPPLY

1 DRIVER DRIVER (DRIVER)
I ADMINIS-

TRATIVE
CLERK

FUNCTIONS

MOVES TO DAMAGE AREA ON ORDER, WITHOUT DELAY

ESTABUSHES A CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT TEAM COMMAND POST

DETERMINES AND REPORTS EFFECTIVENESS OF UNITS

ASSUMES CONTROL OF UNITS IN AFFECTED AREA

RESTORES COMMAND AND COMMUNICATION TO AFFECTED UNITS

RELEASES COMBAT EFFECTIVE UNITS TO TACTICAL COMMANDER

REQUESTS REQUIRED TECHNICAL SERVICE SUPPORT

DIRECTS AND CONTROLS THE OPERATION OF RESCUE SQUADS

Figure 35.1. Type combat battalion control and assessment team.

with personnel, major items of equipment, and statement of
functions is shown in figure 35.2.

d. Company Rescue Squad. Each combat company-size unit
establishes a company rescue squad. This squad will be assembled
on order and attached to a control and assessment team for area
damage control operations. A type company rescue squad with
personnel, major items of equipment, and statement of functions
is shown in figure 35.3. The organizations shown in figures 35.1,
35.2, and 35.3 are merely examples to illustrate how these units
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SECY SEC/CO MAINT CO HQ
1 ASSISTANT SQUAD 1 NCO

LEADER 1 MECHANIC-DRIVER
8 EM

FUNCTIONS

ADMINISTERS FIRST AID

RESCUES AND REMOVES CASUALTIES

EVACUATES VEHICLES AND MAJOR ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT

CONDUCTS RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING

PERFORMS UMITED HASTY DECONTAMINATION

Figure 35.3. Type company rescue squad.

can be established by SOP. Other organizations as desired by
the commander can be established by SOP in conformance with
his organizational structure and concept of performing area
damage control operations.

Section IV. OPERATIONS OF PROVISIONAL
AREA DAMAGE CONTROL UNITS

196.9. General
a. Provisional area damage control units, established by SOP,

are employed to accomplish a particular area damage control
mission when it is not practical to employ TOE units. When it
is necessary to employ provisional area damage control units
the next higher headquarters of the affected unit will designate
the provisional area damage control units within the command
to perform the area damage control mission. For example, if a
company-size unit has been subjected to a mass destruction
attack, and requires assistance, the battalion will determine what
provisional area damage control teams will be employed for the
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area damage control mission. If the area damage control opera-
tion requires means in excess of those at the disposal of the
parent organization, additional means may be requested from
the next higher headquarters.

b. The next higher headquarters of the affected unit may
initiate area damage control operations in the affected area using
its SOP-established control and assessment team to direct the
operation. In battalion-level area damage control operations, the
battalion rescue squad and the unaffected company rescue squads
can be employed under the direction of the battalion control and
assessment team.

196.10. A Method of Operation
a. General. A method of conducting battalion level area dam-

age control operations after an enemy nuclear attack, using a
provisional area damage control organization, is described in
the following illustrative example:

Task Force 1/1 Armor has been advancing on two axes
(fig. 35.4). Team D was struck by an enemy nuclear airburst
weapon. In the absence of assistance from sources outside the
task force, the task force commander ordered Team A to bypass
the affected area and to assume the mission of Team D. Other
units continued their assigned missions. Concurrently, the task
force commander committed the task force control and assess-
ment team (CAT), battalion rescue squad, and company rescue
squads of the unaffected teams to conduct area damage control
operations in the affected area( fig. 35.5). The initial estimate of
effects indicated that the weapon was a 50-KT low airburst. The
area within the damage radius of concern was assigned to the task
force CAT, which in turn assigned sectors of responsibility to the
company rescue squads (fig. 35.6). The radius of the area of con-
cern should be determined by direct damage assessment. How-
ever, a hasty radius to be used in initial planning can be deter-
mined by using the negligible risk, unwarned, exposed safety
radius for the estimated yield contained in FM 101-31. This radius
can be adjusted when area damage control elements arrive in the
area and the actual extent of damage is determined.

b. Control and Assessment Team. The control and assessment
team (CAT) commander or his representative should make an
aerial survey of the area assigned to the CAT to estimate the
extent and nature of damage within the area. CAT communication
nets are opened and attempts are made to establish communica-
tion with the affected unit. The CAT establishes a command post
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where area damage control operations in the affected area are
directed, controlled, and supervised.

c. Battalion Rescue Squad. The battalion rescue squad oper-
ating in the vicinity of the CAT command post establishes and
operates a personnel casualty collecting point and a vehicle
collecting point and provides general support to the company
rescue squads.

d. Company Rescue Squads. Company rescue squads proceed
to their assigned sectors of responsibility, conducting radio-
logical monitoring while proceeding to and through the affected
area. Once in the immediate area of the affected units, the
company rescue squads perform the following tasks, in order:

(1) Establish control over the survivors and direct sur-
vivors to perform tasks within their capabilities.

(2) Administer essential first aid, sorting of casualties based
on urgency and condition, and evacuation of certain
personnel casualties to the battalion rescue squad per-
sonnel casualty collecting point.

(3) Evacuate operable vehicles and vehicles requiring minor
repairs to the battalion rescue squad vehicle collecting
point.

(4) Evacuate other materiel in priority of criticality.
(5) Perform necessary hasty decontamination of equipment

at the earliest opportunity after clearing the affected
area.

(6) Report contamination readings as specified in the SOP.
e. Reorganization. At designated rallying points and collecting

points of the battalion rescue squad, personnel and materiel are
reorganized as necessary to constitute elements capable of further
combat. When possible, maximum use is made of surviving com-
manders of affected units to effect reorganization. In the absence
of surviving commanders capable of reorganizing the units, the
CAT commander will take charge of the reorganization.

196.11. Combat Command Level Operations
In cases where a battalion of a combat command is subjected

to a mass destruction attack, the combat command may perform
area damage control operations in the affected area by employing
the combat command CAT and the provisional area damage con-
trol team of the unaffected attached units. The method of con-
ducting a combat command level operation, with provisional
area damage control units generally parallels the method described
for battalion level operations.
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196.12. Natural Disasters
Although not specifically described herein, measures taken

and procedures and employment of area damage control pro-
visional organizations are the same for natural disasters (e.g.,
floods, typhoons, etc.) as for nuclear attack.

196.13. References
a. An SOP containing actions to minimize the effects of an

enemy nuclear attack is contained in appendix IX.
b. Individual and unit CBR protective measures are discussed

in chapter 6 and in FM 21-40.
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APPENDIX IX
SOP ACTIONS TO MINIMIZE EFFECTS OF

ENEMY NUCLEAR ATTACK
(ADDED)

CLASSIFICATION

(Battalion)
FORT KNOX, KENTUCKY
1 January 19 ....

Annex .... (Actions to Minimize Effects of an Enemy Nuclear
Attack) to SOP

1. PURPOSE

This annex prescribes normal procedures for defense against,
and actions following, enemy nuclear attack.

2. PLANNING
a. Headquarters and headquarters company organizes and desig-

nates personnel for battalion control and assessment team and
battalion rescue squad (app. 1).

b. Lettered companies organize and designate personnel for
company rescue squads (app. 2).

c. Commander's concept habitually must be issued in sufficient
detail to permit continued and, when necessary, indepenedent
action by subordinate units.

d. In the offense, commanders will:
(1) Anticipate own dispositions at critical stages of offense.
(2) Assume enemy nuclear attack against predicted disposi-

tions at points of maximum vulnerability.
(3) Evaluate effects on own troops.
(4) Plan actions necessary to continue mission in the event

of enemy nuclear attack.
e. In the defense, commanders will:

(1) Determine maximum vulnerability of own dispositions.
(2) Assume enemy nuclear attack in areas of maximum

vulnerability.
(3) Estimate damage to own troops and effects on defense

plan.
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(4) Plan actions necessary to accomplish mission in the event
of an enemy nuclear attack.

3. OPERATIONS
a. Command. Battalion executive is designated area damage

control coordinator and battalion control and assessment team
commander.

b. Priorities. Priority of tasks subsequent to enemy nuclear
attack.

(1) Continue mission.
(2) Reestablish command and control and implement radio-

logical survey.
(3) Determine and report combat effectiveness of damaged

units.
(4) Reorganize damaged units; initiate area damage control

operations.
c. Protective Measures.

(1) Dispersion. Maintain maximum dispersion consistent
with accomplishment of mission.

(2) Movement. Units make maximum use of periods of poor
visibility for their moves and move on multiple routes of
march when possible.

(3) Cover. Maximum personnel remain in or near armored
vehicles or dug-in positions, consistent with essential
operations. Following a nuclear burst, troops seek imme-
diate maximum protection available.

(4) Camouflage and deception measures. Enforce camouflage
discipline and use of natural concealment at all echelons.

d. Actions Immediately Following Enemy Nuclear Attack.
(1) Individuals and combat vehicle crews. Establish contact

with higher headquarters.
(2) Units.

(a) Report to next higher headquarters the subordinate
elements out of contact.

(b) Reestablish communication with subordinate elements.
(c) Take following protective measures:

1. Take immediate maximum protection available.
2. Prepare for early movement.
3. Be prepared to displace to avoid residual fallout radia-

tion hazard, and continue mission.
(d) Avoid entering or remaining in area when predicted

dose rate to personnel equals or is greater than .... r
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per hour at time of entry. Prevent cumulative dose over
.... r per day or .... r per week.

Note. Actual figures are to be developed from guidance pro-
vided by higher headquarters during operations.

(e) Include in nuclear blast flash report:
1. ALFA (date and time of burst).
2. BRAVO (location of ground zero UMT coordinates,

if known).
3. CHARLIE ...... mils (Azimuth from observer to

fireball) .
4. DELTA (UMT Grid coordinates of observer).
5. ECHO ...... seconds (flash-to-bang time).
6. FOXTROT ...... mils (fireball width).
7. GOLF ...... mils (cloud top angle at H + 10 min-

utes).
8. HOTEL ...... mils (cloud bottom angle at H + 10

minutes).
9. INDIA ...... mils (cloud width at H + 10 minutes).

10. JULIET (height of burst) (1 = surface, 2 = air, 3
unknown).

(f) Follow with OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE message,
giving all available details.

(g) Initiate radiological monitoring.
(h) Report initial time of arrival and dose rate if fallout

arrives in area.
e. Release of Control Elements. Companies release area damage

control elements to control of control and assessment team com-
mander on order of this headquarters.

f. Scout Platoon. Scout platoon be prepared to support area dam-
age control operation on order of this headquarters.

4. LOGISTICS
a. Support. Area damage control elements operating in damage

area will obtain required support from nearest available source.
b. Evacuation and Hospitalization.

(1) Affected units accomplish maximum self-aid.
(2) Personnel casualties will be evacuated to battalion rescue

squad personnel collecting point with priority so as to
provide best chance for recovery to largest number.

c. Transportation.
(1) Only vehicles engaged in, or supporting, damage control

operations or engaged in tactical operations enter dam-
aged area.

(2) Control and assessment team commander is responsible
for traffic control in area of operations.
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d. Services.
(1) Decontamination. Decontamination will be limited to that

essential for evacuation of equipment from damaged
area.

(2) Priority of evacuation.
(a) Communication equipment.
(b) Operable vehicles.
(c) Vehicles requiring only minor repairs.
(d) Other material in priority of criticality.

5. PERSONNEL
a. Strengths. Unit or control and assessment team commander

reports following as soon as possible:
(1) Number and type of casualties.
(2) Effective strength of affected unit.
(3) Loss of commander if applicable.

b. Replacements. Unit commanders will insure that all incoming
personnel are familiar with current procedures for survival under
conditions of nuclear warfare.

c. Graves Registration Service.
(1) Evacuate deceased to battalion rescue personnel collect-

ing point.
(2) Mass burials are permitted only on order of this head-

quarters.

6. CIVIL AFFAIRS
Commanders be prepared to control civilians in area of opera-

tion.

7. COMMAND
Control and assessment team command post will be as announced

in implementing order.
LADDER
Lt Col

Appendixes:
1-Headquarters and Headquarters Company Area Damage

Control Elements
2-Lettered Company Area Damage Control Elements
3-Employment of Area Damage Control Elements

Distribution:
OFFICIAL:
/s/ Carrier
/t/ CARRIER

S4
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(Battalion)
FORT KNOX, KENTUCKY
1 January 19....

Appendix 1 (Headquarters and Headquarters Company Area
Damage Control Elements) to Annex ....

1. CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT TEAM

a. Personnel.
(1) Bn Exec.
(2) S4.
(3) Radiological monitoring and survey officer.
(4) General medical officer.
(5) Communication chief.
(6) Two radio mechanics.
(7) NCO, supply (driver).
(8) Administrative clerk.
(9) Ambulance driver.

(10) Two drivers.

b. Vehicles.
(1) l/4-ton truck with AN/GRC-3 radio.
(2) ¼A-ton truck with AN/VRQ-1 radio.
(3) Ambulance.
(4) 1/4-ton truck with 2 AN/VRC-8's.

2. BATTALION RESCUE SQUAD

a. Personnel.
(1) Officer, battalion rescue squad leader.
(2) NCO, senior recovery mechanic.
(3) Two recovery mechanics.
(4) Tracked vehicle mechanic.
(5) NCO, aid station attendant.
(6) Ambulance driver.
(7) Ambulance attendant.
(8) Wrecker operator and assistant.
(9) Two drivers.

(10) Two assistant drivers.
(11) Driver.

b. Vehicles.
(1) Recovery vehicle, tracked, with AN/GRC-4 radio.
(2) Armored ambulance with AN/GRC-4 radio.
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(3) 5-ton wrecker.
(4) Two 5-ton cargo trucks.
(5) /4-ton with AN/VRC-16 radio.

LADDER
Lt Col

Distribution:
OFFICIAL:
/s/ Carrier
/t/ CARRIER

S4

(Battalion)
FORT KNOX, KENTUCKY
1 January 19....

Appendix 2 (Lettered Company Area Damage Control Elements)
to Annex ....

COMPANY RESCUE SQUAD
a. Personnel.

(1) NCO, company rescue squad leader.
(2) NCO, assistant squad leader.
(3) Mechanic-driver.
(4) Eight enlisted men.

b. Vehicles.
(1) Armored personnel carrier with AN/GRC-3 radio.
(2) 1/4-ton truck with AN/VRC-8 radio.

LADDER
Lt Col

Distribution:
OFFICIAL:
/s/ Carrier
/t/ CARRIER

S4

(Battalion)
FORT KNOX, KENTUCKY
1 January 19....

Appendix 3 (Employment of Area Damage Control Elements)
to Annex....

1. CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT TEAM COMMAND POST
a. Upon receipt of implementing order, the control and assess-

ment team commander dispatches a quartering party to organize
the control and assessment team command post and to establish
communication.
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b. Command post functions as the controlling agency for all
attached area damage control elements, affected units, and sup-
porting area damage control elements. It is normally located to
the immediate rear of the affected area to take advantage of the
best and shortest route to the MSR or axis of supply and evacua-
tion.

c. Simultaneously with the establishment of the control and
assessment team command post, the control and assessment team
commander or his liaison representative establishes contact with
surviving elements, estimates damage, conducts aerial survey, and
coordinates area damage control operations.

2. AUTHORIZATION OF CONTROL AND
ASSESSMENT TEAM COMMANDER

a. Operational Control. The control and assessment team com-
mander exercises operational control over all units located in his
assigned area of responsibility, except units specifically exempted
from his control by this headquarters.

b. Traffic Control. The control and assessment team commander
is responsible for regulation and control of all traffic within and
through the affected area.

c. Staff Officegs. The other members of the control and assess-
ment team and the commanders of attached and supporting tech-
nical service elements act as staff officers for the control and
assessment team commander.

3. CONTROL OF AREA DAMAGE CONTROL UNITS

a. Communication. As soon as company and battalion rescue
squads become operational they enter the control and assessment
team command net.

b. Movement. All area damage control elements should be able to
assemble, begin movement, and establish communication within
30 minutes after receipt of a fragmentary implementing order.

4. CONTROL OF AFFECTED UNIT

a. So far as possible, the control and assessment team com-
mander uses the surviving personnel of the affected units to
reestablish the chain of command. Affected units will reconstitute
this chain to whatever extent they are capable by employing
standard operating procedures for self-recovery and by estab-
lishing internal command and control through use of alternate
facilities.

b. If communication with the affected unit has been reestablished
before initiation of area damage control operations, the control
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and assessment team commander immediately establishes contact
with the affected unit. If there is no communication with the
affected unit, the communication detachment attempts to establish
contact by searching all frequencies assigned to units in the
affected area. If unable to establish contact by this means, the
communication detachment will establish a station as near as
possible to the last known location of the senior command echelon.
Radiac equipment will accompany this station to monitor residual
contamination for the safety of these communication personnel.
These personnel will also carry signal repair parts for communi-
cation equipment in the affected area, and a radio for the senior
command echelon in the affected area. As soon as any affected
unit is contacted it is notified that it is under the operational con-
trol of the control and assessment team commander and that it
is to maintain communication with the control and assessment
team command post.

5. CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
On opening the control and assessment team command post, the

control and assessment team commander will begin area damage
control activities by:

a. Assigning sectors to subordinate area damage control ele-
ments.

b. Conducting radiological monitoring of the affected area.
(1) In no instance should area damage control operation be

conducted by a control and assessment team commander
inside the .... roentgen-per-hour area without the spe-
cific approval of this headquarters. Area damage control
operations conducted inside the .... roentgen-per-hour
area should be approved by the control and assessment
team commander. Limits of areas into which subordinate
control and assessment team elements will be permitted
to conduct area damage control operations will be an-
nounced by control and assessment team on a continuing
basis.

(2) All area damage control elements use a dosimeter to de-
termine unit total dosages. When possible, all personnel
on area damage control missions should carry a dosim-
eter to provide accurate individual total dose readings.

(3) Battalion rescue squads employ the radiac equipment
to monitor residual radiation in areas where subordinate
and supporting elements are operating. Observed intensi-
ties are reported to the control and assessment team
command post every 30 minutes or immediately when a
marked change occurs.
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(4) It is essential that sufficient personnel in all units receive
area damage control training in order to permit rotation
of personnel as individual doses become excessive. Rota-
tion of personnel is accomplished by this headquarters,
based on recommendation of the control and assessment
team commander.

c. Reporting combat effective units in the affected area to this
headquarters.

6. ACTIVITIES OF ELEMENTS SUBORDINATE TO
CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT TEAM

a. Sector commanders establish a centrally located collecting
point along the outer perimeter of their assigned areas for coordi-
nation of area damage control activities in sector.

b. Battalion rescue squad and other technical service support
teams normally operate in general support of units in all sectors.
Their operations are controlled by the control and assessment team
commander. Requests for support of these elements are submitted
to the control and assessment team commander by the sector
commanders.

LADDER
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[AG 470.8 (19 Aug 60)]

By Order of Wilber M. Brucker, Secretary of the Army:

L. L. LEMNITZER,
General, United States Army,

Official: Chief of Staff.
R. V. LEE,

Major General, United States Army,
The Adjutant General.

Distribution:

Active Army:
To be distributed in accordance with DA Form 12-7 requirements
for FM 1-series (uncl) plus the following additional formula:
DCSPER (2) Ord Bn (1)
ACSI (2) QM Bn (1)
DCSLOG (2) Sig Bn (1)
DCSOPS (2) Armor Bn (5)
CofOrd (1) ADA Bn (1)
CofEngrs (1) Cml Co (1)
TQMG (1) FA Btry (1)
CofT (1) Inf Co (1)
CSigO (1) Ord Co (1)
US ARADCOM (2) QM Co (1)
US ARADCOM Rgn (1) Sig Co (1)
MDW (2) MP Co (1)
Seventh US Army (25) Armor Co (5)
EUSA (25) ADA Btry (1)
Corps (15) Abn Co (1)
Div (10) USMA (10)
Bde (2) USACGSC (10)
Engr Gp (1) USAARMS (5000)
Inf Bg (2) USAAMS (10)
Armor Gp/Regt (10) USAAVNS (10)
Cml Bn (1) USACMLCSCH (10)
Engr Bn (1) USAES (10)
FA Bn (1) USAIS (50)
Inf Bn (5) USAINTS (10)

USASCS (10)
NG: State AG (3); units-same as Active Army except not to exceed

2 copies per unit.
USAR: Same as Active Army.
For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320-50.
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